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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.0 WHY DESCRIPTIVE GRAMMAR? 

Maring, whenever introduced is oftenly described as one of the oldest tribe of 

Manipur. Yet inspite of being one of the oldest tribe, the community as such is still 

backward in education and development when compared to other tribes of the state. Most 

of the Maring villages are situated on the Hirok hill range which separate Manipur from 

Myanmar. As such, the Meiteis became their immediate neighbors. Thus, in partaking the 

role of human civilization, trade and culture flourished between the two communities, 

and a situation of language contact arise wherein Meities being more advanced 

community, a large number of its vocabulary got influx in Maring, thereby influencing 

the language. The current generation below the age of fifty uses more Meiteilon 

vocabulary than original Maring. Only a handful of old people still knows the old 

language form. No doubt Maring, a lesser known Tibeto-Burman languages of Manipur 

falling under the subdivision of Chin-Kuki-Naga, has to comes under the list of the 

endangered langugages
1
 of India obviously because of the less number of speakers, but 

also more because of the language shift and encroachment taking place within the speech 

community. With the gievn scenerio of the language becoming extinct over certain period 

of time (if measures are not taken up now), along with the need to unravel the linguistic 

description of the language, so that a proper command of it can be achieved by the speech 

community for developing and advancing further in the academic world, the concern to 

write a descriptive came into being. Hence, resulting into this work. 

Descriptive grammar as the term suggest is a grammar that give information by 

providing facts about how a particular language works, rather than telling people how it 

should be used. Unlike prescriptive grammar that gives exact rules and direction on how 

a particular language should be used, a descriptive grammar provides effective handling 

of data on little known languages and describes and relate the certain phenomenon 

occurring in language. It usually explains the analytical description of facts and details 

concerning the actual usage of a language by a speech community at a given time. Only 

                                                           
1
 http://www.endangeredlanguages.com/lang/5668 

 

http://www.endangeredlanguages.com/lang/5668
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after writing a descriptive grammar, a prescriptive grammar can be written. Then only 

proper instruction on how a language should be spoken can be written for pedagogical 

purpose and for teaching in schools and college. Though there are few works done on 

Maring by British administrators and Meitei schloars and some basic grammatical 

description writen by the native, this work would be the first of its kind to coalesce both a 

native competence of the language and linguistic theories. Apart from that, the base and 

approach of the work tries to balance between both the form based appraoch and function 

based approach by following Thomas Payne‘s guide for a balanced grammar. As such 

this dissertation will be dealing with the systematic study and description of the language 

and bring out a grammatical sketch of it. The chapter begins with a brief introduction of 

the people and their origin (§1.1), the existing literature and research (§ 1.2), demography 

(§ 1.3), history and migration (§ 1.4), ethnography (§ 1,5), genetic and areal affiliation (§ 

1.6), literary traditions (§1.7), dialectical variation (§ 1.8), sociolinguistic situation (§1.9), 

loan words (§1.10), the corpus (§1.11), aims and objectives (§1.12), theoritical 

framework (§1.13) and finally conclude with chapter overview and presentation (§1.14). 

1.1.THE PEOPLE AND THEIR ORIGIN 

Maring is one of the oldest tribe settling in the south eastern part of Manipur in 

Chandel district. The Marings derived their name from ‘mei’ meaning fire and ‘ring’ 

meaning ‘alive’, which means ‘the people who keeps fire alive or unquenched.’ Oral 

history of this tribe recounts how ‘Maring’ or ‘Meiringba’, obtained fire from a 

traditional way of making fire called ‘Meihongtang’ using dry wood of a particular tree 

called khongma-heeng (khongma tree) with bamboo strips and dry bushes or grasses. The 

bamboo strips are rubbed several times with dry grasses/bushes against dry khongma-

heeng until fire is produced due to friction. The fire, also known as “Meikhing” meaning 

‘Sacred fire’, is set up at certain sacred places like the village altar called 

‘Malamun’/‘ratlamun’, village gate called ‘Palshung’ and dormitories called ‘Rkhang’
2
 

and is kept unquenched by feeding it with firewood to protect and alert the village from 

evil spirits and enemies. Thus, based on this oral account, the Maring people has been 

                                                           
2
 Tomuishang, W. Maring. 2013. Maring Oral Literature: A Translation and Criticism of a Few Select 

Songs. M.phil Dissertation (Unpublished): Madras University. p.1 
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calling themselves with the self referent “Meiring” or “meiringba”, but the Government 

of India recognized them as Maring Naga, a Scheduled tribe of Manipur on 29
th

 October 

1956 as fulfillment of the letter addressed to the Secretary, The Government of India, 

Ministry of States, New Delhi from the then Office of the Dewan of Manipur  State, letter 

no.2/AG/49/0695-96, dated Imphal, the 6
th

 June, 1949.
3
 Therefore, the group used the 

autonym
4
 “Maringa” or “Meiringba” when they communicate among themselves, but to 

others they identify themselves with the exonym “Maring” given and recognized by the 

Government of India.
5
 British documents officially recorded the tribe’s name as 

“murring” because of their difficulty in pronunciation. 

As per the oral narration of this tribe, Maring’s origin can be traced back to the 

terrible life or civilization inside a cave called ‘Nungmuisho’ in Kulvi-Shongshong under 

the leadership of four chieftains or ‘Khopu-Rampu’ namely Charang (Rangmei), Dangsha 

(Khalse-Krung), Makung (Kung-krung) and Tontang (Tāngki-krung). This myth or 

legend of origin is held commonly by various other tribes of Chandel district. As life 

inside the cave was hard and terrible, repeated attempts were made using different 

animals like pig, cow, buffalo, etc to break the big stone gate called ‘Lungthung’ that 

blocked the entrance of the cave, but it was of no avail as the animals failed and in the 

course of trail resulted them to have flattened nose (of pigs) and cracked horns (of 

buffalos).
6
 It was only after much consultation, that the Marings finally sent ‘Shirimpã-

Bungrāng’, a black-white-spotted Indian bison, which managed to break open the gate 

freeing and ending the people’s terrible life inside the cave. Thus to this day, the Indian 

bison (Mithun), though domesticated, is revered by setting them a wild in jungle rather 

than confining them in sheds and is accepted as the only animal for performing rituals 

and ceremonies like naming of a person ‘Minphuk-Phalphuk’, erection of monument 

stones ‘Thillai’, as bride price (numan) etc. (See Tomuishang 2013: 1-2) 

                                                           
3
 “The Maring Naga tribe: A Historical profile”. p.4 

4
   An autonym is actually the self given name of people that gradually becomes the name of the language 

they speak too. 

5
 Exonym are names given by non-native or others/ outsider.  (See James A. Masittof: Language and 

Dialects of Tibeto-Burman,  p.10) 

6
 This is another interesting legend of the tribe which explains that while trying to open the stone gate 

which was so hard, instead of breaking it, the pressure exerted on the stone reverted in the form of flat nose 

and cracked horns.   
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1.2 EXISTING LITERATURE 

The works done in Maring so far can be divided into three categories. Maring was 

first mentioned in the works of some of the British administrators namely Brown (1837), 

Mc Culloch (1859), Damant (1880).
7
 Grierson (1903) was the first to come up a brief 

analysis of the language in about five pages along with some specimen and comparative 

vocabulary of 241 basic words and clauses of the language sub-group.   

The second category includes the works of Manipuri or Meitei linguistics 

scholars. Mention may be made of Ningomba’s (1976) and Yumnam’s (1990)
 

. 

Ningomba’s work was the first attempt to study the language concisely. His work is more 

of a form driven approach wherein he sketch the grammatical outlined of the language by 

describing its various forms used for accomplishing their respective function(s).  This 

was later on followed by the comparative work of Nungshitombi where certain variations 

between two Maring dialects were displayed to portray them as unintelligible to each 

other.  

   The third category comprises of the work done by native speakers (non-linguists) 

and is written in Maring language. Mention can be made of the grammar written by K. 

Kodarkham,
8
 which is later on followed by the rudimentary grammar written by 

Moshining in 2009.
9
  However, for further linguistics investigation, reference can also be 

made of the work done by Rev. K. Moses (2001), which is a Bible translation of the New 

Testament and Proverbs in Maring language and Rev. K. Moses (2013), which is the 

whole translation of the Holy Bible in Maring, comprising of both the Old Testament and 

the New Testament. Apart from these, there is a Maring Christian hymnal for use during 

Sunday services. These are some of the major and minor literature available in Maring 

which can be used for further investigation in this study. 

1.3  DEMOGRAPHY 

 Maring has a population of 26,424 according to 2011 census, from a number of 68 

villages located in mostly in Chandel (Fig 1.1) and sparely in Senapati district. Most of 

                                                           
7
 Except for Grierson’s, the rest of the authorities mentioned are more of a comparison of Maring 

vocabularies in relation to other languages of its family. 
8
 Year of publishing not mention in the book. 

9
 Moshinging, Kanshou. 2009. Maring Grammar. Parshung’s Publication. 
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the villages are mainly in and around the southwest mountainous region, i.e. the Hirok 

hill range (which separates Manipur from upper Burma) (see fig 1.2), along the northern 

border of Chandel district.  

 

 

 

Fig 1.1: Map locating Chandel District in India and Manipur. 

Picture source: http://www.veethi.com/places/manipur-chandel-district-408.htm 

 

http://www.veethi.com/places/manipur-chandel-district-408.htm
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Majority of these villages comes under Machi Sub-division and Tengnoupal sub-

division (Haokip 2011) which is also inhabited by some Kuki villages. Apart from these, 

few villages, around five in numbers are scattered in Thoubal district, and around three 

villages are located in Senapati district. 

 

Fig 1.2: Map showing Maring villages: The doted spots except for Chandel and 

Tengnoupal are the location of Maring villages. 

By observing the map we can see that area occupied by Maring (language) is 

surrounded all over by Tangkhul language on the north, Kuki and other southern Naga 

languages
10

 in the south and Meiteilon in the West. Interactions between Maring and 

these languages speaking communities take place in Meiteilon which is the lingua franca 

of the state. Meitei and Maring maintain more of an economical relationship because of 

daily trade and commerce. As such the influence of Meitei is very much evident in 

                                                           
10

 By southern Naga languages, I means the languages of the small tribals inhabbiting Chandel districts of 

Manipur, not the tribes or languages of Nagaland. 
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Maring. With the Southern Tangkhuls the relationship is quite social because of 

intermarriages and cultural similarities. Infact some of the few villages bordering Maring 

area has a bit similar language with Lamyangnga dialect. But, the directionally of 

language influence is yet to be asserted as it is still dubious whether it is Maring that has 

influence their language or if it is the other way round. As for the other southern Naga 

tribes and Kuki tribes, the relationship is friendly but the influence of language hardly 

takes place apart from exhibiting some similar lexicons that is found to occur prevalently 

in the sub group of Chin-Kuki-Naga. 

 

1.4 HISTORY AND MIGRATIONS  

Maring is one of the oldest aboriginal tribe of Kabaw valley and its surrounding 

that have migrated over to Manipur valley. Their origin is from Lhaipang kanthounapur
11

, 

the original cave of mankind. Gimson remarked that Marings originated from Mongsa in 

kabaw valley and later on get settled in Moirangkhom, in Imphal valley. Ningomba 

(1976) claimed that Maring originated from kulbi Song-song and from Angko Ching near 

kabaw valley.
 
Though he stated that no Maring has claimed about their origin from 

Wasaphai, one of my informant did give an account of Maring’s settlement in Wasphai. 

So putting all the puzzle pieces together, and as per the account given in the “History and 

Customary of the Maring Tribe,”
12

 the history of Maring can be dated back as early as 20 

A.D. to the settlement at Kulvi Songsong,
13

 which was believed to be located underneath 

the earth or East land. From there on, the tribe migrated to Wasaphai/Washangphai and 

spread along the Ningthee river basin in the Angkoching range and the Yoomadong Hill 

(now in Myanmmar).  

 Later on, as population increased and the demand for natural resources increased 

people started migrating to different places in search for better settlements. A section of 

people migrated towards Mongreiphai, proceeding towards Thimpamna, Songkan, 

Khampat, Latao, Taap, Lichiek, Mangsa etc and moved further to Mongthelbung in 

                                                           
11

 ‘lhaipang’ means ‘the world’, ‘kanthouna’ means ‘the place of awakening’, ‘pur’ means ‘cave’.  
12

 “The History and Customary Laws of the Maring Tribe” is a booklet drafted on 14
th

 November 2013, by 

the then Committee on Customary Law of Maring, comprising of five members. The draft was made after 

many meetings and workshops held in consultation with the elders and experts in this regard. 
13

 This is a date is given by an informant in one of his writing, penned down via oral legend and can be 

highly contested as there is no historical record to support it. 
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Bungpui range. There they established a village called “Uipu yultang” also known as 

Khoibu Khunjao. This group, now known as Khoibu, though initially stated as a sub-tribe 

of Maring, is currently seeking the status of an independent scheduled tribe from the 

Government of India.  

A section travelled towards the Shanthelbung range and established villages like 

Khulimol (Yongkhul), Narum (ralimkhu), Saibol, Chingshao, Kashung and Lamasi. They 

are now known as Ramyangnga or Mongmi (an axonym meaning “people who have lost 

their way”) and though still considered as a sub-tribe of Maring, have started asserting of 

being a different tribe because of the unintelligible language barrier from the majority of 

Maring speaking group. The remaining major section travelled towards the western side 

of the Ningthee basin, crossing many mountain ranges and finally settled at Tuisimi on 

the Langkoubung range of Manipur.  

Another section is also believed to have migrated towards the Imphal valley and 

get settled in places like Moirangkhom and Langol hills during or before the time of 

Meidingu  Konthouba (568-658 A.D.). However, the history of Manipur as per Cheitharol 

Kumpaba recorded of this section overpowering one of the king’s servant. As an act of 

vengeance, the Meiteis ambushed them and nearly killed them all.
14

 Only a few managed 

to escape and moved on for safety to places like Haobam Marak, Lamlong (Imphal), 

Haokha Tangjeng, Lulambung at Wangnu in south Moirang, to their current place of 

settlements in and around Imphal valley. These people are believed to have merged with 

the valley dwellers (Meities) and can no longer be identified over time. This story can 

possibly account for the intimate relationship between the Meiteis and the Marings, 

which can also be seen in the language structure of the duo. Thus, we have a broader 

picture of Maring’s history and migration dating from the earliest 20 A.D. at Khulbi 

Songsong till 600 A.D. in the Imphal valley. The above given account clearly show that 

Marings as a group or community that have migrated a long way from Khulbi till 

Wasaphai. From there on, the group split into four sections that ventured out to different 

locations, making those places as their current settlement now. 

                                                           
14

 Arambam, Saroj Nalini Parratt. 2005.  The Court Chronicle Of The Kings Of Manipur: The Cheitharon 

Kumpapa, Original text, translation and notes Vol. 1, 33–1763 CE. Routledge p.28 
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 At present, a number of Marings have migrated to Imphal city depending upon 

educational and work purposes. Not only that, with the dawning of Christianity and 

modern education, some have managed to work and settle in many metropolitan cities of 

the country. A handful of people have even lived and work abroad too.  

 

1.5 ETHNOGRAPHY 

1.5.1 The Socio-economic and political practices 

The Maring society is a patriarchal society that has primogeniture wherein the 

eldest son succeeds and inherits the family’s property. Women are not entitled to any 

property except for the ornaments and jewelries of their mothers and grandmothers. 

Cross-cousin marriage is a common practice, where a man can marry his uncle’s 

(mother’s brother) daughter and is called “puwa mənnei kləu”, but one cannot marry 

one’s father’s sister’s daughter. 

 The clan is the basic unit of the Maring society. As such people belonging to 

same clan are taken as an extended family and so a spirit of co-operation and moral 

obligations to help any needy family is within the jurisdiction of the kinsmen. Maring has 

four main clans, which comprises of a number of sub-clans. They are given below: 

1. Charang comprising of its sub-clan  Rangmeithil, Charan, Shellei, 

Khaling, Thouman, Lamthak, Khulpu, Rupraak, Tanim, Tangwa, Lapaak, 

Mochapa, and Rangmei. 

2. Dangsha with the sub-clans Khalsi, Dangsha, Darlei, Nangsha, Dumde, 

Kantrim, Khullak, Medarshang, Merang, Shanta, Ramshum, Langkoi, 

Korou, Shangkai, Mokantrim, Krungkrang, Mungkhunga, Liksaiya, 

Shampa, Pipa, Shallung, Khalsirung 

3. Makung comprising of Kungkrung, Makutolnu, Makungyor, Makung, 

Wairok, Yorshung, Hongsha, Maku, Koning, Yarang, Uilu, Chapukta, 

Modar, Palok, Huirui. 

4. Tontang and its sub-clans are are Tangkikrung, Tangmanshou, 

Tangmanthral, Tontang, Paarshung, Saka, Thaupong, Ronglo, Marem, 

Khalle, Narhang, Mechiri, Angkuk, Shanglem, Moting, Chungkhal, 
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Keishang, Molhung, Chingshanglak, Angkhul, Thangsha, Kansam, Karbi, 

Yongchaktha, Kohai, Kampangta, Phalbi, Huina, Patthei, Kharekpa, 

Mepung.(Tomuishang 2013: 12-13) 

Maring people are economically self-sufficient. Agriculture still occupies around 

70% of their job occupation and economic income. Other than that, they are assisted by 

handicrafts, trades, domestication, fishing, hunting etc. Rice/paddy which is the main 

staple food are planted mainly in terrace and shifting fields, whereas cash crops like 

coriander, pumkin, potato, ginger, beans, mustard leaves, chilly etc are grown in jhum 

fields and gardens. A small or growing number of people are employed in governments 

and private sectors. 

Every Maring village is autonomously ruled by a village chief (Khulpu), who is the 

administrative head (khulakpa), with the help of elected village council/authority 

members, who leads the political affairs by ministering the unwritten laws and 

constitutions.
15

 

 

1.5.2 Culture and Practices 

The Maring community like the other Naga tribes used to practice the dormitory 

system, where the youths of all the villages have to enroll their names to take part in 

activities where social norms, religious practices, customary laws, arts and crafts etc are 

taught for better independent living. It is a pre-requisite qualification for marriage 

wherein marriages are determined by the dorm only when the members attain 

marriageable age. Separate dormitories are maintained for boys/bachelors and 

girls/maidens. Lessons on leadership, folklores, music, songs and dance are also 

imparted. The Rkhang (dormitory system) also take up entertainments like games and 

sports, village feasts, religious get-together, wedding ceremonies etc. However, this 

practice has stopped after the dawn of Christianity and modern education. People started 

sending their children to schools and later on colleges that they no longer have time for 

the dormitory system.   
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Marings have various festivals and occasions such as seed sowing, harvesting, 

house construction and inaugurations, child birth, cleaning ceremony after childbirth etc. 

Such gatherings are always accompanied by merry making like drinking, singing, 

dancing and narrating stories and jokes etc. Some festivals are celebrated annually, some 

once in four-five years. Mention may be made of Lamlai (annual celebration), Lhouwa-

chun (a dancing festival celebrated every five years and Khonei/Kholam, which is a rare 

festival which more than once, if if a village has celebrated it. 

 

1.5.3 Faith and beliefs 

The Marings believed in the existence of one God called the “Um” who is “the 

Supreme Deity” and is the “Seempi-saapu” (the creator of all). But they also worship 

other lesser gods and deity of lower realm called “Thrai” and has local deities like 

“Rampu-tupu” (god of sacred places and forest), Kholamun pu or palsung-thrai (village 

god), cheem-thrai (ancestral diety) etc. They also believe in the existence of evil spirits 

that can cause sickness and suffering to human beings. They are called “krao” and are of 

various types. Maring worship and perform rituals to their gods by scarifying birds and 

animals, though they don’t worship the evil spirits they are appeased with sacrifices so 

that they don’t harm or trouble the people. Marings also believe in life after death. But 

with the advent of Christian missionaries, they were slowly converted into Christianity 

and with that they stopped practicing their traditional sacrifices and appeasement. 

 

1.6 GENETIC AND AREAL AFFILIATIONS 

According to the reports of Grierson (1903), Maring falls in the family of the 

Tibeto-Burman language; under the sub-division of old Kuki groups of Naga-kuki-Chin, 

a sub-group of Kamarupan. The Naga-kuki language is sub-divided into four languages 

namely Sopvoma (Mao-Maram), Miyangkhang (Thangal), Koireng (Kolren/Liyang), 

Luhuppa or Luppa (Tangkhul and Maring). Maring is shown as a relative language of 

Tangkhul because of the similarities between the two languages. Maring was also placed 

in Tangkhul by Burling (2003), but David Mortensen (2003:8) claimed Maring to be 

lexically closer with the kuki-chin languages than the Tangkhul languages though  it does 

not have the characteristic features of kuki-chin such as stem alteration and pronominal 
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clitics marking subject agreement (Haokip 2011). Based on the aboves mentioned claims, 

a tree diagram showing Maring genetic affiliation is given in fig 1.2.  

    

Sino-Tibetan 

 

 Chinese Tibeto-Burman 

 

 Kamarupan Baic Karenic     Lolo-Burmese-Naxi       Jingpho-Nungish-Luish 

          Qiangic  Himalayish 

 

  

Bodo-Garo  Abhor-Miri-Dafla    Kuki-Chin-Naga 

         

 

Sopvoma Miyangkhang  Koireng  Luhuppa 

 

Tangkhul  Maring 

Fig 1.3: Family tree showing the genetic affiliation of Maring Language. 

 

 

1.7 WRITING SYSTEM OF THE LANGUAGE 

  It is believed that Maring people used to have their own script, which were preserved 

in tree barks and latter transferred on to paper in the form of manuscripts. However, due 

to the absence of printing books in olden times and at the advent of modern education, 

Bengali script and Roman script have dominated over the said script, hence it is no longer 

in use. So, today the Maring people use the Roman script for writing. Brown (1873: 44) 

recorded an interesting story of how Maring lost its script. According to it, after the 

creation of the seven families of Maring, the deity gave them pens made of reed and skins 

of leather for writing. However, the skins were eaten by the dogs and the pens wore out 

and lost. As such the art of writing was forgotten, never to be recovered again. But in a 

recent case, a claim was made by some group stating that the Maring script has been 
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rediscovered
16

 (See appendix 1). This claim is highly contestable without any historical 

support and evidence. 

Though Maring has rich oral history and folk tale narrations, hardly any literary 

works are being done apart from handful local publications made by few committed 

individuals who foresee the need to document one’s culture and tradition. The research 

work of Tomuishng (2013) may perhaps be the first initiative of its kind to document and 

study the oral narration of Maring. 

 

1.8 DIALECTICAL VARIATION 

As per the linguistic definition, two (or more) speech varieties are said to be dialects 

of a language if their speakers can understand one another without earlier familiarization 

of the speech. However, if the speakers have problem comprehending and understanding 

the speech varieties, then they are said to be two distinct languages. Grierson in his 

Linguistics Survey of India (1903) reported Maring and Khoibu as closely related 

dialects. As such, Khoibu was considered a variety of Maring and so was Lamyanga. 

However, certain anthropologist considered Maring and Khoibu as different tribes with 

different languages over the fact that they cannot understand each other and uses 

Meiteilon instead for communicating with each other.  

In a conversation with an old grandmother who speaks Lamyanga dialect, she 

informs that the three language varieties of Maring have more or less similar root 

words.
17

 It’s only a matter of difference in structural and intonation or so to say, style that 

distinguished the three languages or dialect as such. Otherwise, all of the three languages 

still have a similar way and style of singing traditional folksongs, wherein the same 

words or lexemes denotes the same meaning. The language being surrounded by two 

different languages from the sides, chances are likely that the two dialects, Khoibu and 

Lamyanga evolved or developed as a result of language contact. However, I desist 

making any such claim at the moment without any evidential proof or support.  And 

                                                           
16

 This claim was made in a facebook page called “Maringa tlou” (Maring language), which was created as 

a measure and a platform for reviving and rejuvenating Maring language by the present virtual generation. 
17

 This claim has been supported by many older generation (aged 70 above), and can be quiet evident even 

from the works of Yumnan (1990) and Tomuishang  (2013). 
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since, no literary works or research has been done on this area; I can’t assert as to how 

much weight the old grandmother’s information would bear. 

But  if we are to contest the case of Khoibu and Lamyanga, one can also come up 

with the argument that almost all the villages of Maring speaks different dialect as every 

village have their own peculiar way of speaking distinct both in terms of phonetic and 

lexical level. Yet keeping in mind that in spite of all these variation there is a mutual 

intelligibility between the speakers of all the villages and for the sake of convenience in 

allocating them, Maring dialects can be geographically divided as follow:  

(i) Daklhangnga or Southern dialect (Langol, khunbi, Menou, korungthel, Tuinem 

(ii) Kotlhaiya (Leibi, Kharou, Kambang, lampi, Waksu, Satang, Langkhongchin) 

(iii) Marimchiya (Machi, Parengtong, Konaitong, Maring kamu) 

(iv)  Ramyangnga (Saidol, Narum, Khulimul, Yongkhun) 

(v) Uipuwa (Khobu villages) 

Khoibu, Maring and Lamyanga, though considered dialects of a single language, 

khoibu now is classified as belonging to a separate language for its legal recognition as a 

separate tribe from Maring by the Constitution of India.  

1.9 SOCIOLINGUISTIC SITUATION 

As mentioned earlier most of the Maring speakers are bilingual. Almost every 

speaker can speak Meiteilon fluently, not simply because it is the state lingua franca but 

more because of the community’s intricate relationship with the Meiteis. Geographically 

speaking, most of the Maring villages are situated on the Hirok hill range which separates 

Manipur from Myanmer. As such, the Meiteis became their immediate neighbors. The 

Maring people settle in the hilly regions, while the Meiteis settle in the valley and 

foothills surrounding the Maring. As a part of human civilization, trade and culture 

flourished between the two communities, leading to the rise of a language contact 

situation. However, the Meiteis being a more advanced community, their language started 

influencing Maring. Therefore, a number of Meiteis’s loan words
18

 can be found in 

                                                           
18

 Though this concept of Maring accommodating Meitei words has been skeptically question by Ningomba 

off the record. Because according to him since Meitei and Maring comes under the same sub-group of the 
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Maring. A group of generation above 60 years of age can speak or understand certain 

Kuki languages acquired from the neighboring Kuki villages. The much younger and the 

current generation are mostly trilingual in the sense that they can speak Maring, Meitei 

and even English or Hindi with the dawning of education and globalization. Hence, 

Maring society is a multilingual society.  

However, in the absence of its own written script, (though Roman script is used 

for writing) Maring is not taught as a subject in schools and colleges. It’s been only a 

while that initiatives are made to write grammars for primary level till class eight 

standards. As such, Maring becomes a language that is spoken only at homes. Otherwise 

when children are in schools and colleges, they either speak English or Meitei. And with 

the active globalization process happening all over the world, Maring community 

(specially the springing generation) like any other developing communities have a great 

interest in English, as it is considered as the language of the learned, educated and the 

intellectuals. Therefore, they have negative attitudes towards their own mother tongue.   

Since Maring is basically used at home, church and community gathering etc 

within the community members, once an individual moves or step out of the town or 

village, which they frequently have to for trade, business, work and educational purposes, 

they shift their language either to Meiteilon at office or market places, and to English if 

they are going to schools and college.  Maring people also speak among themselves in 

Meitei in the presence of outsider(s) amidst them. It is not used in school or in mass 

media or radio. Older generation still use Manipuri written in Bengali script while the 

younger generation snugs with the Roman script. 

Language's viability is affected by numerous extra linguistic factors such as 

education, jobs, inter-marriages, migration, assimilation to another culture and language, 

disease, genocide and insensitive government policies etc. For example, the viability of 

Maring at the moment is very poor as it is not yet taught in schools and colleges.
19

 

Though children in villages are fluent in Maring, the globalization happening all over the 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Tibeto Burman language, there is a high chance of both the languages having similar vocabularies 

descended from their prototype language. 
19

 I was informed about the recent initiative made by the Manipur government in cooperation with the 

Maring literature Society to teach Maring in schools at primary level. Yet by the time I went for field work 

during the month of November and December 2015, the committee members were still in the process of 

writing and framing the syllabus.  
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world influence the major crowd to give more importance to foreign language. As such 

youngsters are sent to English medium schools and encouraged to excel in English and 

Hindi, which are perceived as prestige languages, to get good government jobs and 

postings after the completion of their education.  

Another looming factor that threatens the viability of the language is the inter-

marriages of the Marings with the other communities of the state and the migration or 

settlement of such families to a different linguistic area
20

 for job and educational 

purposes giving rise to “partially competent”
21

 native speakers. In this case one of the 

parent being partially competent speakers, it becomes difficult to assess whether children 

are really becoming native speakers of a language or not. The rise of "partial" speakers 

complicates the issue of how long the language is likely to remain viable as an everyday 

means of communication. My own personal experiences can be stated to validate this 

factor. Being brought up in a nuclear family that springs from an inter-marriage between 

Maring (my father) and Tangkhul (my mother) and being a resident of Imphal since 

childhood, Manipuri (Meiteilon) becomes our home language partly because of the 

neighborhood we lived in. And so, even though I have Maring linguistic competence 

acquired from the conversations of my parents and relatives, as I hardly spoke the 

language with my peer group and friends, my performance of the language is very poor. 

But whenever I go to my village or any other Maring villages, I communicate with people 

in Meiteilon, and they knowing the fact that I do have the linguistic competence replied 

me back in Maring. This brings about a situation in assessing myself and many other 

children of intermarriage as a native speaker and complicates the viability of the 

language. And if we are to recount this factor as language encroachment,
22

 then there is a 

high chance of the process hampering the viability of the language in the coming future. 

Hence, drastic measures need to be taken up to save the language from further 

endangerment and extinction. This can be done by implementing measures for language 

maintenance and preservation like literacy campaigns, basic education in Maring in both 

                                                           
20

 A different linguistic area here can be described as a place or location in which the domain of language 

spoken is not native to the speaker.  
21

Partially competent native speakers are those who more or less know and understand the broken or 

colloquial form of the language, but not the formal or deeper terms.  
22

I term it as language encroachment because as inter-marriages takes place, Maring language is 

encroached (not always though) by another language depending upon the linguistic environment of the 

families’ location. 
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higher and lower classes, documenting and enhancing the language by writing 

dictionaries, grammars and various other literary works. 

However, in a village setting children learns the language as their first language till 

the age of four or five until they start their education and remain a monolingual speaker 

till six or seven. After that they learn Hindi, English and Meiteilon from school, radio or 

TV channels. But in a town or city settings, mass media and communication played an 

important role in shaping the minds of the young people to learn and speak Meitei and 

English. This brings a strong urge to learn other languages better than one’s own mother 

tongue thus leading to the rise of partially competent speakers who knows the language 

but not to the deep. 

 

1.10 LOAN WORDS 

  As mentioned earlier, because of the flourishing trade between the neighboring 

Meitei valleys since, Maring has a large number of borrowed words from Meiteilon. 

Some of the common words in both the language are: mit (eyes), maj (face), cak (food), 

həi (fruit), naŋ (you), səm (hair), mələj (tongue), lum (warm), nuŋsit (wind), ləjc il 

(cloud) etc. However, there is an oral history narrated by the elders (65 years and above) 

of how Maring used to be the elder brother of Meitei
23

 and still continue to exhibit or 

adhere these ties until the advent of Vaishnavism in 15th century during the reign of 

King Khyamba and the later declaration of Hinduism as the state religion in 18th 

century. This gradually severe the ties between the two communities as the hill people 

distanced themselves from their plain brethren because of the strict observance of 

compulsory Hindu customs by their plain brethren. This brings about a change in 

langauge as well with the increased use of Sanskritized words and sounds in Meitei. 

Thus, via Meitei, Maring also incorporated many loan words from Hindi like səmədru 

                                                           
23

 One of my informants narrates a story of how one day the two brothers went to the plain and Meitei 

being the younger one still lacking in strength became tired on their journey back home. So, the elder 

brother told Meitei to stay back and settle down rest in the plain for a while in the meantime, he will come 

and pay a regular visit as to how he is keeping up. If this narration of Maring and Meitei being siblings is 

affirmed, then we cannot entirely claim or say that the words similar in both the languages are borrowed 

from Meitei. For there is a high chances of vocabulary been shared by both the languages as a descendant 

language from a prototype language. But Meitei being more advance in literature and academic, it’s been 

assumed most of the time as being a dominant language on Maring, which is also true to some extent and 

cannot be totally denied if we are to look into the slow language shift that is taking place in case of the 

present situation. 
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(sea), gari (automobile/vehicle), dukan (shop/stall), c ini (sugar), mitʰəi (sweet) etc. Apart 

from this, with the advent of Christianity during the 1960‘s, missionaries started English 

education, which brings in certain English loan words in the Maring vocabulary, for 

instances words like of School, college, church, pastor, doctor, nurse, health center, T.V, 

fridge, rice mill, hostel, boarding etc. Thus, with the further spread of knowledge, 

advancement and development in science and technology, the horizon for process of 

borrowing has widened. Hence, Maring loan words can be of two types
24

, Hindi and 

English. These borrowed words occur in context when Maring doesn‘t have a native 

lexeme for it. 

 

1.11 THE CORPUS 

1.11.1 The nature of the research 

The data for this dissertation come from a variety of sources and genres coming 

from natural discourse, stories, narratives, and also data obtained on specific topic 

through direct elicitation. The data collected are from Machi village and Pallel town areas 

(Fig 1.3) like Tuisimi, Maringphai and Phungthil village. Two months of fieldwork was 

done using questionnaires and interview method. The data presented are obtained through 

three methodologies: direct elicitation via questionnaires and interview methods, 

participant observation, and the discourse-centered approach relying on naturally 

occurring speech, conversation, stories, songs and public dialogues etc. 

 

 

                                                           
24

 As the Meiteilon vocabular in the language will be taken as similar words of a  sub-group langauge. 
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Fig: 1.4: Map locating the place of field work 

 

The data collected are recorded while the informants are being interviewed, then its 

elucidated in the presence of the informants (participant observantion), then later on 

transcribed and translated and further analyzed based on linguistic theories. 

 

1.11.2 Consultants and other sources 

Before going for fieldwork, I had the privilege of consulting M.S. Ningomba, who 

was the first to work on Maring. I also consult, Rev. K. Moses, who is also one of my 

informants and Mr. K. Kodar, who had written a brief grammar of Maring. Apart from 

the data that I have collected, I will also be using the data from the two Maring 

grammars, the stories and narratives in the Maring Holy Bible etc. 
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1.11.3 Presentation of Data 

The data collected is elicitated with participant observation method (jotting down 

overhear utterances) and is presented using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) for 

Maring sounds, whereas the English gloss is provided in italics. I will be using the 

Leipzig Glossing Rules (LGR)
25

. The first line will comprise of Maring words in IPA 

with every possible morphemic analysis. Then their English glossing will be given in the 

second line followed by a free translation in the third line. 

1.12 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES  

The aim of this dissertation is to examine and describe the various linguistic 

phenomena found in Maring and to identify any specific linguistic features unique to the 

language. To provide a comprehensive linguistic  records and primary data to make 

available the corpus for further research purpose in various other sub-disciplines like 

sociolinguistics, anthropology, discourse analysis, oral history, etc.   

 

1.13 THEORETICAL FRAME WORK 

The analysis of this grammar is based and informed in such a manner to strike a 

balance between the form-driven approach and functional-typological framework by 

using the model the model given by Thomas E, Payne. The grammar is presented with an 

effort to capture the unique and general patterns found in relevance to the information 

and typological features of the Tibeto-Burman languages and the linguistic features of the 

mainland South East Asian languages, keeping alongside in mind the “Basic Linguistic 

Theory” of Dixon 2010. As the goal of the study is to provide a description of Maring 

grammar in a format accessible to a wide audience, the reliance on any overly specific 

theoretical framework that may become obsolete is avoided.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
25

 It is a morphological analysis rule developed jointly by  Bernard Comrie and Martin Haspelmath of the 

Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology and by  Balthasar Bickel of the University of Leipzig. 
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1.14 CHAPTER OVERVIEW/PRESENTATION 

The dissertation begins with a brief description of the language history and origin. 

It then followed by describing the discrete sound system, then progress to words 

structure, constituents’ typology at phrase level and sentences etc, and also will highlight 

some syntactic processes taking place in the language and comprises of eight chapters in 

total. The first is the introductory chapter that gives a brief overview of the Language and 

its speakers. The second is on the sound system of the language and deals with phonetics 

and phonology. The third chapter deals with the word classes, their formation and 

distribution. The fourth chapter gives a structural overview of the language’s typology 

and syntax. The fifth chapter highlights the functional process of various grammatical 

roles and relations. The sixth chapter gives an insight on the pragmatic context of the 

language. The seven deals with the usage of the language. The last chapter is the 

conclusion giving an overall summary of the preceding chapters in a nutshell and 

highlights the interesting features and phenomena of the language with a special 

reference for future research. 
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CHAPTER TWO: THE SOUND SYSTEM 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

 This chapter examines the sound system of Maring and discussed its phonetics and 

phonological pattern.  The chapter begins with the phonemic inventory (§2.1) of 

consonants, vowels and tones. followed by their phonetic description (§2.2).  Then it goes 

on to describe the Phonotactics (§2.3), the syllable structure (§2.4) and the word structure 

(§2.5), how phones are put together to form syllables, then words etc. The chapter also 

highlights some of the major phonological and morphophonemic process occurring in the 

language (§2.6).   

 

2.1 Phonemic Inventory 

2.1.1 Consonants  

2.1.1.1. Consonant phonemic contrast 

 A sound is said to be a distinct phoneme
26

 if it contrast with other sounds present in 

the language. This can be determined by finding minimal pairs occurring in contrastive 

distribution.
27

 Minimal pairs are words with same number of sounds with slightest 

different in one of their phonological element resulting into meaning difference. Given 

below are some examples showing distinctiveness of the Maring consonants from their 

specific counterparts. 

a) Stops: voiceless and voiced: 

  /p/      /b/  

 put (hole)    but (boil) 

 pun  (cloth)    bun (drain) 

 pəm (embrace)    bəm (place/room) 

                                                           
26

 Phonemes are the smallest unit of sound used for distinguishing different words in a  particular language. 
27

 Contrastive distribution is the relationship between two different elements (sound in this case) that occurs 

in the same environment but with different meanings. 
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 pepe (fourth daughter)  be  (beans) 

 

 /t/     /d/   

 təŋ (big)    dəŋ (bundle) 

 təu (do)    dəu (green/young) 

 tiŋ (stretch)   diŋ (dirty) 

 tik  (small fish basket)  dik  (fracture) 

b) Unaspirated and aspirated: 

 /p/     /pʰ/   

 pa (father)   pʰa (find) 

 puŋ (wall clock)   pʰuŋ (drum) 

 rəppa (thin)    rəppʰa (search) 

    

 /b/     /pʰ/   

 bor (dirty)    pʰor (blessing)  

 be (beans)    pepe (fourth daughter) 

 bi (place)    pi (give) 

 bo (buds)    po (carry) 

 

 /t/     /tʰ/ 

 tui (money)    tʰui (black magic) 

 təŋ (big)    tʰəŋ (next) 

 tou (do)    tʰou (drive) 

 tuŋ (cat)    tʰuŋ (bridge) 

    

 /k/     /kʰ/ 

 ka (climb)    kʰa (bitter) 

 kuŋ (river)    kʰuŋ (sound) 
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 kəd (offer/bring)   kʰəd (one) 

 kaŋ (burn)    kʰaŋ (frying pan) 

  

c) contrast between nasals: 

 /m/   /n/   /ŋ/ 

 um (beat)  un (skin)  uŋ (call) 

 kʰum (cover)  kʰun (voice)  kʰuŋ (sound) 

 jum (package)  jun (say)  juŋ (monkey) 

 kum (year)  dun (rice)  kuŋ (river) 

 mu (know/see)  nu (wife)  huŋ (come) 

 

d) Contrast between fricatives: 

 /s/     /h/ 

 su (wash/pound)   hu (who) 

 səŋ (paint / colour)   həŋ (door latch) 

 səl (husband)    həl (cow) 

 suŋ (extract)    huŋ (come) 

 səi (song)    həi (fruit) 

 

e) Contrast between liquids: 

 /l/   /r/   

 lui (finish)  rui (rope) 

 ləl (wealth)  ral (war) 

 ləu (field)  rəu (roast) 

 lo (buy)  ro (enough) 

 pal (fence)  par (flower) 

 luŋ (seed)  ruŋ (root)    

  

f) Contrast between semi vowels: 

 /w/   /j/ 

 wa (bird)  ja (animal) 
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 nəpawa (man)  nəpuija (woman) 

 tʰewa (rabbit)  tʰija (right hand) 

 kwa (paan)  kja (possible) 

g) Contrast between palatal sounds: 

 /c/    /j/ 

 cəu (tall)  jəu (start) 

 cucu (breast)  ju (grandchild) 

 ho-cun (foot print) jun (say/tell) 

 cik (bite)  jik (write/draw) 

 cuŋ (jump)  juŋ (monkey) 

 

h) Contrast between /c/ and /h/: 

 cəu (tall)  həu (voice / small) 

 cucu (breast)  hu (who) 

 cuŋ (jump)  huŋ (come) 

 ca (rice)  ha (teeth) 

 

Since it is evident that /p/ and /b/, /p/ and /pʰ/, /t/ and /d/, /t/ and /tʰ/, /k/ and /kʰ/, /m/ /n/ 

and /ŋ/, /s/ and /h/, /l/ and /r/, /w/ and /j/, /c/ and /j/ and finally /c/ and /h/ are all minimal 

pairs occurring in contrastive distribution, they can be categorized as distinct phonemes. 

2.1.1.2 Parellel distribution  

When two phonemes can occur in the same environment without a change in meaning 

then they are said to be in parallel distribution and the phoneme are said to be in free 

variation. In Maring, the occurrence of /l/ and /r/ at syllable initial position can vary 

freely depending upon the choice of the individual speaker. As such /l/ and /r/ are free 

variation of one another. See the examples below: 

At word level: 

1. ləl = rəl (wealth)   

2. jel = jer (divide) 

At phrase level: 
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3. (i)  ip-bul-la    (ii) ip-bur-ra 

  sleep-PRF-REAL    sleep-PRF-REAL 

  slept      slept 

5. (i) impal-ra ka-wur-ra  (ii) impal-la ka-

wul-la 

  imphal-LOC go-PRF-REAL  imphal-LOC go-

PRF-PRF 

  gone to Imphal    gone to Imphal 

  

2.1.2 Vowels 

2.1.2.1. Contrastive distribution 

Maring has six vowels. They are /i/, /e/, /a/, /ə/, /u/ and /o/ and they all occur in 

contrastive distribution. 

   /i/    /e/ 

   ip (sleep)   e (to shit)  

   hik (lice)   hek (hear) 

   tʰimi (people)   ənme (meat)    

 

/a/    /ə/ 

   ara (here)   ənna (vegetables) 

   tar (dry)   tərra (old people) 

   ka (us)    kʰəu (keep)  

 

   /u/    /o/ 

   um (beat)   om (sit) 

   jor (sell)   jur (sour) 

   bo (bud)   bu (ask) 

     

On the basis of the minimal pair given above, we can establish that the six vowels of 

Maring are phonemes and they all occur at syllable initial, medial and final position, 

except for /ə/, whose final occurrence is quite rare.  
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   Maring also has two pure diphthongs /əi/ and /əu/ and some other pseudo 

diphthongs. Pure dipthongs (or real dipthongs) are more or less the combination of two 

vowel sounds, with the first one being more prominent than the second one. Whereas 

pseudo dipthongs are dipthongs like sounds produced by the combination of vowels and 

glide. Some example of  both pure diphthongs  and pseudo diphthongs are given below: 

  Table 2.1: Pure and Pseudo diphthongs 

 

Pure Diphthongs 

 

Pseudo-diphthongs 

kəi (my) huj (still) 

nəi (your) juj (water) 

məi (fire) maj (face) 

kəu (what) məraw (red) 

təu (do) moj (yes) 

məu (daughter in law) kʰuj (bee) 

səu (wake) kəlaw (laugh) 

 

2.1.3 Tone: 

Maring, like many of the Tibeto-Burman languages, is a tonal language. Maring has three 

tones, falling (  ), rising (  ) and level (   ) tones.  The tonemic contrast of the tones is given 

below:   

 

   Table 2.2: Maring tonemic chart 

 

Rising 

 

Level 

 

Falling 

c  (rice) cā (eat) c  (go) 

mə n mə   mə n 

p wa (father) rəppā (thin) p  (read) 

w  (bird)  w  (male suffix) 

r j (guide)  ruj (rope) 

s  (hot)  s  (make) 
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y  (animal) tʰiyā (right side) y  (accusative) 

m  (night) m  (fourth/fifth son) m  (meat) 

c   (fear)  c  (thatch) 

kʰ  (bitter)  kʰ  (hit) 

tʰ ŋ (cook)  tʰ ŋ (close) 

 

Every change in toneme,
28 

 brings about a change in the meaning of word. Maring words 

can have three different meanings depending on the tonal pronunciations.  

 

2.2. Phonetics Description 

Maring has twenty seven phonemes in total, of which eighteen are consonants, six are 

vowels and remaining three are suprasegmental tones, high, low and mid. The phonetic 

chart of the vowel and consonant system of the language are shown in Fig 2.1 and Fig 

2.2. Using the three term label for describing consonants namely, place of articulation, 

manner of articulation and voicing, a brief account of the Maring consonants are given 

below: 

 The Plosives in Maring makes distinction between unaspirated (first row) and aspirated 

stops (second row), voiced and voiceless and occurs in four places of articulation, i.e., 

bilabial, dental, palatal and velar.  The first row of the consonant chart comprises of the 

following plosives sounds: 

1. Voiceless bilabial /p/ and voiced bilabial /d/ respectively. 

2. Voiceless dental /t / and voiced dental / d  

3. Voiceless palatal /c/ and voiceless velar /k/ who doesn’t have any voiced 

counterparts. 

 The second row is occupied by aspirated bilabial plosive/pʰ/, aspirated dental /tʰ/ and 

aspirated velar/kʰ/. The third row comprises of the following nasals
29

 bilabial /m/, 

                                                           
28

 Like phoneme, tonemes are the smallest tone bearing unit. 
29

 Nasals are produced when air passes through the nasal cavity rather than the oral cavity. 
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alveolar
30

  /n/ and velar /ŋ/. The fourth row is occupied by alveolar trill
31

 /r/ and the fifth 

row by alveolar fricative
32

 /s/ and glottal
33

 fricative /h/.   

      Table 2.3: Maring consonant chart 

   

    

Bilabial Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 

 

Plosive 

p b t  d    c  k    

pʰ  tʰ      kʰ    

Nasal  m    n    ŋ    

Trill     r        

Fricative     s      h  

Approximant w      j      

Lateral 

apprx. 

    l        

       

The two approximants bilabial /w/ and palatal /j/ are glides occupying the sixth row and 

behave as a semi-vowel in between consonants. The alveolar trill /r/ and alveolar 

approximant /l/ are together known as liquids. 

 As for the vowels, they are classified in terms of three features namely, roundness of the 

lips, whether it is rounded or unrounded; position of the jaw whether it is high, mid or 

low; and finally the point of articulation, whether the tongue is placed back, front or 

central. The descriptions of the six Maring vowels are given below: 

1. /i/ is high, front, unrounded vowel 

2.  /e/ is mid, front, unrounded vowel 

3. /ə/ is mid, center, unrounded vowel 

4. /a/ is low, central, unrounded vowel 

                                                           
30

 Alveolar sounds are produced when the tongue is close to the alveolar ridge. 
31

 Trills are produced as a result of vibration between the active and passive articulators. 
32

 Fricative sounds are produced when the tongue advances towards the alveolar ridge with a constriction 

and produce a turbulent in the airstream. 
33

 Glottal  sounds are produced by using the glottis as the primary articulator. 
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5. /u/ is high, back, rounded vowel 

6. /o/ is mid, back rounded vowel 

                   Table 2.4: Maring vowel chart 

   

  

 

Front  

 

Center 

 

Back 

High i  u 

Mid e ə o 

Low  a  

       

Thus, compiling all the description of the sounds above, a table comprising of Maring 

practical orthography (written in italics) along with their phonetic description is given 

below.  

Table 2.5: Maring Practical Orthography 

IPA Orthography Description IPA Orthography Description 

p p vl bilabial stop pʰ ph vl, asp bilabial stop 

b b vd bilabial stop t  t vl dental stop 

t ʰ th vl asp dental stop d  d vd dental stop 

c ch vl palatal stop k k vl velar stop 

kʰ kh vl, asp velar stop m m bilabial nasal stop 

n n alveolar nasal stop ŋ ng velar nasal stop 

r r alveolar trill s s alveolar fricative 

h h glottal fricative w w bilabial approximant 

j y palatal approximant l l alveolar lateral 

approximant 

i i high, front, unround e e mid, front, unrounded 

a aa low, central, unrounded ə a mid, cetral, unrounded 

u u high, back, rounded o o mid, back, rounded 

` ` falling tone ˊ ˊ rising tone 

    level tone ־ ־
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Though oral history talks about Maring having its own writing script, at the moment with 

the advance of English medium education, the new generation uses the Roman scripts for 

writing. As for the older generation, they used the Manipuri script (Devanagri) for 

writing. 

 

2.3 Phonotactics 

It is the systemic organization of phonemes, their distribution and restriction in forming 

words. Words comprises of certain phonemes arranged in particular constrained 

sequence. These phonotactic constraints
34

 helps the speakers and listeners to identify the 

limits of the language to produce sequences of sounds as one syllable and to perceive the 

possible cues of syllables articulated from a given sequence of phonemes.  

/p/   

Initial Medial Final 

pi (give) lampi (village name) ip (sleep) 

pepe (fourth daughter) ipna  (bed)  

pək (to stick) nəpawa (man) təp (slow) 

pak (flat) hopak  (foot) lip (peel) 

pum (whole) cəmpra (lemon) c up (kiss) 

pam (like) mərpil (finish up) lap (butterfly) 

play (navel) pipa (eldest son) əncep (mustard) 

par (flower) kʰnapur (nosetril)  

plui (friend) məluŋpak (chest)  

 dunpu (God)  

 tlaipəŋpal (world)  

 napuija (woman)  

 spuk (horse)  

 tʰaipoŋ (jackfruit)  

                                                           
34

 The constraints in the arrangement of phonemes to form syllables, that somehow limits the possible 

combination of phonemes in certain ways. 
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 ənceppar kim (yellow)  

 tʰiŋaplum (eel)  

 

/pʰ/ 

Initial Medial Final 

pʰi (cloth) upʰul (dust)  

pʰu (pot) tʰləipʰu (earthen 

pot) 

 

pʰa (search rabpʰa (search)  

pʰeyaŋ (ant)   

pʰot (stich)   

pʰrul (snake)   

 

/b/ 

Initial Medial Final 

be (beans) bebuŋ (fermented beans rəb (plural) 

bəica (some) hutbaŋ (arm) nalib (earwax) 

bal (yam) pʰəlbi (winter)  

ban (branch) cimbuŋ (roof)  

bomka (kitchen) maibuŋ (cheeck)  

bu (ask)   

 

/t/ 

Initial Medial Final 

tərra (old person) mitti (salt) pʰit (chilly) 

tul (alcohol) tiŋtou (a grass) ut (ashes) 

tol (bread) mitkʰəu (eyebrow) pət (cotton) 
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təŋ (big) mitjui (tear) hut (hand) 

tiŋtou (grass) patəŋ (big uncle) mit (eye) 

truŋ (stem/trunk) pʰəntrim (needle)  

trulməi (widow) tʰləitum (brick)  

tlou (language) uitrok (frog)  

tlaini (day)   

t lim (spirit)   

 

/tʰ/  

Initial Medial Final 

tʰimi (man) kəntʰui (swing)  

tʰur (snow) kaŋtʰək (ceiling)  

tʰiŋa (fish) mərtʰi (wind)  

tʰiru (bone)   

tʰra (white ant)   

tʰrukcəŋ (throat)   

tʰək (up)   

tʰlak (staircase)   

tʰləimay (floor)   

tʰlən (sweat)   

 

/d/ 

Initial Medial Final 

dəu (young/unripe) məndi (small)  

daŋra (outside) ludok (brain)  

dərkok (bowl) liŋdaŋ (storey)  

dunpu (God) caŋdou (shelf)  

dəm (valley) kodam (button)  
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dik (fracture) mitdijeo (blind)  

 pʰuŋdar (music)  

 rədai (dew)  

 

/c/ 

Initial Medial Final 

cim (house) mincim (landslide)  

ce (paper) buŋcou (high tide)  

cak (rice) caicim (weather)  

cumna (strainer) liŋcui (a small fish 

net) 

 

cəmpra (lemon) jacəi (spear)  

cəi (stick) hocun (foot print)  

 lajcəu (milky way)  

 

/k/  

Initial Medial Final 

kim (colour) tikini (owl) pak (flat) 

kum (year) pʰəklaŋ (wall) puk (rat) 

kuŋ (river) uktʰun (acidity) dik (fracture) 

kao (bag) sinkuŋ (tortoise) hosek (limp) 

komla (orange) məsekwa (sparrow) kmek (itch) 

kul (circle) wakʰuŋ (bird‘s chirp) hiŋtok (woodpecker) 

kok (container) c akuidou (green 

chilly) 

sirik (pine) 

krəi (cold) tʰluŋkwar (diamond)  

 jakril (agreement)  
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/kʰ/ 

Initial Medial Final 

kʰin (time) mkʰu (cough)  

kʰer (new)   

kʰao (grasshopper) pʰikʰəm (makhella)  

kʰwa (bamboo) cimkʰar (door)  

kʰui (bee) lukʰaŋ (pillow)  

kʰəna (ear) naikʰor (pus)  

kʰor (bark/ peel) kuŋkʰli (shell)  

kʰjuk (depth)   

kʰrəŋ (fast)   

/m/  

Initial Medial Final 

min (name) pame (third uncle) kim (colour) 

mərke (parrot) wamul (feather) hakəm (jaw) 

mai (face) lumpak (chest) mitəm (foetus) 

mur (mouth) sekma (dimple) surlam (lineage) 

məu (daughter in 

law) 

nəmkal (back) pʰəntrim (needle) 

mora (a type of seat)  trulməi (widow) kʰrum (worship) 

momo (eldest son) sumsit (broom) siksum (flue) 

 numit (sun) nim (low) 

mistri (carpenter) kʰumna (lid) kʰəm (coffin) 

 tʰəŋmun (heaven)  

 komla (orange)  
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/n/  

Initial Medial Final 

nimək (not be)  bən (branch) 

napur (nose) tʰunma (june) mənc un (september) 

nupawa (man) sunna (april) məjun (december) 

nimok (eatable)   

nəm (push)   

 

/ŋ/ 

Initial Medial Final 

ŋəmri (reason is) tʰiŋa (fish) kʰiŋ (holy) 

ŋal (fight) nəŋakka (young 

woman) 

təŋ (big) 

ŋao (mad) juŋcəi (pole) mitʰoŋ (window) 

ŋəutoŋ (kitten) liŋdou (strorey) lukʰaŋ (pillow) 

ŋari (fermented 

fish) 

teŋkot (bowl) kuŋ (river) 

 saŋpʰai (a basket) luŋ (seed) 

 jaŋciŋ (epilepsy) luhoŋ (marriage) 

 liŋcuj (small fishing 

net) 

pʰuŋ (drum) 

 taŋla (month) cuŋ (many) 

 kʰəŋou (white) məntrəŋ (strong) 

 tui-tuŋ-na (saving box)  

 luŋsi (love)  

 tʰluŋril (marble)  

 tʰləŋai (good/pretty)  

 

/s/  
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Initial Medial Final 

sorwa (star) naosun (infant)  

somni (twenty) həlsəŋ (cow shed)  

sekma (dimple) huisuk (pestle)  

səm (hair) səmsit (comb)  

səl (husband) siksum (flue)  

surləm (lineage) hosek (limp)  

sil (whetstone) dosa (misfortune)  

sapor (soap) pasi (flute)  

su (grind) rulsum ( a neckpiece)  

sim (ritual) lasa-tʰimi (singer)  

ser (recite) buŋsur (peak)  

silkʰu (son‘s in 

parent law) 

tonsi (men‘s attire, 

wore around the ankle) 

 

 

/h/ 

Initial Medial Final 

hil (back side) rihot (leech)  

həl (cow) wahoŋ )peacock)  

hol (turn) caŋhəi (cucumber)  

hul (chase) kihum (pinapple)  

hek (hear) rihuŋ (root)  

hiksum (bear) luhit (head gear)  

huttʰin (nail) mərhol (hum)  

hiŋ (tree) məihiŋ (firewood)  

həpta (week) məihal (charcoal)  

həksel (health) kərhil (chase)  

 

/l/ 
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Initial Medial Final 

la (song) kərlhəŋŋa (young man) trənkʰal  (mosquito 

net) 

le (upward hill 

reference) 

inlhoi (dead festival) bal (yam) 

lu (head) kʰuilu (wax) wa-kʰumul (feather) 

ləm (road) ril (inside) pəl (fence) 

lhouwa (hero) kəyaŋla (tiger) məkəl (kidney) 

lhou (work) mitluŋ (eye ball) nabil (ear) 

luj (baffalo) kʰuklu (knee) miŋsel (mirror) 

liŋ (fishing net) bilwa (november) nil (vapour) 

li (boat) selni (Sunday) səl (husband) 

luŋ (seed) lulip (scale of hair) satil (umbrella) 

loutrun tʰimi (farmer) kəlsil (rain hat made of 

leaves) 

pʰirul (cloth) 

 

/r/  

Initial Medial Final 

raŋ (ligament) tʰiraibəm (temple) knapur (nose) 

rui (rope) tʰiru (bone) kəncur (wrinkle) 

riba saŋpʰai 

(dustbin) 

hutrum (wrist) mur (mouth) 

rəi (axe) tʰimrui (bamboo ribbon) kənpʰir (twins) 

racuŋ (boil) mərəŋ (aunt‘s husband) nutər (grandma) 

rit (heavy) surləm (lineage)  məisar (torch) 

rəb (Plural) harol (jar) tar (dry) 

rəməi (cloud) wairaŋ (husk) por (swell) 

rica (mongoose) mərhol (whistle) tʰir (metal) 

 tari (stringed kʰer (new) 
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instrument) 

 wa kərsul (cock fight)  

 loutrun (farming)  

 sajruŋ (catapult)  

 sorwa (start)  

 mərtʰi (wind)  

 əjrən (spider)  

 tʰaŋtraŋ (mosquito)  

 berwa (bulbul)  

 cerni (Sunday)  

 mərem (green)  

 məŋkʰra (sweet potato)  

 kərŋa (rest)  

 

/w/ 

Initial Medial Final 

wa (bird) nəpawa (man)  

wamul (feather) pʰulwa (May)   

wapui (hen) mərawan (july)  

wamur (beak) nuwi (mother)  

wajsa (basket for 

catching fish) 

tʰluŋkwar (diamond)  

 tʰowa (casket for arrows)  

 nuŋwar (sunshine)  

 sorwa (star)  

 douwa (children)  

 tʰewa (rabbit)  

 berwa (bulbul)  

 əwacaŋhəi (papaya)  
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 ruwai (evening)  

 

/j/ 

Initial Medial Final 

jui (water) kʰəjum (three) ləj (tongue) 

ja (animal) kəjrui (sling) suklaj (pillar) 

jul (village) pʰəjnəm (thigh) kuŋoj (waist belt) 

ju (grandchildren) hutjuŋ (wrist)  

jərpun (curtain) puija (woman)  

juŋcai (pole) hujsuk (pestle)  

jaŋciŋ (epilepsy) kʰuijui (honey)  

junca (gossip) həijui (fruit juice)  

 mitdjeo (blind)  

 jajao (animal festival)  

 cimje (house warming 

festival 

inlhoj (dead festival) 

 wəjsa (basket for 

catching fish) 

ləmjaj (road making 

festival) 

 

From the tables given above, we can see that none of the aspirated sounds occur at word 

final position; neither does the phonemes like /d/, /c/, /s/, /h/ and /w/. The rest of the 

consonant occur at word initial, medial and final position, even the velar nasal /ŋ/.  

 

2.4 Syllable structure 

This section dealing with the phonotactics
35

 of Maring will present the types of syllable 

found in Maring along with its canonical structure and phonotactic constraints.  

                                                           
35

 Phonotactics deals with the restrictions and constraints on permissible phoneme combinations by 

defining the permissible syllable structure, consonant clusters and vowel sequences etc in a language. 
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The types of syllable structure found in Maring are given below: 

1. V  a (he/she/ this) 

2. CV  mu (see), wa (bird), c i (horn), pi (give) 

3. VC  ip (sleep), ur (carry), uk (stomach), ən (curry)  

4. CVC  hut (hand), pʰor (blessing), luŋ (seed), kuŋ (river) 

5. CCV  kʰwa (bamboo), kla (sorrow), pʰri (yeast) 

6. CCVC  truŋ (tree trunk), tʰluŋ (stone), krat (sharp) , pʰrul (snake) 

All these given structure are of monosyllabic words, so the multisyllabic words can be 

formed by combining any of the above given structure (see the section on word 

structure). The examples  

also show that Maring has all three parts of syllable, i.e. onset, peak and coda,
36

  though 

there are some syllables with or without onset and coda. Thus, Maring have both open 

and closed syllables. 

 

2.4.1 Consonant cluster (within words) 

 Consonant cluster is the combination or utterance of two or more consonants within a 

syllable. It is different from consonant sequence which is also more or less the 

combination of consonants but beyond the syllable boundary. Maring has a rich 

consonant cluster at initial position, but not so much the same at medial and final 

position. 

Maring allows the following consonant cluster at initial position: 

a) stops + liquids: 

     /p/ + /l/  : play (navel) 

     /pʰ/  + /r/  :  pʰrul (snake) 

        pʰri (yeast)  

                                                           
36

 Onset is the beginging consonant or semivowel of a syllable like /h/ in /həl/ (cow) or /j/ in /jui/ (water). 

Whereas the nucleus is the peak of the syllable and should always be a vowel. Coda is the sound that 

follows the nucleus and should always be a consonant. For instance /u/ in /hut/ is the nucleus of the syllable 

and /t/ is the coda. 
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     /pʰ/ + /l/ : pʰli (four) 

     /t/ +  /r/ : tran (fly) 

        truŋ (tree trunk) 

     /t/ +  /l/  : t lim (spirit) 

        t lou (language) 

     /tʰ/ + /r/ : tʰray (god/ deity) 

        tʰruk (six) 

     /tʰ/ + / l/  :  tʰluŋ (stone) 

        tʰləi (soil) 

        tʰləu (work ) 

        tʰlan (grave/ tomb) 

     /kʰ/ + /r/ : kʰril (intestine) 

        kʰrum (worship) 

        kʰrəŋ (fast) 

     /kʰ/ + /l/ : kʰlak (ladder) 

        kʰluŋ (insect) 

b) Stops +  nasals: 

     /k/ + /m/ :  kme (night) 

        kmu (see) 

     /k/ + /n/ : knapur (nose) 

     /k/ + /r/ : kran (bird trap) 
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      cukruk (khabei) 

     /kʰ/ + /m/ : kʰmul (body hair/ fur) 

        kʰməŋ (dark/ black) 

   /t/ + /l/  :  tləu  (language) 

     /tʰ/ + /l/ :  tʰləu (work) 

         tʰlim (shadow) 

         tʰluŋ (stone) 

         tʰləi (soil) 

         tʰlan (grave) 

/tʰ/ + /r/ :  tʰray (god/deity) 

 tʰruk 

c) Stops + glides: 

     /k/ + /w/ : kwar (light/bright) 

     /k/ + /j/  : kya (possible)     

/kʰ/ + /w/  :  kʰwa (bamboo)  

 

  

d) Lateral approximant and fricative: 

  /l/ + /h/  : l həwaj kʰjiŋ (holy spirit) 

     l hak (put) 

     l ha (far) 

From the above examples, we can see that stops can occur with semivowels /y/ and /w/ or  

with nasals /m/ and /n/, and with liquid sounds  /r/ and /l/ and fricative /h/. And nasasl /m/ 

have a cluster with /l/, lateral /l/ has a cluster with /h/ and fricative /s/ with /m/. All 
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together there are eighteen consonant clusters in initial position. They are: pl, pʰr, pʰl, tr, 

tl, tʰr, tʰl, km, kn, kr, kw, kʰm, kʰr, kʰl, kʰw, ml, lh, sm. 

2.4.2 Consonant cluster at medial position 

 Unlike the consonant clusters in initial position, the clusters in medial position are quite 

rare and only a few stops - /p/, /k/, /kʰ/, /t/ and /tʰ/ forms cluster with /r/, and only /kʰ/ and 

/tʰ/ can form medial cluster with /l/. Also /l/ is the only consonant that can form a cluster 

with /h/. They are given below as: 

a) Stops and liquids: 

 /p/ + /r/ : cəm-pra  (lemon) 

  /k/ + /r/ : c uk-kruk (seven star) 

    /kʰ/ + /r/ : ən-kʰriŋ-pal (fresh vegetable salad) 

     pu-kʰri (pond) 

     kaŋ-kʰrum (football) 

    /kʰ/ + /l/ : tiŋ-kʰliŋ (earth quake) 

   

  /t/ + /r/  : lou-trun-tʰimi (farmer) 

     ui-trok (frog) 

     tʰən-tran (mousquito) 

     be-len-tri (lady’s finger) 

     jan-trim (midnight) 

     ma-trao (march) 

 

  /t/ + /l/   : məi-tl an (flame) 

 

  /tʰ/ + /r/ :  mən-tʰral kummui (spring festival) 

 

  /tʰ/ + /l/ : smən-tʰla (seal) 

     ja-tʰlun (A kind of closing ceremony) 
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  /l/ + /h/  : in-l hoj (A dead festival observe every five years) 

      kər-l həŋ-ŋa (bachelor) 

Thus, medial cluster formation in Maring is quiet few, and there is a total of only eight 

cluster formation. They are pr, kr, kʰr, kʰl, tr, tʰr, tʰl and lh.  

  In case of consonant cluster at final position, Maring like many of the Tibeto–Burman 

languages, especially the kuki-chin branch doesn’t exhibit this formation at all.  

  Now keeping in mind the occurrence and distribution of consonants, there can be nine 

phonotactic constraints in Maring. They are given below:  

1. All syllables have a nucleus 

2. There are no geminates. 

3. All the consonants occur at word initial and medial position, but not all of them at 

final position. 

4. / d/, /c/, /s/, /h/ and /w/ does not occur at word final. 

5. Formation of consonant cluster at syllable initial and medial position, but not 

cluster in final position. 

6. All the first consonants of the initial cluster in the onset position are voiceless. 

7. The first consonant  in the onset should either  be [- Sonorant, - Voice, - Cont , +_ 

Spread glottis] or [+ Sonorant, + Continuant, + Alveolar] 

8. If the first consonant of the syllable has the feature [- Sonorant, - Voice, - Cont , 

+_ Spread glottis], then the second should be [+ Sonorant] except for /ŋ/. 

9. If the first consonant of the cluster is [+ Sonorant, + Continuant, + Alveolar], then 

the second can only be /h/. 

 

2.4.3 Canonical Syllable structure 

Following the constraints given above, there can be two canonical syllable 

structure for the syllable (C1) + (C2) + V + (C3),  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geminate
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i.e. 

1. When C1 =     - Sonorant 

     - Voice 

    - Continuant 

   +_ spread glotis 

 

    + Sonorant 

    + Nasal 

    + Labial 

 

 C2 =  [+ Sonorant] , except /ŋ/ 

 

 C3 = all other phonemes except /d/, /c/, /s/, /h/ and /w/. 

 

i.e.  C1  + C2   +  V  +   C3 

/p/ + /l/ 

/pʰ/ + /l/ or /r/ 

/t/ + /l/ or /l/ 

/tʰ/ + /l/ or /r/ 

/k/ + /m/ or /n/ or /w/ or /j/ 

/kʰ/ + /m/ or /n/ or  /l/ or /w/ or /j/ 

/m/ + /l/ 

2. When C1 =    + Sonorant 

   + Continuant 

    + Alveolar 

Then C2 =     - Sonorant 

         + Fricative 

         + Glottal 

     

i.e.  /l/ + /h/ 
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2.5 Word structure 

Maring has a tendency to become a monosyllabic language but many words and 

lexemes are derived through compounding and suffixation resulting in the production of 

multisyllabic words. In fact, a number of suffixes can be added to a root to form new 

words, for example, in  

 

həl-suŋ-jui-jur-tʰi-mi 

cow-extract-water-sell-man 

milk-man 

 

sək-l hə-ŋai-na-ŋak-ka 

face-pretty-maiden 

pretty lady 

the syllable goes upto six, which by far can be the possible longest syllable 

formation in Maring. Maring therefore can have monomorphemic to 

polymorphemic structures. The possible word structures of the language are given 

below: 

1. V   a (he/she) 

2. V + C   u-j (dog), a-j (crap), 

3. CV + V  yuj (water), ma-j (face), ru-j (rope), hə-j (fruit) 

4. VC + CVC  ən-cep (mustard), ən-tar (dry vegetables),  

5. CV + CV  pa-wa (father), nu-wi (mother), məi-kʰu (smoke), tʰi-ŋa 

(fish) 

6. CV + CVC  nu-tər (grandma), pa-tər (grandpa), sa-ruŋ (physic), ho-mit 

(ankle) 

7. CVC + CVC  mit-luŋ (eyeball), lum-pak (chest), sur-ləm (lineage) 

8. CV + CVC + CV nə-ŋak-ka (maiden),  

9. CCVC-CV  trul-məi (widow),  

10. CVC-CCVC-CV kəl-l həŋ-ŋa (bachelor),  

11. CCV-CVC-CVC-CVCV t lou-tʰuk-mək-tʰi-mi (deaf person) 
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2.6 Major phonological and morphophonemic processes 

 One of the most prevalent morphophonological processes in Maring is the 

assimilation process. Assimilation is a phonological process in which a sound becomes 

more like its neighboring sound. Assimilation occurs either within a word or in between 

words and can be of two types, regressive and progressive. Maring exhibit certain 

assimilation process in between word boundary. Mention can be made of the verb perfect 

aspect “kur” and the noun genitive marker “jəi”. These two suffixes have various 

allomorphs depending upon the ending sound of the verb and noun. Say for example, if a 

verb ends with “ŋ”, the perfect aspect will become “ŋur”, if it ends with “l”, the perfect 

aspect will become “lur”. In case of noun, if the word ends with “k”, then the genitive 

marking will be “kəi” and if it ends with “n”, the genitive case will be “nəi” (See the 

table below for more examples).  

 

Table 2.6.1: Examples showing Assimilation Process 

 

Sl.no 

 

Assimilation of verb in perfect 

aspect 

 

Assimilation of noun in genitive case 

 

1. 

mən + kur → mən-nur 

catch + PRF → caught 

modun + jəi → modun-nəi 

modun + GEN → modun’s 

 

2. 

ip + kur → ip-pur 

sleep + PRF → slept 

patər + jəi → patər-rəi 

grandfather + GEN → Grandfather’s 

 

3. 

tʰuŋ + kur → tʰuŋ-ŋur 

cook + PRF →  cooked  

a + jəi → a-jəi 

3SG + GEN → his/her 

 

4. 

hi + kur → hi-jur 

die + PRF → died 

kəi + jəi → kəi-jəi 

1SG + GEN → my 

 

5. 

su + kur → su-wur 

wash + PRF → washed 

toto + jəi → toto-jəi 

toto + GEN → toto’s 

 

In case of verbs ending with vowel sounds (example 4 and 5 of verb assimilation), either 

/j/ and /w/ are used depending upon the feature front and back. If the vowel is a front 

vowel then /j/ is used, if the vowel is a back vowel then /w/ is used. 
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 Thus, from these examples, we can see that Maring has total regressive 

assimilation as the sound change is occurring in reference to its preceding segment and as 

the sound is changed completely. Two rules can be formulated for these changes as given 

below: 

1. C2→ C1/C1_ 

-syll 

2.  /k/→  - cons 

               - syll 

             α place  

 

In rule no.1, non-syllabic consonant (C2) becomes syllabic consonant (C1), when it is 

preceeded by a syllabic consonant (C1). 

In rule no.2, /k/ changes into a semi vowel in the alpha place when it is preceeded by a 

vowel.  

These changes occur in reference to all the verbs and possessors. The change took 

place in order to facilitate a smooth, effortless and economical task of speaking by 

conserving the energy that is required to produce another different utterance. 
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CHAPTER THREE: WORD CLASSES 

3.0 WORD CLASSES 

Every language categorizes its lexical items into word class
37

. Word class was 

introduced in the first half of the twentieth century by the structural linguists and later 

came to be known as “syntactic category” in generative linguistics or Chomskyan 

linguistics (after the pioneering work of Chomsky in 1950’s)  wherein both lexical 

categories (nouns and verbs) and phrasal categories (noun phrases and verb phrases) are 

referred to.  

This chapter deals with Maring word classes (both major and minor) with specific 

reference to the language’s morphosyntactic features and the word structural properties. 

Their distributional properties will be discussed in the next chapter. The first section on 

nouns (§ 3.1) describes its structural properties, derivational processes and types of 

nouns. The section on verbs (§ 3.2) describes its structure and sub-classes. Then the 

following section comprises of adjectives (§ 3.3), numerals (§ 3.4), adverbs (§3.5), 

auxiliaries (§ 3.6), adpositions (§ 3.7), interjections (§ 3.8) and finally conjunction (§ 

3.9). 

 

3.1 NOUNS 

This section will deal with nouns and its categories found in Maring by presenting a 

brief summary of the attested shape of a noun stem, of its derivational strategies, and its 

inflectional marking strategy. Nouns are the word class that includes concrete time-stable 

concepts and objects like stone, house, man, animal etc that does not vary over time. It 

can always occur in NP. It has two morphosyntactic properties, distributional and 

structure properties. Distributional properties is concern with how nouns in phrases, 

clauses and texts are placed or distributed as heads, subjects or objects of clauses. 

Whereas the structural properties are concerns with the internal structure of nouns like 

case markings and person, number and gender marking.  

                                                           
37

 Word class is the classification of words into sets or group based on shared or similar behavior for 

serving the purpose of grammatical description. It depends upon criteria like the word’s meaning, 

distribution, inflection, derivation etc. Word class was earlier known as Parts of Speech in Traditional 

grammar till the advance of structural linguistics. 
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3.1.1 The structure of the noun word 

Maring nouns consist of a stem plus a plural marker or an optional classifier.  

 1. STEM-PL/CL 

  tʰimi-rəb 

  man-PL 

  people (men) 

 

 2.  napawa 

  man.CL 

  man  

   

 3.  nitəm 

  two.CL 

  two 

 

3.1.2 Derivational processes 

Maring nouns are mostly monosyllabic (See Table 3.1A) and can be divided into 

two types, simple nouns and derived nouns.
 
Simple nouns are the ones that have a root 

only and can either be monosyllabic (Table 3.1A) or multisyllabic (Table 3.1.B) (Table 

3.1.C). Derived nouns are formed by suffixation
38

  and compounding process. 

 

Table 3.1.A: Monosyllabic Nouns 

 

       Maring nouns 

 

English gloss 

             lu        head 

            mai        face 

            mit        eye 

            ha        tooth 

                                                           
38

 Ningomba (1978:34) considered prefixation as a part of the noun morphology. However, this proposition 

can be contested since the examples he gave are more of verbal stem (derivation) with verbal resultants 

rather than being nominal ones. 
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            mur        mouth 

            cim        house 

            kau        bag 

            ya        animal 

            nao        child 

            pʰor        blessing 

            ju        grandchildren 

            juj        water 

            son        knife  

     

Table 3.1.B: Simple disyllabic Nouns 

 

       Maring nouns 

 

English gloss 

            mərtʰi  air 

            tʰimi man 

            tʰiray deity 

            sekma dimple 

            rəməi cloud 

            tʰiru bone/skeleton 

            kənpʰir twins 

            upa adult/elder 

            tʰiŋa fish 

            mitti/dəuwa salt 

           tʰəŋmun heaven 

           sajuŋ catapult 

    

Compounding and suffixation are the two productive ways of deriving new words in 

Maring. The compound comprise of two noun stems, either derived noun plus a noun 

stem; or a noun plus adjective. Maring compound nouns can be of the following types: 

1. NOUN1 + NOUN2 → NOUN3 (Table 3.2 A) 

2. NOUN + ADJECTIVE → NOUN (table 3.2 B) 
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In the case of suffixation process, the human suffixes “wa” and  “wi” are added to 

adjectives and verbs derives nominal meaning. 

3. Suffix -wa:  

muca (thief) + wa = mucawa (male thief) 

tərra (old) + wa = tərrawa (old man)
39

 

cak-tʰuŋ (food-cook) + wa = caktʰuŋwa (a male person who cooks food) 

pʰi-su (cloth-wash) + wa = pʰisuwa (a male person who washes clothes) 

 

Table 3.1.C: Simple Trisyllabic words 

 

    

4. Suffix –wi: 

muca (thief) + wi = mucawi (male thief) 

tərra (old) + wi = tərrawi (old man) 

cak-tʰuŋ (food-cook) + wi = caktʰuŋwi (a male person who cooks food) 

pʰi-su (cloth-wash) + wi = pʰisuwi (a male person who washes clothes) 

 

                                                           
39

 Ningomba (1978: 40) 

 

Maring words 

 

English gloss 

likləjal lightning 

kərl həŋŋa young man 

nəŋakka        young woman 

nəpawa man 

nəpuiya woman 

ruŋməntʰin rainbow 

sorawa star 

kəjaŋla tiger 

hutuŋka whistle 

məsekwa sparrow 

mərəwan july 
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Then there is also this suffix “na” when added to verb can change the category of the 

word turning it into a noun. 

5.  VERB + na → NOUN
40

 (See Table 3.3 C )     

Table 3.2 A: NOUN1 + NOUN2 → NOUN3 

            

 Noun1 

 

 Noun2 

 

  Noun3 

 

həl (cow) 

 

pəl (fence) 

 

həlpəl (cow fence) 

 

wa (bird) 

 

jui (water) 

 

wajui (egg) 

 

wa (bird) 

 

pui (mother)  

 

wapui (hen) 

 

wa (bird) 

 

pa (father) 

 

wapa (cock) 

 

pa (father) 

 

me (third/fourth son)
41

 

pame (uncle-father’s elder or  

younger brother) 

 

hok (pig) 

 

sun (youngling) 

 

hoksun (piglet) 

 

ca (child) 

 

nao (young human) 

 

canao (children/desendant)  

 

cak (food) 

 

səŋ (room/place) 

 

caksəŋ (kitchen) 

 

rəməy (cloud) 

 

pʰin (urine) 

 

rəməypʰin  (moisture) 

 

sina (gold) 

 

rəi (flower) 

 

sinarəi (marigold) 

 

tʰiraj (god/deity) 

 

bəm (place/room) 

 

tʰirajbəm (temple) 

 
                                                           
40

 This process is more of a nominalization process and will be discuss in detail in the next chapter. 
41

 Depending on the clan of the family ‚“me“ can either be the third or fourth son in the family. For 

Kanshouwa clan ‚“me” is the fourth son, whereas for the other clans ‚‘me‘ is the third son. 
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Thus, we can see that compounding is more productive than affixation in Maring. These 

compounds have no pattern of headedness as in some nouns the N1 will be the head, 

whereas in some N2 will be the head. 

 

Table 3.2 B: NOUN + Adjective → NOUN 

 

Noun 

 

Adjective 

 

Noun 

 

sək (feature) 

 

lh əŋai (nice) 

 

səkl həŋai (Beautiful) 

 

son (knife) 

 

təŋ (big) 

 

sontəŋ (big knife) 

 

pa (father) 

 

 tər (old) 

 

patər (grandfather) 

 

nu (mother) 

 

tər (old) 

 

nutər (grandmother) 

 

pʰənco (brinjal) 

 

sur (sour) 

 

pʰəncosur (tomato) 

 

pʰənco (brinjal) 

 

kʰa (bitter)  

 

pʰəcokʰa (bitter brinjal) 

 

pʰit/ cəkui (chilly) 

 

dou (unripe/green) 

 

pʰitdou/cəkuidou (green 

chilly) 

 

yot (metal) 

 

pak (flat) 

 

yotpak (spade) 

 

c əmpra (lemon) 

 

saŋ (long) 

 

c əmprasaŋ
42

 (lime) 

 

tʰəluŋ (stone) 

 

kwar (bright) 

 

tʰəluŋkwar  (diamond) 

 

 

                                                           
42

 Also known as „“suŋhəi“ 
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Table 3.2 C: Verb + na → NOUN 

 

Verbs  

 

suffix ‘na’
43

 

 

Noun 

 

om (sit) 

 

na (NMLZ) 

 

omna (seat/chair) 

 

ip (sleep) 

 

na (NMLZ) 

 

ipna (bed) 

 

kʰum (cover) 

 

na (NMLZ) 

 

kʰumna (lid)  

 

(ha)-thun (tooth-

brush) 

 

na (NMLZ) 

 

hatʰunna (toothbrush) 

 

kəntʰui (swing) 

 

na (NMLZ) 

 

kəntʰuina (swing) 

    

Another derivational process evident in the language is reduplication. Reduplication 

is simply the repetition of a part of word (partial reduplication) or the whole word itself 

(complete reduplication) to produce new words. It can be broadly divided into two types:  

(1) Morphological Reduplication and 

(2) Lexical Reduplication  

In morphological reduplication, also known as expressives, both the base and the 

repeated part form a single morpheme and are mostly onomatopoeic in nature (See Abbi 

2001: 162-170). Kinship terms determining the birth order in Maring are usually 

expressives. For example, “tete”, “toto”, “momo”, “koko” (See chapter seven for details). 

In lexical reduplication, words are reduplicated wholly or partially either to derive class 

changing or maintaining words, or to derived echo formation. Complete reduplication of 

nouns gives plural reference. 

6. cim~cim= house~house (houses) 

                                                           
43

 The suffix ‚‘na‘ is verbal nominalizer that derive noun from from a verb root or stem. When added to 

verb it can  describes an instrument, place of activity, result of an action or an activity itself. 
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7. jul~jul = village~village (villages) 

Partially reduplication of noun is more like echo words and result into compound 

formation.  

8.  imkʰul~roukʰul = clansmen 

9.  immai~bəmmai = relatives 

10. naosun~naopar =  children 

3.1.3 Gender 

Gender is a grammatical category used for analyzing word classes that display 

contrasts such as masculine, feminine and neuter, animate and inanimate etc.  Maring 

doesn’t have grammatical gender
44

, but natural gender
45

 based on sex with semantic core 

of humanness and animacy. As such male humans are marked by ‘wa‘, and femal humans 

by ‚‘wi‘. Male animate are assigned masculine gender marked by ‘pa’ and female 

animate feminine gender marked by ‘pui’. Inanimate objects simple remain unmarked. 

11. sək-l həŋai nupawa huŋ-ləi 

face-nice man  come-PROG 

A handsome man is coming. 

 

12. sək-l həŋai nupuiwi huŋ-ləi 

face-nice woman  come-PROG 

A handsome woman is coming. 

 

13. kəi  uwai-jəi wapui-kʰəd-ri-wapa  kʰəd k ləi 

I.1SG.GEN mother-GEN hen.F-one-TOP-cock.M one have 

My mother has a hen and a cock. 

 

                                                           
44

 A language can be said to have a (grammatical) gender system only when noun phrases headed by nouns 

of different types control different agreements. 
45

 Linguistically gender can be distinguished as ‘natural gender’, wherein the items refer to the biological 

sex of the referent and ‘grammatical gender’ which has nothing to do with sex but vital for signaling 

grammatical relationships between the words in a sentence. 
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3.1.4 Number 

Number encodes the quantity of noun or nominal elements by differentiating 

between one or more referents. Maring marks number distinction between singular and 

plural.  The singular form does not have an overt marker; plurality on the other hand is 

marked by the morpheme ‘rəb’.  

14. thʰimi-rəb = man-PL (people) 

15. pʰirul-rəb = clothe-PL (clothes) 

16. hal-rəb = cow-PL (cows) 

17. wa-rəb = bird-PL (birds) 

18. be-rəb = bean-PL (beans) 

However, it’s also been noticed that Maring doesn’t mark all classes of noun, but only a 

few. In most cases, nouns are left unmarked, intentional marking occur depending on a 

particular speech situation. Otherwise, plurality in Maring is expressed via separate 

quantifiers like some, many, few etc most of the time. 

19.  nəŋ  bəzar-ra  wa-nəŋ  be-bai  hən-lək 

you bazaar-LOC  go-TLOC bean-some bring-IMP 

When you go to bazaar bring some beans. 

 

20.  a-ne  əŋŋi  ləylik-cuŋ buk feir-rei  lo-kur 

he-NOM yesterday book-many book  fair-from buy-PRF 

He bought many books from the book fair yesterday. 

 

21.  temui-ri jui-cuŋ  məŋ 

temui-TOP water-many drink 

Temui drinks lots of water 

Evident from the above examples, we  see that Maring doesn‘t make any 

morphological distinction between count noun and mass noun though there is a semantic 

distinction between the two. So even incases of water and sand etc, the same quantifier 

‘many‘ is used. 
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22. əŋtu-ri  sorawa  cuŋ tʰuk-ləi 

today-TOP star  many appear-PROG 

Lots of stars are appearing today (tonight). 

 

23. jai  teŋki-ra jui cuŋ ləi 

3PL.OBL tank-LOC water many have 

There are lots of water in their tank.   

Based on the property of number, noun can be of count vs. mass nouns. In Maring all 

nouns that can be pluralized are treated as countable while those that cannot be pluralized 

such as water, sand, land etc. are considered as mass nouns. The distinction between the 

two is made by the plural morpheme ‘rəb’. The nouns that can take plural marking and at 

the same time have singular form are count nouns, whereas the nouns that cannot take 

plural morpheme are count nouns. They are either always singular, or that they do not 

bear Number morphology at all.  

     

   Table 3.3: Maring count nouns and mass nouns. 

 

Count nouns 

 

Mass nouns 

tʰimi (man) jui (water) 

wa (bird) rəm (land) 

laylik (book) tʰləy (soil) 

liŋlit (shirt) ca (rice) 

tʰluŋ (stone) be (beans) 

kari (vehicle) roi (coriander) 

cim (house) əncep (mustard) 

 

However, when it comes to measurement Maring doesn’t make a distinction between 

count and mass nouns. Even the count nouns can take quantifiers such as “many”, 

“some”, “few” which is used for measuring the count nouns. Thus, the distinction made 

is semantically based but evidence from their existential formal properties. 
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3.1.5 Types of Noun 

3.1.5.1 Proper names 

Proper names address and identify particular or specific person, place or thing, 

and so does not take modifiers, possessors, relative clauses etc that can make the nouns 

unidentifiable. One interesting feature about Maring names is that order of children or 

siblings in the family can be identified by the name initial of the person. So for example, 

if a person’s name  is “morung”, it means that he is the first born son of the family 

because of the prefix [mo-]. If a person’s name is “tedun”, then she is the first daughter of 

the family because of the prefix [te-].
46

 A table of Maring name initials is given below: 

                          Table 3.4: Maring name initials 

 

Male Name Initial  

 

Female Name Initial 

momo  (first son) tete (first daughter) 

koko (second son) toto (second daughter) 

əŋŋa (third son) ətuŋ (third daughter 

meme (fourth son) səŋkʰu (fourth daughter) 

ləiwa (fifth son) leic a  (fifth daughter) 

kʰəm-ma (sixth son) kʰəm-wi (sixth daughter) 

 

If a family has more than six sons or daughters, the name initial will continue with 

“kʰəm” for both male and female (See chapter seven for further reference). 

 

3.1.5.2 Pronouns 

Pronouns are independent elements that can function in the slot of a noun’s or a 

noun phrase because of the primary reference of noun as its antecedent. As such noun and 

pronouns are in complimentary distribution. Pronoun are used  for  referring  to  lexical  

noun  and  noun  phrases and also identifies different  forms  of  persons,  nouns  encoded  

with categories like  number, gender,  honorific  status, proximity, animacy,  several  

                                                           
46

 This is a common practice of the Naga tribes inhabiting in Chandel district and also of some of the 

Southern Tangkhul villages, though their pronunciation might be a bit different. 
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other deictic  categories and inflect for case. Maring pronouns inflect for case and 

number.  The different types of pronouns found in Maring are discussed below:  

 

3.1.5.2.1 Personal pronouns 

Maring like any other language exhibits a three way contrast in person: the first 

person which is the speaker himself/herself (I or we); the second person is the hearer to 

whom the speaker is addressing (you/ you all) and the third person or non-participants, 

i.e. the other people, things or animals etc that is being referred to in the conversation 

(he/she/they/it). Maring also has dual pronoun. 

 

    Table 3.5: Maring personal pronouns 

 

Person  

 

Singular 

 

Dual 

 

Plural 

First kəi (I) karuŋ/kasi (Us two) ka (We) 

Second nəŋ (You) naruŋ/nasi (You two) na (You) 

Third a (He/She) aruŋ/asi (They two) ja (They) 

 

Maring personal pronouns get inflected for oblique case. Oblique case can be defined as 

the roles that are not marked by nominative and accusative case.
47

 So, when the personal 

pronouns are not the direct argument, or subjects or direct objects of a sentence, they 

change to oblique forms. See the examples given below: 

24. ka  niŋŋa  impal  ka-rəu   (Nominative) 

1PL.NOM tomorrow Imphal  go-will 

We will go to Imphal tomorrow. 

 

25. kai-nuŋ  luhon-nəi invəit-kard pi-mək-ko (Oblique) 

1PL.OBL-DAT marriage-GEN invite-card give-NEG-QP 

Didn’t (they) give us an invite card for the wedding? 

                                                           
47

 http://linguistics-ontology.org/gold/2010/ObliqueCase 

http://linguistics-ontology.org/gold/2010/ObliqueCase
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26. nəŋ  kəu-ni-nəŋ  impal-ra ka-rəu  (Nominative) 

2SG.NOM what-day-TLOC Imphal-LOC go-IRR 

When will you go to Imphal? 

 

27.  nəi-nuŋ  peisa  kəunak  jao  (Oblique) 

2SG.OBL-DAT money  how much present 

How much money do you have? 

 

28. nai-jəi   cim-ra  asi-nəŋ  hu~hu ləi-jo (Oblique) 

2PL.OBL-GEN house-LOC now-TLOC who stay-be.QP 

Who who are there at your house now? 

 

29. todar-ni nəi-nuŋ tui  ləu-pi-ko  (Oblique) 

todar-ERG 2SG-DAT money  pass-give-QP 

Did todar gave you money? 

In example, 25, 27, 28 and 29 we can see that though the pronouns are structurally 

located at subject’s position, the case marking show that they are not the real subject. If 

we rewrite all these examples intentionally using the nominative pronouns instead of the 

oblique ones, it will give rise to ungrammatical sentences given below: 

30. ka-nuŋ  luhon-nəi  invəit-kard  pi-mək-ko* 

31. nəŋ-nuŋ tui kəunak jao* 

32. na-jəi cim-ra asi-nəŋ hu-hu ləi-jo* 

33. todar-ni nəŋ-nuŋ tui lou-pi-ko* 

Thus, personal pronouns in Maring make a distinct demarcation when they play the role 

of a subject and that of a non-subject. A table showing the distinguishing the different 

form is given below: 
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 Table 3.6: Personal Pronouns at subject and oblique position 

 

Number 

 

Person 

 

Subject 

 

Non-subject 

(Oblique form) 

Singular 1
St

 person kəi (I) kəi (me) 

 2
nd

 person nəŋ (you) nəi (you) 

 3
rd

 person a (s/he) ai (him/her) 

Plural 1
st
 person ka (we) kai (us) 

 2
nd

 person na (you) nai (you) 

 3
rd

 person ja (they) jai (them) 

   

3.1.5.2.2 Demonstrative pronouns 

Demonstrative pronouns are deictic reference that points to specific person and 

object within the sentence. The third person singular “a” (this) is used for pointing and 

referring to proximal noun where as “həi” (that) is used as distal demonstrative pronoun.   

34. kəi-nuŋ  həi lailik-həi məllan-pi-lək 

1SG-DAT  DEM book-DET pass-BEN-IMP 

Pass me that book. 

 

35. a nəŋakka-so  bəimək  sai-sək-kʰəi 

DEM lady-EVD  much  song-sing-able 

This lady can sing very well. 

3.1.5.2.3 Reflexives pronouns 

 Reflexives pronouns are those that perform an action on oneself rather than on 

anybody else. Maring nominal reflexives
48

 are formed by adding the morpheme “-təm“ 

(self) or “-tom“ (only) to express a coreferentiality with the subject of the sentence or 

clause (see § 5.2.3 for more deatails). 

                                                           
48

 Nominal reflexives are those where the marker exhibits properties characteristic of nouns or pronouns in 

the language. Brown,  E. K and Miller Jim. 1999. Concise encyclopedia of grammatical categories.  P.313 
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36.  nao həi ai-təm-tom  kəllin-kur 

child DEM 3SG.OBL-REF-only fall-PRF 

The child fell down on his own. 

 

37.  dəuwa-rəb-həi ja-təm-tom c ak-c a  həi-jur-ra 

child-PL-DET  3PL-REF-only food-eat able-PRF-REAL 

The children can feed themselves. 

 

38. likli həi a-təm-tom  bai-kur 

glass DEM 3SG-REF-only break-PST 

The glass broke on its own. 

 

3.1.5.2.4 Interrogative pronoun 

Interrogative pronouns are the types of pronouns that ask which person or things 

is being referred to or questioned. A table showing various examples of Maring 

interrogative pronouns is given below. (See §4.2.6 for sentences examples). 

 

  Table 3.7: Interrogatives pronouns 

 Interrogative pronouns English gloss 

hu who 

kəu what 

kəura where 

kəusi how 

kəunəksi which 

 

Other types of pronouns i.e. relative pronouns are more efficiently treated in the sections 

on relative clauses (See section 6.6.5).  

 

3.2 VERBS 

The verb class refers to words describing actions and processes like ‘eat’, ‘sleep’, 

‘laugh’, ‘cook’, ‘dance’ etc. Verbs are the “heart of the sentence” as they govern all the 
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grammatical elements in the sentence (Abbi 2001: 139) by functioning as the head of a 

predicate and by determining the number of nouns a sentence can take. Verbs can usually 

take up to three arguments without additional coding, unlike nouns and adjectives that 

need an additional coding in a predicative (copula) position. The nominal arguments that 

verbs can take are (1) patient, (2) agent and patient and (3) agent, patient and recipient. 

Maring like many other East and South East Asian languages lacks verb inflection, i.e. 

they don’t inflect with change in person, number and gender, nor do they inflect for tense, 

aspect and mood. 

 

3.2.1 Verb structure  

Maring verbs are bounded most of the time, as such the structure of Maring verbs 

will comprises of the stem verb that contains that lexical information, and inflectional 

categories like aspect and mood (See chapter four), sometimes copular or auxiliaries and 

other suffixes like definitive, causative and directional marker etc. Therefore verb 

structure can be drawn as, 

  V + (DIR) + (CAUS) + (NEG) + (TAM) + (AUX/COP)  

 

39. huŋ-tʰuk-kyer-mək-rəu 

come-out-CAUS-NEG-IRR 

Will not allow to come out 

 

40. wa-da-kyer-mək-ləi-cad 

go-fall-CAUS-NEG-PROG-seems like 

Seems like (they were) not allowed to land (aero plane). 

 

3.2.2 Subclasses of Verbs 

Based on semantic distinction, Maring verbs can be of three types: dynamic verbs, 

stative verbs and directional verbs.  

3.2.2.1 Stative verbs 

Stative verbs or position verbs are those verbs that don’t involve a body movement or an 

activity or change, but is rather perform mentally and emotionally by a participant alone. 
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Stative verbs are often expressed by adjectives and nouns and require no transfer of 

action to another participant (Payne T 2006:111). Some examples of Maring stative verbs 

“om” (sit), “min” (ripe), “juŋ” (stand), “nəm” (smell), tʰasa” (believe), “ iŋkəna” (doubt), 

“kərhal” (hate) etc.  

 

3.2.2.2 Dynamic verbs 

Dynamic verbs on the other hand, denote activities or actions carried out by an agent and 

involve a voluntary movement.  Some examples of verbs like run, move, work and play 

etc. A table showing examples of stative and dynamic verbs in Maring is given below. 

  Table 3.8: Stative and dynamic verbs 

 

Stative Verbs 

 

Dynamic Verbs 

ib (sleep) huŋ (come) 

hi (die) tʰuŋ (cook) 

pam (like) c ən (run) 

kmu (know) kəllin (fall) 

kriŋ (live) bai (break 

sa (hot) kʰu (cough) 

nuŋkaŋai (happy) tʰəu (drive) 

kləi (have) c a (eat) 

krəi (cold) um (beat) 

jakril (agree) nui (dance) 

luŋsi (love) um (beat) 

wasək (promise) səkca (move) 

pilkəna (impress) mərek (play) 

 

Unlike, English which doesn’t allow stative verbs to take progressive aspect; in 

Maring both stative and dynamic can take progressive aspect. See the examples: 
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41. nəŋ kəu kʰəl-ləi 

2SG what think-PROG 

What do you think? 

 

42. əŋkʰəm-ri  məŋ məŋ-ləi-hui 

angkham-TOP  dream dream-PROG-still 

Angkham is still dreaming. 

 

43. kəi tesilrən-ja asi-nəŋ-kʰi  luŋsi-ləi-hui 

1SG tesilran-ACC now-TLOC-EMP love-PROG-still 

I still love loves Tesilran (thesedays).  

 

44. jairiŋ  pʰi-su-ləi 

yairing  clothes-wash-PROG 

Yairing is washing clothes. 

 

45. dəuwa-rəb cən-bi  mərekna-ləi 

child-PL run-CP  play.HAB-PROG 

Children are running around and playing. 

 

3.2.2.3 Directional verbs 

Another distinct sub-class of verb is those that show direction, either a movement away 

from the speaker or towards the speaker. See the examples in table given below. 

 

    Table 3.9: Directional verbs 

Toward the speaker Away from the speaker 

huŋ (come) wa (go) 

lou (take) pi (give) 

huŋtʰluŋ (arrive) ləuhil (send) 

kətsun (to lift down) kətbaŋ (to lift up) 

cəŋ (enter) tʰuk (go out) 
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3.3. ADJECTIVES 

Adjectives are word class that state a property and specifies the referent of a head 

noun. They also serve as the parameter in comparative construction and can sometimes 

function like an adverb (Dixon 2009:70). Adjectives can be of many types based on the 

semantic content of its property. Discussed below are the different types of adjectives 

found in Maring with examples. 

 

3.3.1 Dimension specifying Adjectives 

Maring employ adjectives that specify dimensional properties like “təŋ” (big), “məndi” 

(small), “saŋ” (long), “cəu” (tall), “nem” (short), “pak” (wide), “yuk” (deep), rəppa 

(thin), “sa” (thick) etc. 

46.  həi   ləjlik-təŋ-wa  pi-lək  

DEM  book-big-book-be   give-IMP  

Give (me) that big book. 

 

47. ka-jəi  son-məndi-ca  kʰəd-ləi 

1PL-GEN knife-small-DIM one-have 

We have one small knife. 

 

48. kʰwa-saŋ-kʰəd  hən-lək 

bamboo-long-one bring-IMP 

Bring a long bamboo 

 

3.3.2 Age specifying adjective 

In Maring age can specify the maturity and immaturity of a noun by using reference like 

“dəuwa” (young) and “tər” (old) for human, “kʰer”(new) and  “kəman” (old) for objects 

and “sun” (young one) and “tər” (old) for animals.  

 

49. kai-cim-ra  əŋŋi  napawa-dəuwa kʰəd huŋ 

1PL.OBL-house-LOC yesterday man-young  one come 

A young man came to our house yesterday. 
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50. ka-jəi  patər-ri  bəimək  tər-wur-ra 

1PL-GEN grandfather much  old-PRF-REAL 

Our grandfather is very old. 

51. ka əŋŋi  tivi kʰer kʰəd lo 

1PL yesterday TV new one buy 

We bought a new TV yesterday. 

 

52. kəi-jəi  liŋlit  kʰəmən  həi kəura-wo 

1SG-GEN shirt-DET old  DET where-be.INTER 

Where is that old shirt of mine? 

 

53. həl-sun-a  luŋsina-mək-ko 

cow-young-DEM love-NEG-QP 

Isn’t this calf lovely? 

 

3.3.3 Adjective of quality 

Adjective of quality is used for attributing nouns with certain worth and characteristics. 

Maring uses words like “lhəŋai” (good), “lhəŋai-mək”
49

 (bad), “mənklu” (costly), 

“mənklai” (cheap), “dun” (rich), “kənriŋ” (poor), “sul” (weak), “məntʰrəŋ kəl” (strong) 

etc to attribute values and character. 

 

54. tomuilim uk-lhəŋai
50

 naŋaka kʰəd 

tomuilim good  lady one  

Tomuilim is a good lady. 

 

55. əŋŋi  kəi cinima  lhəŋai  kʰəd tʰi 

yesterday 1SG cinema  good  one watch 

                                                           
49

 Maring doesn‘t have the exact word for “bad“, instead a word equivalent of it is derived by negating the 

word “good“. 
50

 “uk-lhəŋai” is an adjective derived from noun and literally means “stomach good” and has an 

interpretation of being a good person. 
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I watch a nice movie yesterday. 

 

56. kai  kowardun mənklu kʰunup kʰəd hen-lo 

1PL.OBL kowardun costly  shoe one bring-buy 

Our kowardun bought a costly shoe. 

 

57. mebuŋsui məntʰrəŋ kəl napawa kʰəd-me 

mebungsui strong  man  one-COP 

Mebungsui is a strong man. 

 

3.3.4 Colors as adjectives 

Colors in Maring can also be used as an adjective to help narrow down the noun that 

is being referred to from a set or group of many other that is present or available at the 

time of referent. 

58. təŋpal dəu-rei  lailik-kʰəməŋ-həi 

table up-form book-black-DET  

That black book from the table… 

 

59. kai  cimmai-bəŋ-ra  kləi par-mərao-həi 

1PL.OBL house-front-LOC stay flower-red-DET 

The red flower in front of our house…. 

 

60. əlmera  ril-ra  liŋlit kʰəŋəu  jar-bi  kləi-so 

almirah inside-LOC shirt white  hang-CP stay-EVD 

The white shirt which is inside the almirah…… 

 

3.3.5 Adjective of property 

These adjectives are used for specifying the properties of the noun by describing 

its corporeal and substantial matter. Examples of such types of adjectives in Maring are 

‘kʰmin’ (ripe), ‘dəu’ (raw), ‘c ul’ (rotten), ‘tik’ (fresh), ‘sa’ (hot), ‘kəl’ (hard), ‘kʰyaŋ’ 
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(light), ‘kʰrat’ (sharp), ‘mənen’ (soft), ‘mərnam’ (fat), ‘sim’ (sweet), ‘kʰa’ (bitter), ‘kjur’ 

(sour) etc. 

 

61. a cəkui-a  bəimək  dəu-ləi-hui  sa-mək-rəu 

DEM chilly-DET much  green-PROG-still hot-NEG-will 

This chilly is still very green, it wouldn’t be hot. 

 

62. kəi-nuŋ-ŋəi  nawahəi kəmin  kʰəd la-pi-lək 

1.SG-DAT-GEN mango  ripe.ADJ one pluck-give-IMP 

Pluck me a ripe mango. 

 

63. tʰiŋa-tik  bai bəzar-rei hən-lək 

fish-fresh.ADJ  some bazaar-ABL bring-IMP 

Bring some fresh fish from the market. 

 

3.3.6 Adjective of Quantity 

Also known as non-numeral quantifiers, these modifiers include measuring terms 

such as much, many, few, some, a lot of, a great deal of, tons of etc.  

 

      Table 3.10: Quantifying Adjectives 

 

Maring Quantifier 

 

English Glossing 

bəi small/few 

tʰa some 

cuŋ many 

nəmma all 

bəimək very much 

bəidui more 
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Thus, adjectives in Maring specify nouns by describing their properties or by 

comparing them with other nouns (See §4.6 for more on comparatives). Adjectives can 

occur as nominal modifiers without additional coding unlike nouns and verbs that needs 

additional function-indicating coding when they occur as modifiers. Maring adjective 

have a strong tendency to be noun-like, because in case when adjectives are a closed class 

or absent altogether, adjectives like meanings are expressed by nouns. For example, the 

Maring interpretation for the word “dark person” will be “kʰəməŋ-wa“. 

64. kəi-nuŋ-ŋəi  ləylik kʰəməŋ-wa məllan-lək 

1SG-DAT-GEN book black-NMLZ pass-IMP 

Pass me that black book. 

 

65. ka-yəi  saklhəŋai-wa  huŋ-cəŋ-ŋur-ra   ko 

1PL-GEN beautiful-M.NMLZ come-in-PRF-REAL  QP 

Has our handsome man come in (return)? 

Maring adjectives can be reduplicated to give intensified meaning, as well as plural 

reference. 

 

66. təŋ~təŋ-(wa) yuk-kʰəl-lək 

big~big-REL CAUS-choose-IMP 

Choose the big one. 

 

67. kəi        mariŋa    tʰləu            bəi~bəi          kʰəi 

I.1SG   maring    language    little-little.bit     able 

I can speak little bit of Maring language.  

 

68. pʰuŋsimdar-jei          pʰirul     lhəŋai-lhəŋai ləi  

Phungshimdar-GEN dress      pretty-pretty have 

Phyngshimdar has  many pretty dresses. 
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3.4. NUMERALS 

Numerals in Maring behave as adjectives and follow the noun or noun phrase 

without any grammatical agreement. Maring also has a number classifier [-təm] that 

comes with every number except one. The subtypes of numeral system found in Maring 

are given below: 

1. Cardinal number 

2. Ordinal number 

3. Multiplicative number 

4. Fractional number 

5. Approximative number 

 

3.4.1 Cardinal number 

Maring employ a decimal counting system i.e. from one to ten. From eleven 

onward then resort to counting as ten and one (cip le kʰəd), ten plus two (cip le ni) and so 

on till twenty which is two ten (som+ni). Thirty is ten three (som-tʰum) or three times ten 

till sixty which is (som-ruk), but seventy is som-ret, eighty somsri, ninety som-ku and 

hundred is mica. Then two hundred is cani….three hundred is casum and so on. Cardinal 

number can also serves as a quantifier for count nouns, but while doing so they take on 

the number classifier to show quantity. 

69. kəi-nuŋ-ŋəi  komla kʰəd
51

  pi-pi-lo 

I.1SG-DAT-GEN orange one.CAR give-BEN-POL 

Give me an orange. 

70. ka-jəi  wapui  pʰəŋa-təm ləi 

 1PL-GEN hen  five.CAR-CL have 

 We have five hens. 

 

71. kəi-nuŋ alu-pum cip-təm  pi-lo 

1SG-DAT potato-whole ten.CAR-CL  give-REQ 

Please give me ten potato. 

 

                                                           
51

 cardinal number one doesn‘t take classifier. 
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3.4.2 Ordinal number 

Order in Maring is formed by adding the phrasal word [tʰluŋ-na-ra], which means 

“to be at” to the cardinal number except for the “first one” which have a separate word 

“rəmkari”. Maring numbers in ordinal system from second till ten can take the number 

classifier [-təm] but it’s optional not mandatory. However, from the eleven order onward 

taking classifier become ungrammatical. 

72. əŋtu kəi rəmkəri-ra pʰi-su-rəu     həi-təu-bi c ak-tʰuŋ-rəu 

 today 1SG first-LOC cloth-wash-IRR DET-do-CP food-cook-IRR 

 Today I will first wash clothes then cook food after that. 

  

73. menai-jəi kʰintəm-tʰluŋna-ra dəuwa-həi nəpawa-ko  nəpuija-ko 

 menai-GEN two.CL-ORDN-LOC child-DET man-QP woman-QP 

 Is the second child of Menai a boy or a girl? 

 

74. nai  klas-ra  hu-ne  pʰəŋatəm-tʰluŋna-ra huŋ 

2PL.OBL class-LOC who-ERG five.CL-ORDN-LOC come 

Who came in fifth position in your class? 

 

3.4.3 Multiplicative number 

Multiplicative are formed by adding the suffix [-buirek] to the cardinal number except 

for ‘once’ which is marked different by ‘hənuitom’ meaning ‘once only’. 

 

75. kəi a-ja  hənuitom muril-kʰəu 

 I.1SG 3SG-ACC once  meet-PRF 

 I met him once. 

 

76. kəi a-ja  kʰəni-buirek-ri  muril-kʰəu 

 I.1SG 3SG-ACC two-MULT
52

-TOP  meet-PRF 

 I met him atleast twice. 

 

                                                           
52

 Multiplicative 
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77. kəi əŋŋi  bəzar-ra kʰjum-buirek  wa-kʰəu 

1SG yesterday bazaar-LOC three-MULT  go-PFV 

Yesterday I went to bazaar thrice (three times). 

 

3.4.4 Fractional number 

Fractional in Maring are formed by the adding the word “tʰuk-na-rəu-wei” to the 

quantitative numbers. The verbal phrase whose literal translation is “out-NMLZ-from-

GEN” means “out from” or “out of”. 

 

78.  saruk kʰintəm tʰuknarəuwei kʰəd 

 share two.CL out of  one 

 one share out of two (1/2). 

 

79. tʰəlaŋ  pʰəŋatəm tʰuknarəuwei kʰəyum 

 segment five.CL out of  three 

 three segement out of five (3/5). 

 

We can also simply write fractional number in the manner given below: 

 

80. maihəi  pum-kʰəd-rəuwei  səruk pʰili-təm 

pumkin whole-one-from share four-CL 

Four share from one whole pumkin (1/4). 

A table showing the various types of numeral system is given in fig 3:11 

 

3.4.5 Approximative numbers 

Approximative in Maring is form by adding the word “tʰluŋrəb” meaning 

“almost” or “nearly reaching” quantitative numbers. 

 

 

Table 3.11: The number system of Maring is given 
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English Gloss Cardinal Ordinal Multiplicatives 

one kʰəd rəmkari hənuitom 

two kʰəni kʰini(təm)tʰluŋ kʰənuibui 

three kʰəyum kʰyum(təm)tʰluŋ kʰyumbui 

four  pʰəli pʰli(təm)tʰluŋ pʰilibui 

five pʰəŋa pʰəŋa(təm)tʰluŋ pʰəŋabui 

six tʰəruk tʰəruk(təm)tʰluŋ tʰərukbui 

seven inni inni(təm)tʰluŋ innibui 

eight cot cot(təm)tʰluŋ cotbui 

nine tiko tiko(təm)tʰluŋ tikobui 

ten cip cip(təm)tˡuŋ cipbui 

eleven cip-le-kʰəd cip-le-kʰəd(təm)tʰluŋ* ciplekʰədbui 

twelve cip-le-ni  cip-le-ni(təm)tʰluŋ* ciplenibui 

fifteen cip-le-pʰəŋa cip-le-pʰəŋatʰluŋ -bui- 

twenty som-ni somni(təm)tʰluŋ* -bui- 

twenty one somni-le-kʰəd somni-le-kʰəd(təm)tʰluŋ*  -bui- 

thirty  som-tʰum somtʰum-tʰluŋ -bui- 

forty som-li somli-tʰluŋ -bui- 

fifty som-ŋa somŋa-tʰluŋ -bui- 

hundred mic a mic a-tʰluŋ -bui- 

two hundred c a-ni c ani-tʰluŋ -bui- 

five hundred c a-pʰəŋa -tʰluŋ- -bui- 

one thousand lisiŋ-kʰəd -tʰluŋ- -bui- 

one lakh lak-kʰəd -tʰlu- -bui- 

   

 

 

 

 

81. kao ril-ra  sai kilo somni tʰluŋrəb-ni ləi 

 bag inside-LOC rice kilo twenty approximately have 
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 Approximately 2o kilo of rice is in the bag. 

 

82. mərnorəb tʰəlaŋser somruk tʰluŋrəbni eksam pas tou  

 student.PL percentage sixty  approximately exam pass do 

 Approximately sixty percent of the students pass the exam. 

 

3.5 ADVERBS 

Adverbs are the word categories that modify verbs or verb phrase, adjective and 

other adverbs at a clause level rather than at phrase level.  They are extremely 

heterogeneous with no proper semantic prototype and no restricted clausal position. The 

different subclasses of adverbs found in Maring are discussed as follow. 

 

3.5.1 Manner adverbs 

Manner adverbs are the largest subcategory of adverbs in Maring. They are easily 

formed from adjectives by adding the adverb suffix [-ni] the root word, which has an 

interpretation equivalent to the English “ly”. Some examples are “lhəŋaini” (nicely), 

“kʰrəŋni” (fastly), “təpni” (slowly), “lumni” (warmly). Manner adverbs in Maring usually 

occur before the main verb. 

83. lhak dəu-rei  kʰrəŋni  yoŋcum-lək 

 house top-from fastly  come down.IMP 

 Come down quickly from the stairs. 

 

84. məsanəŋ tʰiŋni kəleŋ-mək 

 night.ADV lately return-NEG 

 Don’t come back late at night. 

 

3.5.2 Temporal adverbs 

Temporal adverbs in Maring are pure lexical words with some time line reference. 

Some examples are “əŋŋi” (yesterday), “əŋtu” (today), “niŋŋa” (tomorrow), “niŋkum” 

(next year), “əŋkum” (last year), “əsinəŋ” (now), “həjsi” (always) etc. They usually tend 

to occur at the beginning of clause or sentence. 
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85. kəi niŋŋa  bəzar-ra wa-rəu 

 1SG tomorrow market-LOC go-IRR 

 I will go the market tomorrow. 

  

86. əŋŋi  kai-cim-ra  məl nitəm  wa-ip 

 yesterday our-house-LOC guest two.CL come-sleep 

 Yesterday two guest came to sleep in our house. 

 

3.5.3 Degree adverbs 

Adverbs that shows degree are form by adding suffix [-ni] to quantifier. They also 

occur before the main verb. 

87. nəwahəj-həi cuŋni  hen-lo-lək 

 mango-DET many.ADV bring-buy-IMP 

 Buy many mangoes. 

 

88. ənme-həi bəi məndini juk-jer-lək 

 meat-DET small small.ADV CAUS-distribute-IMP 

 Distribute the meat in smal quantity. 

 

3.5.4. Linking adverbs 

Linking adverbs are usually combine words and behaves like conjunction by 

joining two phrase or sentences. Being a connector, they usually occur in sentence medial 

position. 

89. kai cimmai əŋtu c ak tʰiŋni-tʰuŋ-jəu  həi-təu-nəi  kəi-c ak  

 our family today food lately-cook-start DET-do-cause  1SG-food  

 

c a-mək-bi tʰləu c a-kur 

eat-NEG-CP work go-PRF 

Today our family started cooking food very lately, so I went to work without 

eating food. 
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Some other examples of linking verbs are “həi-ja” (however) “həi-ja-nəŋ-kʰi” (however 

so or even so), “həi-nəŋ” (then) etc. 

 

3.5.5 Locative adverbs 

Locative adverbs behave more like admonial demonstrative (see demonstratives) 

is locating and distancing subject or topic from the reference point. They are used for 

indicating and pointing directions. Some examples are “dəu” (up), “dak” (down), kulkuŋ 

(east), kulrei (west), kʰəlu (north), kʰəte (south), kʰəlu- kulkuŋ (north-east), kʰəte- kulkuŋ 

(south-east) etc.  

From all the above mentioned subclasses of adverbs, the most distinct are the ones 

that modify verbs with respect to time, place and manner. The rest of the subclass 

behaves more or less similar with other grammatical categories. One productive way of 

forming adverb is by adding the suffixes [-ni] to adjectives and quantifier and [-bi] to 

verbal root. Adverb can also be reduplicated. 

90. cəp~cəpbi huŋ 

cry~cry.ADV come 

come cryingly. 

 

91. ləmpak-ra kəl~kəlni laobi  kuic a-mək 

road-LOC hard.ADV laugh.ADV roam-NEG 

Don’t roam around laughing loudly in the street. 

 

92. təp~təp-ni juk-pa-lək 

slow~slowly CAUS-read-IMP 

Read slowly. 

Thus, in spite of adjectives and adverbs having similar characteristics, there major 

distinction lies in the syntactic position. Adverbs can’t appear between a determiner and a 

noun unlike adjectives. 

3.6 AUXILIARIES 
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Though auxiliary are subcategorized as verbs most of the time because of certain 

shared properties with lexical verbs in terms of position, tense marking etc, they do 

exhibit some unusual characteristics like the ability to be inverted and negated etc. As 

such auxiliary are sometime assigned a class as a part of speech. Auxiliary are “the 

syntactic heads of the phrases they are part of, but not the semantic heads” (Payne, T 

2006: 122), and displays some inflectional information distinct from those expressed by 

the main verb of the clause.  

93. temui oja-me 

 temui teacher-COP 

 Temui is a teacher. 

 

Here, in the above given example, the /ne/ and /me/ morpheme denotes a present aspect. 

Whereas in future referent the AUX will be /no/ 

 

94. təpni  ca-no 

 Slowly  eat-AUX 

 eat slowly (OK) 

  

As for the adverb which modifies the verbs, they are positioned right before the main 

verb and the auxiliaries. 

95. tʰrəŋni  wa-lək 

 fastly  come-IMP 

 Come fast. 

 

96. kalni  um-lək 

 strongly beat-IMP 

 Beat hard(ly). 

3.7 AD-POSITIONS 

Adposition is a closed set of item that accompanies the complement of noun or 

noun phrase (either before or after) to form a single structure expressing its grammatical 
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and semantic relation to other unit of the clause.
53

 Maring being an SOV language has 

postposition that describes the semantic role of the complement it follows in the clause. 

Maring postpositions are independent word and can be of two types (fig 3.1), spatial 

locative marked by suffix “-ra” and temporal locative marked by “-nəŋ” which includes 

time adverbials like like “niŋsun” (morning), “ruwai” (evening), “sa” (night), “əŋkum” 

(last year), “niŋkum” (next year), “əŋŋi” (yesterday), “əŋtu” (today), “niŋŋa” (tomorrow) 

etc. 

       Postposition 

       

      Saptial  Temporal 

      

     Simple  Derived 

     Fig 1.5: Types of Postposition 

Spatial locative can further be of two types, simple ones and derived ones. Some 

examples are given below: 

   Table 3.12: Types of Spatial postposition 

Simple postposition Derived Postposition 

dəura (top) daklhaŋra (downside)  

tʰəkra  (up) tʰəklhaŋra (upside) 

dakra (down) lutʰəkra (on top of the head) 

rilra (inside) holhaŋra (on the side of the feet) 

paŋ (near) al haŋra (this side) 

hil (back) həil haŋra (that side) 

maibəŋ (front)  

tʰija (right)  

Some sentence level examples are given below: 

 

97. lailik həi tebəl dou-ra  ləi 

                                                           
53

 http://www-01.sil.org/linguistics/GlossaryoflinguisticTerms/WhatIsAnAdposition.htm 
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 book DET table above-LOC have 

 The book is on the table. 

 

98. lailik-həi kao ril-ra  kʰəu-lək 

 book-DET bag inside-LOC put-IMP 

 Put the book inside the table. 

 

99. cim  daŋ-ra  ləu-om-lək 

 house  outside-LOC take-seat-IMP 

 Be seated outside the house. 

 

100. tuŋ-həi  tebəl  dak-ra  ləi 

  cat-DET table  under-LOC have 

  The cat is under the table. 

 

3.8 Interjections 

Maring also has a small class of interjections. Interjections are exclamatory words 

or parts of exclamation that expresses emotional reactions in sentences. They doesn’t 

have a directly relation with other syntactic elements but are most of the time words form 

by combination of sounds which otherwise are not found in the language.
54

 Some 

examples of Maring interjections are given below: 

  

101. uləijo kəunak  kla-wo 

sigh how much tired-QP 

Sigh! How much tedious it is? 

 

102. tats   um-lak-su 

Serve him right beat-IMP-wish 

He deserve it! Let (him) be beaten. 

                                                           
54

 http://www.linguistics-ontology.org/gold/2010/Interjection 

 

http://www.linguistics-ontology.org/gold/2010/Interjection
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103. c e dok-kur-ra 

gross wet-PST-REAL 

Gross! It’s wet.  

 

104. hmm nam-ləi-so 

sniff smell-PROG-INFO 

Sniff! It smells. 

 

105. aja kʰriŋna-ləi 

aww lovely-PROG 

Aww it’s so cute/ lovely. 

 

3.9 Conjunctions 

Conjunctions are the words that connect words or other constructions in a 

sentence. It can be of two types namely, co-ordinating conjunctions (e.g. and, or, but) and 

subordinating conjunctions (e.g. because, when, unless).
55

 Examples of Maring 

conjunctions are given below: 

 

106. kəi  a-le-a   kʰuŋ-up pam 

I.1SG  this-CONJ-this shoe-wear like 

  I like this and this shoe. 

  

107. əŋdun-le-kowar  ŋal-ril-bi-klej 

  angdun-CONJ-kowar  fight-together-PROG 

  Angdun and kowar are fighting with one another. 

 

108. əŋŋi  kai-cimmai medarrəi-cimmai-kəu  ŋal-ril 

  Yesterday our-family medar.GEN-family-with fight-together 

Yesterday our family fought with medar’s family. 

                                                           
55

 http://www.linguistics-ontology.org/gold/2010/Conjunction 
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109. a nimək-kanuŋ  həi lailik-wa juk-pa-lək 

  this not-to-be.CONJ that book-REL CAUS-read-IMP 

  Read this book or that one. 

 

110. pʰuŋsimdar na-jəi  ŋəmni əŋtu tʰləu c a-mək-kur-ra 

phungshimdar sick-GEN reason today work go-NEG-PRF-REAL 

  Phungshimdar didn’t go to school today because she was sick. 

 

111. nəŋ cim-ra  kəlleŋ-kalnəŋ ənna-bəi    hen-lo-lək 

you house-LOC return-when vegetables-some bring-buy-IMP 

  Buy some vegetables when you come back to home. 

 

3.10 CONCLUSION 

Word class in Maring comprises of categories like nouns, verbs, adjectives, numerals, 

adverbs, auxiliaries, interjections, conjunction and adpositions. Since categories like 

verbs, nouns, adjectives and adverbs have specific and concrete meanings, and are found 

abundantly in the language, they formed the Major content word class
56

 of the 

language.These classes are open ended as they accept or form new members readily 

through derivational processes. Maring nouns can take case ending and form plural, can 

be the subject and object of a verb and can be modified by an adjective, quantifier, 

demonstrative or relative clause etc. Verb in Maring are all bounded with aspects and 

mood. Adjectives in Maring are sometimes derived from noun and sometimes from 

verbs, but there also many forms whose core semantic are entirely adjectives. Adverbs 

are formed mostly from verbal roots but sometimes they can also be derived from 

adjectives by adding the adverbial marker “-ni”. Numerals in Maring also form a distinct 

class and have various sub-categories.  

As for the the remaining categories like auxiliaries, adpositions, interjections and 

conjunctions, they are mostly closed classes and occurs sparely with abstract or general 

                                                           
56

 This term is a fusion of Major class and content words. Instead of representing the two terms separately I 

have fused them together to show that major class comprises of content words and vice versa.  
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meanings or sometimes without any meaning at all. As such they can be described as the 

minor functional word class of the language as they occur only as a grammatical function 

in specific constructions and except new members with difficulty. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: TYPOLOGY AND CORE SYNTAX 

 

4.0 INTRODUCTION: 

This chapter deals with the typological classification of the language and its syntactic 

structure and comprises of three sections. The first section deals with the typolocial 

classification of the language (§ 4.1) and (§4.2) whereas the second section is on the 

syntactic structure of the noun phrase (§ 4.3) and the verb phrase (§ 4.4). The third 

section discusses the predicate nominal and its related construction (§4.5) and the various 

types of clause construction (§4.6).  

 

4.1 TYPOLOGICAL SKETCH 

In Maring words are built by adding several derivational or inflectional affixes 

with specific and straight forward meanings to the root or stem one after another. For 

example, in the words like “maibəŋra“, “həiyakʰi“, “anəksi“ might seems like a single 

word but it means “in front of”, “this one too” and “this type” respectively. 

1. cim-mai-bəŋ-ra 

house-front-near-LOC 

in front of the house 

 

2. həi-ya-kʰi 

that-ACC-too 

that one too 

 

3. a-nək-si 

this-type-be.AUX 

this type (of) 

 

4. lou-tʰud-dur-ra-ləi 

take-out-PST-COMPL-be.AUX 

has been taken out (possibly) 
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Thus, Maring verbs always incorporates with other components (object) to form a single 

word-like structure, but sometimes it actually is an incorporation of multiple words. One 

reason might be because of the monosyllabic tendency of the language that words are 

clubbed together when written or spoken. As such the morphological typology
57

of 

Maring is dominantly agglutinative as every morpheme can be assigned one-to-one 

meaning and the boundaries between the morphemes are easily demarkable, meaning that 

the morphological processes like prefixation, suffixation and reduplication etc which 

altered the stems of the language can be easily identified.  

Maring is dominantly a suffixing language
58

 (see § 3.1), but it does have some 

prefixes in verbal morphology and also exhibit reduplication and other morphological 

processes. Maring is a dependent-marking language
59

. For example, in the possessive 

noun phrase given below, the head nouns
60

 are not marked to indicate that they are 

possessed but rather it is the possessors that are marked. 

5. temui-jəi   lailik 

modun-POSS  book 

modun‘s book. 

 

6. modun-nəi  kari-məndi 

modun-POSS vehicle-small 

modun‘s two-wheeler (bike) 

 

7. pəllel-lei  cim 

pallel-GEN house 

palle‘s house/ house at pallel 

 

                                                           
57

 Morphological typology refers to the division of words in languages into clear distinct indivisible 

morphemes. Language typology can broadly of four types: isolating, agglutinating, incorporating 

(polysynthetic) and inflectional (fusional) and infixing.  (See Katamba 1993:56-58) 
58

 A language where suffix (bound morpheme) are attached to the end of root or stem. 
59

 Language in which the dependents are marked instead of the head noun of the phrase. 
60

 The head of a phrase is the element that determines the syntactic function of the whole phrase.  For 

example, in “the tea garden of Assam”, Assam is the head since is the entity that the whole phrase is 

referring to, while the remaining elements are known as dependents. 
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Thus, Maring is analytically agglutinative, and has an SOV word order. Maring is also a 

flexible language (as long as the verb ends the sentence) in the sense that the occurence 

of the heads and qualifying words are interchangeable. 

 

4.2 CONSTITUENT ORDER TYPOLOGY 

Maring is a configurational language where in its constituent orders are organize 

according to grammatical relations. This section will highlight the placement of various 

constituent inside a clause or a phrase.
61

 It will thus be  investigating units like main 

clause, adpositions, genitive and head noun, head noun and modifier, relative clauses and 

head noun, comparatives, inflected auxiliaries, question particles, question words, affixes 

etc.  

 

4.2.1 Constituent order in main clauses 

Maring is a verb-final language. It has a rigid constituent order where the subject comes 

first, followed by the object and the verb, i.e. SOV in nature. 

 

8. modun  nəwahəi ca 

modun  mango  eat 

modun eats mango. 

 

9. modun  ip-ləi 

modun  sleep-PROG 

modun is sleeping.  

 

The qualifying adjective is positioned after the noun.
62

 

10. modun  nəwahəi təŋ kʰəd  a 

modun  mango  big one eat 

modun eats a big mango. 

                                                           
61

 Clause comprises of subject and a predicate element either a nominal/adjectival/stative element, or a verb 

depending upon the language. But a phrase lacks a subject and verb 
62

 Though Maring adjectives can appear post nominally as a predicate. 
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11. kəi-nuŋ-ŋəi nəwahəi kʰəmin  kʰəd la-pi-lo 

I.SG-DAT-GEN mango  ripe  one pluck-BEN-REQ 

Pluck me a ripe mango. 

 

But there are some instances where the the qualifying adjectives preceeds the nouns. 

12. meri ukl həŋai nupija  kʰəd-me 

meri good  girl  one-be.AUX 

Mary is a good girl. 

 

13. əŋŋi kai  cim-ra  ukl həŋai dəuwa-kʰəd huŋ 

yesterday 1PL.OBL house-LOC good  child-one come 

A good child came to our house yesterday. 

 

The numeral modifier also follows the noun. 

14. modun nəwahəi pʰəŋa-təm ca 

modun mango  five-CL eat 

Modun eats five mango. 

 

Besides numerals, other quanlifiers like bai (some), cuŋ (many), nəmma (all) follows the 

nouns: 

15. bəzar-rei   tʰiŋa-tik  bai  hən-lo-lək 

bazaar-ABL  fish-fresh.ADJ  some  bring-buy-IMP 

Buy some fresh fish from the market. 

16. dəwa  cuŋ məncamna-ra  mərek-pi-ləy 

children many ground-LOC  play-BEN-PROG 

Many children are playing in the ground. 

 

17. ka cimmai nəmma  niŋŋa  impal-ra ka-rəu 

1PL family all  tomorrow imphal-LOC go-will 

  Our whole family will go to imphal tomorrow. 
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In a main clause a demonstrative always appear after the noun: 

18. kəi  liŋlit a  pam 

1SG shirt this.DEM like 

I like this shirt 

 

19. uisun a  bəimək  kʰriŋ-na-ləi 

puppy this.DEM much  cute-NMLZ-be 

This puppy is so cute. 

 

Adverbs always preceeds the verb. 

20. a  cak baimək  təpni  ca 

he.3SG food much  slowly.ADV eat 

He eat food very slowly. 

 

21. koruŋ kʰəyaŋni cən 

korung fastly.ADV run 

Korung runs fast. 

 

Maring is a postpositional langauge, and so all the case markers are suffiexed to the noun 

and to the adverb of place: 

 

22.  kəi-jəi pen kʰəməŋ  kʰəd ləi 

1SG-GEN pen black  one  have 

I have a black pen. 

 

23. laylik həi təŋpal dəu-ra  kʰəu-lək 

book DET table above-LOC keep-IMP 

Keep the book on the table. 
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From all the examples given above, we notice that the order of demonstratives, numerals, 

quantifiers, adverbs and case markers are rigid while the adjective can precede the noun 

sometimes, though the normal order is to follow the noun.  

Thus, the neutral discourse order of free Maring elements in the main clause is: 

 Agent (subject) + (Case marker) + Modifier + Noun + DEM + Patient (Object) + 

V + NEG + participles + Question 

 

4.2.2 Constituent order in verb phrases 

The verb phrase is headed by a main verb and comprises of other 

constituents like auxiliary/copula, optional specifiers, complements, adverb, 

adjucts and sometimes NP and PP too. Therefore keeping in mind, the SOV 

structure of the language, the constituent order of VP can be drawn as given 

below where the constituents in bracket are optional. 

VP → (ADVP
63

) + (NP) + (PP) + (ADV) + V + (AUX) 

The main verb in the phrase can be modified either by an adverb phrase or 

sometimes by a noun phrase or prepositional phrase. As for the auxiliaries, they 

usually occur at the end of the verb phrase as a ‘be’ verb. 

24. nuŋ  ro-me 

rain rain-AUX 

(Its) raining  

 

25. oɟa  kʰoi-me 

teacher be-AUX 

Is a teacher. 

 

26. kʰrəŋni  cak-həj  tebəl-doura  kʰəu-lək 

fastly  food-DET table-above.LOC keep-IMP 

                                                           
63

 Adverb phrase 
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Fastly keep the food on the table. 

 

27. ənna  maj-nuŋ-ŋəi bəɟar-rəi  həisi mənklaini klo 

vegetables eat-DAT-GEN  bazaar-from always cheaply buy 

Always bought vegetables to eat from the market at a cheap price. 

   

4.2.3 Constituent order in noun phrases: 

The elements of noun phrase
64

 include a number of optional elements like 

determiners, numerals, genitives (possessors), modifier, relative clause, noun classifiers, 

postpositional phrase etc. They all modifies persistent head noun (or an indefinite 

pronoun) of the discourse. The typical order of Maring noun phrase is, 

 

NP → (Genitive Phrase) + Head Noun + (Postpositional Phrase) + (Adjective Phrase) /V 

+ (Determiner) + (Relative Clause) 

 

Where, GP → SUB + GEN + OBJ + (ADJ) 

 PP → N + postposition + LOC 

 ADJP → N + ADJ + PL/NUM/QUANT
65

 or Adj + N + PL/NUM/QUANT. 

 

The constituents in bracket are optional, meaning that an NP can have an optional 

determiner, as many as adjective phrase, postpositional phrase as well and sometimes a 

relative clause too. 

 

28. təbəl dəu-rei   lailik- kʰəməŋ-nitəm  həi-wa 

table above-ABL book-black-two.CL  DEM-REL 

The two black book on the table 

 

                                                           
64

 Noun phrases often function as subjects and objects of verbs, i.e. as predicative expressions and as the 

complements of postposition and can be embedded further inside another NP. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noun_phrase 

 
65

 Plural, number and quantifier are in complemenatary distribution. When one occur in a slot, the other two 

wouldn‘t. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noun_phrase
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29. əŋdun-jəi-kau-kʰəmən uppu ril-rei  ləu-tʰut  həi wa 

angdun-POSS-bag-old box inside-ABL take-out that REL 

The old bag of angdun taken out from the box… 

 

4.2.4 Adpositional phrases (post-positions) 

Adpositional phrase, comprises of adpositions and nouns. The Maring 

postposition that comes after the nouns also serves as the locative case marker. And the 

structure of postpositional phrase as show above in the NP construction is, 

PP → NP + P 

30. cim daŋ-ra 

house out-LOC 

outside the house 

   

31. pʰu  ril-ra 

pot  inside-LOC 

inside the pot 

 

4.2.5 Comparatives 

A comparative compare two items according to some quality. Maring 

comparative construction comprises of the standard elements of comparison
66

 which 

usually are the nouns, the marker
67

 which usually is an adjective and the quality
68

 which 

can either be a verb or adjectives. Maring used the morpheme “dui” meaning “more”, for 

comparison. But in a superlative construction,  phrase “dui-ci” meaning “complete being 

more or most” must have the phrase “namjer-ya” meaning “from all” as the standard. 

For example in, 

32. səmran-a  cəu-ləj 

samram-3SG tall-COP 

                                                           
66

 By standard element of comparison we mean the element against which the subject of the clause is being 

compared to. 
67

 Marker is the element that signals that the comparative construction of the clause. 
68

 Quality is the element which compares the subject with the standard. 
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Samran is tall. 

   

33. səmrən-ni  puniŋruŋ-ja   əu-dui 

samran-be  puningrung-ACC tall-more 

Samran is taller than Puningrung.  

 

34. səmrən-ni  namjer-ja   əu-dui- i 

səmrən-be  all-ACC  tall-more-finish 

Samran is the tallest (of all man). 

 

35. əŋdun  bəimək  ip-kəl 

angdun  very much sleep-strong 

Angdun sleeps a lot. 

   

36. həinəŋkʰi monal-ni əŋdun-ja ip-dui 

even so monal-be angdun-ACC sleep-more 

However, Monal sleeps more than Angdun. 

 

37. kai-cimmai-ra  kopʰəm-ni namjer-rəu-wəi ip-dui- i 

1PL.OBL-family-LOC   kopham-ERG all-LOC-from sleep-more-finish 

Angdun sleeps the most in our family. 

 

The subject that is being compared comes first and is immediately followed by the 

standard element to which it is being compared to is marked by accusative case “ja”, 

followed by the quality of that is being compared to and the marker of comparison. 

Therefore the constituent order of a comparative construction in Maring is given as, 

 

Comparative construction → Sub + Standard of comparison + Quality + Marker 

i.e. CompC → NP + ADJ/V + COMP (SUPER) 
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4.2.6 Question particles and question words 

In Maring yes-no questions the question particles occur at the end of the word. As 

for the question word, they occur at the beginning of the sentence after the noun or the 

noun phrase. 

 

38. nəŋ  cak-ca-la-ko 

you food-eat-COMPL-QP 

Have you eaten (your) food? 

 

39. nəŋ  kəuwa-ja pam 

you what-ACC like 

What do you want? 

 

40. nəŋ  kəura ca-rəu-wo 

you where go-IRR-QP 

where are you going? 

 

41. nəŋ  kəunəŋ  huŋ-rəu 

you when  come-IRR 

When will you come? 

 

4.2.7 Summary 

After summing up all the earlier typological analysis of Maring and comparing it 

with Greenberg's universals, we come up with the table given in 4.1
69

: 

 

   Table 4.1: Comparision with Greenberg’s Universals 

Greenberg’s Universal Parameter Correlation 

1 main clause OV 

3,4 adposition postposition 

                                                           
69

 As give in table 4.1 in Payne 1997:72 
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2 

 

genitive (possessor) and head 

noun 

 

G-N 

 

17 

 

head noun and modifier 

 

M-N 

 

24 

 

relative clauses and head noun 

 

RelCL-N* 

 

22 

 

comparatives 

 

std-mkr-ADJ 

 

16 

 

inflected auxiliaries 

 

V-Aux 

 

9 

 

question particles 

 

sentence-final  

 

12 

 

question word 

 

sentence-initial or 

elsewhere 

 

27 

 

affixes 

 

suffixes 

 

From the table, it is clearly evident that the language is fairly consistent with constituent 

order type of SOV (APV) language, the existing inconsistency is only in the case of 

relative clause construction.  

 

4.3 THE STRUCTURE OF THE NOUN PHRASE 

As we can see from the word class section that there is noun-noun compounding in 

Maring. We distinguished those words as compound based on the formal criteria
70

 and 

semantic criteria of the words. Formal criteria of compounds include a single stress/tone 

of a word as different from the pattern of the two words, usual word order, a 

morphonphonemic process of a single word and morphology specific to compounds. 

                                                           
70

 formal criteria of compounds include a stree/tone of a single word as opposed to the pattern for two 

words, unsual word order 
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Where as the semantic property of compounds either make the meaning of the compound 

more specific or entirely different from that of the meanings of the combined words 

(Payne 1997:92-93). (See table 3.2A for examples). 

Maring also has verb-noun compounding with the resultant being a noun (See 

table 3.3C for examples). Though this process is productive, it is less productive than 

noun + noun and noun + adjective compound formation. Most of the disyllabic or 

polysyllabic words found in the language are derived words via compounding and 

suffixation.  

 

There is also a process for forming verb from a noun by denominalization 

process
71

. This process also known as verbalization
72

 is quite rare and not so productive 

in Maring and take place at a lexical level. See the sentences given below: 

 

42. dajmond a tʰuŋ-kwar kʰəd-me 

diamond  DEM stone-bright one-AUX 

Diamond is a bright stone. 

   

43. nuŋ  war-rul-la 

sky  bright-PST-REAL 

The sky is bright. 

   

44. soriŋ knui bəimək  kʰəi 

soring dance much  able 

Soring can dance very well. 

 

45. kəi  asinəŋ  nui-ni-mək 

ISG now  dance-want-NEG 

I don’t want to dance right now. 

 

                                                           
71

 It is the process of making something to become less like noun, or to turn it into a verb or adjective etc. 
72

 Process of deriving verbs from nouns. 
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46. kʰin  bəi ləibi me-rəu-wa  kme-kalnəŋ kuica-mək-no 

time some have night-FUT-ASRT dark-when roam-NEG-COMD 

It will be dark after some time, don’t roam around when it is dark. 

 

In the given examples (42-26), we can see that the word “kwar” (bright), “kme” (dark), 

knui (dance) are all nominal. If one has to denominalize it then the initial /k/ phoneme 

gets dropped to give a verbal meaning. But in case of other nouns without /k/ initial, the 

verbalization process is different.  

Some of the Maring adjectives are also formed from nouns, but the adverbs are 

derived from adjectives, i.e. Adjectives → noun + noun 

 

Table 4.2: Adjectives derived from nouns 

 

Noun 

 

Noun 

 

Adjective 

uk (stomach) lhəŋai (nice) uklhəŋai (good) 

sək (appearance) lhəŋai (nice) səklhəŋai (beautiful) 

kum~kum (year~year) məi (Genitive case) kumkumməi (yearly) 

mən (price) cuŋ (many) məncuŋ (costly)  

mən (price) klai (easy) mənklai (cheap) 

ukniŋ (mind) kʰjiŋ (holy) ukniŋ kʰyiŋ (honest) 

 

 

4.3.1 Number 

Number in Maring is often marked in noun phrase with an optional distinction 

between singular and plural. Singular nouns are unmarked, whereas plurality is indicated 

contextually by the morpheme [-rəb], otherwise it is expressed by quantifier like many, 

much, all etc most of the time. 

47. na  dəuwa-rəb daŋ-ra  wa-rək-ka 

2PL child-PL outside-LOC go-play-ASRT 

You children go and play outside. 
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48. nupuiya-rəb əŋŋtu mittiŋ  om-rəu-toi 

woman-PL  today meeting seat-IRR-hear say 

The women folk will have a meeting today. 

 

From these two sentences we can see that plural marking by [-rəb] usually takes place 

when the nouns are [+ animate]. As for the other nouns, they are left unmark most of the 

time or are optionally either by numerals or quantifier depending on count vs mass 

distinction. 

 

49. pʰirul pʰəu-həi juk-l hok-lək 

clothes dry-DET CAUS-harvest-IMP 

Take in the clothes that are being dry. 

 

50. əŋŋi kəi liŋlit  nitəm  lo 

yesterday 1.SG shirt  two.CL buy 

I bought two shirts yesterday. 

 

51. kai  cim-ra  kʰaihəi  cuŋ ləi 

1PL.OBL house-LOC walnut  many have 

There are many walnuts in our house. 

 

4.3.2 Case system 

Case is a grammatical category of noun established to show the syntactic correlation 

between the noun phrase and the verb. They mark dependent nouns for the type of 

relationsip they bear to their heads (Blake 2004:1) by case markers which are either affix 

or a case forms that are complete words.  Maring nouns exhibit both morphological case 

(nominative) and analytic case (genitive, accusative, dative etc). Maring nouns have the 

following nine case systems: 
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4.3.2.1 Nominative case 

Nominative case marks the subject of the sentence by /Ø/ 

52. nuwi-Ø  ip-ləi 

mother.NOM sleep-PROG 

Mother is sleeping. 

 

53. ka-Ø əŋŋi  kək iŋ-kərden-ra  kui a wa 

1PL yesterday Kakching-garden-LOC roam go 

We went to Kakching garden yesterday. 

 

4.3.2.2 Ergative case 

Ergative case is used for marking the agent of transitive verbs and is shown either 

by /ne/ or /ni/ depending upon the speaker’s idiolect and is optional sometimes (see § 5.1 

for details). 

54. kəi-ne modun-ja um 

1SG-ERG modun-ACC beat 

I beat Modun. 

 

55. uwai-ni  nao-ja  həkcəu-pi 

mother-ERG child-ACC bath-BEN 

Mother bathe the child. 

 

4.3.2.3 Dative case  

Dative case is used for expressing the indirect object of a transitive verb and is 

marked by /nuŋ/. 

56. koruŋ-ne  kəi-nuŋ lailik  kʰəd pi 

koruŋ-ERG 1SG-DAT book  one give 

Korung gave me a book 
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57. amedar-ne  temui-nuŋ-ŋəi  jui suk-pi 

Amedar-ERG Temui-DAT-GEN water fecth-BEN 

Amedar fetch water for Temui 

 

4.3.2.4 Accusative case  

Accusative case is used for marking the direct object of transitive verbs and is 

shown by /ja/. 

58. pepe kəi-ja  məluŋsi 

pepe 1SG-ACC love 

Pepe loves me. 

 

59. mores-ne  kəi-ja  kʰa-kur 

Moresh-ERG 1SG-ACC hit-PRF 

Moresh hit me. 

 

4.3.2.5 Instrumental case 

Instrumental case is used for marking an object or instrument that is used by an 

agent for executing an action and is homophonous with the ergative case marker /ne/ and 

/ne/. 

60. a-ne hiŋtruŋ-həi rəi-ni  sir 

1SG-ERG tree-DET axe-INST chop 

He cut the tree with an axe. 

 

61. ka-ri məihiŋ-ni  cak tʰuŋ 

1PL-TOP firewood-INST food cook 

We cook food with firewood. 
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4.3.2.6 Locative case  

Locative case is used for expressing the place or location of an object or an event. 

It is marked by /ra/ for definite location and /rəu/ for indefinite. 

62. menai-le-mesim  kʰukərtʰil-ra wa-kur 

Menai-and-Mesim  town-LOC go-PRF 

Menai and Mesin went to the town. 

 

63. kəi  həi-rəu  bəi wa-ri-se 

1SG DEM-LOC some go-TOP-PROP 

Let me go there for a while. 

4.3.2.7 Genitive case  

Genitive case is used for indicating ownership of an object and also for denoting 

benificatiary and purpose of an action. It is normally shown by the marker /jəi/, but can 

gets inflected depending upon its possessor. 

64. pawa-ni  a-jəi  c a-nuŋ-ŋəj  kʰebe jen-pi 

father-ERG 2SG-GEN son-DAT-GEN toy bring-BEN 

Father bought a toy for his son. 

 

65. əŋkʰəm-ni  a-jəi  ənao-nuŋ-ŋəi  bəimək  mətʰasa-pi 

Angkham-ERG 3SG-GEN brother-DAT-GEN much worry-BEN 

Angkham worries a lot for his brother. 

 

4.3.2.8 Ablative case  

Ablative case is used for expressing a situation or a movement away from a place 

or object and helps in locating the source and direction. It is marked either by the suffix 

/rei/ or its allomorphs like /lei/, /wei/ etc. 

66. linda əŋtu  impəl-rei  joŋ-rəu 

linda today  imphal-ABL  come-IRR 
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Linda will come from Imphal. 

 

67. hiŋtruŋ-rəu-wei  hiŋna  da 

tree-LOC-ABL  tree leave fall 

Tree leave falls from the tree. 

 

68. kəi  pəllel-lei huŋ 

1SG Pallel-ABL come 

I came from Pallel. 

 

 

4.3.2.9 Vocative case 

Vocative case is used for calling or addressing a person from a distance. It can be 

done either by adding ‘o’ or ‘oh’ before and after the person’s name or reference term, or 

by simply sustaining the last syllable. 

69. o  patər-o 

oh grandfather-VOC 

Oh grandfather 

 

70. pa-tər………. 

old-father….. 

Grandfather…. 

 

4.3.3. Articles 

Maring Meiteilon doesn‘t  have  articles, rather  used the demonstrative  markers  

[həi] for  distal  and  [a]  for  proximal . [həi] is   also used  to indicate  definiteness  or  

familarity.  In  case  of  the  indefinite, the  numeral  one  i.e.  [kʰəd]  is  used  to  show  

indefiniteness  even  novelty  sometime.  
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71. a-lailik-a  kəunək  pi-jo 

DEM-book-DEM how much give-be.INTER 

How much is this book? 

 

72. kəi-jəi  pen kʰəd ləi 

1SG-GEN  pen one have 

I  have  a  pen. 

 

73. pen-həi kʰəməŋ-me 

pen-DEM black-COP 

The  pen  is  black  in colour. 

 

74. bəŋŋəi-kal-nəŋ  bəimək kraŋ kruŋ kʰəd ləu-ləi-toi 

before-GEN-time-TLOC much fierce king one take.stay.hear say 

once  upon  a  time   there  was  very fierce a  king... 

  

4.3.4 Demonstratives 

Demonstratives in Maring can form a distinct class as it has a numerous degrees 

of distance. The word /a/ in Maring is a pronominal demonstratives that marks third 

person singular  as well as proximity. At the same time it can also be described as  an 

adverbial demonstratives, as it occurs with a locative case marker,  (77 and 78). 

 

75. a-ne  nupawa kʰəd-ja  um-kʰəu 

3SG-ERG  man.M  one-ACC beat-PFV 

She beat a man. 

 

76. a  kəu-wo 

this  what-be.INTER 

What is this? 

 

77. be-lim a-ra  pʰa 
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bean-PL this-LOC get 

Beans are available here. 

 

78. tʰimi-rəb a-ra  kəloŋ-ŋur-ra 

people-PL this-LOC gather-PRF-COMPL 

People have gathered here. 

Maring also another pronominal /həj/  and /ho/ which is used as a distal marker (69), 

which can also act as an adverbial demonstratives when used with a locative case marker 

(70). 

79. həi-ri kəu-wo 

that-TOP what-be.INTER 

What is that (one)? 

 

80. kəi  həi-ra  bəi wa-ri-se 

1SG DIS.LOC some go-TOP-PROP 

Let me first go there for a while/ for some time. 

 

81. kəi  ho-ra  bəi wa-ri-se 

1SG DIS-LOC some go-first-PROP 

Let me first go there (farther) for a while/ for some time.  

 

However, looking from a syntactic perspectives /həi/ can also be described as an 

adnominal demonstratives (determiner) (Diessel 1999), as it can sometime accompany a 

co-occuring noun. 

82. cim-kʰar-həi  a-təm-tom  mərija-ni lat-kur 

house-lid-DET(DEM) 3SG-self-olny  wide-ADV open-PRF 

The door opened by itself (widely).  

 

83. kəi  həi-ləjlik-həi   pa-wur-la 

1SG DEM-book-DET(DEM) read-PRF-REAL 
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I have read (past) the book. 

 

Maring also has identificational demonstratives (identifier), where in the identifier /ri/ 

identifies the referent in speech situation in copular and non-verbal clauses and behaves 

as the topic marker. 

 

84. kəi  pa-ni  lailik-ri a-me 

1SG read-want book-TOP this-be.AUX 

This is the book I want to read. 

 

85. həi-ri ənme har-me 

DET-TOP meat piece-AUX 

That is a piece of meat. 

 

86. a  hiŋpik-ri tʰa-ləi 

this  plank-TOP thick-PROG 

This plank is thick. 

Therefore, looking at the first three categorical statuses of demonstratives, we can see 

that Maring does not distinguish between demonstrative pronouns, adverbs and 

determiners (except for the identificational demonstratives) instead the same 

demonstratives are used as pronoun, noun modifier and locational deixis depending on 

various syntactic contexts. Maring has atleast seven distinct degree of distance.  

 

 Table 4.3: Demonstratives showing degree of distance  

 

Maring Demonstratives 

 

English Glossing 

a he/she/this 

həi that 

ara here 

həira there (nearby) 
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hora there (far visible) 

nora far (distal) 

lera uphill referent 

 

 

4.3.5 Possessors 

  Possessor in noun phrase is marked by the genitive marker [-jəi]. However [-jəi] has 

many allomorphs depending on the noun. /jəi/ changes to /wəi/ when the possessor ends 

with /i/, /e/ and /a/, whereas it retain as /jəi/ if the possessing noun ends with /u/ and /o/. 

(See Section 2.6 for more examples) 

87. temui-jəi  tete-jəi  pawa-jəi 

temui-POSS tete-POSS father-POSS 

Temui‘s   Tete‘s  Father‘s 

 

88. kəi-jei  ju-wəi     toto-wəi 

1SG-GEN grandchild-POSS   tooto-POSS 

My grandchild‘s      Toto‘s 

However, if the noun ends with consonant, the onset /j/ of the genitive marker assimilate 

on the consonanat feature and changes to become the consonant preceeeding it. Examples 

are shown below: 

89. parkʰəm-jəi → parkʰəmməi (Parkham’s) 

90. koruŋ-jəi → koruŋŋəi (korung’s) 

91. kodar-jəi→ kodarrəi (kodar’s) 

Nouns in Maring don’t agree with their possessors neither does the possessors agree with 

the possessed nouns. Maring nouns also distinguished between alienable and inalienable 

possession.
73

 Nouns like body parts, kinship terms, land etc which are inherently 

                                                           
73

 Alienable possessions are those that can be terminated or transferred, whereas the inalienable are ones 

which are inherited and cannot be transferred. 
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possessed are inalienable in Maring. As such they are directly attached to a (personal) 

pronominal reference to indicate their possessors.  

92. ka-pa (our father) 

93. na-pa (your father)  

94. kəi-lu (my head) 

95. nəi-ho (your head) 

96. kai-rəm (our land) 

97. kai-jul (our village) 

But in case the nouns are alienable, then the genitive marker [-jəi] serves as the 

postposition that intervenes between the possessor and the possessed item. 

 

4.3.6 Noun class 

  Maring makes a morphosemantic distinction of animate and human nouns. Animacy is 

marked by assigning the masculine and feminine gender suffixes, ‘wa’ and ‘wi’ for 

human class and ‘pa’ and ‘pui’ for non-human class respectively. 

      Table 4.4: Noun Class of Maring 

 

Classifier 

 

Class 

 

                           Examples 

 

‘wa’ 

 

Male human 

napawa (man), pawa (father), oɟawa 

(male teacher), tərrawa (old man), 

ənaowa (younger brother) , tʰləuwa 

(hero)  

 

‘wi’ 

 

Female human 

napuiya(woman), nuwi (mother), 

oɟawi (female teacher), terrawi (old 

woman), ənaowi (younger sister) 

‘pa’ Male animate wapa (cock), həlpa (ox), uipa (dog)  

‘pui’ Female animate wapui (hen), həlpui (cow), uipui 
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(bitch) 

 

Maring also has a classifier [-təm] that occurs with all numbers except for the number 

one.  

98. tʰimi kʰəd (man one) 

99. tʰimi nitəm (man two.CL) 

100. lajlik somtəm (book ten.CL) 

4.3.7 Diminutive and Augmentive  

Maring employ a diminutive operator marked by the suffix [-ca], which means 

“small one” and carry an endearing sense (See Yumnam 1990:11-12). This suffix can be 

attached to all nouns and sometimes with adjectives too.   However, the language doesn’t 

have an overt augmentive marker, rather the adjective “təŋ” (big) is used to signify an 

enlarge meaning and is often associated with negative or undesirable connotations. Some 

examples are given below: 

101. wa-c a = bird-DIM (small bird) 

102. ui-sun-c a = dog-young one-DIM (small young dog) 

103. tʰiŋa-c a = fish-DIM (small fish) 

104. nao-sun-c  = baby-young one-DIM (small baby) 

105. cim-c a = house-DIM (small house) 

106. lhəŋai-c a = nice-DIM (small nice one) 

Diminutive marking is obligatory whenever the speaker wants to convey and endearment 

term. Keeping in mind all the noun phrase operation that occur in the language,  we can 

say that most of the nominal operators in Maring are obligatory except for some few like 

number marking and articles.  The rest are highly productive and are expressed 

morphologically after the head noun. Thus, Maring nouns can be replaced by pronouns 

and can get pluralized by the plural morpheme. They can also be modified by elements 

like adjectives, numeral or quantifier, demonstratives and classifier etc.  

4.4 THE STRUCTURE OF THE VERB PHRASE 
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Nominalization process is very productive in Maring and will be discussed in 

detail in the nominalization section in the next chapter. Maring like many Southeast 

Asian languages has verb-verb compounding (also known as serial verbs). Most of these 

compounds behave as directional lexemes.  

107. “lou-tʰuk” (take-out)  

108. “lou-lat”(take-open) 

109.  “wa-cəŋ” (go-in)  

110. “kətwar” (up-bright)  

111. yoŋda (come-fall)  

  

Maring doesn’t have a grammatical tense; instead tense is shown by temporal adverbs 

like yesterday, today, tomorrow etc (See section 5.4.1 for details). Aspects on the other 

hand are expressed on the main verbs. Since Maring doesn’t have grammatical tense, 

many mistook aspect as a tense category (See section 5.4.2 for details on aspect). Maring 

exhibit a clear cut distinction between aspect and mood, aspect are directly attached to 

the main verb, whereas the mood usually follows the aspect (in the presence of it), 

otherwise when there is no aspect, the mood can directly be attached to the main verb 

(See section 5.4.3). Maring tense, aspect and mood does not influence the case-marking 

pattern of the noun phrase. But Maring employ modal categories, auxiliaries and copula 

to specify grounding of situations (See Section 5.4.5 for details). 

 

4.5 PREDICATE NOMINALS AND RELATED CONSTRUCTIONS 

4.5.1 Predicate nominals 

Predicate Nominals are clauses or statements where nouns are used for describing 

another noun by employing a special verb called copula. Maring uses the copula/auxiliary 

verb [me] to construct a nominal predicate. 

112. temui  səisak-tʰimi-me 

  temui  singer-COP 

  Temui is a singer. 

 

113. ka nəmma cəp malna-me 
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  we all equal same.NMLZ-COP 

  We are all equal (human beings). 

 

114. kəi-yəi  oɟa-ri  nupuija-me 

  I.1SG-GEN teacher.TOP woman-COP 

  My teacher is a woman. 

 

Maring being an SOV language, the copula occupies the slot where verbs are supposed to 

be. i.e. predicate nominal → NP + COP 

 

4.5.2 Predicate Adjectives 

Predicate adjectives are clause where adjectives express the main semantic 

content. Predicate adjective in Maring is formed attaching the copula verb [-ləj] which is 

also used for marking progressive aspect, to the adjective. 

 

115. modunwa baimək  c au-ləi 

  modun  very  tall-be 

  Modun is very tall. 

 

116. həi naŋakka həj baimək  səklhəŋai-ləi 

  DEM lady  DET very  beautiful-be 

  That lady is very pretty. 

 

Thus, we can see that Maring uses two different copula, [-me] for nominal and [-ləi] for 

adjectives. This also shows that Maring treats adjectives like verbs depending on certain 

context and situation.  

  

4.5.3 Predicate Locative   

Predicate locatives in Maring also employ the same copular verb [-kləi/ləi] to 

show location.  
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117. lailik-həj təŋpal  dəura-kləi 

  book-DET table  above.LOC-have be 

  The book is on the table. 

 

 108.  kəi-jəi  liŋlit kʰəməŋwa upu rilra  ləu-ləi-rəu 

I.1SG-GEN shirt black one box inside.LOC pass-have-will 

My black shirt will be inside the box.  

 

4.5.4 Existentials 

Existentials sentences denote the existence of something real or imagined, 

somewhere in a time, may be past, present or future. In Maring existential clause are 

formed by the same nominal copula, i.e.  [-ləi]. 

118. a cim hilra  kuŋ məndi kʰəd-ləi 

  this house behind.LOC river small one-have 

  There is a small river behind this house. 

   

119. dunpu-ləi 

  god-is there 

  There is God. 

However, existential in a past reference has a different variant marked by “hoi”. 

120. patər-kodəŋŋa  əŋkum-nəŋ julləi  kʰolai hoi-kʰəu 

grandfather-kodang last year-ADV village.GEN chief be-PFV 

Grandfather kodang was the village chief last year. 

  

Maring express negative existential by simply negating the existential clause with the 

negative marker [-mək]. 

121. kai-jul-ra  kuŋ ləi-mək 

  our-village-LOC river have-NEG 

  There is no river in our village.  

 

4.5.5 Possessives clause 
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Possessive construction in Maring can be of two types. The first one is similar to 

that of existential clause, where in to have something means that something exists. As for 

the second type, to have or to possess something means that something, say a book for 

example, is to be “to someone”, i.e. the possessor. 

 

122. kai-jul-ra  skul  kʰəd-ləi 

  our-village-LOC school  one-have 

  Our village has one school. 

 

123. ŋəmpʰun-jəi  c a-napuija  kʰəd-ləi 

  ngamphun-GEN child-daughter  one-have 

  Ngamphun has a daughter. 

 

124. a kəi-jəi  lailik-ne 

  this 1SG-POSS book-be.COP 

  This is my book. 

125. həi əsen-jəi  im-ne 

  DET Asen-POSS house-be.COP 

  That is Asen’s house. 

 

A table showing the formation of predicate clause are given below: 

 

  Table 4.5: Predicate clause construction 

Language Pred 

Nom 

Pred 

Adj 

Pred 

Loc 

Pred Exis Pred Poss 

Maring me ləi kləi/ləi ləi/hoi/mək ləi / jəi 

 

 

 

 

4.6 CLAUSES AND THEIR TYPES 
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4.6.1 Intransitive clauses 

Intransitive clauses are those formed by intransitive verbs and the obligatory 

argument that behaves as the subject.  

126. jon ip-ləi-ne 

  john ip-PROG-COP 

  John is sleeping 

 

127. nuŋ ro-kʰəu 

  rain rain-PFV 

  It rained. 

 

128. towarsim cap-bi-ləi 

  towarshim cry-be-PROG 

  Towarshin is crying. 

From the example we can see that the structure of transitive clause is NP + V (Aspect and 

mood). 

4.6.2 Transitive clauses 

In transitive clause, the predicate requires two arguments are required, an agent 

and a patient. 

129. nuwi-ni cimkʰar lat-pi 

  mother-NOM door  open-BEN 

  Mother opened the door (for us). 

 

130. koniŋtʰər-rəi  kari-məndi kʰəməŋ  kʰəd-ləj 

  koningthar-GEN vehicle-small black  one-have 

  Koningthar has a black two-wheeler. 

 

131. soriŋ-ŋəi pencil dik-kur-ra 

  soring-GEN pencil break-PST-COMPL 

  Soring’s pencil is broken. 

The structure of the clause here is NP  + NP + V (TAM) 
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4.6.3 Ditransitive clauses 

The construction of ditransitive clause involves a predicate and a number of core 

arguments namely subject, direct object and indirect object. 

132. əŋŋi  kəi-nuwi-ni  kəi-ja  citʰi məntʰun 

  yesterday I.1SG-mother-NOM I.1SG-ACC letter send 

  My mother send me a letter yesterday. 

 

133. meruŋkʰəm-ni  kəi-ja  əŋka təm-pi 

  merungkham-NOM I.1SG-ACC maths teach-BEN 

  Merungkham teache me maths. 

 

From the examples above we can see that the structure of the ditransitive clause is  

NP + NP + NP + V. 

 

4.6.4 Dependent clause types 

Dependent clauses are the clauses that cannot stand on its own as a sentence as 

such they behave as a component of the sentence by providing additional information and 

behave as a noun, adjective or adverb etc. Dependent clauses take infinitives, gerund and 

non-finite verbs as their head and depend on some other clause for at least part of its 

inflectional information (Payne 1997:306).  

 

4.6.4.1 Non-finite  

A non-finite clause is a dependent clause within a greater clause, serving the role 

of a noun, or a subject or a complement to a verb etc. The clause however is without a 

subject and is formed either by infinitives, participles and gerunds. 

 

134. dəuwa-rəb computər mərekna-bi tʰlaini-cip ral-kyer 

  child-PL computer play-CP day-whole pass-CAUS 

  Children spend whole day playing computer. 

135. computer tʰlaini-cip mərekna-wur-kʰəu-bi ja la-wur-ra 
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  computer day-whole play-PRF-PFV-CP they tire-PST-real 

  Having played on computer the whole day, they are tired. 

 

In the above three examples, the non-finite clause is behaving as the verb complement of 

the predicate. However, in the sentence given below, the clause “while eating food“ 

cannot stand on its own and can only make complete sense by another referent. Hence, it  

behaves as an adverb by modyifing the act of  “watching TV“. 

 

136. kai-nao-rəb c ak c a-həj-kalnəŋ  tivi həisi tʰi 

our-child-PL food eat-DET-time.ADV TV always watch 

  Our children always watch TV while eating food. 

 

However, in another example given below, the non-finite clause is serving as the subject 

of the whole clause. 

137. a tʰləu-kəlni   paŋ-nəi    ja cimmai bəimək nuŋai-jur-ra 

he work-hardly help-cause 3PL family   much happy-PST-real 

Because he worked hard their family is in good condition. 

 

4.6.4.2 Fully finite 

Contradictory to non-finite clause, a finite clause is a dependent clause that can 

stand alone as a main clause or a complete sentence. It has a finite verb, a subject and 

other complimenting subordinate or dependent clause.  

138. muido  delhi-ra  ləi 

muido  delhi-LOC stay 

Muido lives in Delhi. 

A finite clause can also be embedded within another clause or have another clause 

embedded within it. See example. 

139. muido  skul ka-jəu-kal-rou-wei  delhi-ra ləi 

muido  school go-start-time-LOC-from  delhi-LOC stay 
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muido has been living in Delhi since she started her schooling. 

In example 139, the clause “skul ka-jəu-kal-rou-wei” is an embedded clause. 

 

4.6 CONCLUSION 

This chapter deals with the typological and syntactic structure of Maring. Maring is 

an agglutinative language and has an SOV word order. It is a configurational language 

that arranged its constituent orders according to grammatical relation. The language is 

fairly consistent with the constituent order types of SOV (APV) of Greenberg’s Universal 

except for the relative construction. Most of the nominal operators like adjectives, case 

marking, demonstratives, genitive marking, classifiers, diminutive marking etc are 

obligatory except for number marking and articles. The verb phrase operator comprises 

of tense, aspect, mood, spatial grounding, auxiliaries and copula etc which are discussed 

more elaborately in chapter five. As for the predicate construction, the various form of 

“be” copula is employed  at predicate nominal (me), predicate adjective (ləi), predicate 

locative (kləi/ləi), existential (ləi/hoi/mək), possessive (ləi) etc. The section on clause 

describes the formation of various clauses. Transitive clause are formed from transitive 

verbs and requires two arguments. Intransitive clauses are formed from intransitive verbs 

and require only one argument. Diatransitive clause involves a predicate and a number of 

core arguments like subject, direct object and indirect object. The section on dependent 

clause discussed the construction of finite and non-finite clauses. Finite clauses are 

formed by finite verbs and can stand on its own as a main clause or can be embedded 

within another clause. Non-finite clause on the other hand requires infinite verbs and they 

can serves as noun, subject or verb complement.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS AND VERB AND VERB 

PHRASE OPERATIONS 

 

5.0 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter can be divided into three sections. The first section deals with grammatical 

relations (§ 5.1) and is followed by the second section on voice and valence related 

construction of verb (§ 5.2) like causatives, dative shift, reflexives and reciprocals, 

passives etc. The third section deals with other verb and verb phrase operations (§ 5.3) 

like nominalization, verb compounding and tense, aspect and mood. 

 

5.1 GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS 

Grammatical relations are the functional communicative relationships
74

 executed 

between the argument and the predicate constituents of a clause for determining their 

syntactic, semantic and pragmatic roles. It shows how the words are placed and who is 

acting upon whom by providing informational status of the constituents. Grammatical 

relations in languages are identified by via Subject (S), Agent (A) and patient (P), which 

can either be the direct or the indirect object. See the examples given below in Maring: 

 

1. əŋroupʰun-Ø  huŋ-ŋur-ra 

əngrouphun (S) come-PRF-REAL 

Angrouphun left 

 

2. əŋroupʰun-Ø  pʰi-Ø  su-ləi 

angrouphun (A) clothes-OBJ wash-PROG 

angrouphun is washing clothes. 

 

 In example 1 and, we can see that all the three i.e. the subjects of the transitive verb, the 

subject of the intransitive verb and the object of the transitive verb are marked the same 

with an absolutive case, which is zero (marked by Ø). But in example 3, the agent of the 

                                                           
74

 The relationship executed between the grammatical categories for fulfilling the communicative purpose 

of language depending upon its specific formal properties. 
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transitive verb is marked differently by “ne” to show agentivity, which means that 

Angrouphun here is the one beating Modun. Example 3 to 5 also shows that the ergative 

marking “ne” occurs in all the three tense, present, past and future. 

 

3. əŋroupʰun-ne  modun-ja um-ləi    (Present 

progressive)  

angroupʰun-ERG 1SG-ACC beat-PROG 

Angroupʰun is beating Modun. 

 

4. əŋŋi  əŋroupʰun-ne  modun-ja um-kur  (Past perfect) 

yesterday Angrouphun-ERG Modun-ACC beat-PRF 

Yesterday Angrouphun beat Modun. 

 

5. əŋroupʰun-ne  modun-ja um-rəu   (Simple Future) 

Angrouphun-ERG modun-ACC beat-will 

Angrouphun will beat modun.  

 

In the given examples above, we can see a pattern where the agents of the transitive verbs 

are marked differently from the subjects of transitive verbs and objects of the intransitive 

verbs. Such instance is known as Ergativity (Dixon 1994) and the unique marking “ne” is 

known as the ergative case. Therefore, based on the examples from 1 to 5, Maring for the 

time being can be described as an Ergative-absolutive language. 

 However, if we are to observe carefully, there are interesting feature of transitivity 

found in the language. For instance, if the patients of transitive verbs has the feature are 

+animate or +human (examples 3-6) then they are marked with an accusative case “ja” 

(for direct) and dative case “nuŋ” (for indirect object) depending upon topic/agent 

worthiness
75

.  

6. tuŋ-ne  puk-ja  hul-ləi 

cat-ERG rat-ACC chase-PROG 

                                                           
75

 By agent worthiness we mean the proneness of humans to behave as an agent by controlling other non-

human entities. As such they can initiate action and be the center of conversation etc. (Payne 1999: 150) 
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Cat is chasing the rat. 

But in case if the patients are -animate and –human, then they marked with zero 

(examples 7-10).  

 

7. kəi həi-liŋlit-həj  pam 

1SG DEM-shirt-DET like 

I like that shirt. 

 

8. əŋkʰəm  cak  tʰuŋ-ləi 

Angkham food  cook-PROG 

Angkham is cooking food. 

 

9. nutər  tʰuŋkal-ra om-bi səi sak  

Grandmother door-LOC sit-CP song sing 

 Grandmother sings a song sitting at the door. 

 

10. mohon  kəlni  jui-suk-ləi 

mohon  strongly.ADV water-fetch-PROG 

Mohon is fetching water strongly. 

 

Thus, it is the semantic and pragmatic reference of the arguments that brings about the 

ergative case in Maring. Otherwise if the patients are inanimate and non-human, then the 

ergative marking fails to show up. Only when both the agent and the patient have the 

same aninimacy hierarchy, the agent is marked with “-ne”.  

Such system in which the transitive verbs are conditioned to yield ergative 

marking is known as split ergativity (Payne T 2007: 144,149). Maring has a split 

ergativiy based on the semantic properties of the NP, i.e. the topic-worthiness of humans 

over objects. Topic worthiness can be defined as the worth or value of a category to 

become the topic for center of conversation. In the case of Maring, the patient’s semantic 

reference of animacy or human and pragmatic roles subdue those that are non-human and 

inanimate. Thus, a clear distinction between the various grammatical relations 
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differentiating the S, A and P from one another is clearly evident. As such Maring 

exhibits a patial or contioned tripartite system. A tripartite language marks A with 

ergative case, P with accusative case and S with absolutive case (Payne 2007:152). 

Maring uses morphological case marking and pragmatic hierarchy to show grammatical 

relations. The language has a tripartite system which is conditioned to exhibit split 

transitivity or split ergativity. Subject can either be unmarked or ERG depending upon 

topicality. Ergativity is marked by “ne” whenever agentive reference is required, 

otherwise absolutive case is evident in S of intransitive and P of transitive which are non-

human. Direct object is marked Absolute if inanimate and by “ja” if plus human animate. 

Indirect objects are marked by dative case “nuŋ”.  

 

5.2 VOICE AND VALENCE RELATED CONSTRUCTIONS 

  Voice is the relationship operated between verbs and its arguments
76

 whereas 

valence is the number of participants controlled by a verbal predicate in both the semantic 

and syntactic relations. This section dealing will be dealing with the various voice 

altering operations and valence increasing construction found in the language. 

 

5.2.1 Causatives 

Causatives are valence increasing operation where in there is additional assignment of 

core argument, a causal agent for expressing a semantic or logical effect of causation on 

the non-causative verb (Klaiman 1991:51)
77

 (T. Payne 2007:176). A causative 

construction comprises of the following predicates and core arguement: predicate of 

cause which contains the notion of causation, predicate of effect that expresses the effect 

of situation, causee agent that caused the event and the causer agent to which the situation 

is being caused. (T. Payne 1997:176). Causatives can be of three types: lexical, 

morphological, and periphrastic/analytic. Lexical causatives derive the notion of 

causativity from the meaning of the lexical verb itself rather than employing an additional 

operator to express the causative meaning. It is of three sub-types, (i) one in which there 

is no change in verb. (ii) where there is some idiosyncratic change in verb (iii) where a 
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different verb is used to express causation (see Payne 1999:177). Maring has the third 

type of lexical causatives, where in the verb at non-causative structure is different when it 

is becomes the causer. See examples below:  

11. əŋdun  hi-wur-ra     (non-causative) 

 angdun  die-PRF-REAL 

 Angdun is dead. 

 

12. koduŋ-ne mopak-ja hat-kur    (Causative) 

kodun-ERG mopak-ACC kill-PRF 

Kodun killed mopak. 

 

13. əŋtu niŋsun  tʰlaini-tʰuk kəi mu-kʰəu (Non-causative) 

today morning sun-out 1SG see-PFV 

I saw the sunrise today morning. 

 

14. əŋtu nuwi-ne yul-ra  kai-jəi-ləu  mut-pi (Causative) 

today mother-ERG village-LOC 1PL-GEN-field show-BEN 

Today mother show our field at village. 

 

Morphological causatives on the other hand, require a productive change in the 

form of the verb. Maring does not have this causative but has analytical causative that 

requires separate causative verbs for expressing the causation process. Maring employs 

three types of causative construction using the verbs, “təu” with the lexical meaning to 

“do”, “make or cause”, “juk” (derived from “ju” meaning to come down) with a 

compelling or forcing interpretation and “kjer” (derived from “kja” meaning allow or 

possible) with more permissible reference. These three causative markers are used 

differently depending upon structural and conceptual integration (T. Payne 2007: 181).  

The verb “təu” is used for indication direct causation where the causer himself is the 

causee. Direct causation is where the causer is directly, instantly, and probably physically 

responsible for the effect.  
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15. hiŋtruŋ  həi dik-kur-ra    (Non-causative) 

tree  DET break-PST-REAL 

The tree has fallen. 

 

 

16. koko-ne hiŋtruŋ  həi təu-dik-kur  (Causative) 

koko-ERG tree.trunk DET do-break-PRF 

Koko fall the tree. 

 

17. nutər   ak  a-wur-ra 

grandmother food eat-PRF-REAL 

Grandmother has eaten food. 

 

18. uwai-ni nutər-ja   ak təu-pi- a 

mother-ERG grandmother-ACC food do-give-eat 

Mother feed grandmother. 

 

As for the “juk”, it is used as a command to make somebody do something rather than the 

causer himself doing it. So it is a direct causation made by the causer to do something. 

 

19. nao-həj  ak juk-pi- a-lək 

child-DET food CAUS-give-eat-IMP 

Make the child eat the food.   

 

20. lailik juk-pa-lək 

book CAUS-read-IMP 

Read (study) your book. 

 

Here in this example the causer (which is the speaker) is telling the causee (unspecified 

here) to make the child eat food or to study. In case if the cause himself is made or allow 
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to carry out an action to another  person by the causer, then the marker “kjer” is used to 

identify the indirect causation. 

 

21. kei-ni  nao-ja  ip-kjer 

1SG-ERG child-ACC sleep-CAUS 

I made the child sleep. 

22. nuwi-ni temui-ja pʰi-su-kyer 

mother-ERG temui-ACC cloth-wash-CAUS 

Mother made temui to wash the clothes.  

 

Thus, causative in morphosyntax also serve other functions like permissive, benefactive, 

and instrumental.  

 

5.2.2 Dative shift 

A dative construction usually consist of an AGENT, a PATIENT and a RECIPIENT, 

that is a given, an object and a receiver which is often marked by dative case. However, 

there are construction in which the recipient takes no overt marking yet nevertheless is 

intact of its recipient’s trait is known as dative shift. Consider the example given below 

where the participants are marked 1, 2 and 3 to show the hierarchical marking:  

 

23. nutər-ni  a-jəi  prul-kʰəmən-wa soriŋ-nuŋ pi 

Grandma-ERG  3SG-GEN necklace-old-REL 1SG-DAT  give 

1     2        3  

Grandma gave her old necklace to me 

 

24. nutər-ni  soriŋ-ja a-jəi  prul-kʰəmən-wa pi 

Grandma-ERG 1SG-ACC 3SG-GEN necklace-old-REL give 

  1     2     3  

 Grandma gave her old necklace to me. 
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The difference in 27 and 28 is that the recipient who is at periphery i.e. soring is brought 

to the center stage and received the status of a direct object with the accusative case “ja” 

marking.  

 

Thus, Maring exhibit dative-shift construction by swapping the dative slot and marking it 

with that of the accusative case, i.e. indirect object made to become the direct object and 

vice-versa,  

i.e.  dative    Accusative 

However, only the indirect object can be dative shifted, and it is not obligatory but is 

rather optional and depends upon the speaker’s choice of construction. 

 

5.2.3 Reflexives and reciprocals  

Reflexives and reciprocals are two valence decreasing operations expressed 

identically because of the conceptual similarity they share. Both the construction have an 

entity fulfilling two semantic roles or grammatical relations, i.e., say for example, an 

entity behaving both as the subject and the object of a construction. In a reflexives 

situation, a participant acts upon himself or herself rather than acting upon somebody or 

something else (Brown 313). He/she is playing the non-distinct roles of both the agent 

and the patient, sometime as the possessor. Reflexive operation in Maring can be 

expressed lexically, morphologically, or analytically. The type in which the lexical 

meaning of the verb itself expresses reflexivity is known as lexical reflexive. 

 

25. medar  hək cəu-ləi-hui 

medar  body bath.REF-PROG-DUR 

Medar is still taking bath 

 

26. tuŋmui  pʰirul tʰlak-ləi-hui 

tungmui cloth put.REF-PROG-DUR 

Tungmui is still dressing up. 
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In example 29 and 30, we can see that Medar and Tungmui are the subjects that carry 

out the action of taking bath and dressing to themselves respectively. Therefore they are 

both the agent and the patient. However, if there are any patients or recipients of their 

action then the agent would be case marked by ergative “ne” and the patient with 

accusative case marking “ja”, with an additional benefactive marker “pi”. 

 

27. medar-ni ui-sun-həi-ja   hak-cau-pi 

medar-ERG dog-young-DET-ACC body-bath-give.BEN 

Medar bathe the puppy. 

 

28. temui-ni nao-ja  pʰirul tʰlak-pi 

temui-ERG baby-ACC cloth put-give.BEN 

Temui dressed up the baby. 

 

Apart from this, Maring also has analytic reflexive that are expressed by a lexeme 

distinct from the verb. This done by attaching ‘təm’ meaning ‘alone’, but gives a self 

referential meaning when attached to the reduplicated pronouns in the sentence (See Abbi 

2001: 208). 

  

29. nəi  tʰləu-həj nəi-təm juk-təu-lək 

you.OBL work-DET you.self.REF CASU-do-IMP 

Do your own work yourself.  

 

30. ja jai-jəi-tʰləu  jai-təm   juk-təu-rəu 

they they-they-work they-self.REF  CAUS-do-IRR 

They will do their own work themselves. 

 

31. kai pawa-ri a-jəi  pʰirul ai-təm  su 

our father-TOP 3.SG-GEN clothes him-self.REF wash 

Our dad washes his own clothes himself. 
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Thus, from the above examples we can see that Maring has a nominal reflexives 

construction.
78

 Nominal reflexives are those whose marker exhibits “properties 

characteristic of nouns or pronouns in the language” (See Brown & Miller 1999: 313). 

Reciprocal construction is also more or less similar with the reflexive construction in 

the sense that two participants equally act upon each other by being both the agent and 

the patient simultaneously. Maring reciprocals are analytic and employ a marker each at 

argument and verb position. It uses the discontinuous reduplication of the word ‘one’ 

with a conjunctive particle “le” in between, i.e. “kʰəd-le-kʰəd” meaning “one and one” to 

derive the meaning equivalent to “one another” or “each other”  at argument position. As 

for the marker in verb position, the word “ril” meaning “together” is used as the 

anaphoric operator to show mutual relation between the two referents. Examples given 

below: 

 

32. ka kʰəd-le-kʰəd-kəu luŋsi-ril-rəu-da 

we one-and-one-with love-together-SUBJ-JUS 

We should love one another.  

 

33. na kʰəd-le-kʰəd-kəu ŋal-ril-mək-no 

we one-and-one-with love-together-NEG-END.QP 

You don’t fight with one another okay? 

 

34. ya kʰəd-le-kʰəd  uŋ-ril-bi  ləj-ləj 

they one-and-one  call-together-CP stay-PROG 

They are calling one another. 

 

However, apart from the above given examples, reciprocal can simply be formed between 

two subjects by using “le” to mark a reciprocal construction which later on asserted by 

the reciprocal indicator “krill”. 

 

                                                           
78

 Reflexives can either be nominal, verbal or possessive depending upon the markers‘ characteristeristics, 

whether they are associated with nouns or pronoun, verbs or  certain possessive forms. (Brown, K and 

Miller, J 1999 :313- 315) 
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35. əŋŋi-sa-nəŋ   nutəŋ-le-patəŋ   ŋal-ril-kur 

yesterday-night-TEM.LOC big aunt-and-big uncle fight-together-PRF 

Last night uncle and aunty fought (with one another). 

 

36. darsim-le-konai luŋsi-ril 

darshim-and-konai love-together 

Darshim and konai love one another. 

 

But in case of situations that are naturally reciprocal, the “le” marking is not required and 

only the anaphoric operator is enough to show reciprocal relation. 

37. tʰimi nitəm  ləm-pəŋ-ra  ŋal-ril-bi  ləi-ləi 

man two.CL road-near-LOC fight-together-CP stay-PROG 

Two people are fighting at the roadside. 

Maring has both nominal and verbal reciprocal (See Brown, K and Miller, J 1999: 315), 

the nominal are the agents marked by “le” and the verbal marker “rill” that marks the 

action that is being reciprocated.  

Thus, Maring have both lexical and analytical reflexives and it is not identical 

with the reciprocal. The reflexive marker “təm” usually appear with the noun phrase to 

indicate that the possessor is the same as the subject of the clause. Reciprocal on the other 

hand exhibit an inter-clausal coreference between the agents and the action. 

 

5.2.4 P assives 

Passives (Payne 2007:204) are the semantically transitive clause that have an agent 

omitted or demoted to an oblique role, where other core participant possesses all the 

relevant properties of the subjects, and also verbs possessing the formal language specific 

properties of the intransitive verbs. It can be of two types, personal and impersonal. 

Personal passives are those that require a specific agent that is not expressed nor demoted 

to oblique role. Personal passives can either be lexical, morphological or analytical. 

Lexical passive are those that has an inherently passive verb that can behave as an agent 

with the grammatical subject as its patient. (See Payne 2007: 205).  Morphological 

passives on the other hand, occur commonly by employing a perfect aspect like 
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construction, where the agent of passive may or may not be expressed. Maring seems to 

exhibit a morphological passive like construction. Let’s examine some sentences to see if 

it really is morphological passive or not.  

38. patər-ni cow-rəb-həj həlsuŋ-ra hur-kur  (Active) 

Grandfather cow-PL-DET cowshed-LOC chase-PROG 

Grandfather chases the cows in the cowshed. 

 

39. hal-rəb-həj həlsuŋ-ra (patər-ni)
79

  ləu-hur-kur (Passive) 

cow-PL-DET cowshed-LOC (grandfather-ERG) pass-chase-PRF 

The cows were chased inside the cowshed (by grandfather). 

 

40. akotʰər-ni kəi-ja  tʰluŋ diŋ    (Active) 

akothar-ERG 1SG-ACC stone throw 

Akothar  threw the stone at me. 

 

41. kəi-ja  tʰluŋ ləu-diŋ-kur     (Passive) 

1SG-ACC stone pass-thow-PRF 

A stone was thrown to me (by Akothar). 

 

In examples 39 and 41, we can see an additional word (ləu) being added in the sentence. 

“ləu“ in its lexical state means to take, but it gets grammaticalised to give a meaning of 

an action already started or taken place. In example 38, which is supposedly a passive 

construction, we can see that the grandfather in bracket is optional and can be dropped if 

the subject is to be promoted as per the definition of passives. But the role of the subject 

can never be changed to that of an obligue role, as the ergative case automatically comes 

after it to show that it is the agent carrying out the action. This is the same for example 

40. Hence, we can say that Maring doesn‘t have real passive construction, but a pseudo or 

passive like construction as long as the subject is dropped.  

                                                           
79

 The bracket signifies optionality, it means that grandftaher can be optional. 
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Maring can also exhibit impersonal passives construction wherein the agent(s) are not 

necessarily implied. 

 

42. mitting  lui-wur-ra  ko 

meeting finish-PRF-REAL QP 

Is meeting over? 

 

In example 42, nothing is mentioned about the agents of the meeting, detail is given only 

to the action that is being carried out. Impersonal passives can be formed from both 

intransitive and transitive verbs without disclosing the identity of the participants but only 

by reporting the factual events that has taken or will take place.  

Thus, the overall passive construction is Maring is not necessarily obligatory, but 

it occurs only when the speaker doesn’t want to disclose information directly. In such 

cases only the event or incident is reported or disclosed with any referencing.  

 

 

Other verb and verb-phrase operations 

5.3 Nominalization: 

Nominalization is the processes of deriving nominal expressions from verbs (or 

adjectives) wherein the derived word have properties of nouns though it is headed by 

some verbal element. Tibeto-burman languages are highly nominalizing, wherein the 

nominalized construction usually extend beyond their core function to derive adjectives 

and relative clauses (Wrona et al 2011:2). In some language, a single versatile 

nominalizer can have multiple functions, whereas in some languages multiple 

nominalizers can have their own specific function. There are various processes of turning 

verbal stems or roots into nouns or noun-like elements. This section will discuss the types 

of nominalization found in Maring as follow: 

 

5.3.1 Action nominalization 

It refers to the abstract lexical nominalization process in which the verb of action is 

turn into a noun category to give a nominal reference by using a “zero” operator.  
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43. məsa-nəŋ kuica-mək no   

night-TADV roam-NEG warning 

Don’t roam at night. 

 

44. ho-ra  kuica wa-se  huŋ-ŋa-lo 

there-LOC roam go-INT come-ASSERT-POL 

Come, lets go roam around there. 

 

In example 43, the “kuica” is behaving as the main verb, but in 44, it is behaving as a 

noun. Thus, “kuica” changes from verb to noun and its transition can be formulated as; 

  V → N (Action designated by verb)   (Payne 2007:224) 

 

Some other examples are given below in bold letters: 

 

45. kai pawa-jəi watʰləu-ri  loutrun-me 

our father-GEN occupation-TOP farming-COP 

My father’s occupation is farming. 

46. kai uwai-ri  pʰikron bəimək  pəm 

our mother-TOP knitting much  like 

Our mother likes knitting very much. 

 

5.3.2 Participant nominalizations 

This process involves the modification of verbal elements by a nominal marker that 

leads to the derivation of either a verbal agent or a verbal patient. Maring uses the 

nominalizer suffix “wa” that functions like the English –er  to execute participant 

nominalization. 

 

47. mores-jəi kari  tʰəu-wa hu-wo 

moresh-GEN vehicle  drive-NMLZ who-be.INTER 

Who is the driver of Moresh’s vehicle? 
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48. marimci-jəi kana-tʰi-wa  əsi-kal-nəŋ  mək-ko 

marimci-GEN sickness-look-NMLZ now-time-T.ADV NEG-QP 

Isn’t the traditional healer of Machi there thesedays? 

 

49. əŋtu-jəi  ak-tʰuŋ-wa-ri   əŋkʰəm  da-mal-ləi 

today-TOP food-cook-NMLZ-TOP Angkham fall-Llike-PROG 

I think Akham is the cook today. 

 

Maring doesn’t have a separate nominalizer like –ee for marking patient, rather the 

nominalizer “wa” is used even for referring to patients. It is only the pragmatic situation 

that determines the patient. Say for example, 

 

50. əŋŋi  pʰi-su-pi-kur-wa   todarpʰun-me 

yesterday cloth-wash-BEN-PRF-NMLZ todarphun-be.COP 

The person who washed the clothes yesterday is todarphun. 

 

In this example, we can see that Todarphun is the person who washed the clothes for 

someone else, and it is evident from the benefactive marking “pi”. This means that she 

was the one who carried out the action for another person, hence she becomes the patient. 

Like many other language, the participant nominalizer of Maring i.e. “wa” also function 

as a relative marker by modifying the nominal head (Brown & Miller 1999:249-50), and 

also as a classifier for male animate human (Section 4.3.6).  

 

5.3.3 Instrument nominalizations 

In instrumental nominalization, instruments or objects are formed from verbs for 

carrying out the same action represented by the verb themselves. Maring uses the suffix 

“na” to form instruments or objects from verbs. 

51. ip-na = sleep-NMLZ  → bed 

52. kum-na = cover-NMLZ → cover/lid 

53. om-na = sit-NMLZ → seat 

54. məŋ-na = drink-NMLZ → drinks (as in juice, water etc) 
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55. pensil it-na = sharp-NMLZ → pencil shaperner 

 

5.3.4. Location nominalization 

Location nominalization like instrument nominalization is a process for deriving a 

location in which the activities carried out are of the same verbs from which the noun is 

derived. Maring uses the same “na” with an additional suffix “bi” for a locational spatial 

reference in this process. 

56. cak ca-na-bi 

food eat-NMLZ-place 

A dinning place 

 

57. tʰləu cur-na-bi 

work touc-NMLZ-place 

Work place/ work shop 

 

58. mərek-na-bi 

play-NMLZ-place 

Play ground 

 

59. lailik pa-na-bi 

book study-NMLZ-place 

Study place 

So far these are types of nominalization processes found to be occurring in Maring. The 

process is very productive for deriving new words and idea. There is hardly any 

distinction between Maring’s agent nominalization and relative clause. 

 

5.3.5  Verb compounding 

Verb-verb compounding can be described as the combination of two root verbs 

without anything in between them, with a resultant meaning that is slightly bleached of 

the root words’ meaning (Payne 2007: 233). Based on this definition, Maring has either 
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quite few or rare compounding of verbs where in subject, objects and nouns cannot be 

incorporated.  Examples can be mention of the following: 

60. bu + ca    : ask + eat = beg 

61. ŋak + sil : wait + arrange = guard/ protect 

62. mu + mai : see + eat = steal 

5.4 Tense/aspect/modality 

Tense, aspect and mood are important grammatical categories that distinguish 

verbal morphological operation from that of a noun. It is used for describing humans’ 

treatment of time, action and event. This section will be deal with each of the three 

categories and show the type of system prevalent in regard to the language’s notion of 

time, action and their attitudes towards certain event etc. 

 

5.4.1 Tense 

Tense is the grammaticalised location of a state or a situation a time line (Comrie 

1985: 9) in relation to the moment of the action being described. If the action took place 

prior to the utterance of speech then it is called past tense. If the action takes place 

simultaneously along with the utterance then it is known as present tense, if it takes place 

subsequently after the speech then it is known as future tense. Tense are generally 

marked upon verbs. But with many South East Asian languages described as not distinct 

or more aspect prominence (Goddard 2005: 109) (Abbi 2001:42), there has been an 

ongoing debate as to whether Maring, a Tibeto-Burman language which comes under the 

East Southeast Asia, has tense or not. So to make things clear let’s examine some 

examples below: 

 

63. əŋŋi  todarlem-ni  cak tʰuŋ   (PAST) 

yesterday todarlem-ERG  food cook 

Yesterday Todarlem cooked food. 

 

64. əŋtu todarlem-ni  cak tʰuŋ    (PRESENT) 

today todarlem-EMP  food cook 
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Today too Todarlem cooks food. 

 

65. niŋŋa  todarlem-ni cak tʰuŋ-rəu   (FUTURE) 

tomorrow todarlem-ERG food cook-FUT 

Tomorrow too, Todarlem will cook food. 

 

Let’s see some more examples of intransitive verb: 

 

66. əŋŋi  nuŋ ro      (PAST) 

yesterday rain rain 

It rained yesterday. 

 

67. əsi-nəŋ  nuŋ ro      (PRESENT) 

now-T.LOC rain rain 

It is raining now. 

 

68. niŋŋa  nuŋ ro-rəu      (FUTURE) 

tomorrow rain rain-FUT 

It will rain tomorrow. 

 

From the above examples we can see that there is no special marking on the verbs of the 

past and present tenses, both are equally unmarked. But in case of the future tense a 

unique marking “rəu” is seen. Though this marking is more of a mood category, for the 

time being we will consider it as tense. As such, we can say that Maring doesn’t have the 

three absolute tense, i.e. past, present and future, instead makes a distinction between 

future and non-future. However, there are some counter examples of this assertion: 

 

69. pawa niŋsun-nəŋ   ak  a-kʰəu-bi ofis-ra  wa-kur 

father morning-T.LOC food eat-PFV-CP office-LOC go-PRF 

Father ate food in the morning and has gone to office. 
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70. pawa  niŋsun-nəŋ   ak  a-kʰəu-bi ofis-ra 

father morning-TLOC food eat-PFV-CP office-LOC 

 

wa-wur-ra-rəu 

go-PRF-REAL-IRR 

Father must have had his food in the morning and gone to office. 

 

In example 69, we can see that the perfective marker “kʰəu”  indicates that the action of 

eating took place and is already completed as if it is witnessed by the speaker. Therefore, 

though “kʰəu”  is primarily a definite marker with perfectivity and past time reference. 

Hence it is glossed as PFV, and is regarded as an aspectual category. As for the PRF 

marker “kur”, it indicates that action has already been carried out. In example 71, the 

“rəu“ doesn‘t indicate a future here, rather it shows a suposition of the speaker‘s guess 

that the father must have had  his food and gone to office because maybe that was his 

daily routine. So it would be more appropriate to categorize “rəu”  as an irrealis mood. 

Now coming to the main point, since all these verbal categories expresses either aspectual 

or modal references, it would be wrong to treat them as tense marking. Instead we can 

say that Maring uses lexical time adverbs like yesterday, today, tomorrow, morning, 

evening, now, later etc for showing time reference as it doesn‘t have grammatical 

categories to locate situations in time. Therefore, tense in Maring has more of a 

morphosemantic property that a morphosyntactic property.  

 

5.4.2 Aspect 

Aspect is another category of verb for marking temporality by observing the 

internal structure of a situation. Thus, unlike tense that marks the situations’ external 

time, aspect deals with the situation’s internal time by describing whether the action is 

still going on or completed (Dahl 1985: 24-25). Aspect be expressed lexically 

(Aktionsart) or grammatically and can be looked from the binary perspective of 

perfective and imperfective. Perfectivity, according to Comrie, is view an event or action 

as a complete whole without distinguishing the different phases of the situation, whereas 

the imperfective doesn’t view the situation as a totality but rather in phases by describing 
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specific development of the internal structure of the situation (Dahl 1985: 74-76). As 

such imperfective is used for showing progression, duration, repetition, habits etc, where 

perfective is used for describing a complete event. As mentioned earlier that Maring is 

more aspect prominent then tense, the language have quite a number of aspects. They are 

described below with examples. 

 

5.4.2.1 Perfective aspect 

Perfective as mention earlier denotes view an action in totality with a single 

undivided moment. In Maring the lexeme /kʰəu/ having the basic lexical meaning “keep”  

is used to show perfectivity. However, the lexeme also has a secondary meaning that 

implicates a movement away from a particular location, as such it is used for indicating 

remoteness and as a definitive marker.  

71. kəi əŋkum  rimci-ra krismas jao-kʰəu 

1SG last year Machi-LOC christmas join-PFV 

I joined christmas at Machi last year. 

 

72. əŋkum  delhi bəimək  rəi-kʰəu-ne 

last year  Delhi much  cold-PFV-EVD 

Last year Delhi was so cold. 

 

73. əŋdun  əŋŋi  kai cim-ra  ip-kʰəu 

angdun  yesterday our house-LOC sleep-PFV 

Angdun slept at our yesterday. 

5.4.2.2   Perfect Aspect 

Perfect aspect like perfective is used for indicating an action that has been carried out 

and completed. However, the difference between perfect and perfective is that perfect 

usually relates the action to a particular time reference, be it past, present or future, 

whereas perfective does not. Perfect in Maring is marked by “kur” which varies 

depending upon the ending structure of the verbs they are attached to.  

 

74. pawa-ne kəi-ja  niŋsun-nəŋ lailik pa-mək-nəi  um-kur  
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father-ERG 1SG-ACC morning-nəŋ book read-NEG-cause beat-

PRF 

Father beat me in the morning for not studying. 

 

75.  ak tʰuŋ-ŋur-ra  ko   

food cook-PRF-COMPL QP 

Is the food cooked? 

 

76. nəi-jəi  liŋlit a temui-nuŋ pi-wur-rəu-wa  

2SG-GEN shirt this temui-DAT give-PRF-IRR-ASRT 

Your shirt will be given to Temui. 

 

5.4.2.3  Progressive aspect 

Progressive aspect is used for denoting an action that is still in progress, that is still 

going on but not completed yet. Maring has two progressive marker, “tʰuŋ” and “ləi”. 

The former denotes a movement away from a particular location along with an action still 

continuing by the time the speaker left the location. It can only be used with past time 

reference though. As for the later one, it denotes a simple progression of an event in a 

present time reference. See the examples below. 

77. kəi əŋŋi   ruwai-nəŋ   pame-jəi cim-ra   wa-kal-nəŋ  

1SG yesterday   evening-TLOC  uncle-GEN house-LOC go-while-

TLOC 

 

 

nao-rəb-həj  tivi   tʰi-tʰuŋ 

child-PL-DET  television watch-PST.PROG 

Yesterday evening when I went to (small) uncle’s house the children were 

watching TV. 

 

78. akotʰər  kal-ni  ip-tʰuŋ-kʰəu 
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akothar strong-ADV sleep-PST.PROG-PFV 

Akothar was sleeping strongly (nicely). 

 

79. kəi əsi-nəŋ  pʰi-su-ləi 

1SG now-TLOC clothes-wash-PROG 

I am washing clothes now. 

 

80. kəi-jəi  uk  na-ləi 

1SG-GEN stomach pain-PROG 

My stomach is paining (aching). 

 

5.4.2.4  Durative Aspect 

Durative aspect is used for indicating action that involves duration. Maring uses “hui” 

for denoting durative events. Many can argue that durative and progressive are similar. 

But the different is that in Maring when a durative aspect is used, there is an inference 

that the speaker or addressee already knows about the action or event that is taking place, 

and so the additional “hui” is used for showing that the action is still continuing and yet 

to be finished. Where in progressive, the action is simply described as it is. As such 

durative in Maring requires the progressive aspect to precede it. 

 

81. cak min-mək-kʰui nutəŋ-ni tʰuŋ-ləi-hui 

food ripe-NEG-yet big aunt-ERG cook-PROG-DUR 

The food is not yet ready, (big) aunt is still cooking. 

 

82. nuŋ ro-ləi-hui 

rain rain-PROG-DUR 

It is still raining. 

 

83. nəi pawa tul məŋ-ləi-hui-ko 

3SG father alcohol drink-PROG-DUR-QP 

 Is you father still drinking alcohol? 
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5.4.3 Mood 

Moods are used for describing speaker's attitude toward the status of a situation or 

an event’s proposition. Like aspect, mood can also be analyzed by making a binary 

distinctions between realis and irrealis, declarative and non-declarative, factual and non-

factual etc (Palmer 2001: 1). The various types of moods found in Maring are described 

below with examples: 

 

5.4.3.1 Realis and irrealis mood 

Maring like some of its sub-family languages shows a distinction bewtween realis and 

irrealis in the verb system (Abbi 2001: 149) (Yaswanta 2000:114). The verbs in realis 

category are those whose occurence is sure and completed, whereas the irrealis are the 

ones whose occurence is not sure or are yet to take place. The realis verbs are marked 

either by “la” or “ra”, and denotes a completion of action whereas the irrealis is marked 

by “rəu”, and denotes action that are yet to take place. As such it is used mainly in future 

reference.  

84. kəi  ak  a-la-ne 

1SG food eat-REAL-be.AUX 

I have eaten food. 

 

85. pərkʰəm  im-ra  kəleŋ-ŋur-ra 

parkham house-LOC return-PRF-REAL 

Parkham has returned home. 

 

86. kəi cak ca-rəu-wa 

1SG food eat-IRR-ASRT 

I will eat food. 

 

87. pərkʰəm cim-ra  kəleŋ-rəu-wa 

parkham house-LOC return-IRR-ASRT 

Parkham will return home. 
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5.4.3.2 Indicative mood 

This is use for indication or asserting a proposition that are considered as facts, truth 

and certain etc. Maring uses the suffixes “ra”, “wa” , ”ŋa”, “ma” etc. 

88. kəi kʰəl-na-ra-ri 

1SG tʰik-HAB-IND-TOP 

In think… 

 

89. kəi ip-rəu-wa 

1SG sleep-IRR-IND 

I will sleep (now) 

 

90. cuŋ-ŋa-ne 

many-IND-be.AUX 

Its (already) many… 

 

91. cim-ma-ne 

true-IND-be.AXU 

Its (already) correct/ true… 

 

5.4.3.3. Subjunctive mood 

Subjective mood in Maring indicates the speaker’s doubts about veracity and 

presupposition etc. As such the propositions made by subjunctive mood are not asserted. 

Some of the subjunctive moods of Maring are “rəu”, “kya”, “mal” etc. 

92. kəi kʰəl-na-rəu 

1SG tʰik-HAB-SUBJ 

In my thinking…. 

 

93. nuŋ ro-kya 

rain rain-might 

It might rain. 
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94. temuiwi əŋdunwa-ja  pam-mal-ləi 

temui.F angdun.M-ACC like-like-PROG 

It’s like Temui like Angdun (but not sure enough). 

 

5.4.3.4. Imperative mood 

Imperative mood is used for indicating commands and order. It is done by using the 

suffix “lək” (-polite), “lo” (+polite) and “no” (+polite, +QP). 

 

95. (nəŋ) a-ra  huŋ-lək 

you here-LOC come-IMP 

(you) Come here! 

 

96. ho-ra  wa-lək 

there-LOC go-IMP 

Go there.! 

 

97.  ak juk-tʰuŋ-la-ka-lo 

food CAUS-cook-REAL-ASRT-IMP 

Cook food. 

 

98. nai-cim-ra   huŋ-la-ka-no 

2PL.OBL-house-LOC  return-REAL-ASRT-IMP 

Go back to your house (okay)? 

 

5.4.3.5. Desiderative mood 

It is used for expressing desires and want. It is simply form by attaching the verbs 

with suffix “ni”.  

99. kəi wajui mai-ni 

1SG egg eat-want 

I want to eat egg. 
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100. kəi pʰin-ni 

1SG pee-want 

I want to pee. 

 

101. kəi cinima  kʰəd tʰi-ni-ləi 

1SG cinema  one watch-want-PROG 

I want to watch a movie. 

 

3.4.3.6 Opative mood 

It is used for expressing hope, wishes, blessing and even possibilities etc. It is shown 

by using the suffix “su” and can sometimes overlap with subjunctive mood. 

 

102. dunpu-ne nəi-ja  pʰor  pi-lək-su 

God-NOM 2SG-ACC blessing give-IMP-SUBJ 

May God bless you. 

 

103. nəŋ tʰləu pʰa hoi-ja-su 

you work get be-possible-OP 

May you get a job. 

 

5.4.3.7 Propositive mood 

It is used for expressing proposal or suggestions. Maring uses the suffix “se” for 

indicating a proposition. 

 

104. kəi  ak  a-ri-se  no 

1SG food eat-TOP-PROP IMP.QP.POL 

Let me have food okay? 

105. ka-ruŋ  bəzar-ra wa-se 

2PL-dual bazaar-LOC go-PROP 

Let two of us go to bazaar. 
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5.5 Evidentiality, validationality and mirativity  

5.5.1 Evidentiality 

Evidentiality is used for expressing the relative certainty of truth based on the range 

of attitudes people have towards the knowledge they obtain from different sources (Payne 

1997: 252). Evidentiality in Maring can be express in three ways: directly, indirectly and 

by inferences. Direct evidence of an event happening are usually presented by the be-

copula “ne”. Such types of information are unquestionably true and reliable. 

 

106. məi huŋ-ŋur-ra-ne 

light come-PRF-REAL-EVD 

Light (electric) has come 

 

107. cak tʰuŋ-lui-wur-ra-ne 

food cook-finish-PRF-REAL-EVD 

The food is done cooking. 

 

From these two examples, the speaker statement comes from actually seeing the light 

come and the food been cooked. As such, there is a huge weightage of the statement 

being true. So when someone ask what evidence the speaker have of making the claim 

that the food been cooked, then the speaker can simply reply that s/he have seen it with 

his/her own eyes.  However, if the speaker hasn’t seen the actual completion of the 

cooking and the coming of the light, but s/he was inform by someone about it, then in 

such case s/he will make a reference by using the hearsay marker “toi”.  

 

108. məi huŋ-ŋur-ra-toi 

light come-PRF-REAL-hearsay 

The light has come (as told by someone). 

 

109. cak tʰuŋ-lui-wur-ra-toi 

food cook-finish-PRF-REAL-hearsay 

The food is done cooking (as told by someone). 
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The last types of evidentiality are expressed through inferences based on the collective 

hint and clues given or available to the speaker. 

110. məi huŋ-ŋur-ra  mal-ləj  dawa-rəb tivi tʰlad-dur-ra  

light come-PRF-REAL like-be.AUX  children   TV on-PRF-

REAL 

I think light has come, children has turned on the TV. 

111. nuŋ ro-wur-ra  mal-ləj   

rain rain-PRF-REAL like-be.AUX 

I think its raining. 

 

5.5.2 Validationality (veridical)  

Though validationality is similar with evidentiality, the distinction however is made 

by an additional adverbial marker. “təŋ-hək-kəi” meaning “really be” is used in 

validationality for asserting an increased intensity of the proposition.  This means that the 

speaker knows for sure that an event has happened because s/he has seen it with his own 

eyes even before or after s/he heard it from someone else. 

 

112. məi təŋ-hək-kəi  huŋ-ŋur-ra-ne 

light really be come-PRF-REAL-EVD 

The light has really come (someone told me and I have seen it too). 

 

113.  ak təŋ-hək-kəi tʰuŋ-lui-wur-ra-toi 

food really be  cook-finish-PRF-REAL-hearsay 

The food is really done cooking (someone told me and I have seen it 

myself). 

 

5.5.3 Mirativity 

Mirativity can be defined as the grammaticalised ways of showing speakers’ attitude 

on receiving and realizing certain knowledge and information. It is used for expressing 

surprises, suddenness, unexpectedness etc. Though Maring doesn’t have a proper 

grammaticalised ways for expressing mirativity, it is shown either by a change in tone or 
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simply by auxiliaries and other particles. Maring makes a distinction between surprising 

or unexpected information, which can be glossed as mirative, (Payne 1997: 255) versus 

unsurprising or expected ones. The surprising ones are marked by “ne” (be copula) 

whereas the unsurprising ones by “so”(+hearsay) and “no”(+imperative, +assertive), 

which carry more of a known referent with warning and advice. 

 

114. həi ui-wa  bəimək  raŋ-ləi-ne  (surprise) 

DET dog-REL much  fierce-PROG-EVD 

That dog is very fierce.  

 

115. həi ui-wa  bəimək  raŋ-so-no  (not surprise) 

DET dog-REL much  fierce-EVD-ASRT.MIR 

That dog is very fierce (okay). (so be careful).  

 

116. daŋ-ra  baimək  rəi-ləi-ne   (surprise) 

outside-LOC much  cold-PROG-EVD 

Its very cold outside. 

 

117. daŋ-ra  baimək  rəi-ləi-so-no   (not surprise) 

outside-LOC much  cold-PROG-EVD-ASRT.MIR 

Its very cold outside okay. 

 

Thus, evidentiality in Maring can be described as a specialized type of epistemic modal 

as they contribute to truth conditions.  
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CHAPTER SIX: PRAGMATICALLY MARKED STRUCTURES 

6.0 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter deals with the pragmatic analysis of Maring and tries to describe how 

utterances can be constructed by assessing and directing our attention from one 

information to another. It deals with various pragmatic statuses like given, new, focus, 

topic, referential etc. The first section is on pragmatic constituent order (§ 6.1) and is 

followed by the second section on contrastive and emphatic particles (§ 6.2). Then the 

chapter advances towards cleft construction (§ 6.3), negation (§ 6.4), questions (§ 6.5) 

and finally ends with the section on clause combination (§ 6.6). 

6.1 Constituent order variation  

Maring has a basic constituent order bases on grammatical relations (see section 

5.1). So if there is any unusual ordering of the nominal and verbal category then it can 

mark an important pragmatic status. Since Maring has an APV language, it has the 

following position: 

 A = clause-initial or immediately precedes the patient 

 P = clause-medial or pre-verbal position 

 V = clause final or preceded by the patient. 

 

Keeping in mind this position, let’s see what happens when the position of the 

constituents get shuffled. 

1.   kəi wa-ən  mai-ni    (APV) 

1SG bird-curry eat-want 

I chicken eat-want 

 

2.  kəi mai-ni  wa-ən*    (AVP) 

  1SG eat-want bird-curry 

  I eat-want chicken 

 

3.  mai-ni  kəi wa-ən*    (VAP) 
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  eat-want 1SG bird curry 

  eat-want I chicken 

 

4.  wa-ən  kəi mai-ni*   (PAV) 

  bird-curry 1SG eat-want 

  chicken I eat-want 

 

5.         wa-ən  mai-ni  kəi   (PVA) 

  bird-curry eat-want 1SG 

  Chicken eat-want I 

 

From the above example we can see that, apart from the basic constituent structure i.e. 

APV, the only structure that is possible is PVA. However, since P is preceding the verb 

here, no additional pragmatic status or reference is made beyond that of an object. Thus, 

Maring does not a different pragmatic constituent order apart from the grammatical word 

order.  

 

6.2 Contrastive/emphatic particles  

In Maring the pragmatic status markers usually correlates with those of the 

grammatical case markers. As such subject and agent will be marked equally the same 

either by ergative or absolutive case. However, Maring employ a special particle “ri” for 

marking a contrastive distinction away from the subject and by shifting the focus of 

discussion by giving emphasis on the new topic.  

 

6. kai nuwi ləu-ra   a-wur-ra  pawa-ri na-bi ləi-ləi 

1PL mother field-LOC go-PRF-REAL father-TOP sick-CPstay-PROG 

Our mother has gone to field, father is staying sick. 

 

7. kəi əŋŋi  skul ka-kʰəu əŋtu-ri  ka-mək-rəu 

1SG yesterday school go-PST.DEF today-TOP go-NEG-IRR 

I went to school yesterday, today I wouldn’t go. 
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8. kəi a-liŋlik-a  pəm nəŋ-ri  kəu-wa  pam-mo 

1SG this-shirt-DEM like you-TOP what-REL like-be.INTER 

I like this shirt, which one do you want? 

 

 “ri” can also be used with verbs for denoting a contrasting event. 

 

9. modun kai-cim-ra  wa-nəŋ-kʰi ip-ri  ip-mək 

modun 1PL.OBL-house-LOC  come-TLOC-EMP  sleep-TOP sleep-NEG 

 Even if Modun come to our house he doesn’t sleep (stay overnight). 

 

10. kəi kna-ri-kna həinəŋ-kʰi hilhak-ri  sai-ni-mək 

1SG sick-TOP-sick then-EMP medicine-TOP  eat-want-NEG 

Though I’m sick, I don’t want to eat medicine. 

 

Apart from the topic marker “ri”, Maring also has three other emphatic particles “kʰi”, 

“nək” and “hək” for accentuating emphasis on things and events.  

 

11. kəi həj liŋlik mrao-wa-kʰi pam 

1SG DET shirt red-one be-too like 

I like even that red shirt too. 

 

12. uwai kəi-nuŋ momo-jəi-nək-si puŋ lo-pi-lo 

mother 1SG-DAT momo-GEN-type-be watch buy-BEN-REQ 

Mother please buy me a watch like momo’s. 

 

13. meruŋkʰəm hək-ni  kai-jəi  wa mən-kur 

merungkham EMP-ERG 1PL-GEN bird catch-PRF 

Merungkham (was very much the one who) caught our hen. 
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Since these particles are used for showing contrast and emphasis, the intonation pattern 

intensified when they are uttered. As such the graph of sentence can be drawn as low-

high-low. 

 

6.3 Cleft constructions  

Cleft construction is another prominent way for indicating topicality. It can be 

described as, “It is X that Y”, where X is the focus containing new information and Y 

contains information known to the discourse participants. Meinunger consider clefts as 

“extended projections” of full verb restrained within the relative clause of the cleft 

sentence (Bhattachraya & Thangjam 2004).
80

 See the examples given below: 

 

14. əŋdun-ne ui-ja  um     (Non-Cleft) 

angdun-ERG dog-ACC beat 

Angdun beat the dog. 

 

15. əŋdun-ne um-kur-wa-ri  ui-me    (Cleft) 

angdun-ERG fight-PRF-REL-TOP dog-COP 

It is Angdun who beat the dog. 

 

16. mosilpʰa-ne  hu-ja  pam    (Non-Cleft) 

moshilpha-ERG who-ACC like 

Whom do Moshilpha like? 

 

17. mosilpʰa-ne  pam-wi-ri  hu-toi   (Cleft) 

moshilpha-ERG like-REL-TOP  who-be.hearsay 

Whom was it that Moshilpha like? 

 

In example 15 and 17, we can see that Angdun and Moshilpha are the agents (X) that acts 

upon their respective patients (Y). This is evident from the relative marking “wa or wi” 

liking that links the verb to its agent shown by the topic marker “ri”. Thus, cleft in 
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 “Why Cleft?” Paper presented by the authors at SALA XXIII 
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Maring consist of a noun phrase and a relative clause that modifies that noun phrase. It 

can be structurally written as NP + REL + NP  

 

6.4 Negation 

Negation can be described as the simple assertion of events that did not happen or 

take place. It opposes affirmation (Abbi 2001: 180) and denies the truth value of a 

sentence or clause by opposing with a negative operator (Brown, K and Miller J 1999: 

241), which can either be a word or a morpheme or a particle etc.  Negation can be a 

presupposition, counter-assertion, contradiction, false message etc and can either be 

clausal negation or constituent negation. Maring has analytical negation marked by the 

negative particle “mək” which always has to be attached to the main verb to derive the 

meaning of “not”. Maring doesn’t have other marker apart from this; instead “mək” can 

be used in every sentence construction to impart a negative meaning and is 

underspecified for tense aspect and mood. The various types of negation found in the 

language are given below: 

18. kəi cəkui jao-mək-nəŋ   ak  a-kʰəi-mək (Constituent NEG) 

1SG chilli present-NEG-TLOC food eat-able-NEG 

I cannot eat food when there is no chilli. 

 

19. nəŋ skul ka-mək-rəu-ko     (Sentence negation) 

2SG school go-NEG-will-QP 

You will not go to school?  

 

20. tivi tʰi-mək-no       (Imperative) 

TV watch-NEG-warn.IMP 

Don’t watch TV! 

 

21. kəi-jəi  alu pam-mək     (Declarative) 

1SG-GEN potato like-NEG 

I don’t like potato. 
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22. bi a-ra  tul məŋ-ja-mək    (Prohibitive) 

place here-LOC alcohol drink-allow-NEG 

Drinking alcohol is prohibited here. 

 

23. həi oɟa-həi  l həŋai-mək-me   (Affixed negation)
81

 

DET teacher-DET good-NEG-be.COP 

That teacher is bad. 

 

24. kəi-jəi  əŋme cuŋ-mək-kur-ra   (Negative quantifier) 

1SG-GEN meat many-NEG-PRF-REAL 

My meat is less. 

 

Maring quantifier when negated gives the meaning of “less”. Thus, Maring negative 

particle  “mək” is used for negating existence, imperative, assertion, even quantifiers etc. 

They are always positioned after the main verb followed by TAM and occur usually in 

the sentence final position. And there is no change in word order, remains SOV even 

after negating. It doesn’t inflect for TAM, remains the same for all past, present and 

future tense plus the aspect. When combined with adjective root word, it result in the 

formation of negative derivatives like lʰəŋai-mək “ugly”, luŋsi-mək “hate”, ca-ni-mək 

“not hungry”, nuŋai-mək “unhappy” , sim-mək (not sweet). It can both negate noun and 

verbs, provided there is an auxiliary in between the noun and the negator. 

 

25. həi kəi-jəi  liŋlit-ni-mək 

that 1Sg-GEN shirt-be-NEG 

That is not my shirt. 

 

6.5. Questions 

Questions are non-declarative speech acts that don’t assert anything, but rather is 

a request that asks for something. This section will be dealing with the various types of 
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 Affixed negation doesn‘t manifest the same syntactic properties like sentential negation, instead it  gives 

the opposite meaning of the word that is neagated. Mainly used in adjective formation. E.g. pretty+NEG = 

ugly or good + NEG = bad. 
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question Maring uses and construct for attending certain knowledge, information or to 

possess things etc. 

 

6.5.1 Yes/No Questions 

These are question whose request for information will simply result by a simple 

affirmation or disaffirmation. Yes/no question in Maring involves a high intonation 

pattern and is marked by the question particle “ko” at the end of the sentence and the 

replies are either “moi” meaning “yes” or a denial clause headed by the negative marker 

“mək”. 

 

26. cak tʰuŋ-ŋul-la-ko 

food cook-PRF-REAL-QP 

Finished cooking? 

 

27. moi tʰuŋ-ŋul-la-ne 

yes cook-PRF-REAL-be.AUX 

Yes, it’s been cooked. 

 

28. na cimmai-ja ip-bur-ra-ko 

2PL family-ACC sleep-PRF-REAL-QP 

Has your family already asleep? 

 

29. ip-mək-kʰui-ne 

sleep-NEG-yet-be.AUX 

Not yet asleep. 

 

30. nuwi cim-ra  kəlleŋ-ŋur-ra-ko 

mother house-LOC return-PRF-REAL-QP 

Has mother returned home? 
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Maring does not have a response equivalent to English “no”. Instead, whenever a denial 

response is required, then a negative clause is formed by attaching the main verb with the 

negative particle “mək“.   

 

6.5.2 Interrogation 

 Interrogatives in Maring used the question particles like “wo”, “jo”, and even “ko” 

etc. depending upon the verb ending. These particles except for ‘ko” has an interpretation 

which is “be + interrogation” and is usually cliticized at the end of the clause. However, 

they can be omitted and substituted sometime by an intonation (example 35and 36) 

depending upon the pragmatic situation. 

31. nəŋ hu-wo 

you who-be.INTER 

Who are you? 

 

32. a kəu-wo 

this what-be.INTER 

What is this? 

33. həi lailik-həi hu-wəi-jo 

DET book-DET who-GEN-be.INTER 

Whose book is that? 

 

34.  cak  ca-la-ko 

food eat-REAL-QP 

(Have you) taken your meal? 

 

35. ca-la 

eat-REAL 

Eaten? (as in short form for “have you eaten your meal?”) 

 

36. huŋ-ŋur-ra 

return-PRF-REAL 
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Gone? (as in has s/he gone back?)  

 

6.5.3. Question tag 

Question tag are question form by a declarative, however question being usually non-

assertive, an additional negative tag is added for confirming the statement or proposition 

made. Question tag in Maring construct a coordinating sentence wherein an assertion is 

first made using the “ne” suffix, and is later on followed by its counter negative particle 

“mək” at the end of its coordinating phrase.  

37. tʰiŋa ən-a  bəimək  tui-ləj-ne   tui-mək-ko 

fish curry-DET much  tasty-PROG-be.ASSERT tasty-NEG-QP  

This fish curry is very tasty, isn’t it so? 

 

38. əŋtu nuŋ ro-rəu  mal-ləi-ne   mal-mək-ko 

today rain rain-will like-PROG-be.ASSERT like-NEG-QP 

Looks like it will rain today, isn’t it? 

 

39. əŋŋi-so  bəimək  krəi-ne   krəi-mək-ko 

yesterday-EVD much  cold-be.ASSERT cold-NEG-QP 

Yesterday was quite cold, isn’t it? 

 

Thus, from all the above examples given we see that questions has an (S)OV word order 

and are clause final most of the time. But when the question has an interrogative pronoun, 

the question particle can either be at clause initial or medial position. See the examples 

below: 

 

40. hu-wo   kai-cim-dəŋ-ra   om-wa 

who-be.INTER our-house-outside-LOC sit-REL 

Who is the one sitting outside our house? 

 

41. nəŋ-ri  hu-jəi  ca-wo    

you-TOP who-GEN child-be.INTER  
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Whose child are you? 

 

42. hu-wo   nəi-ja   pam-ri 

who-be.INTER you-ACC like-TOP 

Who is it that like you? 

 

6.6. Clause Combinations 

Clause can either be dependent or independent. Independent clauses are fully 

inflected finite verbs that can integrate their own discourse. Dependent clauses however 

are non-finite verbs that depend on other clause for deriving its full meaning and 

interpretation. This section will be dealing with different types of clause combination that 

occurs in Maring. 

 

6.6.1 Serial verbs 

Serial verb are those construction wherein two or more verbs are joined to form a 

series of verb phrase behaving as a single predicate having the same subject, object, 

polarity as well as same tense, aspect and mood which is carried by the first verb (Dixon 

2010: 52) (Lord 1993: 1).The meanings of serial-verbs’ meaning are slightly different 

from the ones they are expected to have, usually because of the bleaching process of one 

of the verb to become an auxiliary (Payne 1997: 310). Serial verbs in Maring, like in 

many other languages, carry aspectual meaning and directional orientation (Aikhendvald 

2006: 22-3). For example the perfective marker “kʰəu” in its lexical status means “to 

keep”, but it gradually get grammaticalised
82

 to become an aspectual marker. See the 

examples given below: 

 

43. teŋkot həi tebəl dou-ra  yuk-kʰəu-lək   (Lexical State) 

bowl DET table up-LOC CAUS-keep-IMP 

Keep the bowl above the table. 
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 By grammaticalized we mean a word or item undergoing changing from a linguistic unit to a 

grammaticsl unit. This process is known as grammaticalization. (See Hopper J. Paul and Elizabeth C. 

Traugott. 2003) 
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44. towarshim əŋŋi  kai-cim-ra    cak-ca-kʰəu (Grammaticalised) 

towarshim yesterday 1PL-house-LOC food-eat-DEF-PFV  

Towarshim eat food at our place yesterday. 

 

There are various other examples of serial verb construction marking aspectual 

categories. Mention can be made of the perfect marker “kur”
83

 and benifective marker 

“pi”. 

 

45. kəi-jəi  kəu juk-ur-lək     (Lexical “ur”) 

1SG-GEN bag CAUS-carry-IMP 

Please carry my bag. 

 

46. kopʰəm-ni kəi-jəi   ak ləu- a-kur (Grammaticalised “ur”) 

kopham-ERG 1SG-GEN food already-eat-PRF 

Kopham has already eaten my food. 

 

47. kəi-nuŋ-kʰi  mitʰai kʰəd pi-lo    (Lexical “pi”) 

1SG-DAT-too.EMP sweet ONE GIVE-REQ 

Give me a sweet too. 

 

48. kəi-nuŋ kʰuhup  kʰəd lo-pi-lo (Grammaticalised “pi”) 

1SG-DAT shoe  one buy-BEN-REQ 

Buy me a shoe please. 

 

Some motion verbs in Maring are also joined together in series to provide directional 

orientation for the action that is being described.  

 

49. temui delli-rəi huŋ-tʰuk-kur-ra-ne 

temui delhi-from come-out-PRF-REAL-EVD 
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 kur is derived from “ur“ meaning “to carry“. See Grammaticalization of Directional lexeme in Maring, a 

term paper later on presented as a paper at Ninth  SCONLI at IIT Delhi.  
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Temui has come (out) form Delhi 

 

50. a dicembər-nəŋ  hənui  wa-cəŋ-rəu 

3SG December-TLOC again  go-in-IRR 

She will go back (in) again in December. 

 

Thus, Maring like many South East Asian languages has a number of serial verb 

constructions expressing the function not just of aspect, mood and auxiliary, but also as a 

postpositional verb used for indicating directions.  

 

6.6.2 Complement clauses 

Clauses that functions as a compliment by behaving as an embedded argument clause 

within a larger main clause are known as compliment clauses. They can be of two types, 

finite and non-finite. Finite complements expressed their own independent subject, tense 

and aspect etc without any restriction to the matrix clause. (Payne 1999: 314) 

 

51. kai pawa bəimək -kraŋ-ləi tou-həi  jul nəmma-ni mu 

1PL father much-fierce-PROG do-DET village all-ERG know 

The entire village knows that my dad is very fierce (strict). 

 

In this sentence, the peripheral clause “jul nəmma” is a finite clause as it comprise of an 

independent subject “jul nəmma” (all villagers) and the entire clause can stand on its 

own. In Maring, OV language, the complement clause usually precedes the matrix verb. 

This can be evident from the examples given below as well. 

52. əŋŋi  kai-cim-ra  ip-kur  napawa-həi huŋ-ləj 

yesterday our-house-LOC sleep-PRF man-DET come-PROG 

The man who slept at our house last night is coming.   

 

53. əŋtu sutti-ləi-so  kəi-ri  mu-mək 

today holiday-have-EVD 1SG-TOP know-NEG 

I didn’t know that there is a holiday today. 
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Non-finite complements are more restrained because of the constraining subject’s identity 

with that of the matrix clause. Even their TAM is unspecified most of the time (Payne 

1997: 315). 

 

54. aŋdun-ni nutər-ja   ak-tʰuŋ-nuŋ-ŋəi  ŋək-ləi 

angdun-ERG grandmother-ACC food-cook-DAT-GEN  wait-PROG 

Andgun is waiting for grandmother to cook food. 

 

55. ləu-trun a bəimək-kla tləu-me 

field-clear DET much-tire work-EVD 

Farming is a tedious job. 

 

56. a-nək-si pʰi-məjek-a  kʰin  bəimək   əŋ-ne 

this-type-be cloth-weave-DET time  much  in-EVD 

This type of weaving requires (take) lots of time. 

  

From the given example we can see that the non-finite compliments clause have infinite 

verbs like “to cook” (54), “very tiring” (55) and “cloth weaving” (56). These clauses 

doesn’t have independent subjects of their own, neither their TAM is specified.  

Maring also have indirect question formed by using a wh-type complementizers. 

Such type of questions doesn’t classify whether the action or event took place, if so 

whether it’s completed or not. 

 

57. ja  ak  a-wur-ra-ko   a-mək-kui-ko-nu 

3PL food eat-PRF-REAL-QP eat-NEG-yet-QP-be.INTER 

(I wonder if ) They have eaten their food or not? 

 

58. nuŋ-ja  ro-rəu-ko ro-mək-rəu-ko-nu 

rain-ACC rain-will-QP rain-NEG-will-QP-be.INTER 

Will it rain or not? 
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Thus, Maring have both finite and non-finite compliments, and they are subject 

complement rather than an object complement. 

 

6.6.3 Adverbial clauses 

Clauses that serves as an adverb by modifying and complementing a verbal phrase or 

a whole clause by adding extra information like purpose, reason, sequence, condition etc 

to constructions with complete proposition is known as an adverbial clause.  (Payne 

1997:317) The different type of adverbial clause found in Maring are given below: 

 

59. kotʰil napuija  nəksi tʰləu-bəimək pet   (Manner) 

kothil woman  type word-much talkative 

Kothil behaves like a woman by being so talkative. 

 

Manner  is shown by comparing particular action or behavior with the emphatic particle 

“nəksi”. 

 

60. a ən tʰuŋ-nuŋ wa-lo-wur-ra    (Purpose) 

3SG curry cook-DAT go-buy-PRF-REAL 

S/he went to get (vegetables) for cooking curry. 

Here, the dative marker “nuŋ“ is used for showing the purpose of the clause. 

 

61. ka nuŋ-ro-nəi  kəlleŋ-ŋur-ra    (Reason) 

1PL rain-ro-reason.be return-PRF-REAL 

We came back because it rain. 

There cause marker “nəi” is used for showing the reason of the clause. 

 

62. soriŋ cəp-pi huŋ-tʰut      (Sequence) 

soring cry-CP come-out 

Soring cried and came out. 

Here, the sequence of the action is shown by the conjunctive particle “pi”, meaning that 

Soring cried first then came out later. 
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63. rimci-ri nuŋ ro-kal-nəŋ  rəməijui bəimək-da (Time) 

rimci-TOP rain rain-time-TLOC cloud  much-fall 

When it rains in Machi there are heavy mist and fog. 

  

The suffix “kal” in Maring is used for marking time adverbial. It denotes when an event 

or action took place. 

  

64. ləu ca-na  ləm-ra  kuica wa-se   (Location)  

field go-HAB road-LOC roam  go-INTEN 

 Lets go for a walk towards the road to the field. 

Location in adverbial clause requires the special reference of a place (road in this case) 

marked by the locative case. 

 

65. kəi uk-na-kur-nəi   hilhak  sai-kur (Circumstantial) 

1SG stomach- pain-PRF-reason medicine eat-PRF 

I took a medicine as my stomach was aching. 

 

Circumstance in Maring is shown by expressing the reason that compels the particular 

action or event. 

 

66. ka tibi tʰi-kal-nəŋ  muido  cap-pi  huŋ-cəŋ  

1PL TV watch-time-TLOC muido  cry-CP  come-in 

While we were watching TV muido came in crying. 

 

Simultaneous event in Maring is shown by coordinating two clauses together at the same 

time, i.e. the time adverb with the sequence adverb. In the above example we can see that 

when the act of watching TV is going on, another event took place i.e. Muido came in 

crying. 

Conditional in Maring are formed combining time clause with a subjunctive clause. 

 

67. niŋŋa  nuŋ haŋ-nəŋ-ri  kəi bəzar-ra wa-rəu 
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tomorrow rain empty-TLOC-TOP 1SG bazaar-LOC go-will 

If it stop raining tomorrow then I will go to market. 

 

Negative conditional are formed by a negative subjunctive clause and time clause. 

 

68. nəŋ pʰirul tʰlak-bəŋ-nəŋ-kəi kuica-rui-pi  mək-rəu 

1SG clothes put-before-until roam-lead-BEN NEG-will 

Until you wear clothes I wouldn’t take you for roaming. 

 

Concessive clause is formed by joining a negative time clause and a purpose clause by an 

emphatic marker “kʰi”. 

69. nəŋ jui məŋ-ni-mək-nəŋ-kʰi məsa tʰləŋai-na-nuŋ  məŋ-lək 

2SG water drink-want-NEG-EMP body good-HAB-DAT drink-IMP 

Even when you don’t want to drink water drink it for good health. 

 

Additive in Maring is formed by using the postpositional phrase “dəu-ra” meaning “on 

top of” as the connector for reason clause with any other subordinate clause. 

 

70. məi huŋ-mək-nəi  dəu-ra  nuŋ-kʰi  kəl-ni  ro 

light come-NEG-reason top-LOC rain-EMP strong-ADV rain 

On top of the power cut off, the rain is raining heavily. 

 

Thus, from the above examples (starting from 66 to 70), we can see that various types of 

adverbial clause in Maring can occur in more than one place in a matric clause by 

producing a continuous meaning that is associative of the combined clauses.  

 

6.6.4 Clause chaining, medial clauses and switch reference  

Clause chaining as the term suggest is the joining of two or more clauses with a 

certain kind a distinction made upon the final clause by inflecting it with tense and aspect 

but not on the other clauses. Thus, a clause chaining language “employs sequences of 

medial clauses completed by a final clause as a major discourse-structuring device (Payne 
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1997: 321). Maring does not have an overt subject marking on the verbs to show 

sequence. Instead a conjunctive particle “pi” is used for indicating that the subject of a 

verb is co-referential with that of another verb in the sequence.  

 

71. səŋkʰutom pʰi-su-bi  cak-tʰuŋ-kur 

sangkhutom cloth-wash-CP  food-cook 

Sangkhutom washed clothes and cooked food. 

 

72. mosaŋ  sai-tʰləd-bi lailik-pa-ləi 

moshang song-play-CP book-read 

Moshang plays song and is studying. 

 

73. modaniel delli-ra  wa-bi kociŋ  lou-rəu-toi 

modeniel delhi-LOC go-CP coaching take-will-hearsay 

(It is said that) Modaniel will go to Delhi and take coaching. 

 

From the above example it is evident that that conjunctive particle “pi” signals the co-

referentiality of a verb by indicating that the participant of final clause is the same as the 

participant of the initial clause. That is the subject of the final clause is same as the 

already mentioned participant of the initial clause. It is also perfectly fine for a non-

subject agent to antecede a co-reference. See the examples below: 

 

74. əŋtu ruwai-nəŋ  mərtʰi kal-ni  sit-bi  nuŋ-ro-kur 

today evening-TLOC wind strong-ADV blow-CP rain-rain-PRF 

Today evening the wind blew strongly and then it rained. 

 

75.  aksəŋ-rəi kul-rəb-ja pʰiŋ-bi  daŋ-ra  təu-tar-lək 

kitchen-from pot-PL-ACC wash-CP outside-LOC CAUS-dry-IMP 

Wash the pots of the kitchen and dry them in the sun. 
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Thus, the interclausal co-reference carries a semantic relation of order and sequence or 

simultaneous continuity between the clauses that are being joined and the phenomenon 

occurs quite extensively in Maring. 

 

6.6.5 Relative clauses  

Relative clauses are nominal modifier that specifies the head noun (phrase) of the 

clause by a restrictive clause that is relativized by a relativizer (Payne 1997:325-26). 

Maring like many Tibeto-Burman language, doesn’t have relative pronoun but forms 

restrictive relative clause (Yaswanta 2000: 183) by attaching a coordinating determiner, 

either  “a” (this) or “həj“ (that) to the embedded noun, verb or adjective and uses the 

nominalizer suffix “–wa” with the referential meaning “the one who” or “the one that” as 

the relativizer. 

  

76. kəi-ni  əŋŋi  sa-nəŋ  tʰuŋ-kur ən-həi-wa  

1SG-ERG cook-PRF night-TLOC cook-PRF curry-DET-REL 

 

mai-ci-wur-ra-ko 

eat-finish-PRF-REAL-QP 

Is curry that I cook yesterday night finished (all eaten)? 

 

77. kəi-ni  əŋŋi  hən-lo-kur  lailik kʰəməŋ-həi-wa 

1SG-GEN yesterday bring-buy-PRF book black-DET-REL 

 

patər  kodaŋ-nuŋ pi-wur-ra 

grandfather kodang-DAT give-PRF-REAL 

The black book which I brought yesterday is given to grandfather Kodang.  

 

Relative clause are usually grouped using three parameters: (i) the position of the clause 

with respect to the head noun (ii) the mode of expressing the relativized NP and (ii) the 

grammatical relation that is being relativized (Payne 1997: 326). Based on these 

parameters, we can see that Maring, an OV language has a restrictive relative 
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construction preceding the head noun,and is followed by the relativizer “wa”. Observe 

the examples given below:  

 

78. kəi ho-ra  cap-bi-kləi nupuija-həi-wi  kamu 

1SG there-LOC cry-CP-COP woman-DET-REL.F know 

I know that woman who is crying. 

 

79. tʰimi kʰəd-ni  kəi-mu-kʰəu  hiŋtruŋ -həi-wa din-bi-ləi 

man one-ERG 1SG-see-PFV  tree-DET-REL cut-CP-PROG 

A man is cutting the big tree that I saw (yesterday). 

 

From these examples, we can see that both the restrictive clause (in bold letters) comes 

before the head noun, but the head noun preceeds the relative marker “wa”. Thus, Maring 

relative clauses don’t hold true to the typological classification of OV languages (see 

Payne 1997: 327). It has a post-nominal construction and it is always the direct or indirect 

object that is being relativized but never the subject. 

 

6.6.6 Coordination 

Coordination is the morphosynatactic process of linking two clauses that have 

equivalent grammatical statuses. Coordination can be of three types namely conjunction, 

disjunction and exclusion. Conjunction is used for relating two true component 

propositions. Disjunction on the other hand is a relation between two component of 

which one can be true. Maring uses the conjunctive particle “le” (for subject and objects) 

and “pi” (action, event and process) for coordination clauses and phrases.  

  

80. meri-le-səmrən impal  ka-wur-ra 

marry-CP-samran Imphal  go-PRF-REAL 

Marry and Samran has gone to Imphal. 

 

81. pawa-ne kʰuŋhup kʰəd-le-liŋlik kʰəd hən-lo 

father-ERG shoe  one-CP-shirt one bring-buy 
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Father brought a shoe and a shirt. 

82. kai cak ca-hek-lui-bi-ip-kur 

1PL food eat-EMP-finish-CP-sleep-PRF 

We finish our food and right after sleep. (We slept right after having our food). 

 

83. ka laa-sa-bi-laam-kur 

1PL song-sing-CP-dance-PRF 

We sing and danced. 

 

Whereas, a negative phrase “ni-mək-ka-nəŋ” with a meaning interpretation of “if not be” 

is used for coordinate disjunction. 

 

84. həi əŋcep-həi ni-mək-ka-nəŋ ho maihəi-həi juk-lo-lək 

DET mustard-DET if not be then DEM pumkin-DET CAUS-buy-IMP 

Buy that mustard or that (more farther) pumkin. 

 

85. ip-lək-ka  ni-mək-ka-nəŋ  lailik yuk-pa-lək 

sleep-IMP-ASSER if not be then  book CAUS-read-IMP 

Sleep or otherwise study! 

 

In coordinating exclusion, a more or less similar negative phrase “ni-mək” meaning “be 

not” is used to denote exclusitivity. 

 

86. kai təinao kʰyumtəm  nimək  nitəm  tʰil-ne 

1PL sibling three.CL be not  two.CL only-be.AUX 

We are not three but only two siblings. 

 

87. kəi lu-kna-kur  nimək  uk-kna-kur-ne 

1SG head-pain-PRF be not  stomach-pain-PRF-be.AUX 

I didn’t have headache but stomach ache. 
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6.7 CONCLUSION 

This chapter presents the pragmatically marked structures of Maring. Maring 

doesn’t employ additional pragmatic constituent order apart from its SOV order, but it 

does have many contrastive and emphatic particles, examples are “ri”, “kʰi”, “nək”, “hək” 

etc. Maring also construct cleft to indicate topicality. Other prominent pragmatics 

particles comprise of negative markers “mək” and “nimək”, question particles like “ko”, 

“wo”,”jo”, “no” etc. Serial verb constructions are used for specifying aspects and 

directions. Complement clauses gives additional information like purpose, reason, 

sequence and condition etc of an event or action. Relative clauses marked by “wa” helps 

in specifying and identifying the direct and indirect objects of the sentence. And finally 

coordinating particles like “le”, “pi”, “bi”, “nimək-ka-nəŋ” serves to join and connect 

sentences and utterances.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN: THE LANGUAGE IN USE 

 

7.0 INTRODUCTION 

 This chapter deals with the usage of language in a social setting. It describes the 

various term (§ 7.1) and references (§ 7.2) used by the speech community while referring 

and addressing people. The chapter also briefly highlights how continuity and 

discontinuity in discourse are reflected (§ 7.3), then the chapter concludes by giving some 

analysis of prominent discourse genres (§ 7.4) like conversation, narrations etc. 

 

7.1 Kinship term 

Kinship terms is a linguistic way for observing a new society. It can help us in 

reflecting the intricate heirarchical of a society by addressing and refering to different 

relationships. Kinship also connect and help people trace their relation through blood, 

genes, flesh etc (Abbi 2001: 222).  kiship term in Maring helps in easy familarization of 

the society, both by the speech community and outsider as well. The type of kinship 

system prevalent in the Maring society are give below: 

7.1.1 Non-affinal kinship 

This kinship is related by birth not by marriage alliance. Maring doesn‘t make a 

distiction between kinship distinction between father‘s and mother‘s side. So the kinship 

term for grand kinsmen and parent and children are the same for both paternal and 

maternal relation. 

  Table 7.1: Non-affinal kinship 

Great grand father patər kʰuk 

Great grandmother  nutər kʰuk 

Grand father patər 

Grandmother nutər 

Father pawa 

Mother nuwi 

child ca/nao 
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Grandchildren yuca 

Twins kənpʰir 

 

As for the kinship term between siblings and cousins, maring employ a special referent 

term for indicating the sequence of birth order.  Most of these reference are in  

reduplicated form. See the example in the table given below: 

   Table 7.2: Kinship terms between siblings 

First born son mo~mo 

Second born son ko~ko 

Third born son əŋŋa
84

 

Fourth born son me~me (ame) 

Fifth born son
85

 mi 

Fifth born son kʰəm 

Sixth onward lei 

First born daughter te~te 

Second born daugter to~to 

Third born daughter ətuŋ (pe~pe) 

Fourth born duaghter səŋkʰu  

Fifth born daughter kʰəm 

Sixth onward lei 

 

Thus, base on the kinship term, when one has to address to one of his/her sibling, 

depending upon his/her birth order, the person will used specific referent. For example, if 

I am the first born (daughter) in thefamily, then my brothers and sisters will address me 

as “tete”, but if I have sibling who are older than me in serial wise, then they will address 

me as “ate”.  Basically Maring distinguishes between older and younger referent. This 

                                                           
84

  
85

 The kinship term for the fourth son varies from clan to clan, for example the kanshouwa clan has two 

“me“, for both the fourth and the fifth, but to make a distinction, the fifth one is called “mi“. This is clan 

specific only knashouwa and their is a story behind referent term.  
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goes the same for the brothers as well, if our first born brother is older then me, then I 

will address him as “momo“, but if he is younger then me, then I  will address him as 

“amo”. This same referent system is used equally for refering to cousins (both paternal 

and maternal) as well as for relation within the clan‘s member. 

Depending on the reference between sibling, Maring derived its term for uncle 

and aunty. Since, the brothers of one‘s father are like father figure for the children, uncle 

are addresses as “pa”. So,  if one has to refer to fourth born brother of one‘s father, then 

the term “pame” (pa + me) which has a meaning equivalent of “fourth father” will be 

used.  But in case of the aunts, since women get married and take on the surname and title 

of their husband clan, they are addressed with a special reference known as “nini”, 

meaning “father‘s sister”. Therefore, one can simple refer to them as “nini” with or 

without their reference for their birth order. This referential address is also extended to 

the father‘s cousins and clan‘s member etc.  See the table below for example. 

 Table 7.3: Kinship terms for uncles and aunts (father‘s side) 

First born uncle pamo 

Second born uncle pako 

Third born uncle paəŋte 

Fourth born uncle pame 

Fifth born son
86

 pame 

Fifth born son patul 

Sixth onward patul 

First born aunt nini (te) 

Second born daugter nini (to) 

Third born daughter nini (pe/tuŋ) 

Fourth born duaghter nini (səŋkʰu)  

Fifth born daughter nini (leica)
87

 

                                                           
86

 The kinship term for the fourth son varies from clan to clan, for example the kanshouwa clan has two 

“me“, for both the fourth and the fifth, but to make a distinction, the fifth one is called “mi“. This is clan 

specific only knashouwa and their is a story behind referent term.  
87

 Here an aditional suffix –ca, which is a diminutive marker, is added to show endearment since she is the 

youngest or one of the youngest aunt. 
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Sixth onward nini (leica) 

 

And since the sisters of a mother are like mother figure, they are considered as one‘s own 

mother, and hence addressed with the title “nu”. 

   Table 7.4: Kinship terms for aunts (mother‘s side)  

First born aunt nute 

Second born aunt nuto 

Third born aunt nupe 

Fourth born aunt nusəŋ 

Fifth born aunt onward nuca 

 

To make things easier, one can also simply refer to one‘s mother‘s sister as “nutəŋ“ 

meaning “big aunt“, if the aunt is elder than one‘s mother, or simply as “nuca“ meaning 

“small aunt“, if the aunt is younger than one‘s own mother. This same reference will be 

used by husband while addressing to their sisters-in-law (wife‘s sisters). As for the 

brothers of one‘s mother, the term “puwa“  or simply “putəŋ“ (big uncle) or “puwaca“ 

(small uncle) is used. 

7.1.2 Affinal kinsmen 

 Affinal kinsmen are those that are acquired after a marriage alliance between two 

families, the husband and the wife and can be of three types, immediate or own 

generation, first ascending generation and first descending generation (See Abbi 2001: 

225). Based on that the following relations can be acquired. 

 

(a) Own generation: 

Husband səl 

Wife nu 

Husband‘s brothers the same referent as that of the uncles 

Husband‘s sisters the same referent as that of the aunts 
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(b) First ascending generation: 

Spouse‘s father mərəŋ 

Spouse‘s mother nini 

Father‘s brother‘s wife nutəŋ or nuca 

Father‘s sister‘s husband təiwa 

Mother‘s brother‘s wife pipi 

Mother‘s sister‘s husband təiwa 

 

(c) First descending generation: 

Son‘s wife məu 

daughter‘s husband kmak 

 

 

Apart from these kinship terms, Maring also employ referential terms for relationship 

between father-children, mother-children, husband-wife etc. See the examples (from 

Moshining 2001:92) given below:  

  

                Table 7.5: Relationship terms 

Father and child paca 

Mother and child  puica 

Brother and sister (sibbling) təinao 

Grandparent and grandchild puju 

Maternal uncle and nephew and neice puju 

Maternal uncle‘s wife and nephew and pisa 

Wife‘s brother the same referent as that of the uncles 

Wife‘s sister see the next table 

Son‘s wife‘s parents neŋpai/silkʰu 

Daughter‘s husband‘s 

parents 

neŋpai/silkʰu 
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neice 

Father-in-law and daughter-in-law mərəŋsa 

Mother-in-law and daughter-in-law  məusa 

Wife‘s husband and wife‘s brother niŋpai 

Wife and husband‘s brother or sister təisa 

Between cousins nəisa 

Brother(s) as addressed by sister(s) trapa 

Sister(s) as addressed by brother(s) c ər  

Husband and wife saŋrəm 

 

 

7.2 Forms of address and terms of reference 

7.2.1 Address form 

 Address forms are used for introducing people in an event, occasion or a direct 

conversation. It can be done either using direct reference or indirect reference. In direct 

form of introduction, Maring uses proper names with or without surname and place of 

origin and sometimes the name of the tribe. 

1. morən    dangsawa 

proper name surname 

Moran  Dangshouwa 

 

2. rimci-jəi  dangsawa morən 

village name surname poper name 

Dangshouwa Moran of Machi 

 

3. dangsawa morən   məring 

Surname Proper name tribe name 

Dangshouwa Moran Maring 

 

However, sometimes when there are two three people with the same name within the 

same clan (surname). then a specific family name is used to identify the person. 
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4. motiŋŋa-cim-məi  medar 

motinga-house-GEN Medar 

Modar of Motinga house 

5. tənemma-cim-məi  medar 

tanemma-house-GEN Medar  

Medar of Tanemma house 

 

As for the professional names, their designation are mentioned initially follow by their 

respective names, surnames (which can be written in abbreviated) and other optional 

address forms. 

6. Pastor Matthew kanshouwa Maring 

7. Doctor Parhai Kothil 

8. Rev. Angkhul Charanga 

9. Madam W. Muisim 

10. Police M. Morung 

 

Thus, Maring doesn’t have a rigid systematic structure for name, one can structure their 

name according to one’s preference. i.e. 

 Surname + Name + Tribe name  

 Name + Surname + Tribe name 

 Family name + Name + Surname 

 Profession + Name + Surname 

 Profession + Surname + Name 

 

People can also be introduced indirectly by relating the person being introduced to 

another third person who is known to the addressee. In such cases, the name of the 

relative person is mentioned first, followed by his/her relation shared and then finally the 

name of the person that is being introduced. 

 

11. a-ni modar-jəi nu temui 

3SG-be Modar-GEN wife Temui 
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This Modar’s wife Temui 

 

12. ho-ni kai pame  misim 

DEM-be 1PL fourth uncle meshim 

That is our uncle Mesim. 

 

Address form in direct conversation is the same with that of direct introduction. 

However, in indirect conversation, phrases like “hek-ləi-ko” (are you listening or can you 

hear), “nai pawa-so” (your father EVD), “nai nuwi so (your mother EVD) etc for indirect 

address.  

 

7.2.2 Terms of Reference 

 Terms of reference helps in identifying the various speech referents (people, object 

etc) either present or absent at the time of conversation going on between the 

interlocutors i.e. the speaker and the recipient. If the referent is not present he/she will be 

referred using either the kinship  terms depending upon the speaker’s relation to the 

speaker, if not by friendship terms or simply by the person’s name or by second or third 

person pronoun. The same reference can be used even in the presence of the referent. See 

for example, 

 

13. kai patər-so  əŋŋi  sa-nəŋ  tʰuŋkal-ra kəllin-

kur 

1PL grandfather-EVD yesterday night-TLOC door-LOC fall-

PRF 

Our grandfather felt down at the door last night.  

 

14. nəŋ  əŋŋi  tʰuŋkal-ra kəllin-kur-nu  (to 

grandfather) 

you.2SG yesterday door-LOC fall-kur-be.ASRT.INTR 

You felt down at the door yesterday right? 
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The first example (13) can be used when the referent (grandfather) is both present and 

absent. But (14) can be used only when the referent is present. 

 

7.3. Continuity (cohesion) and Discontinuity  

Continuity in interpreting and analyzing a text is usually reflected by the 

referential or temporal character by threading together in specific ways. Continuity can 

be of three types namely topic continuity, thematic continuity and referent continuity. 

Topic continuity in Maring is done by evoking the same reference repeatedly by using 

free pronouns, bound pronoun and zero reference
88

 or other morphosyntactic means like 

repeating specific or modified noun phrases etc. Thematic continuity, on the other hand is 

achieved by making inference, extension and reinforcement technique etc revolve around 

a particular theme of a discourse (Payne 1997: 349). It is mainly done by using temporal 

and spatial references like “həira” (there), həinəŋ (then), həirəu (from there) etc. 

Continuity in the development of action can be shown in two ways, by foregrounding 

information, information that shows the event in sequence, one after another over time, 

location and causation or by background information that simply relating and connecting 

the events hypothetically. Maring employ the conjunctive particle “bi” for showing action 

continuity. 

 Discontinuity in all the above mentioned referential devices can be shown by 

introducing a converse topic, i.e. new unexpected referents, new theme and event. It is 

usually done by the attaching the topic marker “ri” to indicate a movement away from the 

old reference. Episodic prominence like climax and peak in Maring narration are shown 

by high intonation scale or by other emphatic technique like long stresses and pauses etc.  

 

7.4. Genres 

 Maring has many types of discourse genres, but the most evidentially distinct ones 

are conversation, narration (oral) and ritual speech. And though there are some novella 

written by some individuals, I haven’t taken them for analysis as written language are 

                                                           
88

 Bound pronouns are attached to verbs for reference. Where as zero reference  is also known as pro-

droping as the pronouns are dropped in specific discourse but their presence is still evident.  
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more structure and polished to achieve certain attribute and characteristics. Instead I have 

taken actual speech records and narrations for my (discourse) analysis. 

  

7.4.1 Conversation 

 In conversation speakers takes turn to express their thoughts and opinion on 

particular discourse. A turn can be defined as a structural feature of conversation which is 

contiguous with the participants speaking one after another. Conversation usually 

comprises of morphosyntactic and gestural devices like turn initiating, nurturing, yielding 

and holding etc. (Payne 1997: 357). Turn-initiating device signals the indication for 

participant(s) to make a contribution in the conversation. 

  Maring like many other languages use gestures like inhaling audibly, sighing,  

clearing throat and using interjection etc to create a floor (Payne 1997: 357), once he has 

the floor and the attention he proceed with question, assertion etc (see examples below) 

to execute a conversation.  

Turn-nurturing devices allow those who doesn’t have the floor to encourage those who 

have to continue by using ubiquitous expression like Uh huh . . . or by giving surprising 

and interesting looks and expression like “təŋ-hək-kəi” (really), “həi-si-təu-ko” (like that 

be), “kəu-si-təi-bi” (how do be) etc. Sometimes, the entire or portion of a sentence is 

repeated with a slight change in intonation at the end of the sentence for encouraging the 

speaker to continue. 

 

15. kəi  niŋŋa  deli-ra  wa-rəu-wa 

1SG tomorrow delhi-LOC go-will-ASRT 

I am going to Delhi tomorrow! 

 

16. nəŋ  niŋŋa  delhi-ra  wa-rəu-wa 

2SG tomorrow delhi-LOC go-will-ASRT 

You are going to Delhi tomorrow! 

 

17. moi wa-rəu-wa 

yes  go-will-ASRT 
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Yes will go. 

 

Turn-yielding devices include special intonation patterns and even grammatical particles 

for signaling that a participant is finished with a particular contribution, and that the floor 

is open for others. Question intonation is often used to elicit a response from an 

interlocutor, even if the clause is not an actual question. 

18. nəŋ  cak ca-la-ko 

you food eat-REAL-QP 

Have you eaten your food? 

 

19. ba  nəmok-a tui-ləi-ne 

surprise eatable-DET tasty-PROG-be.AUX 

This eatable is tasty!  

 

20. bui  həi hal-həi  bəimək  təŋ-mək-ko 

surprise DET cow-DEM much  big-NEG-be.INTER 

Isn’t that cow quiet big? 

When the participant hear the two statements, s/he automatically realized that a 

conversation has already been initiated with him/her already as a part of it, and soon it 

would be required on his/her part give a response and also take hold of the turn too. So 

s/he might response back with the following reply. 

21. (a) moi ca-la-ne    (Possible responses for 18) 

 yes eat-REAL-be 

 Yes eaten.  

 

       (b) ca-mək-kʰui 

   eat-NEG-still 

   Not yet eaten. 

 

22. (a) moi tui-ləi     (Possible response for 19) 

 yes tasty-PROG 
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 Yes, it is tasty (still eating). 

(b) tui-mək 

 tasty-NEG 

 Not tasty. 

23. (a) moi təŋ-ləi     (Possible response for 20) 

 yes big-PROG 

 Yes, big be. 

(b) təŋ-mək kai həl-ni-dui təŋ 

 big-NEG 1PL cow-be-more big 

 Not big, our cow is more big. 

 

Finally, in floor-holding devices the participants still cling on to the floor and didn’t want 

to give it up away as their contribution is not yet over. In such instances, fillers, hesitation 

particle, stresses and pauses are used to enable the speaker to buy some time while they 

are pondering and formulating their thoughts. Given below is a full sentence that is 

marked with floor-holding devices, specially pauses and stresses marked by ( ……… ).  

 

24. tʰləu-ja-ri-so ....................əte   bəi~bəi-ca  asi   kədlhet-ril-rəu  

word-ACC-TOP-EDV.......əte some-DIM like this differ-REC-

will 

Language will differ sligh-slightly 

 

25. ba   lou-trun-mək    kou-wa  ca-rəu........ 

EXCM field-clear-NEG what-NMLZ eat-will 

Without farming what will (we) eat... 

 

nai   nuter-ja-ri    mi  sai-ja   jur-bi  kləi-

wa........ 

2SG grandfmother-ACC-TOP man rice-ACC sell-CP stay-

ASRT.. 

kai trun khi yaolei mi trun khi yaolei... 
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26. pamo-ri  kəu  təubi  ləi-jo   (turn nurturing question) 

uncle-TOP what do.be stay-be.INTR 

what does uncle do? 

 

27. ah   kəuwa   təu-rəu-wo..............cak  ca-bi   kləi-ja 

EXCM what.be do-will-be.INTR.....food eat-CP  stay-

ASRT 

Ah! What will (he) do, eat food and stay!  

These stresses are also used for emphasis.  

7.4.2. Ritual Speech: 

Ritual speeches are those type of prescribed discourse used in religious or other 

ceremonial gathering. It includes prayers, religious liturgy as spoken in weddings, 

funerals, celebrations etc. 

 

28. A vote of thanks given at Christmas message 

asi-təubi-ni...............kumser-rəi.............krismas......jesu chritsa  puk  louro-nei...  

like this-do.CP-be.....every year-GEN....christmas.....jesus christ birth welcome-

GEN..  

tʰlouram-ra   kəi-ja-kʰi   kumser-jei   tʰləu yunpi-lak-lo 

programme-LOC 1SG-ACC-too  every year-GEN word tell-BEN-

IMP-REQ 

 

 toubini... nammayer-rou  churh-decon-rab  heirəu-wei 

do.CP.be...you all-LOC church-deacon-PL then-from 

  

kʰrismas-jei  comiti-rab... namyerwa-ja  bəimək-cəu-ni   

matʰəŋ-lei 

Christmas-GEN  committee-PL..you all-REL-ACC much-big-ADV thank-

PROG 
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Like this in every year‘s Christmas, I am very much thankful to the Christmas committee 

for giving me the priviledge to speak in this Christmas welcome programme.   

7.4.3 Narration: 

 Narratives are stories described by a speaker according to the sequence of how a 

set of events took place in reality (history) or is imagined (fiction). Events in narratives 

are sequentially described by mentioning prior events followed by the ones that happened 

later. Given below are two narration (personal and historical both) as described by my 

informant of his early childhood days during the Second World War. 

 

7.4.3.1 Historical narration (Pater Angceppa) 

29. seken wol war-ra -rəmkri-ni……... eroplane kʰəd  huŋ-tʰuk-cad
89

-da  

second world war-LOC-first-ERG...aeroplan  one come-out-seems like-

ASRT 

 

30. a-kəntoŋ-ra japan-jəi 

this-side-LOC japan-GEN 

Japan‘s (aeroplane) 

 

31. japan-nei-jəi........huŋ-tʰuk-nəi-jəi..    patər əŋceppa-tou  laŋgol-

ləj 

japan-from-GEN..come-out-reason-GEN    grandfather angceppa-do langol-

from 

 

32.  patər əŋceppa  lou-kʰi-cad-da! 

grandfather angceppa pass-dead-like-ASRT 

 

33. pater  əŋceppa lou-kʰi-na-rəu-rei  patər 

grandfather angceppa pass-dead-place-LOC-from grandfather 

                                                           
89

 “cad“ is  a narrative particle uses for acknolwedging something that has taken place or happened. It bear 

a meaning interpretation like “seems like it happened so“ 
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34. əŋceppa-jəi~əŋceppa-jəi hi-na-ra-rəu   həj-bəŋ.....ra-ri  

angceppa-GEN  dead-place-LOC-LOC DET-before...LOC-

TOP  

 

35. mi  eroplane-tek mək-ka-wa-so!  tʰrai-me-təu  

people  aerplane-never NEG-AFRM-ASRT-EVD god-be.COP-do  

kʰrum-cad-ləj! 

worship-seem like-PROG 

 

36. first....huŋ-ŋəi-kal-nəŋ-so....  tʰrai-me təu-bi  

first... come-GEN-time-TLOC-EVD god-be.COP do-CP  

 

ho..........patər əŋceppa 

ho grandfather angceppa 

 

37. tʰrai hol-lur-ra   a-ri-ja-wa!  

god turn-PRF-REAL DEM-TOP-ACC-ASSERT 

 

38. həi-ni-nəŋ-hək   kʰi-ja-wa-so! 

DET-day-TLOC-EMP  dead-ACC-ASSERT-EVD 

 

39. tui-həj-bəŋ-nəŋ  həi-bəŋ-nəŋ  hi-bəŋ-nəŋ  a-ni 

early-DET-before-TLOC DET-before-TLOC die-before-TLOC 3SG-

ERG 

 

40. sun-na-wa-so  he-dəuwa-rəb! na kəi-ni  hi-wur-ra-nəŋ  

tell-NMLZ-ASRT-EVD hey-child-PL 3PL 1SG-ERG die-PRF-LOC 

TLOC 

 

41. na  kəi-ja  mu-həj-rəu  a-ri-ja-wa!  
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3PL 1SG-ACC know-DET-will DEM-TOP-ACC-ASSERT 

 

42. kəi  hi-wur-ra-nəŋ   rəu! 

1SG die-PRF-REAL-TLOC will 

 

43. həi-ni mu-həi-ni-ri   na kəi hi-wur-nəŋ!  

DET-be know-able-want-TOP  3PL 1SG die-PRF-TLOC 

 

44. a-jəi sun-ni-ri kəi mək-ka-nəŋ-ri   na  

3SG-GEN tell-ERG-TOP 1SG NEG-REAL-TLOC-TOP 3PL  

 

mərek-pi-nuŋ 

play-BEN-DAT 

 

45. tʰimi warək-rəu  tʰimi-mək-ka-rəu təu-sun-na! 

man discipline-will  man-NEG-REAL-will do-tell-ASSERT 

 

46. həi-rəu-ri  mi pərɟa-ni-kʰi  myek-tʰuŋ-cad-ləj  

DET-from-TOP people public-ERG-EMP hear-PPROG-seem-PROG 

 

47. na-niŋŋa  kəi hi-wur-ra-nəŋ-so  mu-həi-rəu-so-no 

3PL-tomorrow 1SG die-PRF-REAl-TLOC-EVD know-able-will-EVD-

MIR 

 

48. patər əŋceppa təu-wa  miŋ-so  əŋceppa 

gradfather angceppa do-ASSERT name-EVD angceppa 

 

49. həi-təu-na-rəu-ri    te hu.....hu.. eroplane  kʰəd-pa  

DET-do-NMLZ-will-TOP later.hu....hu...aeroplane one-NMLZ  

 

huŋ-cad-wa 
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come-seemlike-ASRT 

50. ləŋgolla pum o...... patər......o mu-la-me  mu-la-me  

langolian whole o....granfather...o know-REAL-COP know-REAL-

COP 

 

51. nəi  hi-nəi  tʰrai hol-lur-ra-me   a-ri-ja-wa!  

2SG.OBL die-reason god turn-PRF-REAL-COP   DEM-TOP-ACC-

ASRT 

 

52. patər  əŋceppa hi-nəi  tʰrai hol-lur-ra! 

grandfather angceppa die-reason god turn-PRF-REAL 

53. həj-ni-ri  aŋui  hal-nəŋ  hi-bəŋ-nəŋ  a-ni  

DET-ERG-TOP yesteryear early-TLOC die-before-TLOC 3SG-

ERG 

 

54. sun-kʰəu kəi hi-nəŋ  na  lou-mu-ni-ja  dəuwaca-ni   

tell-PFV 1SG die-TLOC 3PL pass-know-be-ASRT child.DIM-

ERG 

 

55. o  ləu-təu-həi-rəu  ai-kjun-ni-ri!  niŋŋa       mərek-pi-nuŋ 

o pass-do-DET-will his-tell-be.AUX-TOP tomorrow  play-BEN-DAT 

 

56. mək-rəu nai-ja   təu-bi sun-na-wa  həi-ja  

NEG-will 3PL.OBL-ACC do-CP tell-HAB-ASSERTT DET-ACC 

 

57. həi-kal-nəŋ-ri  mi ai-jəi   sun-kʰəu  

DET-time-TLOC-TOP people 3SG.OBL-GEN tell-PFV  

 

dəuwa-rəb-həi-ri 

child-PL-DET-TOP 
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58. kaltʰləŋ tʰuk-kur-ra-me   təu-wei təŋ-ŋur-ci-ja-me  

bachelor out-PRF-REAL-be.AUX do-GEN big-PRF-finish-ACC-

COP 

 

59. təu-wei həi-kal-nəŋ-kəu  wəi! patər  əŋceppa-ni 

do-GEN DET-time-TLOC-what INTJ grandfather angceppa-

ERG   

60. hal-nəŋ  kəukəi
90

a-ne  hi-wur-ra-nəŋ-ri  na 

early-TLOC what 3SG-ERG die-PRF-REAL-TLOC-TOP 3PL  

 

61. patər  o təubi na kʰrum-na-nuŋ  mətəm lou-ləj-rəu 

grandfather o do.CP 3PL worship-HAB-DAT time pass-have-will 

 

62. təu-wa-so  a-wa-ri-wur-ra    tʰrai  hol-lur-ra  

do-ASRT-EVD 3SG-NMLZ-TOP-PRF-REAL deity turn-PRF-REAL 

 

63. təu-cad-da! 

do-seem like-ASRT 

 

64. tʰrai hol-lur-ra-təu  a-wa-ri-wa   həi-təu-nəi  

deity turn-PRF-REAL-do DEM-NMLZ-TOP-ASRT DET-do-

reason 

 

mətʰəi  pʰaŋ kəuka  məkad-bi 

banana branch what.what offer-CP 

 

65. patər  o.....patər.....əŋceppa.... o  

grandfather oh grandfather angceppa  oh 

 

                                                           
90

 This is an echo formed word where kəu means what, but kəi doesn‘t have specific meaning of its own. It 

means to say that thing which is not certain, meaning something something.  
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66. mu-la-me   mu-la-me  təu-bi təu-ləj-toi 

know-REAL-be.AUX know-REAL-COP do-CP do-PROG-hearsay 

Full translation of the story: (Grandfather Angceppa) 

During the time of World War two, an aeroplane flew over the Maring located areas for 

the first time. It was a Japanese plane. At that time there was a grandfather called 

Angceppa from Langol (village). He happens to die on the specific day when the plane 

flew over Maring area. It was the first time the people had seen an aeroplane and it seems 

when grandfather Angceppa was still alive, he used to tell the children that“when I die 

you will know me“. By the time the plane flew over, the children whom he foretold that 

they will know him when he is dead, has already grown up. So these children 

remembering the prediction of grandfather Angceppa started shouting, “Oh there goes 

pater Angceppa, there goes pater Angceppa“, and many started offering him banana 

thinking that he has turned into a deity. But what pater Angceppa‘s really mean to say 

was that “There will be a time when I will be dead and gone, at that time you will realised 

what kind of person I am, who I really am!”, meaning to say that there is nobody to play 

with and disciplince the children apart from him, that makes him a kind, loving and a 

good person. That‘s was the actual meaning of prediction. But somehow the people and 

the children (included) got it misinterpreted wrongly. And so by the time the Japanese 

plane flew over the sky, they mistook it to be the soul of pater Angceppa and started 

worshipping it by offering bananas and all.  

 From this short narration, we can see that Maring uses a lot of pauses, stresses 

(indicated by .....), high intonation (marked by !), exclamation and interjection etc  while 

narrating stories. A lot of phrases and sentences is also repeated (underlined phrase) to 

show continuity of theme and topic   

7.4.3.2 Personal experience (After war effect and formation of new government) 

 

67. kai-julbija
91

 le mərimcija
92

  le pulbuŋ
93

-dəu-le-rəu kəuki  

                                                           
91

 A term for the inhibitants of Yulbi village, also known as kʰunbi village. 
92

 A term for the inhabitants of machi village. 
93

 Name of a mountain 
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1PL-julbija-and marimcija and pulbuŋ-up-side-LOC something 

 

68. le-rəu-ni   india govmen  kləj-ja  həi-rəu   

DEM-LOC-be.AUX India goevrnment stay-ASSERT DEM-LOC  

 

india govmen-təu-bi britis-ni-kləj-ja 

India govt- do.CP  British-ERG-stay-ASRT 

 

69. pulbuŋ təu-bi a-rei  rəm   

pulbung do-CP here-from land 

  

70. cəu-kʰəd ləj-mək-ka!  həj-rəu-ni  teŋgun  kʰəd 

big-one have-NEG-ASRT DEM-LOC-be  tenggun one 

 

71. kəliŋa  teŋgun  təu-ri  kəukəi   batalien 

plant  tenggun do-TOP  something batalion 

72. le-rəu-həi  kəliŋ-ŋa  həi-rəu   

DEM-LOC-DET plant-ASSERT DEM-LOC 

 

73. japan-ni  a-ra  kaŋla-buŋ-rəu  kləj-ja 

Japan-ERG here-LOC kangla-hill-LOC stay-ASSERT 

 

74. uih  ate  kai dəu-nəŋ-so   tʰimi-wa cul-ci-mək-ka

 !  

INTRJ ate
94

 1PL child-TLOC-EVD man-REL rot-finish-

NEG-ASRT 

 

75. nəm-kur-so!  ass.. 

smell-PRF-EVD asshh.... 

                                                           
94

 Address to a first bornwho is younger than the addresser. If the addresser is younger than the addressee 

than it will be tete instead of ate. 
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76. le   ka-julbija-le-tʰaŋ a-so  həi-kal-həi  həi-kal-nəŋ-ri 

and 1PL-yulbija-and-next DEM-EVD DEM-time-DET that-time-

TLOC-TOP 

 

77. cimlak somni-somni-kʰəd  kəuka    həi-si-nuŋ-ŋəi-ni 

household twenty-twenty one something DET-EVD-DAT-GEN-

be.AUX  

 

78. təu-wei  kai kərtʰləŋ-nəŋ-so  kərtʰləŋ-ni-mək 

do.be.ASRT 1PL bachelor-TLOC-EVD  bachelor-be.AUX-

NEG 

 

79. kai-ka-bəŋ-ŋei-so    asi-təu-wei     ka haksel-nəŋ      əs....! 

1PL-up-before-GEN-EVD like this-do-be.ASRT  3PL breath-TLOC  assshh 

 

80. ka cəncel-bəŋ-ŋəi  nəm-kur-so  nəi  top kəuka-

le 

3PL run-before-GEN smell-PRF-EVD 3PL.OBL top

 something-and  

 

81. nai-bom   kəuka-le kai~kai le-jul-ləi        lebor-ləi-hot-nəi 

2PL.OBL-boom something-and 1PL~1PL-village-GEN labour-GEN-dig-

reason 

82. ləi-kur-so  waaahh...!! həi-rəu  japan-nəi  rifle-kʰe  

have-PRF-EVD waaahhh DEM-LOC Japan-GEN riffle-EMP 

 

83. a-nək-kʰe  mu-cek 

DEM-type-EMP see-grasp 

 

84. patər  nəŋ-so   1944-ra puk-kur-nu   
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grandfather you-EVD 1944-LOC born-PRF-ASRT.INTER 

 

85. ral-lui-nəŋ-ri  cahi kʰəd-dur-ra-rəu  

war-over-TLOC-TOP age one-PRF-REAL-be.ASRT.INTR-SUBJ 

    

86. həi-nəŋ-ri  ral-lui-ri mu-mək-ka-rəu-nu 

DET-TLOC-TOP war-over-TOP see-NEG-REAL-will-be.ASRT.INTR 

 

87. a...kəurei!  ka-mi-dəuwa   mi puk-tir-ləj-hui-ri-wa-ja 

ah...where.from 1PL-man-child  man born-jsut-PROG-still-TOP-NMLZ-

ASRT 

  

88. həi-rəu-tui  nuŋməi  kʰum kəuka  həj sibai britis-a 

DEM-LOC-early gun  collect something DET soldier

 British-DEM 

 

89. demokraci huŋ-bəŋ-nəŋ  kəu~kəu kləj-təu  advisari-bod  

democracy come-before-TLOC what~what stay-do   advisory-board 

  

90. kləj teritori  kəunsil  kləj-me  təu-wa 

stay territory counsil  stay-be.AUX  do-ASRT 

  

91. məriŋ-jəi-nu   məriŋ-jəi ni-mək   britis-ni ləj-kʰəu-wa!  

Maring-GEN-be.INTR  maring-GEN be.NEG british-ERG stay-PFV-

ASRT  

 

92. ka-ri-mi        britis-jəi     dəu-rəu....kəukei... a-rəu    manipur-ra 

1PL-TOP-man   britis-GEN   top-LOC.. something.....here-LOC manipur-

LOC 
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93. sisi-təubi    kʰəd-kləj-kʰəu  cip-kəmisner  təuwa!       sisi-təu-a-wa-ri!  

CC
95

-do.CP one-stay-PFV chief-comissioner do.ASRT CC-do-DEM-REL-

TOP 

94. sisi-təu-həi-wa-ri  cip kəmisner təu-ne-me təu-wei  

CC-do-DET-REL.TOP chief commissioner do-be-COP do-

AFRM.INTER 

 

95. həi-rəu  disi təu-həi  deputi kəmisner təu-ne-ja!  

DEM-LOC DC
96

 do-DET deputy commissioner do-be-ASRT 

  

96. sisi dak-ra  deputi kəmisner kʰəd kləj 

CC below-LOC deputy commissioner one stay 

 

97. kʰintəm-tom-ca-ne-me!   manipur-ra  no...həi edvisari

 bod 

two.CL-only-DIM-be-COP manipur-LOC IND...DET advisory 

 board 

 

98. kləj-ja  həirəu teritori -kəunsel mək...a...kʰi.......nai-mək-kʰui 

stay-ASRT then territory-counsil NEG..DEM..EMPH..being-

NEG-still 

 

99. teritori-kəunsel-ri  həi-jəi-jəu-me  təu-na-ri   

territory-counsil-TOP DET-GEN-start-COP do-NMLZ-TOP  

 

100. bod  ləi-kal-nəŋ-ri  kai təŋ-ŋur-ra     həi-nəŋ-ri-no 

  

 board stay-time-TLOC-TOP 1PL big-PRF-REAL  DET-TLOC-TOP-

IND 

                                                           
95

 Short form for Chief Commissioner 
96

Short form for Deputy COmmissioner 
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101. aaa...cəndel     kəukari-kəi  əŋkum-məi  kəi-membər 

 EXCM...chandel what.TOP-1PL yester year-GEN 1SG-member 

 

102. hoi-jəi-nəŋ-kʰi  distrik  hol-mək-kʰui 

 be-GEN-TLOC-EMP district  turn-NEG-yet 

 

103. həirəu-mi kai mənipur-ra asi-nəŋ  kəu~kəi   

 then-man 1PL manipur-LOC now-TLOC what~ECHO  

 

104. maikəi  kəntəŋ-ra kəu~kəi distrik kʰəd~kʰəd-dəi  

 location every-LOC what~ECHO district one-GEN 

 

105. disi kʰəd~kʰəd ləj-mək-ka?  

 DC one~one have-NEG-ASRT.INTR 

 

106. hal-nəŋ  disi-kʰəd-ca-tom-ca-ne-ja   mənipur-rei kʰoi 

 early-TLOC DC-one-DIM-only-DIM-be-ASSERTmanipur-from be 

 

107. həirəu cip-kəmisner-təubi  tui sisi-təu-həj-wa-so     

 then chief-commissioner-do.CP early CC-do-DET-REL-EVD 

 

108. həi-cip-kəmisner       həi-hu-wo         hu-hoi-kʰəu-wo    

 DET-chief-commissioner DET-who-be.INTER who-be-PFV-be.INTER  

 

109. təu-nəŋ   raina təu-wa  iŋlis-ja    həirəu  

 do-TLOC  Raina do-ASRT English-ASSERT then 

 

110. diputi-kəmisner-ni    hu-wo   təu-nəŋ    

 deputy-commissioner-ERG  who-be.INTER  do-TLOC  
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111. dəŋkən  təu-wa  jasi~ ja-si-a-ni   kʰəwai-jəi  

 Dunkan  do-ASRT they two-3SG-ERG most-GEN 

 

  

112. las-wur-ra    jani-so 

 last-PRF-REAL   theytwo-EVD 

 

113. həirəu bəi-ləi-bi kəu~kəi kai india  govmen-e  

 then some-stay-CP something 1PL india government-eh 

   

114. india-ni  asi  kəunsel rui-kur-ra  həirəu-ri 

 india-ERG always every year lead-PRF-REAL then-TOP  

 

115. rui-kur-ra   teritorial kəunsel huŋ-ŋur-ru-ri  

 lead-PRF-REAL territorial counsil  come-PRF-after-TOP   

  

116. india-jəi     huŋ-rui-kur həi-ri-ja 

 india-GEN come-lead-PRF  DET-TOP-be.ASRT 

 

117. hal-nəŋ  edvisari bod ləi-həi-kal-nəŋ-ri         

 past-TLOC advisory board have-able-tie-TLOC-TOP  

 

 laaa....welcum  sa-na-ra 

 EXCM...welcome perform-NMLZ-REAL 

 

118. ate te həi-wa   joŋ-ləi-me  təu-wa- nəŋ 

   ate later DET-REL come-PROG-COP  do-ASRT-TLOC 
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119. le mərimcija ləm le-rəu  həi-nəŋ  

 DDEM
97

marimci raod DDEM-LOC DEM-TLOC 

  

120. ɟip...a...kəukəi  ləm   ləm.... kəu 

 jeep..DEM..something road   road what 

121. ɟip cəŋ-na-nuŋ  kʰəd-ca  dən-tʰud-da 

 jeep run-NMLZ-DAT one-DIM cut-out-ASRT 

 

122. ciŋsaŋ-jəi həi-rəu  bəi kal-ni  tʰləu təu-wa! 

 hill long-GEN DEM-LOC some strong-ADV work do-ASRT 

Full Translation:  

In between our Yulbi and Machi there is a hillock, that side. At that side, the British 

government, as Indian government at that time, established a tengun, tengun means 

battalion. And farther at the other side, the Japanese stayed here at kangla hill. My 

goodness! Ate, when we were young, the dead bodies were still not yet rotten properly, 

so the smell was asssshhhh.. At that time, our Yulbi (also known as Khunbi), was only 

around twenty to twenty one household. So, like that be, when we were young, no, not 

yet young, still growing up (as child), we breath like that. Wherever we ran, it smelled 

(extremely), then there were tops and bombs as well. Our village make effort to dig (so it 

was a relief only after that). At that time, we see Japanese riffles also. Grandfather you 

said you were born in 1944? So do you still have war memories, how it get over? You 

wouldn‘t right? No, not at all. We were just born (still a year old) at that time. There 

British soldiers collect the war riffles and all. Before democracy (he means to say India‘s 

independence), what what was there was, the advisory board and territorial council. Is it 

Maring‘s? Maring‘s right? No, not Maring, but British‘s. We, on top  of the British, we 

have in Manipur, something called a CC. CC means chief commissioner. Then there is 

the DC, DC means deputy commissioner. Only two of them (be) in Manipur as an 

advisory board. At that time, there was no territorial council yet. Territorial council was 

said to have started from there. By that we are big already. Ahh....Chandel and all didn‘t 
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even became a district when I was a member. From then on, at manipur now, we have 

one-one (DC) each for every district? Earlier it was just one for the entire Manipur. At 

that time who was the mhief commissioner said be then, it was called Raina, an English 

man. And who was said to be the deputy comissioner then, it was Dunkan. The two of 

them were the last one. From then own, after sometime, the Indian government lead the 

council . After the coming of territorial council, the Indian government lead us. That is it. 

When the advisory board was there, ahh.....in welcoming them Ate! When they are said 

to be coming, there at that Machi side, we had to make a road for something like a jeep. 

To make the jeep go, we had to cut a slope of hill and we used to work very hard then. 

7.3.3 Analysis of the two narrations 

1. Referential devices are underlined in all of the examples. They are first introduced 

by a full NP, then they are often repeated fully or specifically.  

2. Reduced referential devices like free pronoun, zero reference and relative clause 

are  evidently employed. 

3. Stresses and pauses are also quite evident in the speech. They are used for filling 

up gaps and also for emphasis. 

4. The exclamations and  words marked by (!) are expressed with high tone/ 

intonation (for phrases).  

5. A lot of spatial and temporal references like “həirəu“ (there/then), “həinəŋ“ (that 

time), “həirei“ (from there) etc, are used for marking sequence in time, location 

and action. 

6. Prominent topics (specially noun) are often repeated to emphasis reference. 

7. In the first narration, since it was not experiencial, more of a hearsay type of 

construction is using “toi“ (said be), “cadda“, “cadləi“ (seems like), təiwei (said 

so) etc. Where as in the second narration, a lot of assertive and evidentiary 

marking are used for indicating past and definite experiences that have taken 

place and which the narrator himself have seen and witnessed. 
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7.5 CONCLUSION 

 Maring employ various referential devices for proper addressing and referring in a 

speech situation like conversation and narration etc. Proper names, kinship terms, 

pronouns (free, bounded and zero) etc are used for coding high continuous referent, 

whereas contrastive marker or new character are employed to code highly 

discontinuous referents. Referents are first introduced by directly or indirectly by 

proper names or common nouns, sometimes pronouns, then are later on referred on 

using either zero anaphora (see example 25 and 27 below), demonstrative pronouns, 

determiners, relative clause etc. Maring doesn’t have any specific coding device for 

indicating honorific reference; instead honorificity is encoded in the verb rather than 

in address form. But if one has to make an overt honorific reference, then one can do 

so by adding the phrase “rikrai-ka-na” meaning “honorable” before the reference 

term. Tense and aspect in discourse are marked according to the time reference event 

and not the speech. So if an incident took place in past, then they will be described 

according to the situation of the action, whether it’s completed (perfect), or happening 

at that moment (progressing), or yet to take place in the future etc.  

 Events are signal using foregrounding and brackground information like “toi“ (said 

be), “cadda“, “cadləi“ (seems like), təiwei (said so) etc. Special prominence is 

ascribed by repeating either the full noun phrase or specific noun phrase or by using 

demonstrative marking like “awa” (this one) or “həiwa” (that one). The language is 

sensitive to topic prominence and event. Maring doesn’t employ any morphosyntactic 

devices for climax and peak of a narrative, instead uses high intonation, interjection 

and exclamation to indicate climax and peak. Sometime peak and climax are shown 

by long stresses emphasizing the topic or event. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: CONCLUSIONS 

8.0. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is can be divided into two section. First section comprise of an 

overall summary of all the previous chapters, i.e. chapter one to seven whereas the 

section section highlight the scope and prospect for future research. 

8.1 Summary of the chapters 

Chapter one deals mainly with the introduction of the language, the people and 

their origin. It begins by giving a brief account of Maring, which is a name for both the 

language and the tribe, how it is derived from the autonym “meiringba”, meaning “people 

who keep the fire alive”. The tribe has a population of 26,424 (2011 census) and is 

located mainly in Hirok hill range of Chandel district of Manipur, and sparsely in other 

district like Thoubal and Senapati etc. The tribe has four main clans, Charang, Dangsha, 

Makung and Tontanga, which is further divided into other numerous sub-clans. Maring 

comes under the sub-division of Chin-Kuki-Naga of the Kamarupan sub-family of 

Tibeto-Burman language. Though oral history talks about the language having its own 

writing script, it got lost gradually over time and is now replaced by Bengali script (used 

by older generation) and Roman script (used by the younger generation). Maring too has 

dialectical variation depending upon geographic location and language contact. Three 

major variations are noted in the form of Maring, Khoibu and Lamyangnga. Mutual 

intelligibility between these dialects is low and hence the speakers prefer using Meiteilon 

(the state lingua franca). As such most Maring speakers are bilingual. The past decade 

has witnessed a drastic decline in the utility of the languages as it is used only at home 

and community gathering. But nowadays many families use Meiteilon even at home, 

especially families having intermarriage with other communities or Maring’s own sub-

tribe, i.e. Khoibu and Lamyangnga. 

Chapter two deal with the sound system of the language. The first and section 

section is concern mainly with phonemic inventory and phonetic description of each of 

the consonants, vowels and tones. Maring has eighteen consonants, six vowels, three 

lexical tones, all together twenty seven phonemes. The consonants comprises of /p/, /pʰ/,  
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/t /, /tʰ/, /d /, /c/, /k/, /kʰ/, /m/, /n/, /ŋ/, /r/, /l/, /s/, /h/, /w/ and /j/. The vowels are /i/, /e/, /ə/, 

/a/, /u/ and /o/. Apart from theses vowels, Maring also has two pure diphthongs, /əi/ and 

/əu/. The three tones of Maring are falling marked by (  ), rising marked by (  ) and level 

marked by (   ). The third section discussed the Phonotactics constraints of the language. 

All the consonants, except for /d/, /c/, /s/, /h/ and /w/ occur at word initial, medial and 

final position. Maring has eighteen consonant clusters at word initial position, they are, 

pl, pʰr, pʰl, tr, tl, tʰr, tʰl, km, kn, kr, kw, kʰm, kʰr, kʰl, kʰw, ml, lh and sm. There are only 

eight clusters at word medial position and they are pr, kr, kʰr, kʰl, tr, tʰr, tʰl and lh. Maring 

has no consonant cluster at word final position. Thus, based on these constraints the 

syllable structure of Maring is drawn as V, CV, VC, CVC, CCV, CCVC. One of the most 

prevalent morphophonemic processes affecting word formation between word boundaries 

is the assimilation process. Two suffixes that frequently gets assimilated are the perfect 

aspect “kur” and genitive marker “jəi”. 

Chapter three deals with the various types of word classes, both major and minor, 

found in the language. The first section deals with the major word classes comprising of 

nouns, verbs, adjectives, numerals and adverbs etc. The second deals with the minor 

word classes consist of auxiliaries, interjection, conjunction etc. Maring nouns comprises 

of a stem plus a plural marker or an optional classifier. They are mostly formed by 

derivational process like suffixation, compounding and reduplication. Maring nouns 

don’t have grammatical gender. Plurality is marked by the suffix “-rəb”. All the nouns 

that can take the plural marker are grouped into as count nouns, whereas those that cannot 

take plural marking are grouped as mass nouns. Maring has personal pronouns, 

demonstratives pronouns, reflexive pronouns, relative and reciprocal pronouns and 

interrogative pronouns. Personal pronouns inflect at oblique position. Maring verb are 

bounded with aspect and mood. They are of three types namely stative, dynamic and 

directional verbs. The structure of a verb comprises of a main root verb plus other 

optional markers showing direction, causation, negation, aspect, mood, auxiliary and 

copula. Maring adjectives specify nouns by referring their dimension, age, quality, color, 

physical properties, quantity etc. Maring has a decimal counting system from one to ten; 

from eleven onward counting is resort as ten and one, ten and two and so on. Order in 

formed by adding the phrasal word “tʰluŋ-na-ra” to the cardinal munber except for first 
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order which specifically used the word “rəmkri”. Multiplicatives, fractional and 

approximative numbers are formed by adding“-buirek”, “tʰuk-na-rou-wei” and “tʰluŋrəb” 

respectively to the cardinal numbers.  Adverbs can be of various types, manner adverbs 

and degree of adverbs are formed from adjectives and verb by adding the adverb marker 

“-ni”. Maring also has lexical temporal adverbs like “əŋŋi” (yesterday), “əŋtu” (today) 

and “niŋŋa” (tomorrow), linking adverbial phrases like “həi-təu-nəi” (because of), “həi-

ja-nəŋ-kʰi” (even so/ however), “həi-nəŋ” (then) etc, locative adverbs like dəu” (up), 

“dɑk” (down), kulkuŋ (east), kulrei (west), kʰəlu (north), kʰəte (south), kʰəlu- kulkuŋ 

(north-east), kʰəte- kulkuŋ (south-east) etc.  Auxiliaries in Maring are formed from the 

“be” verb by behaving either as a copula or auxiliary and change its form depending upon 

the structure of the sentence, whether it is affirmative, “me” or “ne”, negative “ni-mək”, 

and interrogative, “wo” etc.  Maring has two types of postposition, spatial postpositions 

like  “dəu” (up), “ril” (in), “daŋ” (out) etc marked by “-ra” and “rəu” and temporal 

postposition comprising of time adverbial like “niŋsun” (morning), “ruwai” (evening), 

“sa” (night) etc marked by “nəŋ”. Maring also has some interjections that express 

exclamations and emotional reactions such as “uləijo”, “tats”, “aja” etc. Finally the 

chapter ends by highlighting some of the conjunction like “le” (and), “kəu” (with), 

“ŋəmni” (because of) etc. 

Chapter four deal with the typology and syntactic structure of the language. 

Maring has an SOV word order, but the language is flexible as long as the verb ends the 

sentence. It is a dominantly suffixing language and a dependent-marking language. It has 

an agglutinating morphological typology and is fairly consistent with the order type of 

SOV language wherein the qualifying adjective, numerals, quantifiers and demonstratives 

follows the noun that is being modified. But adverbs precede the verbs. Case markers and 

adverb markers are attached to nouns and verbs respectively. The structure of main 

clause, verb phrase, noun phrase and prepositional phrase are given below respectively: 

1. Agent (subject) + (Case marker) + Modifier + Noun + DEM + Patient 

(Object) + V + NEG + participles + Question.  

2. VP → (ADVP) + (NP) + (PP) + (ADV) + V + (AUX).  
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3. NP → (Gen Phrase) + Head Noun + (Postpositional Phrase) + (Adj 

Phrase) /V + (Determiner) + (Rel Clause).  

4. PP → NP + P.  

Comparatives are formed by adding “dui” to adjectives, whereas superlative construction is 

formed by adding “nəmjer-ja” and “duici” to the adjective of comparison. Question particles 

occur at the end of the sentence. Plurality is marked by [-rəb] for countable nouns but mass 

nouns are marked by quantifiers. Maring has seven case system namely nominative (Ø), 

dative (nuŋ), accusative (ja), dative (ni), locative (ra/rəu), genitive (jəi), ablative (rei), 

vocative (o). Maring doesn’t have articles but uses demonstratives markers [həi] for distal, 

familiarity and definiteness, [a] for proximality and [kʰəd] for in indefiniteness and novelty. 

Maring also has seven distinct locational deixis. The noun class system of the language 

distinguishes masculine and feminine gender for animate beings by “pa” and “pui”, and 

humans by “wa” and “wi”. Diminutive is marked by “ca” and has an endearing sense. 

Predicate nominal is constructed by adding “me” to the noun. Predicate adjective is formed 

by attaching [-ləi] to the adjectives. Predicate locative, existential clause and possessive 

clause are formed by adding “ləi” to postposition and noun respectively. The structure of 

transitive clause is NP  + NP + V (TAM) and that of ditransitive clause is  NP + NP + NP + 

V 

Chapter five deals with the grammatical relation, verbs and verb phrase operation. 

Grammatical relations in Maring is identified by via Subject (S), Agent (A) and patient (P). 

Maring also has split ergativity conditioned by the semantic properties of the noun phrase 

and so the language has a tripartite system where A is marked with ergative case, P with 

accusative case and S with an absolutive case. Maring also has both lexical causative like 

“həd” (kill) “mud” (show) etc and morphological causatives like “təu” (do), “juk” 

(command), “kyer” (allow). Maring also exhibit dative shift construction wherein the 

recipient takes no overt marking yet is still intact of the recipient’s trait. Reflexives are 

formed by adding “təm” to the reduplicated subject of the sentence. Reciprocal are 

constructed by two coordinating the phrase “kʰəd-le-kʰəd” (one another) at argument 

position with “krill” (together) at verb position. Maring has pseudo-passive like 

construction. Nominalization process is marked by markers like “wa” and “na”. Maring also 
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have some few verb-verb compounding. Maring doesn’t have grammatical tense, but aspect 

and mood are very prominent. Tense is expressed by adverbials like yesterday, today, 

tomorrow etc. Aspects found in Maring are perfective, perfect, progressive and durative, 

whereas that of mood are realis and irrealis, indicative, subjunctive, imperative, 

desiderative, opative and Propositive etc. Evidentiality in the language is shown by “be” 

verb and it’s various inflects forms like “me”, “ne”, “ləi”, “toi”,”so” and “no” etc depending 

upon the occurrence of the event and situation.  

Chapter six deals with pragmatically marked structures of the language. Maring doesn’t 

have any pragmatic constituent order apart from APV order. However, the language employ 

a special contrastive particle “ri” for marking  distinction and emphatic particles like “kʰi”, 

“nək” and “hək” for accentuating emphasis. Maring also construct cleft for indicating 

topicality. Negation is shown by attaching the negative particle “mək” to the main verb or 

clause. Question are formed by using the various question particles like “ko”, “wo”, “jo” 

and phrase like “nimək-ko” at the end of the sentence. Maring also has a lot of serial verbs 

construction that gives aspectual meaning and directional orientation. Maring also has finite 

and non-finite subject complement clauses. Maring also have adverbial clauses that modify 

and compliment verb phrase or whole clause by adding extra information like purpose, 

reason, sequence, condition etc. Relative clause are formed by adding the nominalizer “-wa” 

to a coordinating determiner “həi”. Maring also have coordination particles that links two 

clauses like “le” for nouns and “pi” for verbs. Negative coordinator is shown by “ni-mək-

ka-nəŋ”.  

Chapter seven deals with the usage of language in a social setting. It can be divided into 

two sections, the first is on kinship terms and reference form and address, and the section is 

on discourse analysis of live speech recording. The chapter started by describing the kinship 

term of both affinal and non-affinal relation. One interesting feature about Maring is that it 

has a special kinship terms for addressing siblings according to birth sequence, and this 

referencing term is used as name initial for almost every names and helps in identifying the 

birth sequence of any random person. In case of addressing, direct introduction are simply 

done by using the person’s proper names, with or without the surname and place of origin. 

In indirect introduction, people are introduced by relating them to some known third person. 
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As for the terms of referent, between two or more interlocutors, if the referent (that is the 

person or object being talked about) is not present he/she will be referred using either the 

kinship terms depending upon the speaker’s relation to the speaker, if not by friendship 

terms or simply by the person’s name or by second or third person pronoun. The same 

reference term can be the same even in the present of the referent.  

In case of analyzing discourse, continuity of topic is maintained by repeating the 

referential subject again and again either by using proper names, free pronouns, bound 

pronouns, zero reference etc. Thematic continuity is achieved by making inference, 

extension and reinforcement technique by using temporal and spatial references like “həira” 

(there), həinəŋ (then), həirəu (from there) etc. to revolve the particular theme in a discourse. 

Continuity in action can be shown either by foregrounding information, that is by showing 

action in sequence by using the conjunctive particle “bi”, or by background information, 

that is simply by relating and connecting the events hypothetically. As for discontinuity, it is 

shown by introducing new conversing and unexpected topic, theme and event which is 

marked by the topic marker “ri” which indicate a movement away from the old reference. 

Episodic prominence like climax and peak are shown by high intonation scale, long stresses 

and pauses etc. In conversation, gestures like inhaling audibly, sighing, clearing throat and 

using interjection etc are employed to create a floor and attention. Turn-nurturing devices 

like “təŋ-hək-kəi” (really), “həi-si-təu-ko” (like that be), “kəu-si-təi-bi” (how do be) etc are 

employed by those who doesn’t have the floor to encourage those who have the floor. 

Sometimes, sentence can be repeated with a slight change in intonation to encourage the 

speaker. As for turn-yielding devices, special intonation patterns or grammatical particles 

signaling the conclusion of a participant contribution is used to shown that the floor is open 

for others. When the other participant recognize the tone they realized that a conversation 

has already been initiated and soon they comes up with a response of their own and take 

hold of the turn. But if the speaker still wants to cling on to the floor, they use fillers, 

hesitation particle, stresses and pauses etc to buy some time while they formulate their 

thoughts.  
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8.2 Scope and prospect for future research 

 Linguistics has many branch and sub-disciplines. And Maring being a lesser known 

language, the works done so far are only descriptive. Therefore, the language has a lot of 

prospect for further research. Some of the major potential research areas in Maring are 

listed as below: 

(1) Starting from the sound system, one could look further into details the various 

rule formation and ordering process taking place at phonological level. In the area 

of prosodic phonology, one could look into detail the organization of syllables, 

their metrical feet, prosodic word, phonological phrase, intonational phrase, 

rhythm, stress and tones etc.   

(2) A lot of work dealing with syntactic structure, theories and model can also be 

carried out. 

(3) Another area with huge research potential is in the field of sociolinguistic. Here, 

one could also do an in depth study on language variation and change from both 

diachronic and synchronic perspectives of the Maring dialects and speech variety. 

Study can also be done on discourse analysis by looking how the language 

interacts with social categories like gender, class, education, urbanization and 

social media like radio, television, newspaper, internet etc.  

(4) One can also look into the aspect of contemporary language contact and its 

resulting effects like multilingualism, code-switching and code mixing, language 

attitude, language attrition, language maintenance, emergence of new dialect or 

variation and language change or language shift etc.  

(5) In the field of language and philosophical, study can be done to explore the 

crucial role the language play at interpreting the knowledge and nature of the 

world and how they are daily used and translated in the forms of metaphor, 

rhetoric, proverbs etc. One can also look into the social and political aspect of 

language by studying how language can shape and mark social and individual 

identities and relations, by triggering a feeling either of inclusion, alienation, 

exclusion or otherness etc.  
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(6) In comparative study, one can also compare Maring with its prototype language 

or with more developed or more worked language of the same family like 

Meiteilon and do a comparison to assert or refute similarities. 

(7) One can also observe the grammar of the language, its morphology, syntax, 

semantics, lexicon etc and for creating computational application like speech or 

text translation, human-machine translation etc. 

(8) And finally, research can also be done on the pedagogical aspects like child 

language acquisition and second language learning process. Effective methods for 

teaching Maring in school and college can also be framed. Or one can also do a 

comparative study of the mother tongue’s influence of a bilingual speaker while 

learning another new language at school, college, workplace etc. 

The above mentioned are some of the few research prospects that can be taken up in the 

future. However, these are not the ultimate topics or area available or procurable. As 

research are never limited to any specific domain, research can always be done in any 

aspect of the language, even interdisciplinary, depending upon the scholar’s interest and 

choice of area. 
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APPENDIX 3 

BASIC WORD LIST [1] 

1. Head lu 

2. Face mai 

3. Temple tʰiraibəm 

4. Dimple sekma 

5. Forehead mə əl/ cəl 

6. Eyebrow mit-kʰəu 

7. Eyeball mit-luŋ 

8. Eyelash mit-mul 

9. Nose napur/knapur 

10. Nose Hair napu-mul/knapur-mul 

11. Moustache haŋmul 

12. Beard kʰmul 

13. Yaw hakəm 

14. Tooth ha 

15. Gum hali 

16. Skull lutʰiru 

17. Skeleton tʰiru/ tʰirbuŋka 

18. Neck nakʰuŋ 

19. Throat tʰurk aŋ 

20. Chest lumpak 

21. Breast  u u 

22. Forearm hutbəŋ 

23. Elbow hut u 

24. Finger hutjuŋ 

25. Palm hutmai 

26. Nail ho/hut-tʰin 

27. Hip muisʰum 

28. Abdomen uklop 
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29. Belly uk 

30. Thigh pʰəjnəm 

31. Waist sin 

32. Wrinkle həkcik/ un kən ur 

33. Bald cal lʰoŋ 

34. Lobe dəŋ 

35. Mole huiluŋ 

36. Back namkəl 

37. Bone tʰiru 

38. Rib nak-tʰiru 

39. Spine kuŋ-tʰiru 

40. Bone Marrow tʰal hao 

41. Blood hi 

42. Lung  up 

43. Heart luŋ 

44. Liver mit 

45. Bladder tilpuŋ 

46. Nerve jul 

47. Brain ludok 

48. Kidney məkəl 

49. Ligament raŋ 

50. Flesh həkmiti/ miti 

51. Muscle miti/mititum 

52. Hair səm 

53. Eye mit 

54. Eyelid mitkʰəu 

55. Ear nabil 

56. Cheeks maibuŋ 

57. Lip mur un 

58. Chin kʰakui 

59. Mouth mur 
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60. Tongue ləi 

61. Shoulder tʰəlabuŋ 

62. Hand (Left, Right) hutbaŋ (tʰija, tʰijoi) 

63. Wrist hutrum 

64. Leg ho 

65. Knee kʰuklu 

66. Ankle horəmit 

67. Foot homai/hopak 

68. Heel hokʰuŋ 

69. Scales (Of Hair) lulip 

70. Dimple sekma 

71. Foetus mitəm 

72. Infant naosun 

73. Baby nao 

74. Twin kənpʰir 

75. Child nao/douwa 

76. Boy nupawa ca 

77. Girl napui ca 

78. Youngman kərt ləŋŋa 

79. Youngwoman nəŋaka 

80. Virgin naŋaka kʰiŋ 

81. Adult upa 

82. Man (Male) nəpawa 

83. Woman nəpuija 

84. Oldperson tərra 

85. Greatgrand father (Father’s Side) pətər kʰuk 

86. Greatgrand mother (Father’s Side) nutər kʰuk 

87. Greatgrand father (Mother’s Side) patər kʰuk 

88. Greatgrand mother (Mother’s Side nutər kʰuk 

89. Grandfather (Father’s Side) patər 

90. Grandmother (Father’s Side) nutər 
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91. Grandfather (Mother's Side) patər 

92. Grandmother (Mother’s Side) nutər 

93. Father pawa (əpa) 

94. Mother nuwi (uwai) 

95. Son        anapawa 

  96. Daughter c a nupuija (c awi) 

97. Son(Firstborn) ca nupawa upa (momo) 

98. Daughter(Firstborn) ca nupija upa (tete) 

99. Grand-Son juwa 

100. Grand-Daughter juwi 

101. Greatgrand–Son/Daughter ju 

102. Greatgreatgrandson/Daughter ju 

103. Father’selderbrother patəŋ 

104. Father’selderbrother’swife nutəŋ 

105. Father’syoungerbrother papa 

106. Father’syoungerbrother’swife nu a 

107. Father’seldersister nintəŋ 

108. Father’seldersister’shusband mərəŋwa 

109. Father’syoungersister nin a 

110. Father’syoungersister’shusband marəŋ a 

111. Mother’selderbrother putəŋ 

112. Mother’selderbrother’swife pitəŋ 

113. Mother’syoungerbrother pu a 

114. Mother’syoungerbrother’swife pi a 

115. Mother’seldersister nutəŋ 

116. Mother’seldersister’shusband pətəŋ 

117. Mother’syoungersister uwa/ uwa a/ nuwi a 

118. Mother’syoungersister’shusband papa 

119. Twins(Male) kənpʰer nupa 

120. Twins(Female) kənpʰer nupui 

121. Elderbrother tʰəkrəj nupa upa 
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122. Middlebrother l haj-rei nupa 

123. Youngerbrother dakrei ənaowa 

124. Youngest Brother kʰwəi doŋ ənaowa 

125. Elderbrother’swife təiwi 

126. Youngerbrother’swife nuc a 

127. Eldersister tʰək rei napuija upa 

128. Middle sister l 
 həj rei napuija 

129. Younger sister dəkrei napui 

130. Youngest sister kʰwai nao doŋ a 

131. Elder sister’s husband təiwa 

132. Younger sister’shusband pamo/pa a 

133. Sister’s son ənaowi-jəi  awa 

134. Sister’s daughter ənaowi-jəi  awi 

135. Brother’s son ənaowa-jəi  awa 

136. Brother’s Daughter ənaowa-jəi  awi 

137. Father’s brother’s son papa-jəi  anapa 

138. Wife‘s elder sister   nutəŋ 

139. Wife‘s elder sister‘s husband    patəŋ 

140. Wife‘s younger sister   nu a 

141. Wife‘s younger sister‘s husband papa/pamo/pako/pame 

142. Son‘s wife    məu 

143. Daughter‘s husband   təiwa 

144. Mother-in-law    nini 

145. Father-in-law    mərəŋ 
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APPENDIX 4 

BASIC WORD LIST [2] 

1. Upper Floor tʰək-rei-tʰləimai 

2. Storey liŋdəu 

  3. Wall pʰəklaŋ 

4. Bathroom həkcəuna-bi 

5. Bolt həŋrot 

6. Brick cek/tʰəluŋtum 

7. Building cimtəŋ 

8. Ceiling kaŋtʰək 

9. Cowshed həlsəŋ 

10. Door cimkʰar 

11. Floor tʰləimai 

12. Foundation kətjəuna 

13. House cim/səisuŋ 

14. Hut cicim/ci-jəi-suŋ/tru 

15. Kitchen caksuŋ/bommi 

16. Roof hərŋəo/cisar 

17. Staircase tʰak 

18. Ladder tʰlak 

19. Tent kʰola 

20. Verandah dəŋ-kodak 

21. Curtain jərpun 

22. Window 

mitʰoŋ/tʰuŋnao/mil ho

ŋ 

23. Pole juŋcəi 

24. Pillar suklai 

25. Room ka 

26. Bedroom ipna-ka/bəmtʰo 

27. Pipe kʰor 

28. Worship room tʰirai kʰurumna ka 

29. Sand tʰləiŋoi 

30. Drainage kuŋ 

31. Timber hiŋtəŋ 

32. Toilet ena də 

33. Cement simen 

34. Thatch ci 

35. Rope rui 

36. Fence pəl 

37. Bamboo kʰwa 

38. Mud tʰləibul 
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39. Furniture tʰiŋrolim/hiŋrolim 

40. Bed ipna/kəŋtʰək 

41. Chair omna/tʰləil həu 

42. Table təŋpəl 

43. Mattress puŋpun/monpak 

44. Pillow lukʰaŋ 

45. Almirah pɑntʰul 

46. Cot kəntʰuina 

47. Shelf  əŋdəu 

48. Bench pəŋsəŋ 

49. Torch məila/məila 

50. Armchair tʰləil həu/nəm omna 

51. Lock həŋ 

52. Key  abi 

  53. Needle trim 

54. Thread pʰai 

55. Whetstone sil 

56. Axe rəi 

57. Saw horai 

58. Watch puŋ 

59. Basket tʰluk 

60. Bag kao 

61. Umbrella satil 

62. Bottle botəl 

63. Kettle ketəli 

64. Pot pʰu 

65. Pan kʰaŋ 

66. Pestle huisuk 

67. Strainer cumna 

    68. Broom sumsit 

69. Dustbin riba sɑŋpʰai 

70. Scissor kati 

71. Knife sori 

72. Lantern ləntil tʰəuməi 

73. Basin kolpak 

74. Bowl teŋkot/darkok 

75. Jar harol 

76. Matchstick məikʰet luŋ 

77. Lid kʰumna 

78. Mat pʰəksaŋ 

79. Lamp-Stand tʰaoməi tomna 

80. Husk wairaŋ 
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81. Toothbrush ha tʰunna 

82. Toothpaste ha tʰunna hil hak 

83. Bucket bartil 

84. Comb səmsit 

85. Mirror miŋsel 

86. Sandalwood muitiŋ 

87. Soap sapor 

88. Towel pʰitum/mənkai 

  89. Hair Oil lu tʰao 

90. Cloth pʰirul 

91. Dress səmb 

    92. Rain Hat (Made Of Leaves) kəlsil 

93. Turban luhitna/mursum 

94. Shoe koləikʰəŋ 

95. Socks kʰomo a/homo a 

96. Loin Cloth kuŋuirəi 

97. Frock kʰumlu 

98. Button kodam 

99. Ornaments bəmput əi 

100. Bangle sin 

101. Necklace tʰrul 

102. Ring hutsi 

103. Ear-Ring kʰənabil pər 

104. Anklet horum sin 

105. Spectacles ənok 

106. Pouch məjluk 

107. Sew tu 

108. Handkerchief kaicum 

109. Silk muka 

110. Wool jamul 

111. Border rəmkum/rim 

112. Casket tʰo 

113. Food mur ak 

114. Beef həl ən 

115. Pork hok ən 

116. Mutton l haŋ ən 

117. Chicken wa ən 

118. Curd dəhi 

119. Cooked Rice  ak/bu 

120. Flour jun sai 

  121. Curry ən tʰuŋ 

122. Besan beson 
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123. Pakora bora 

124. Fish tʰiŋa 

125. Dry Fish tʰiŋa tar 

126. Dry Meat ənme tar 

127. Dry Fruits həi tar 

128. Dry Vegetables ənna tar 

129. Bamboo Shoot əntui 

130. Honey kʰui jui 

131. Jaggery kəŋ cini 

132. Meat ənme 

133. Oil tʰao/sirik 

134. Papad papʰor 

135. Salt mitti/dawa 

136. Spices məroi-məraŋ 

137. Sugar cini 

138. Soya Bean betʰao 

139. Vegetable ənna 

140. Pickle aɟar 

141. Chutney kacui pəl 

142. Salad ən kʰriŋ pal 

143. Ginger hui 

144. Chilly  əkui 

145. Garlic  ənnəm 

146. Corrainder roi 

147. Onion til həu 

148. Bay Leave tespət na 

149. Peel kʰor 

  150. Fever kən un 

151. Cough bur u 

152. Disease laina 

153. Headache luna 

154. Stomach Ache ukna 

155. Toothache hana 

156. Asthma lumpakna 

157. Blind mitdjeo 

158. Dumb rol tʰumək 

159. Deaf kʰənasit 

160. Diarrhea ukpʰe 

161. Vomit pa 

162. Boils rə uŋ 

163. Indigestion tummək 

164. Rashes mek/tʰimi pop 
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165. Acidity uktʰun/puŋ 

166. Flue siksum 

167. Blister puk 

168. Swelling pur 

169. Shoe-Bite c a/hoc  

170. Cataract sorpuk/sorpʰul 

171. Altar nao tʰirai 

172. Hiccough oksi 

173. Pus naikʰhor 

174. Epilepsy jaŋciŋ 

175. Bell məlerija 

176. Health həksel 

177. Pregnancy nao ur 

178. Lunatic mijoi  amək 

179. Limping hosek 

180. Psychic saruŋ 

181. Itching kmek 

182. Blessing pʰor 

183. Demon tʰrai 

184. Fasting  ak 

185. Festival kuməi/sətʰiwa 

186. Garland pərriŋ 

187. God dunpu 

188. Goddess tʰrai 

189. Heaven tʰəŋmun 

190. Holy Place kʰiŋbəm 

191. Idol tʰərəi 

192. Temple tʰərai səŋ 

193. Birth Ritual naomən sim 

194. Death Ritual kʰi kro/trim tʰro 

195. House Warming Ceremony cim cəŋ 

196. Omen dosa 

197. Pedestal ləmtʰəla 

198. Penance luk tʰuk 

199. Prayer kʰrumca 

200. Tomb tʰlan 

201. Worship kʰrum 

202. Candle kʰuilu 

203. Hell məikom/norok 

204. Grave tʰlan 

205. Marriage luhoŋ 

206. Track Of Animal ja ho cun 

207. Footprint (Human) tʰimi ho cun 
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208. Spear ja cəi 

209. Trap rui kəm 

210. Net liŋ 

211. Catapult sairuŋ 

212. Sling                                              kəirui 

213. Mud Pellet/ Used With Catapult sai luŋ 

214. Path tʰrumna 

215. Footpath ho tʰrumna 

216. Road ləm 

217. Main Road ləm təŋ 

218. Short Cut ləm səm 

219. Bullock Cart həl kari 

220. Pushcart il kari 

221. Bicycle səikle 

222. Motor Cycle motor səikle 

223. Auto Rickshaw okto 

224. Vehicle kari 

225. Bus bus 

226. Tractor ləu kʰuina kari 

227. Boat li 

228. Ship li təŋ 

229. Load baŋ 

230. Bridge tʰuŋ 

231. Wheel kaŋkʰoŋ 

232. Driver kari tʰəu tʰimi 

233. Cloud rəmməi 

234. Lightning lik-lai-al 

235. Moon təŋla 

236. Sunshine nuŋwar/numitla 

237. Rainbow ruŋməntʰin 

238. Thunder nuŋ kʰuŋ 

239. Planet laipal 

240. Milky Way ləicəu 

241. Star sorwa 

242. Sky nuŋtʰəu 

243. Sun nuŋmit 

244. Seven Star cuk kʰruk 

245. Solar Eclipse numit koron  

246. Earth pritʰibi/ləidəupal 

247. Cave tʰluŋpur 

248. Clay tʰləi 

249. Landslide mincim 

250. Plateau kəŋtʰəkrəm 
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251. Desert tʰləikəŋtiŋ 

252. Earthquake tiŋkʰliŋ 

253. Island tuimək buŋ 

254. Peak ciŋsur/buŋsur/l huŋsur 

255. Dust upʰul 

256. Cliff kʰəu 

257. Ground tʰələimai 

258. Monolith tʰil tʰəluŋ 

259. Hill buŋ 

260. Mountain mol/luŋ 

261. Mud ləibul 

262. Rock tʰluŋ 

263. Sand sit 

264. Drought 

kumkəŋ/purwi/pur a

m 

265. Stone tʰluŋ 

266. Valley dəmkar 

267. Weather  ai im 

268. Soil tʰləi 

269. World tʰlaipəŋpal 

270. Brook tui sur 

271. High Tide jui buŋ cəu 

272. Low Tide jui buŋ nim 

273. Lake jui pʰum 

274. Pond pukri/juipʰum 

275. River kuŋ 

276. Stream dəm/juina 

277. Water jui 

278. Wave jui tʰələu/juil him 

279. Waterfall juida/jui  un sunda 

280. Flood jui təŋ 

281. Drainage tuikuŋ 

282. Rain nuŋ 

283. Canal kʰuŋ 

284. Whirlpool juili 

285. Bubble  impʰon/juipʰon 

286. Drizzling nuŋ  un un/ un nuŋ 

287. Dew rədai 

288. Drop jui ta 

289. Ice tʰur 

290. Moisture rəməipʰin 

291. Sea səmadru 

292. Snow tʰur 
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293. Air mərtʰi 

294. Gas nil 

295. Fog rəməi/mənda 

296. Storm l him nuŋ 

297. Wind mərtʰi 

298. Fire məi 

299. Smoke məikʰu 

300. Coal məihal 

301. Fuel tʰao 

302. Firewood məihiŋ 

303. Flame məil hən/məinil 

304. Ash ut 

305. Forest Fire rəm məi 

306. Furnace məikʰu tuŋka 

307. Cow həl 

308. Buffalo lui 

309. Calf həlsun 

310. Sheep jao 

311. Goat l haŋ 

312. Pig hok 

313. Horse  ipuk 

314. Dog ui 

315. Cat həutoŋ 

316. Hen wa 

317. Kid dəuwa 

318. Calf həlsun 

319. Piglet hoksun 

320. Foal tʰirik 

321. Puppy uisun 

322. Kitten həotoŋsun 

323. Chick wasun 

324. Lion nuŋsa 

325. Tiger kəjaŋla 

326. Elephant sai 

327. Bear hiksum 

328. Deer cao 

329. Fox jiksaŋ 

330. Jackal rəm ui 

331. Monkey juŋ 

332. Mongoose ri a 

333. Cub nuŋsa sun 

334. Den japur 

335. Crocodile təŋkoŋ 
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336. Lizard jəŋrui 

337. Snake pʰrul 

338. Tortoise simkuŋ 

339. Seal səməntʰla 

340. Frog uitrok 

341. Crab ai 

342. Shell kuŋkʰli 

343. Snail sol 

344. Toad uitrok tʰər 

345. Mouse səpuk 

346. Squirrel su 

347. Rabbit tʰewa 

348. Rat puk 

349. Porcupine sərkʰu 

350. Cockroach kʰəuləu 

351. Conch moipuŋ 

352. Earthworm təl 

353. Honey Bee kʰui kʰa 

354. House Fly tran 

355. Leech rihot 

356. Louse rik 

357. Mosquito tʰəŋtrən 

358. Scorpion  okʰe 

359. Grasshopper kʰəu 

360. Spider airən 

361. Wasp kʰuiŋu 

362. Worm l huŋ 

363. Ant pʰəi-jəŋ 

364. Crow ak 

365. Peacock wahoŋ 

366. Sparrow məsekwa 

367. Parrot mərke 

368. Bulbul berwa 

369. Duck wanu 

370. Chick wasun 

371. Pigeon mitʰu/mətʰru 

372. Cuckoos kuktʰun 

373. Owl tikini 

374. Kingfisher tʰəŋa maiwa/juiwa 

375. Woodpecker hiŋtok/tʰiŋcuwa 

376. Feather wamul 

377. Wing məsa 

378. Beak wamur 
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379. Nest waribu 

380. Crest wasaŋ 

381. Horn  i 

382. Trunk muŋ 

383. Tusk saiha 

384. Claw ja hutʰin 

385. Paw jaho 

386. Tail kʰəməi 

387. Today əŋtu 

388. Yesterday əŋŋi 

389. Day Before Yesterday əŋnui 

390. Two Days Before Yesterday əŋŋi hənui 

391. Last Week ralkur həpta 

392. Last Month ralkur təŋla 

393. Last Year ralkur kum 

394. Last Two Years ralkur kum ni 

395. Tomorrow niŋŋa 

396. Day niŋŋ nui 

397. Two Days After Tomorrow nini hilrəu 

398. Next Week hənui həpta 

399. Next Month hənui təŋla 

400. Next Year hənui kum 

401. Morning niŋsun 

402. Noon nuŋhaŋ 

403. Afternoon nuŋhaŋ 

404. Evening rowai 

405. Night məsa/sa 

406. Midnight jəntrim 

407. Sunrise numit tʰuk 

408. Month təŋla 

  409. Summer məntral 

410. Winter pʰəlbi 

411. Autum swaŋ 

412. Rainy  iŋ in/nuŋcur 

413. Hot sa 

414. Humid nuŋ əl 

415. Cold rəi 

416. Time kʰin 

417. Hour puŋ 

418. Down dak 

419. Up tʰak 

420. East kulkuŋ 

421. West kulrel 
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422. North kʰalu 

423. South kʰate 

424. North East  kʰalu-kulkuŋ 

425. South East kʰate-kulkuŋ 

426. South West kʰate-kulrel 

427. North West kʰalu-kulkuŋ 

428. Left Side tʰijoi l haŋ 

429. Right Side tʰija l haŋ 

430. Front Side maibəŋ 

431. Back hil 

432. Black kʰəməŋ 

433. White kʰəŋəu 

434. Red mərao 

435. Yellow porəŋ 

436. Blue kʰəmuk kim 

437. Orange komla kim 

438. Green mərem 

439. Pink mərao sot 

440. Grey bal 

441. Purple kʰəmuk dup 

442. Sunset numit cip 

443. Day numit 

444. Sunday cerni 

445. Monday kani 

446. Tuesday pʰunni 

447. Wednesday sani 

448. Thrusday selni 

449. Friday l himni 

450. Saturday tenni 

451. Week həpta 

452. Fifteen Days numit cip-le-pʰəŋa 

453. Month təŋla 

454. January kumka 

455. February kumsa 

456. March mətrao 

457. April sunna 

458. May pʰulwa 

459. June tʰunma 

460. July mərwan 

461. August kulka 

462. September məncʰun 

463. October kumtʰil 

464. November bilwa 
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465. December məyun 

466. Year kum/cəi 
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APPENDIX 3 

SENTENCE LIST 

 

CLASSIFIER: 

1. kəi  uwai-jəi wapui  kʰəd-ri wapa kʰəd k ləi 

I.1SG.GEN mother-GEN hen  one-TOP cock one have 

My mother has a hen and a cock. 

 

2. tʰimi-rəb-Ø  a-ra  kəloŋ-ŋur-ra 

people-PL here.LOC gather-PRF-REAL 

People have gathered here. 

 

3. ui-rəb-Ø cuk-ləi 

dog-PL bark-ləi 

Dogs are barking. 

 

4. a-ni  həlpui  kʰəd həi-ni-ri  həlpa 

this-be  cow-mother  one DET-be-TOP  cow.father 

This is a cow and that is an ox. 

 

5. be-lim  a-ra  pʰa 

bean-PL here-LOC get 

Beans are available here. 

 

6. a-wa-ri   hiŋ-truŋ c əu kʰəd-me 

this-REL-DEF  tree-trunk tall one-AUX 

This is a tall tree. 

 

7. a-ri  kʰwa-jəi  rui-me 

this-TOP bamboo-GEN  rope-be.AUX 

This is a bamboo rope. 
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8. ka  məi-rui  dərka  kʰoi 

we.1PL fire-rope need  be 

We need an electric wire. 

 

9. a-wa-ri   hiŋ-tum  kʰəd-me 

this-REL-TOP tree-long.piece  one-be.AUX 

This is a log. 

 

10.  a hiŋpik-ri tʰa 

this plank-TOP thick 

This plank is thick. 

 

11. kəi-nuŋ motʰəi  məndi  kʰəd-c a  pi-lo 

I.1SG-DAT banana  small  one-QUAN give-POL 

Give me a small banana. 

 

12.  c e na rəpa kʰini-təm 

paper leaf thin two-CL 

Two sheets of thin papers. 

 

13.  kəi nəli-ni  huŋ 

I.1SG boat-INST come 

I came by boat. 

 

14.  teŋki-ra jui-mək-ləi 

tank-LOC water-NEG-PROG 

There is no water in the tank. 

 

15.  ka-ni  cim-həi  tʰluŋ-ni  sa-kʰəu 

we-ERG house-DET  stone-INST build-PFV 
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We built the house with stones. 

 

16.  həi mərno-wa  cəi-ni  um-mək-lo 

DET student-NOM  stick-ni beat-NEG-HON 

Do not beat the student with a stick. 

 

17.  ja-ja  pəd-pʰəi-ni  pʰən-lək 

they-ACC cotton-thread-INST tie-IMP 

Tie them with a cotton thread. 

 

18.  həi  kʰəmin  bəi  wa-lo-lək 

fruit  ripe  some  go-buy-IMP 

Go and buy some ripe fruits. 

 

19.  tebəl dou-ra  ləilik  kʰini-təm ləi-ləi 

table over-LOC book  two-CL have-PROG 

There are two books on the table. 

 

20.  həy l hou pəŋ tʰimi-rəb-ni  cim kʰəd sa-na-nuŋ-ŋəi   

DET work help people-PL-NOM house one build-NMLZ-DAT-

GEN 

 

tʰəluŋ  somŋa  dərka  kʰoi 

stone fifty  need  be 

The labourers need fifty stones to build a house. 

 

21. a-ni  kʰwa  pʰəli-təm jen-kʰəu 

3SG-ERG bamboo four-CL bring-PFV 

He brought four bamboos. 
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22.  kəi-ni  maihəi  kʰini-təm tete-jəi  jekul  rəu-

wei 

1SG-ERG pumkin two-CL tete-GEN garden  LOC-

GEN 

 

jen-la-kʰəu 

bring-pluck-PFV 

I brought two pumpkins from my sister’s garden. 

 

23.  həi-ri  ənme-har kʰəd-me 

DET-TOP meat-piece one-be.AUX 

That is a piece of meat. 

 

24. kəi  c a kep kʰəd pam-ləi 

1SG  tea cup one like-PROG 

I want a cup of tea. 

 

25. kodun-ni motʰəy  pʰəŋ  kʰəd  jen-kʰəu 

kodun- ERG banana  bunch  one  bring-PFV 

Kodun  brought a bunch of bananas. 

 

26. ən-ra  miti tʰa-c a  t ʰlak-lək 

curry-LOC salt less-DIM put-IMP 

Add a pinch of salt to the curry. 

 

27.  kard-duŋ kʰəd 

card-pack one 

A pack of cards. 

 

28.  hal-rul  kʰəd 

cow-herd one 
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A herd of cows. 

 

REFLEXIVE AND RECIPROCAL: 

29. kəi  kəi-təm hək c əu-kur 

1SG  I-self  body bath-PRF 

I bathed myself. 

 

30. kai  məsa  kai-təm miŋsel-ra tʰlim kəmu 

we.3PL body  we-self  mirror-LOC image see 

We saw ourselves in the mirror. 

 

31.  ka-ni  l him  tʰi-həi-nəŋ  kai-təm-tom  mu-

kəna 

we-ERG image  see-DET-LOC  our-self-only  see-

HAB 

When we look into a mirror we see our own image. 

 

32. nəi-təm nəi-məsa-ni  tou-lək 

you-self you-body-INST do-IMP 

Do it by yourself. 

 

33.  nəi-təm-tom  təu-lək 

you-self-only  do-IMP 

you do it alone. 

 

34. a-ni  ai-təm-ja  jun-kril 

she-ERG her-self-ACC  speak-together 

She talked to herself. 

 

35. əŋdun-ni ai (məsa)-nuŋ-ŋəi ləilik k jen 

angdun-ERG his self-DAT-GEN book bring 
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Angdun bought a book for himself. 

 

36. a-ni  ai-təm-ja niŋ kərdon 

she-ERG her-self-ACC think worry 

She is worried about herself. 

 

37.  a-ni  ai-təm-tom-məi uksa-kana 

she-ERG her-self-only-GEN worry-HAB 

She worry about herself. 

 

38. a-ni  ai-təm-ja pam 

she-ERG her-self-ACC like 

She likes herself. 

 

39. a-ni  ai-təm-tom-məi mətʰəŋ-kəna 

she-ERG her-self-only-GEN praise-HAB 

She praise only for herself. 

 

40. tʰimi  hu kʰəd-ni-kʰi ai-təm-ja  məntʰəŋ-mək 

people  who one-be-EMP 3SG-self-ACC  praise-NEG 

Nobody praised himself. 

 

41. hu-ni  ai-təm-ja  kəntʰəŋ-kəna 

who-ERG him-self-ACC  praise-HAB 

Who praises himself? 

 

42. əŋkʰul-ni  ai-təm-ja  kəntʰəŋ-kəna 

angkhul-ERG  him-self-ACC  praise-HAB 

Angkhul praised herself. 
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43. ja-ni  kəi-nuŋ-ŋəi  jai-məsa-jəi  ŋəmra  jun-pi-

kʰəu 

they-ERG I.1SG-DAT-GEN their-self-GEN reason  tell-

BEN-PFV 

They told me about themselves. 

 

44. aŋŋi-nəŋ  mərnowa-rəb  napuŋ  cip-ni  jai-

masa-ja 

yesterday-TLOC student-PL  number ten-ERG their-

self-ACC 

 

kəntʰəŋ-kʰəu 

praise-PFV 

Ten students praised themselves yesterday. 

 

45. cim-kʰar-həi  ai-təm-tom  mərija-ni lət-kur 

house-lid-DET 3.SG-self-olny  wide-ADV open-PRF 

The door opened by itself. 

 

46. konai-le-meran kʰəd-le-kʰəd-ja   tʰi-kril-kur 

konai-CONJ-meran one-CONJ-one-ACC  look-together-PRF 

Konai and Meran looked at each other. 

 

47. ka-kʰunta ləŋməic iŋ tʰəlaini-nəŋ c urc -ra  kʰəd-le-kʰəd-kəu 

we-dual Sunday day-TLOC church-LOC one-CONJ-one-with 

 

mu-kril 

meet-together. 

We (dual) met each other at the church (on Sunday). 

 

INTERROGATIVES: 
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48. nəi min kəu uŋ-ŋo 

your name what call-be.INTER 

What is your name? 

 

49.  a-ri  kəu-wo 

this-TOP what-be.INTER 

What is this? 

 

50. nəŋ-ni  nəi-təm-ja  uŋ-kəna-ri  kou-wo 

you-NOM your-self-ACC call-HAB-DEF what-be.INTER 

What is it that you call youself? 

 

51. soriŋ-ni  molemɟoy-nuŋ  kəu pi-kur-wo 

soring-ERG  molemjoy-DAT what give-PRF-be.INTER 

What did Soring give to Molemjoy? 

 

52. koko-ni kəu-pʰa-kur-ro  kəi  mu-mək 

koko-ERG what-get-PRF-  I.1SG  know-NEG 

I don’t know what koko found. 

 

53. nəi  cim-ri  kəra-wo 

your  house-DEF where-be.INTER 

Where is your house? 

 

54. pəstər  ləi-na-ri  kəi  kəmu 

pastor  stay-NMLZ-TOP I.1SG  know 

I know where pastor lives. 

 

55. pepe-ni tedar  kəura  k ləi-jo   toubi 

 kjun 
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pepe-ERG tedar  where  stay-be.INTER do.be 

 say 

Where did Pepe say Tedar lives? 

 

56. menai-ni kəu-təu-bi kəlin-kur 

menai-ERG what-do-be fall-PRF 

How did Menai fall? 

 

57. kʰəmma kəu-təu-bi  kəlin-kur kəi  kəmu 

khamba how-do-be  fall-PRF I.1SG  know 

I know how Khamba fell. 

 

58. meme-ni saikəl həi kəusi  təubi sim-kur  

meme-ERG cycle DET how do.be repair-PRF  

How did Meme repaired the bicycle? 

 

59. wapa-ni kəu-lum-məi  kʰuŋ-ŋo 

bird.M-ERG what-time-GEN crow-be.INTER 

When does the cock crow? 

 

60. nei  pui  kou-lum-kal-nuŋ  huŋ-rəu 

your  mother  what-time- -DAT  come-IRR 

What(when) time will your mother come? 

 

61. ho-ri  hu-wəi  cim-mo 

that-TOP who-GEN house-be.INTER 

Whose house is that? 

 

62. koc a  kəu-lum-nəŋ  huŋ-rou kəi  mu-mək 

kocha  what-time-DAT come-IRR I.1SG  know-NEG 

I don’t know when Kocha will come. 
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63. keleb-ni pʰipʰi  kəu-lum-nəŋ  huŋ-rou təu-bi 

 ŋai 

caleb-ERG phiphi  what-time-DAT come-IRR do-be.AUX

 ask 

Caleb asked when will Phiphi  come. 

 

64. a-ni  kəu-ŋəm-məi  t ʰlou  lakur-kur 

3SG-ERG what-reason-GEN work  leave-PRF 

Why did she leave the job? 

 

65. a-ni  kou-ŋəm-məi   t ʰlou  lakur-kur kəi

 kəmu 

3SG.F- NOM what-reason-GEN(why) work  leave-PRF I.1SG

 know 

I know why she left the job. 

 

66. a-ni  kəu-ŋəm-məi  konai  huŋ-mək-rəu  təu-bi

 kjun 

3SG.ERG what-cause-GEN konai  come-NEG-IRR do-be

 say 

Why did she say Konai will not come? 

 

67. a-ri  hu-wo 

3SG.F-TOP who-be.INTER 

Who is she? 

 

68. kotʰil-ja hu-ni  kə-mu 

kothil-ACC who-ERG A-know 

Who knows Kothil? 
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69. hu-ni  kotʰil-ja kəmu 

who-ERG kothil-ACC know 

Who knows kothil? 

 

70. məsa-nəŋ nəi ləi-na-ra  hu~hu  wa-kʰəu 

night-TLOC your stay-NMLZ-LOC who  come-PFV 

Who (all) have come to your place last night? 

 

71. koruŋ-ja  hu-ni  um-kəu təu a-ni  kəmu 

korung-ACC  who-ERG see-PFV do 3SG.F- ERG know 

She knows who beat korung. 

 

72. nəŋ-ni  hu-ja  pam 

you-ERG who-ACC like 

Whom do you like? 

 

73. nəŋ-ni  hu-ja  pam  kəi kəmu 

you-ERG who-ACC like  I.1SG know 

I know whom you like. 

 

74. tosaŋ-ni tui  kəunək-c uŋ-ni  pʰa-wo 

tosang- ERG money  how-many-be  get-be.INTER 

How much money did Toshang get? 

 

75. kodar-jəi tui kou-nək-cuŋ  kləi  moruŋ-ni kəmu 

kodar-GEN money how-much-many have  morung-ERG know 

Modar knows how much money kodar has. 

 

76. nəŋ ləilik  kəu-nək-cuŋ  pam-mo 

you book  how-much-many like-be.INTER 

How many books you want? 
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77. nəŋ ləilik  kəu-nək-cuŋ   k ləi kəi mu-mək 

you book  how much-many(QUAN) have I know-NEG 

I don’t know how much book you have. 

 

78. nəi cim-ri  kou-wa-ri-jo 

your house-TOP what-NOM-TOP-be.INTER 

Which is your house? 

 

79. nəŋ kəu-nək-si kim pam-mo  tou-ri  kəi mu-

mək 

you what-type-be colour like-be.INTER  do-TOP 1SG know-

NEG 

I don’t know which colour do you like. 

 

80. nəŋ  niŋŋa  bi arou  ləi-rəu-ko 

you  tomorrow place here  stay-IRR-QP 

Will you be here tomorrow? 

 

81. kəi  niŋŋa  nəi-ja  uŋ-rəu-ko 

I.1SG  tomorrow you-ACC call-IRR-QP 

Shall I call you tomorrow? 

 

82. kəi nəi-ja   papa  təu-bi  uŋ ja-rəu-ko 

I.1sg you.OBL-ACC uncle  do-be  call can-IRR-QP 

Is it okay for me to call you uncle? 

 

83. nəŋ  əsi-nəŋ -hək  wa-c əŋ -rəu-ko 

you  now-TLOC-EMP go-enter-IRR-QP 

Can you come in now? 
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84. nəŋ nəi  t ʰləu  təu-mək-hui-ko 

you your  work  do-NEG-still-QP 

Have you not done your work? 

 

85. nəŋ kəi-ja  mu-mək-ko 

you I.1SG-ACC know-NEG-QP 

Do you not know me? 

 

86. par  a-wa-ri   tʰləŋai-mək-ko 

flower  this-REL-TOP  nice-NEG-Q 

Isn’t the flower beautiful? 

 

moi tʰləŋai-ləi 

yes nice-PROG 

Yes, it is nice. 

 

tʰləŋai-mək 

nice-NEG 

No, it is not nice. 

 

87. a-həi-ri  kəcim-ja jun-mək 

he-DET-TOP truth-ACC tell-NEG 

He doesn’t tell the truth. 

 

GERUND CONSTRUCTION/ VERBAL NOUN: 

88. kərbul-ri  məsa-nuŋ tʰləŋai 

swimming-TOP body-DAT nice/good 

Swiming is good for health. 

 

89. bi arəu tul  kəməŋ-ri nuŋai-na-mək 

place  here alcohol  A.drink-TOP happy-NMZL-NEG 
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Drinking alcohol here is an offence. (It wouldn‘t be nice to drink alcohol here.) 

 

90. cənc a-ri həkruŋ məntrəŋ-kjer 

running-TOP health fit-CAUS 

Running keeps you fit. 

 

91. pʰi-kron a-ri  kəi nuwi-jəi watʰlou-me 

cloth-weave this-TOP my mother-GEN profession-be.AUX 

Knitting is my mother‘s profession. 

 

92. tʰəŋa-pʰa-ri  kəi-jəi  watʰlou-me 

fish-catch-TOP I.1SG-GEN profession-be.AUX 

Fishing is my profession. 

 

93. lou-trun-ri  kəi-jəi  watʰlou-me 

field-clear-TOP I.1SG-GEN profession-be.AUX 

Farming is my profession. 

 

TENSE, ASPECT, MOOD: 

94. kəi  c ak  pam 

I.1SG  rice  like 

I like rice. 

 

95. ja-ri  iŋlis (friŋki)   t lou  kjun 

they-TOP English( white people) language speak 

They speak English. 

 

96. kənni  a kulkuŋ  tʰləŋ-rei ka-tʰuk 

sun  DEM east  side-from come-out 

The sun rise in the east. 
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97. a  c ak c a-wul-la 

he.3SG  food eat-PRF-REAL 

He has eaten his meal. 

 

98. ja-ri  bəzar c a-wur-ra/wa-wur-ra 

they-DEF bazaar go-PRF-REAL 

They have gone to the market. 

 

99. nupawa- a ib-bur-ra 

man-DIM slepp-PRF-REAL 

The boy has slept. 

 

100. nao-həi  skul  ka-ləi 

child-DET school  go-PROG 

The child is going to the shool. 

 

101. kəi  c ak  c a-ləi-hui 

I.1SG  food  eat-PROG-still 

I’m still eating food. 

 

102. a c a  sim-ləi 

she tea  make-PROG 

She is making tea. 

 

103. ja əsi-nəŋ  kʰwa  din-ləi 

they now-TOP bamboo cut-PROG 

They are cutting bamboo now. 

 

104.  meruŋ  cim  ləkur-kʰəu-la 

merung house  leave-PFV-REAL 

Merung left home. 
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105. kʰəmma-ni əsi-nəŋ-hək  cim ləkur-kʰəu-wul-la 

kiro-ERG now-TLOC-EMP house leave-PFV-PRF-REAL 

Khamma left home just now. (Immediate past) 

 

106. tomui əŋŋi-nəŋ  ai-cim  ləkur-kʰəu-wur-la 

tomui yesterday-TLOC her-house leave-PFV-PRF-REAL 

Tomui left her home yesterday. (Remote past) 

 

107. a-ni  kʰəni-ni maibəŋ-ra upu ləd-kur 

he-ERG two-day before-LOC box open-PRF 

He opened the box two days before. 

 

108. sokʰəm  c ən-nur-ra 

sokham run-PRF-REAL 

Sokham ran (eloped). 

 

109.  ja-ni  tʰlaini-ser la-sa 

they-ERG day-every song-sing 

  They sing everyday. 

 

110. ja ip-ləi-hui 

they sleep-PROG-still 

They are still sleeping. 

 

111.  ja  kəi  huŋ-nəŋ ləu-ip-tʰuŋ 

they  I.1SG  return-TLOC already-sleep-PST.PROG 

They were already sleeping when I return. 

 

112. toto c ak ləu-tʰuŋ-bi-k ləi 

toto food already-cook-be-stay 
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Toto was cooking food. 

 

113. a pʰi ləu-su-bi  k ləi 

she cloth already-wash-be stay 

She was washing clothes. 

 

114. a ib-bur-ra 

she sleep-PRF-REAL 

  She has slept. 

 

115. ja-ni  əŋŋi-nəŋ muc a  tʰimi-ja  mən-kur 

they-NOM yesterday steal  man-ACC catch-PRF 

Yesterday they had caught the thief. 

 

116. əŋkum-nəŋ  kumtil-rou  nuŋ ro-kʰəu 

last year-TLOC October-LOC  rain rain-PFV 

Last year it rained in October. 

 

117. kəi niŋŋa  impal  ka-rəu 

I.1SG tomorrow imphal  go-IRR 

I will go to imphal tomorrow. 

 

118. niŋŋa  məsa  a tʰəŋa  mai-rəu 

tomorrow night  he fish  eat-IRR 

  He will eat fish tomorrow night. 

119. a nuŋhəŋ-nəŋ  la sa-rəu 

he noon-TLOC  song sing-IRR 

HE will sing at noon. 

 

120. a niŋŋa  əsi-lum-nəŋ  delhi-ra  wa-

tʰəluŋ-rəu 
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he tomorrow now-time-TLOC delhi-LOC  go-

reach-IRR 

By this time tomorrow, He would have reached Delhi. 

 

121. menai-ni kəu-nək-pi  riŋ-bi  ləu-ləi-ja-nəŋ   

menai-  what-type-give(if) alive-be aready-stay-ACC-

TLOC  

 

a-ni   temui-ja  ləu-wur-la-rəu 

he-NOM tenui-ACC take-PRF-REAL-IRR 

If Menai was alive, he would have married Temui. 

 

122. kəi  niŋkumma tʰləu  pʰə-rəu 

I.1SG  next year work  get-IRR 

I will get a job next year. 

 

123. wa-lək-ka 

go—IMP-ASRT 

Go! (order) 

                                                                   

124. kəriŋ-pi-bi wa-lək-ka 

kind-give-be go-IMP-ASRT 

(kindly) Please go. 

 

125. tʰləi-wur-lək-ka 

lost-PRF-IMP-ASRT 

Get lost! 

 

126. cimkʰar lat-lək 

door  open-IMP 

Open the door.     
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127. kəriŋ-pi-bi cimkʰar lat-pi-lo 

kind-give-be door  open-BEN-POL 

Please open the door.                                  

 

128. a-həi  cimmai-ra k ləi 

he-TOP house-LOC stay 

  He is in the house. 

 

129. a-ri  mərnopipu kʰəd-me 

he-TOP teacher  one-be.AUX 

He is a teacher. 

 

130. kəi c ak  c a-la 

I.1SG rice  eat-REAL 

I ate rice. 

 

131. kəi-ni  a-ja  tʰlaini-ser c urc   ka-kjer-ni 

I.1SG-ERG he-ACC day-every church  go-CAUS-

want 

I want him to go to church every Sunday. 

 

132. kəi-ni  a-ja  kani  tʰlaini-rəu cim-rəu-wəi 

  

I.1SG-ERG he-ACC Monday day-LOC house-LOC-

from 

 

sal-kjer-ni 

get out-CAUS-want 

I want him to get out of the house by Monday. 
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133. əŋtu  nuŋ ro-kja 

today  rain rain-possible 

It might rain today. 

 

134. a-həi  niŋŋa  mənma  huŋ-kja 

he-DET tomorrow early  come-possible 

Perhaps he may come early tomorrow. 

 

135. a kumsa  taŋla-rəu tʰlou rəbpʰa kja 

he february month-LOC work rearch possible 

He may apply/look for job in february. 

 

136. nəŋ kʰukərtʰil-ra wa-nəŋ-ri  pesenɟer-bus tuŋ-rəu   

you town-LOC go-TLOC-TOP passenger-bus ride-IRR 

da 

fall (must) 

You must take the passenger if you have to go to town. 

 

137. a-həi  əsi-nəŋ-hək  cim-ra  ləi-rəu 

he-DET now-TLOC-EMP house-LOC have-IRR 

He must be at home right now. 

 

138. əijil-jəi  hiltʰuŋ-ni c urc -pəŋ-ra  tul məŋ  

law-GEN follow-be church-near-LOC liquor drink  

ja-mək 

allow-NEG 

The law requires that liquor must not be consumed near the church. 

 

139. kəi əsi-nəŋ-hək  hillʰək  c a-rəu-wa 

I.1SG nowTLOC-EMP medicine eat-IRR-ASRT 

I have to eat the medicine now. 
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140. kəi ena dəŋ-ra  wa-rəu 

I toilet side-LOC go-IRR 

I have to go to the toilet. 

 

141. kounəkpi nuŋ-ro-wa-nəŋ   kəi wa-ən tʰuŋ-rəu 

if  rain-rain-ASRT-TLOC 1SG chicken cook-IRR 

If it rains, I will cook chicken. 

 

142. kounəkpi a-ni  əŋŋi-nəŋ huŋ-ŋur-ra-nəŋ-ri  

  

if  he-ERG yesterday- come-PRF-REAL-TLOC-

TOP 

  

 ka-Ø  kummoi  təu-la-rəu  (hərəu  malna-

rəu) 

we-NOM celebrate do-COMPL-IRR (enjoy  same-

IRR) 

If he came yesterday, we could have celebrated.  (enjoy together). 

 

143. kəi  la  sa-kʰəi 

I.1SG  song  sing-able 

  I can sing. 

 

144. nəŋ məi-kʰur-ra  c a-wa 

you fire-hole-LOC  go-ASRT 

You go to hell! 

 

145. dunpu-ni nəi-ja  pʰor  pi-lək-su 

God-ERG you-ACC blessing give-IMP-wish 

May God bless you. 
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146. kəi-ni  nəi-ja  tʰləŋai  tʰimi kʰəd hoi-kjer-ni 

I.1SG-ERG you-ACC nice  man one be-CAUS-

want 

I want you to be a good human being. 

 

147. ka sal-la-ka-se 

we go-REAL-ASRT-PROP 

Let us go. 

 

148. kəi-ja  sal-jer-pi-lək 

I.1SG-ACC go back-CAUS-BEN-IMP 

Let me go. 

 

149. a-ya  sal-jer-lək 

he-ACC go back-CAUS-IMP 

Let him go. 

 

COMPLEX PREDICATES: 

150. a-ri  cim  pu-ra  wa-tʰuk-kur-ra 

she-TOP house  out-LOC go-out-PRF-REAL 

She has gone outside the house. 

 

151. a-ni  tʰəluŋ-həi təu-bəi-kur 

he-ERG stone-DET do-break-PRF 

He broke the stone up. 

 

152. a hi-jur-ra 

he die-PRF-REAL 

He died. 

 

153. a-ni  ŋaimən-kʰəu  həi təu-bai-kur 
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she-ERG ask.price-keep  DET A-break-PRF 

She broke off the engagement. 

154. a-ni  kʰəlak dəu-ra  cənbəŋ-kur 

she-ERG stairs up-LOC run.DL-PRF 

She ran up the stairs. 

 

155. a kənnel-kur 

he slip-PRF 

He fell down. 

 

156. a-ni  bəmtʰo  mərtʰiŋ-tʰut-kur 

he-ERG room  clean-out.DL-PRF 

He cleaned up the room. 

 

157. wa-bi-ni tʰi-lək 

go-CP-ERG look-IMP 

Go and see. 

 

158. menai-ni kəi-ja  tʰui-kʰəu-bi  tʰuk-kur-ra 

Menai- ERG I.1SG-ACC kick-PFV-be.CONJ out-PRF-REAL 

Menai kicked me and went away. 

 

159. c ak c a-hil-rəu ip-lək 

food eat-after-LOC sleep-IMP 

Sleep after eating. 

 

160. c ak c a-hil-rəu a ip-rou  huŋ-cəŋ-kur 

food eat-after-LOC he sleep-IRR come-enter-PRF 

Having eaten his food, he went to sleep. 

 

161. kəi cim-ra  sal-ni-wur-ra 
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I.1SG house-LOC go back-want-PRF-REAL 

I want to go home. 

162. ətuŋ-ri  kərbul  pam 

atung-TOP swiming like 

Atung likes swiming. 

 

163. a wa-kʰəu-bi  om-kʰəu-bi c ak c a-bi    

he come-PFV-CP  sit-PFV-CP food eat-CP  

 

həi-təu-bi sal-lur-ra 

DET-do-CP go back-PRF-REAL 

He came, sat, ate and went away. 

 

164. pakpi la-sa-bi nui-bi  məl-rəb-ja  nuŋai-jer-pi 

pakpi song-sing-CP dance-CP guest-PL-ACC happy-CAUS-

BEN 

Pakpi sang dance and entertain the guest. 

 

 

NEGATIVES AND PROHIBITIVES: 

165. a-ri  mərnopipu kʰəd ni-mək 

he-TOP teacher  one be-NEG 

He is not a teacher. 

 

166. dəm/kuŋ-ra jui-mək 

river-LOC water-NEG 

There is no water in the river. 

 

167. a la sək-kʰəi-mək 

he song sing-can-NEG 

He cannot sing. 
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168. nəŋ əsi-nəŋ  sal-ja-mək-kʰui 

you now-TLOC go-allow-NEG-still 

You cannot go now. 

 

169. nəŋ əsi-nəŋ  kəncek  c a ja-mək-rəu 

you now-TLOC move  go allow-NEG-IRR 

  You cannot move now. 

 

170. ka-ni  nəi-ja  uksa-jer-mək-rəu 

we-ERG you-ACC upset-CAUS-NEG-IRR 

We will not upset you. 

 

171. kəi əŋŋi-nəŋ  c aməi-mək-hui 

I.1SG yesterday-TLOC eat-NEG-still 

I did not eat yesterday. 

 

172. ja-ni  jai tʰlou lui-tʰlək-mək-kur-ra 

they-ERG their work finish-put-NEG-PRF-REAL 

They have not finished their job. 

 

173. kəi c ak c a-mək-hui 

I.1SG food eat-NEG-still 

I have not yet eaten. 

 

174. kəi c ak c a-kʰəu-mək-ka-rəu 

I.1SG food eat-PFV-NEG-ASRT-IRR 

I will not eat. 

 

175. a-ni  hu-ja-kʰi  sun-kʰəu-mək-ni sal-lur-ra 
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he-ERG who-ACC-EMP tell-PFV-NEG-be go-PRF-

REAL 

He left without informing anyone. 

 

176. ja bi arəu ləi-mək 

they place here stay-NEG 

They are not here. 

 

177. kəi c ak sul-mək 

I.1SG food hungry-NEG 

I am not hungry. 

 

178. kəi mu-mək 

I.1SG know-NEG 

I do not know. 

 

179. c əŋ-mək-lo 

enter-NEG-POL 

Do not enter. 

 

180. ka puttʰa-wa-se 

1PL rest-ASRT-PROP 

Let us rest now. 

 

181. kəi tui-tekkʰi-mək 

I.1SG money-never-NEG 

I have no money. 

 

182. kəi c ak c a-mək 

I.1SG food eat-NEG 

I did not eat food. 
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183. kəi c ak c a-mək-rou 

I.1SG food eat-NEG-IRR 

I will not eat food. 

 

184. kəi kʰəl-na-ra/niŋca-na-ra  a c ak c a-mək-rəu 

I.1SG think-NMLZ-LOC  he food eat-NEG-IRR 

I think he will not come. 

 

185. kəi kʰəl-na-ra  a huŋ-mək-rəu 

I.1SG think-NMLZ-LOC he come-NEG-IRR 

I don’t think he will come. 

 

186. kəi tul tekkʰi məŋ-mək 

I.1SG liquor never drink-NEG 

I never take alcohol. 

 

187. a-ri  əŋŋi-nəŋ  kəu-kʰi  c amai-mək-kur-ra 

he-TOP yesterday-TLOC what-EMP eat-NEG-PRF-REAL 

She did not eat anything yesterday. 

 

188. kəi a-ja  tek-kʰi  kəlleŋ-ni mu-mək-kur-ra 

1SG he-ACC never-EMP return-be see-not.NEG-PRF-

REAL 

I don’t see her any more. 

 

189. kəu-kʰəd-kʰi  lim-ni  pʰa-mək 

what-one-EMP free-be  get/available-NEG 

Nothing comes for free. 

 

190. hu-kʰəd-ni-kʰi  kəi-ja  mu-kʰəu-mək 
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who-one-be-EMP I.1SG-ACC see-PFV-NEG 

Nobody saw me. 

 

191. modar  a julləj  kou-kʰəd-ra-kʰi ləi-mək 

modar  DEM village  what-one-LOC-EMP stay-NEG 

Modar is nowhere in the village. 

 

192. kəi c ər-hək-ni-kʰi   kəi-ja  məluŋŋəm-pi-mək 

I.1SG sister-immediate-be-too 1SG-ACC assure-give-NEG 

Not even my sister believed me. 

 

193. dawa hu-kʰəd-kʰi huŋ-kʰəu-mək 

child who-one-too come-PFV-NEG 

None of the children came. 

 

194. nəŋ-ni-kʰi kəi-ni-kʰi t ʰlou-tʰuk a semc əŋ-mək-rou 

you-ERG-too 1SG-ERG-too word-out this solve-NEG-IRR 

Neither I nor you can solve this problem (issue). 

 

195. tʰimi nəmma-ni pərkʰa  ral-kʰəu-mək 

man all-ERG exam  pass-PFV-NEG 

Everyone did not pass the examination. 

 

196. tʰimi nəpuŋ  kəntəŋ-ni ral-mək 

man number all-ERG pass-NEG 

Not everyone passed. 

 

197. wa-həi  hiŋ-dəu-ra  c u-mək-kur-ra 

bird-DET tree-above-LOC perch-NEG-PRF-REAL 

The bird is no longer on the tree. 
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198. nəŋ a-ja  mu-kʰəu ko mu-kʰəu-mək 

you he-ACC see-PFV QP see-PFV-NEG 

Have you seen him? “No” (Elicit ‘No’ as an answer) 

 

199. kəi-ni  a tʰləŋai-mək  tou-bi  jun-kʰəu-mək 

I.1SG-NOM this nice-NEG  do-be  say-PFV-NEG 

I did not say it is bad. 

 

200. nəŋ ləjlik pa-mək-ka-nuŋ  sui-rəu 

you book read-NEG-ASRT-DAT fail-IRR 

If you don’t study you will fail. 

 

201. nəŋ c a-rəu  ko c a-mək-rəu  ko 

you eat-IRR QP eat-NEG-IRR  QP 

Will you eat or not? 

 

202. kəi c a-mək-rou  tou-ri  ni-mək 

I.1SG eat-NEG-IRR  do-  be-NEG 

It is not that I am not going to eat. 

 

CAUSATIVES: 

203. kəna-wattouwa-ni  nao-ja  pic a-kur 

sick-server-ERG  baby-ACC feed-PRF 

The nurse fed the baby. 

 

204. pui-ni  kəna-wattouwa-ja nao-nuŋ pic a-kjer 

mother-ERG nurse-ACC  baby-DAT feed-eat-CAUS 

Mother made the nurse feed the baby. 

 

205. kina  nəŋaka-ja bəmtʰo  tontʰəi  kjer 

I.1SG-NOM girl-ACC room  clean  CAUS 
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I made the girl clean the room. 

 

206. kəi-ni  nəŋaka-ja nabur-ni bəmtʰo  tontʰəi-kjer 

I.1SG-NOM girl-ACC broom-INST room  clean-CAUS 

I made the girl clean the room with a broom. 

 

207. kəi-ni  nəŋaka-nuŋ sun-bi  cim-wattouwa-ja 

I.1SG-NOM girl-DAT tell-be  house-server-ACC 

 

  bəmtʰo  tontʰəi-kjer 

  room  clean-CAUS 

I made the girl ask the maid to clean the room. 

 

208. likli-həi bai-kur 

glass-DET break-PRF 

The glass broke. 

 

209. tuŋmui-ni  likli-həi təu-bai-kur 

tungmui-ERG  glass-DET do-break-PRF 

Tungmui broke the glass. 

 

210. kəi-ni  a-ja  likli təu-bai-kyer 

I.1SG-ERG he-ACC glass do-break-CAUS 

I make him break the glass. 

 

211. kodar-ni a-ja  kʰi-kjer 

kodar-ERG he-ACC die-CAUS 

Kodar made him die. 

 

212. a kʰin-ser-rəu  ib 

he time-every-LOC sleep 
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He sleeps all the time. 

 

213. nuwi-ERG toto-ja  ib-kjer 

mother-NOM toto-ACC sleep-CAUS 

Mother made toto sleep. 

 

214. pawa-ni nuwi-nuŋ ako-ja    ib-kjer 

father-ERG mother-DAT ako-ACC sleep-CAUS 

Father made Mother (to) make Kiro sleep. 

 

PASSIVES: 

215. cim a muc a tʰimi-rəb-ni sa-baŋ-kʰəu 

house  this steal man-PL-ERG build-hang-PFV 

The house was built by the dacoits. 

 

216. patər-ja  sai-ni   həd-kur 

grandfather-ACC elwphant-ERG kill-PRF 

Grandfather was killed by an elephant. 

 

217. kəi-ja  sai  kʰəd-ni  hulc a-kur 

I.1SG-ACC elephant one-ERG chased-PRF 

I was attacked/chased by an elephant. 

 

218. kəi kərwaica məni-mək-kur-ra 

I.1SG move.go able-NEG-PRF-REAL 

I was unable to walk. (Hindi: mujhse chalaa nahin gayaa) 

 

219. tʰlərei-tʰuitʰi-nəi ŋəmrəu -ka jul-ra-wa  məni-mək- 

weather-bad-cause reason- we village-LOC-go able-NEG 

 

kur-ra 
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PRF-COMPL 

Because of bad weather, we could not go to the village. 

 

220. c a məŋ-la-ka-se 

tea drink-REAL-ASRT-PROP 

Let’s drink the  tea. 

 

221. om-na  həi dawa-rəb-ni  tou-bai-kur 

sit-NMLZ DET child-PL-ERG  do-break-PRF 

The chair was broken by the children. 

REDUPLICATION: 

222. kəi  nuwi-ni a-jəi  c ak təp~təp-ni c a 

I.1SG.GEN mother-ERG she-GEN food slowly  eat 

My mother eats her food slowly slowly. 

 

223. tʰrəlwəŋ-ni a-ja  kəleŋ~kəleŋ yil-tʰi-kur 

ghost-NOM she-ACC return  follow-see-PRF 

The ghost visited her again and again. 

 

224. kəi tʰləini-ser kəwəic a la-wur-ra 

I.1SG day-every walking tire-PRF-REAL 

I am tired of walking (and walking) everyday. 

 

225. hu nəmma-ni rəmhəŋ-ra  c a-rəu 

who all-ERG wilderness-LOC go-IRR 

Who (all) will go to the jungle? 

226. ka-ni  cim~cim-rei məi-hiŋ tʰrəi-tʰut 

we-ERG house-from fir-wood collect-out.DL 

We collected firewood from home by home. 

 

227. ja-ni  jai~jai-jəi julləi-ra sal-kur 
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they-ERG their-GEN village-LOC go back-PRF 

They went to their respective villages. 

 

228. a-ni  klao~klao-bi pəŋ/ŋao-kur 

he-ERG laugh-be mad-PRF 

She kept laughing and went mad. 

 

229. a-ni  c un~c un-bi ai cim-ra  sal-kur 

he-NOM hop-be  his house-LOC go back-PRF 

He hopped hopped and went to his home. 

 

230. ka-nuŋ-ŋəi  sai-ən  pi-lək 

we-DAT-GEN  rice-vegetable give-IMP 

Give us rice and the like. 

 

231. a həl-suŋ-yui   kəuka lo-rəu 

she cow-pour-water(cow milk) what buy-IRR 

She will buy milk and the like. 

 

232. ləutrun-tʰimi-ni ləuhin-kəuka  ur-bi  ləu-ra  c a-kur 

farmer-ERG  spade-what carry-CP field-LOC  go-prf 

The farmer carries spade and the like and goes to the field. 

 

233. c a-kəuka  məŋ-lək 

tea-what drink-IMP 

Have some tea and like. 

234. cimbuŋ-rei jui kərjom-ni juk-cu-ləi 

roof-from water often-ADV down.DL-drip-PROG 

Water is dripping continually from the roof. 

 

235. a-ni  jui-həi  kruk~kruk məŋ-ləu-la 
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he-ERG water-DET ONO (gulp) drink-take-REAL 

He gulped the water fast (look for onomatopoeic form for fast). 

 

236. məi-həi rom~rom kəŋ-kur 

fire-DET fiercely burnt-PRF 

The fire burnt strong (look for onomatopoeic form for strong). 

 

237. nao-ni  ho-kar  kʰənot~kʰənot kər-bi  c a-kur 

baby-ERG foot-step hasty  step-CP go-PRF 

Baby walked with hasty steps (look for reduplicated form for hasty). 

 

238. kəi c ak məsul-nəi uk  rəŋ~rəŋ na-kur 

I.1SG food hungry-cause stomach ONO  pain-PRF 

My stomach is aching due to hunger (look for onomatopoeic form for ache 

of hunger). 

 

239. ləilik-rəb-həi ara həira nəi-mək-ni  caicek-kur-ra 

book-PL-DET here there cause-NEG-be  scatter-PRF-REAL 

Books are scattered here and there. 

 

240. tʰimi-rəb-ni nəkna-rei-kʰi  lʰətna-rei-kʰi  mitiŋ-nuŋ  

man-PL-ERG nearNMLZ-from-too far.NMLZ-from-too meeting-DAT 

 

kərtil-lur-ra 

gather-PRF-REAL 

People from near and far gathered for the meeting. 

COMPARATIVES AND SUPERLATIVES: 

241. tomui-həi tedar-nək-bil  tʰləŋai 

tomui-DET tedar-type-till  good 

Tomui is as good as tedar. 
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242. ako-ri  amo-ja  duini c əu 

ako-TOP amo-ACC more tall 

Ako is taller than Amo. 

 

243. ame-ni  tʰimi nəmməyer-ja  c əu dui 

ame-ERG man all.every-ACC  tall more 

Ame is taller than everybody. 

244. akʰuwi-ni ai tete-ja  duini tʰəŋai 

akhu-ERG her tete-ACC more nice 

Akhu is more beautiful than her sister. 

 

245. kodun-ni nəmjer-rəu-wei c ən kʰəjəŋ 

kodun-ERG all-LOC-from  run fast 

Kodun is the fastest runner. 

 

246. maisor-ni rəm-nəmjer-wei tʰələirei tʰləŋai  bi 

mysore-ERG place-all-from  weather nice  place 

Mysore has the best weather in the country. 

 

247. a-ni  nəŋaka  nəmjer-rəu-wei sək tʰləŋai duici 

she-ERG lady  all-LOC-from  face nice finish 

She is the most beautiful of all girls. 

 

248. indija-ra gəŋga-a nəmjer-rəu-wei səŋ-dui -kuŋ-me 

India-LOC ganga-DET all-LOC-from  long-more-river-COP 

Ganga is the longest river in India. 

249. nəŋ a liŋ-tʰral-həŋ-ra  jer-rəu-wei tʰləŋai-tʰimi-me 

you this peer-group-side-LOC all-LOC-from good-man-be.COP 

You are the best person in the group. 

 

SENTENCES WITH ADVERBS: 
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250. a laa tʰləŋai-ni sa-ləj 

she song nice-ADV sing-PROG 

She sings melodiously. 

 

251. kəi-ni  kʰrəŋ-ni c ən-kur 

I.1SG-ERG quick.ADV run-PRF 

I ran quickly. 

 

252. mesim-ni  c ak təp-ni  c a-kur 

meshim-NOM  food slow-ADV eat-PRF 

Meshim ate rice slowly. 

 

253. a-ni  əsi-nəŋ-hək   c ak c a-ləu-kur 

he-ADV now-TLOC-immediate food eat-REAL-PRF 

He ate rice just now. 

 

254. a-ni  tʰləni-ser futbol  tʰui 

he-ERG day-every football kick 

He plays football daily. 

 

255. ministər-həj əŋtu huŋ-mək-kja 

minister-DET today come-NEG-possible 

Perhaps the minister will not come today. 

 

256. təŋhakpa-ni kyun-ri  kəi c a pam-mək 

real-ADV say-TOP I.1SG tea like-NEG 

Frankly speaking I don’t like tea. 

 

257. a məkʰu~məkʰu-bi hi-kur 

he cough-CP  die-PRF 

He coughed and coughed and died. 
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258. nao-həi  kjiŋ-ni  ib-ləi 

baby-DET peace-ADV sleep-PROG 

The baby is sleeping peacefully. 

 

259. a təp-ni  kərwəic a 

he slow-ADV walk 

He walks slowly. 

 

QUANTIFIERS AND INTENSIFIERS: 

260. cimmai kəntəŋ-ra ui kʰəd~kʰəd kləi 

household every-LOC dog one  have 

Every house has a dog. 

 

261. tebəl-dəura  ləjlik cip-təm kləi 

table-above.LOC book ten-CL  have 

There are ten books on the table. 

 

262. naŋaka tʰral nəmjer-wa klas-ra  wa-kʰəu 

lady group all-REL class-LOC come-PFV 

All the girls came to the class. 

 

263. napawa-dawa tʰral-tʰa klas-ra  wa-mək 

man-child group-some class-LOC come-NEG 

Some of the boys did not come to the class. 

 

264. ja kʰəd-sol-nuŋ  lupa cip~cip  pi-pilək 

they one-each-DAT rupee ten  give-BEN-IMP 

Give ten rupees to each one of them. 

 

265. arəu-wei hu-kʰəd-ni  eŋlis muləi 
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here-from who-one-ERG  english know-PROG 

Someone knows English here. 

 

266. hu-kʰi  pʰərul pam-mək 

who-too snake like-NEG 

Nobody likes snakes. 

 

267. kəi-jəi  nutər-ni        kəi-nuŋ  biskut  cuŋ pi-kʰəu 

1SG-GEN grandmother-ERG 1SG-DAT  biscuit  many give-PFV 

My grandmother gave me a lot of biscuits. 

 

268. kəi-nuŋ mitʰai tʰa-c a  pi-lo 

I.1SG-DAT sweet some-DIM give-POL 

Give me a few sweet. 

 

269. kʰusim-ni a-jəi  c a-ja  bəimək-ni luŋsi 

khusim-ERG 3SG-GEN child-ACC much-ADV love 

Khusim loves her baby a lot. 

 

270. kəi niŋsun-nəŋ  c ak bəimək-ni məsul-kur 

I.1SG morning-TLOC food much-ADV hungry-PRF 

I was very hungry in the morning. 

 

271. murc ak-həi  bəimək  taŋ 

mouth.food (eateries)  much  expensive 

The food is very costly. 

272. kəi-ni  nəi-ja  təŋ-hək-ni  tʰəsa 

I.1SG-NOM you-ACC real-INT-NOM believe 

I truly believe you. 

 

273. ja-həi-ri-me  tʰlou kəlləi-ni cur-rəb-ri 
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they-DET-TOP-COP work hard.ADV touch-PL-TOP 

They were the ones who really work hard. 

 

274. a-ri  kʰjəŋ hac ak-ləi 

this-TOP long much-PROG 

This is too long. 

 

275. kəi-jəi  cim-ra  hiŋtruŋ  cuŋ-ləi 

I.1SG-GEN house-LOC tree-trunk many-PROG 

There are many trees in my house. 

 

ADPOSITION: 

276. a c ak-c a-bəŋ-nəŋ  huŋ-tʰut 

he food-eat-before-TLOC come-out.DL 

He came before the meal. 

 

277. kodun kʰukərtʰil-rəu-wei kʰuŋ 

kodun town-LOC-from come 

kodun came from the town. 

 

278. ako-ni  bol-həi  pukʰri-ra ləklʰək-kur 

ako-ERG ball-DET pond-LOC put.DL-PRF 

Ako dropped the ball into the pond. 

 

279. tʰəmu  kəi-jəi  cim  pəŋ-ra  tʰləi 

thamnu I.1SG-GEN house  near-LOC live 

Thamnu lives near my house. 

 

280. mores  t ʰluŋ  pur-rəuwei  wa-tʰut 

moresh  stone  hole-LOC-from come-display 

Moresh came out from the cave. 
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281. tuŋ-həi  tebəl-dak-ra  ləi 

cat-DET table-below-LOC stay 

The cat is under the table. 

 

282. jui-həi  tʰuŋ-dak-ra  ləi 

water-DET bridge-below-LOC have 

The water is beneath the bridge. 

 

283. pen-həi  kao-ril-ra  ləi 

pen-DET bag-inside-LOC have 

The pen is in the bag. 

 

284. cok-həi  tebəl  dəu-ra  ləi 

chalk-DET table  above-LOC have 

The chalk is on the table. 

 

285. tʰəməi-həi tebəl-dəu-ra  ləi 

lamp-DET table-above-LOC have 

The lamp is over the table. 

 

286. kəi-jəi  cim-ri  tʰəluŋ  dəu-ra  ləi 

I.1SG-GEN house-TOP mountain above-LOC have 

My house is on the mountain top. 

 

287. kuŋ-həi tʰəluŋ-rui-ra   ləi 

river-DET mountain-beside-LOC have 

The river is beside the mountain. 

 

288. aroplen-həi  rəməi  dəu-ra  trai 

aeroplane-DET cloud  above-LOC fly 
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The aero plane flies above the cloud. 

 

289. cim-həi c urc  maibəŋ-ra ləi 

house-DET church infront-LOC have 

The house is in front of the church. 

 

290. kai skul-ri  tʰuŋ-həi-jəi  hil-ra  ləi 

our school-DEF mountain-DET-GEN behind-LOC have 

Our school is behind the mountain. 

 

ADJECTIVAL CLAUSE: 

291. həira kjuŋ-bi-k ləi nupa-dawa-həi  kəi-jəi  təinao-me 

there stand-CP-stay man-child-DET I-GEN  brother-be.aux 

The boy who is standing there is my brother. 

 

292. nəmma-rəu-wei məndi-cim-həi-ri  kəi-jəi nutər 

 all-LOC-from  small-house-DET-DEF I-GEN grandmother 

 

jəi  cim-me 

GEN house-be.AUX 

The house which is smallest is my grandmother’s house. 

 

293. sina mu-ləu-kur  nupa-həi polis-ni mən-ləu-la 

gold steal-take-PRF  man-DET police-ERG catch-take-REAL 

The man who stole the gold is arrested by police. 

 

294. kəi jen-lo-kur  liŋlik-həi-ri   mən klu-me 

1SG bring-buy-PRF shirt-DET-TOP price expensive-COP 

The shirt that I bought is costly. 

 

295. karənna touc al-kur  napawa-həi uŋ-lək 
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looking glass do.piece-PRF  man-DET call-IMP 

Call the boy who broke the mirror. 

 

296. əŋŋi-jəi  səŋkom-kyor nupawa-həi uŋ-lək 

yesterday-GEN milk-sell man-DET call-IMP 

Call the milkman (who came yesterday). 

 

297. əŋŋi-məsa-jəi  tʰuŋ-kʰəu   wa-ən-həi       kəi-ni         mai-ləu-la 

yesterday-night-GEN cook-PFV chicken-DET 1SG-ERG   eat-take-REAL 

I ate the chicken that was cooked last night. 

 

298. tʰləu-cur napuija-rəb-ni  tʰləu-cur-mək        napuija-rəb-ja 

work-touch woman-PL-ERG work-touch-NEG  woman-PL-ACC 

 

dui-ni  nuŋkəŋai 

more-ADV happy 

Women who work are happier than women who don’t work. 

 

299. mərno-rəb-nuŋ -ŋəi  t ʰlou  uŋ-ŋəi-pi      mərnopu-həi-ri 

student-PL-DAT-GEN work many-GEN-give  teacher-DET-TOP 

 

min   a-mək 

name  go-NEG 

Teachers who give a lot of homework are unpopular. 

 

300. kəi-jəi-pam  inema-tʰirəu- a həi-ri  tui- əŋ-ŋəi 

1SG-GEN-like movie-watch-go DET-DEF money-enter-GEN 

 

t ʰlou 

work 

Going to the movies, which I love to do, is expensive. 
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301. modar-jəi ui-c a  kʰəd k ləi həi-ca-ja      a-ni 

modar-GEN dog-DIM one have DET-DIM-ACC he-NOM 

 

nuŋhəŋcip kəlou-c a 

day.whole take-go 

Modar has a pet dog which he take around all day. 

 

302. kəl-ni   əp-bi-k ləi  dawa-həi kəi  a-ni-mək 

strong-ADV cry-be-stay.PROG child-DET 1SG child-be-NEG 

The loud crying baby is not my child. 

 

303. ho-ra  məjuŋ-bi-k ləi  napawa-dawa-həj kəi teinao 

there-LOC stand-be-PROG man-child-DET 1SG brother 

Who is standing there that boy is my brother. 

 

304. c ok-bi-kləi  kʰuilu-həi nao-həi-ni     sa-mit-kur 

burn-CP-PROG candle-DET child-DET-ERG make-erase-PRF 

The burning candle was blown off by the child. 

 

INTER-CLAUSAL RELATIONS: 

305. kəi-jəi-lhou  lui-tʰlək-pi  cim-ra-kəleŋ-rəu 

1SG-GEN-work finish-put.DL-CP house-LOC-return-IRR 

I will finish my work and return home. 

 

306. toto  ak məsul-nəi-ŋəm-məi  a-ni   ak nəmjer 

 tito food hungry-cause-reason-GEN he-ERG food all 

 

 a-wur-la 

eat-PRF-REAL 

Tito was hungry so he ate all the rice. 
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307. kəi-jəi  teinao-le-cərwi kəitʰel-ra wa-wur-ra 

1SG-GEN brother-and-sister market-LOC go-PRF-REAL 

My brother and sister have gone to the market. 

 

308. kəi-ni  eppəl-nitəm  həirəuwei komla- kʰjumtəm  

I.1SG-ERG apple-two.CL  there.from orange-three.CL 

 

hen-kur 

bring-PRF 

I bought two apples and three oranges. 

 

309. nao-həi  məsul-nəi-ŋəm-məi   əp-ləi 

baby-DET hungry-cause-reason-GEN cry-PROG 

The baby is hungry so she is crying. 

 

310. muca-tʰimi-həi-ri təpni  truk-nəi ŋəm-məi-rəu 

steal-man-DET-DEF slow.ADV run-cause reason-GEN-SUBJ 

 

mən-wur-la 

catch-PRF-REAL 

The thief was caught because he ran slowly. 

 

311. nao-həi  nəŋ-ni  pi-ca-ləi-jen  cəp-mək-rəu 

baby-DET you-ERG give-eat-PROG-till cry-NEG-IRR 

The baby will not cry as long as you feed her. 

 

312. a-ni     kəi-cak-ri    ləu-kur-kja  həi-ja  kəi-jəi  

he-ERG my-food-DEF take-PRF-possible DET-ACC 1SG-GEN 

 

samb-ri tekkʰi ləu-mək-rəu 
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cloth-DEF never take-NEG-IRR 

He may take my food but he will never take my clothes. 

 

313. medun cinima tʰi-kʰəu  həirou temui-ni nao-kəu-rək 

medun movie watch-PFV CONJ temui-ERG baby-with-play 

Medun watch the movie and temui played with the child. 

 

314. a-ri  tʰləŋai-nupawa-kʰəd həi-ja   ak-tʰuŋ  

he-TOP  nice-man-one  DET-ACC  food-cook 

 

kʰəi-mək tʰimi 

can-NEG person 

He is a good man but a bad cook. 

 

315. kəi-teinao ni-mək-ka-nuŋ   kəi-cər niŋŋa-huŋ-rəu 

1SG-brother be-NEG-ASRT–DAT  my-sister yesterday-come-IRR 

My brother or sister will come tomorrow. 

 

316. a-ni  ruwai-jəi cak-tʰuŋ-kja  ni-mək-ka-nuŋ-ri 

 he-ERG evening-EGN food-cook-possible be-NEG- -DAT-DEF 

 

nao  tʰi-kja 

baby watch-possible 

He can cook dinner or look after the child. 

 

317. dəi-ja  tʰuŋpaŋ-pi-lək  həi-ni-mək-ka-nuŋ-ri    

other-ACC help-give-IMP  DET-be-NEG- -ASRT-TLOC-TOP  

 

dəi-ni  nəi-nuŋ  tʰuŋpaŋ-pi-mək-rəu 

other-ERG you.OBL-DAT help-give-NEG-IRR 

Help others, otherwise they won’t help you. 
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318. kəunək  nəŋ-ni  a-ja   a-lo-təu-bi   ŋai-nəŋ 

 in case  you-ERG he-ACC go-POL-do-CP ask-TLOC 

a  a-rəu 

he go-IRR 

He will go if you ask him to go. 

 

319. nao-həi  kəunəkpi-nəŋ-ni məsik-la-nəŋ   əb-rəu 

baby-DET if (in case)-you-ERG pinch-REAL-TLOC cry-IRR 

If you pinch, the baby will cry. 

 

320. a-ni  kounək  tʰiŋ-nəŋ-kʰi  a bus-həi  

he-ERG if  late--TLOC-too he bus-DET 

 

 ən-pʰa-kur 

run-get-PRF 

Although he was late, he got the bus. 

 

321. kounək  nuŋ-ro-nəŋ-ri  tʰiŋa-mən-tʰimi-həi  a-mək-rəu 

if  rain-rain-TLOC-TOP fish-catch-man-DET go-NEG-IRR 

If it rains, the fisherman will not go for fishing. 

 

322. əroŋ-həi nuŋ-ro-kal-nuŋ  mənui-rou 

peacock-DET rain-rain-time-TLOC  dance-IRR 

When it rains, peacock will dance. 

323. ləutrun-tʰimi-rəb-ni nuŋ kəl-ni  ro-nəŋ-kʰi   ləu-ra 

farmerPL-ERG rain strong-ADV rain-TLOC-too field-LOC 

 a-kur 

go-PRF 

Despite heavy rains, farmers went to the field. 
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EXCLAMATORY: 

324. kəi-ni  əŋŋi-nəŋ  dawa- a kʰəd mu-kʰəu 

I-ERG  yesterday-TLOC child-DIM one see-PFV 

 

dawa- a-həj-ri   bəimək  kriŋ-kəna nupuija- a 

child-DIM-DET-TOP  much  cute-HAB woman-DIM 

I saw a child yesterday. What a cute child, she was! 

 

325. kəi-ni  nəi-ja  kum-cip-bəi məibəŋ-ra mu-kʰəu 

I.1SG-ERG you-ACC year-ten-GEN before-LOC see-PFV 

 

həirəu-wei-ri  nəŋ kəunək   əu-tʰəl-kur-ra 

there-from-TOP you how  tall-grow-PRF-REAL 

I saw you ten years back. Since then how tall you have grown! 

 

326. kəu-toi    a hi-wur-ra  toi 

what-hear say.EXCML he die-PRF-REAL hear say 

What, he died! 

 

327. uləijo kʰuləkpa hi-wur-ra 

alas village chief die-PRF-REAL 

Alas! The village headman is no more. 

 

328. o kəu-nak tʰləŋai-mək tʰləini 

oh what-type nice-NEG day 

Oh, what a bad day! 

 

329. nəŋ-ri  kəu-nək məluŋsi-kəna 

you-DEF what-type love-HAB 

How lovely you are! 
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330. kəi-jəi  kruŋ nəŋ-ri  kəu-nək-kəi  təŋ 

I.1SG-GEN king you-TOP how-much-GEN big 

How great thou art, my king! 

 

331. nəi ənaowa kəu-nək kʰyaŋ-ni  ən 

your brother  how  fast-ADV run 

How fast your brother runs! 

 

332. nəi naowa-ni kounək -kjaŋ-ni-cən       nəŋ    tʰəsa-mək-rəu 

2SG brother-ERG how-much-fast-ADV-run you    believe-NEG-IRR 

You won’t believe how fast your brother runs! 

 

333. kəi-ni  əŋtu hu-ja  mu-rəu  mal-ləi 

I.1SG-ERG today who-ACC see-IRR like-PROG 

Oh, (guess) who(m) I saw today! 

 

334. kəi-ni  hu-ja  mu-kur-ro nəŋ tʰəsa-mək-rəu 

I.1SG-ERG who-ACC see-PRF-QP you believe-NEG-IRR 

You won’t believe who(m) I saw today! 

 

335. a səmb-ri kəu-nak t ʰləŋai 

this dress-DEF how much nice 

How beautiful this dress is! 

 

 

336. kounək  t ʰləŋai 

how much nice 

How beautiful! 

 

CASES: 

337. əŋdun   (ri)  ip-ləi 
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angdun  TOP sleep-PROG 

Angdun is sleeping. 

 

338. a me mai 

he meat eat 

He eats meat. 

 

339. kodar impal-ra ca-wur-ra 

kodar imphal-LOC go-PRF-REAL 

Kodar went to imphal. 

 

340. temui ənui-ləi 

temui dance-PROG 

Temui is dancing. 

 

341. ameh ip-ləi 

ameh sleep-PROG 

Ameh is sleeping. 

 

342. medar-ni atuŋ-ja  um-ləi 

medar- ERG atung-ACC beat-PROG 

Medar is beating Atung. 

 

343. kodun-ni jui-sa-məŋ-ləi   həi-rəu  

kodun- ERG water-hot-drink-PROG DET-IRR 

  

tedar-ni kofi məŋ-ləi 

Tedar-ERG coffee drink-PROG 

Kodundrinks tea but tedar drinks coffee. 

 

344. a-ri  ip-bi-ləi 

2SG-DET sleep-be.AUX-PROG 

He is sleeping. 

 

345. a-ni  kəi-ja  məluŋse(si) 

2SG-ERG I.1SG-ACC love 

     She loves me. 
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346. tomui-ni a-ja  məluŋse(si) 

tomui-ERG 2SG-ACC love 

Tomui loves her. 

 

347. ja-ni   ka-ja  məluŋsi 

they.3PL-ERG  us.1PL-ACC love 

They love us. 

 

348. miro-ni a-nuŋ-ŋəj  par kʰəd pi-kʰəu 

miro-ERG he.2SG-DAT-GEN flower one give-PFV 

Miro gave a flower to him. 

 

349. ja-ni   inc o-ra  hok-kʰəjum-təm dun-kʰəu 

they.3PL-ERG  backyard-LOC pig-three-CL  have-keep 

They kept three pigs in their backyard. 

 

350.  kəi  ənaowa həi-ri  skul-ra  k ləi 

I.1SG.GEN brother  DET-TOP school-LOC stay 

My sister is in the school. 

 

351. kəi-ni  a-jəi  ənaowa mu-kʰəu 

I.1SG-ERG he.2SG-GEN brother  see-PFV 

I saw her brother. 

 

352. cimkʰar həi-jəi  həŋ(ri)  bəi-jur-ra 

window DET-GEN latch-TOP broke-PRF-REAL 

The latch of the door is broken. 

 

353.  a-ni            hiŋtruŋ  həi rəi-ni  sir 

I.1SG-ERG tree  DET axe-INST chop 

He cut the tree with an axe. 
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354. kəi bus-ni  huŋ 

I.1SG bus-INST come 

I came by bus. 

 

355. amui-ni menai-ku kʰukərtʰil-ra wa-kur 

amui-ERG miro-with town-LOC go-PR 

Amui went to town with Menai.  

 

356. towar mizoram-ra  kləi 

towar mizoram-at.LOC stay 

Towar  live  in Mizoram. 

 

357.  puŋ  pʰəŋa-nuŋ huŋŋ      

time five-DAt come 

Come at 5 O’clock. 

 

358. kʰin ca-ni  wa-wa 

time proper-ERG come.ASRT 

Come on time. 

 

359.  a impəl-rei  joŋ-rəu 

2SG.F imphal-from.LOC come-IRR 

 She will come from Imphal. 

 

360. pawa-ni  a-jəi  c a-nuŋ-ŋəi  kʰebe jen-pi 

father-ERG 3SG-GEN son-DAT-GEN toy bring-BEN 

Father bought a toy for his son. 

 

361. a-ri  a-jəi  bəmmai-nuŋ tom t ʰlou pəŋ-ləi 

3SG-TOP 3SG-GEN family-DAT only work help-PROG 

He is working only for his family. 
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362. tomuisaŋ  ara wa-lo/ wa-wa 

tomuisang here come-HON/come.ASRT 

Tomuisang! Come here (calling/vocative) 

 

363. kəi  c ak mesul-wur-ra 

I.1SG food hungry-PRF-REAL 

I am hungry. 

 

364.  kei lu na-ləi 

I.1SG head pain-PROG  

      I have a headache. 

365. kəi jui həd-dur-ra 

 I.1SG water thirst-PRF-REAL 

I’m thirsty. 

 

366. modar   ak  c a-ləi 

modar  food  eat-PROG 

Modar is eating food. 

 

367. temui ip-ləi 

temui sleep-PROG 

Temui is sleeping. 

 

368.  dawa-rəb      mərek-ləi 

child-PL play-PROG 

Children are playing. 

 

369.  a niŋsun  mənrən kəntʰou 

he morning early  wake up 

He wakes up early in the morning. 
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370. koko pencil-ni məje-ləi 

koko pencil-INST write-PROG 

koko writes with a pencil. 

 

371. moruŋ  bol kao mərek-ləi 

morung ball kick play-PROG 

Morung plays with ball. 

 

372. momo-ni koko-ja son-ni  səd həd-kur 

momo- ERG koko-ACC knife-INST strike kill-PRF 

Momo killed koko with a knife. 

 

373. momo-ni koko-nuŋ-ŋəi  c ak lou-tʰuŋ pi-kʰəu 

momo- ERG koko-DAT-GEN food take-cook give-PFV 

Momo cooked food for koko. 

 

374. mina-ni həi-həi  son-ni  lip-kur 

meena- ERG fruit-DET knife-INST peel-PRF 

Meena peeled the fruit with knife. 

 

375. moran-ni səmpu-ni   lu su 

moran- ERG shampoo-INST head wash 

Moran washed his head with shampoo. 

 

376. ato c ak-həi  kʰəroi-ni c a 

ato food-DET spoon-INST eat 

Ato ate food with spoon. 

 

377. muisim-ni bən-rei  jui lau-bi  kəməŋ-kur 

muisim-ERG vessel-from water take-CP drink-PRF 

Muisim drank water from the vessel. 
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378. tewar-ni bəm-həi par-ni  mənsəm-kur 

tewar-ERG room-DET flower-INST decorate-PRF 

Tewar decorated the room with flower. 

 

379. hiŋ-na-rəb  hiŋ-truŋ-rei  jentrul  sunda 

tree-leave-PL  tree-trunk-from descend fall 

Leaves falls from the tree. 

(process of detaching from a living thing to become a lifeless object) 

380. atuŋ-ni  konai-rəuwei  cud-dur-ra 

atung-ERG konai- from  separate-PRF-REAL 

Atung went away from Konai. 

381. jui-həi  bən rəuwei  jensunda-wur-ra 

water-DET vessel from  DL.fall-PRF-REAL 

Water fell from the vessel. 

 

382. ka-ni  kai-palui-rəb rəuwei  lailoŋ-da-wur-ra 

we-ERG our-friend-PL from  different-fall-PRF-REAL 

We have separated from our friends. 

 

383. mohan-nəi ləilik-həi kəi-nuŋ-ŋəi  ləi-ləi 

mohan-GEN book-DET I.1SG-DAT-GEN have-PROG 

Mohan’s book is with me. 

 

384. modun-ŋəi liŋlit-həi bəi~bəi-mək  kəral-ləi 

modun-GEN shirt-DET some-NEG  beautiful 

Modun’s shirt is very beautiful. 

 

385. douwa-rəb-bəi  liŋlit-həi mərdun jəu-wur-ra 

child-PL-GEN  shirt-DET dirty  start-PRF-REAL 

Children’s clothes have become dirty. 
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386. motʰilruŋ bəimək  kəriŋ-kəna-ni  ib-bur-ra 

mothilrung much  love-HAB-ADV sleep-PRF-REAL 

Mothilrung sleeps very lovingly. 

 

387. kodar-jəi cim-həi bəi-mək təŋ-ləi 

kodar-GEN house-DET small-NEG bid-PROG 

Kodar’s house is very big. 

 

388. jairiŋ-ni a-jəi  səikal  hor-məŋ-ŋur-la 

jairing- ERG she-GEN cycle  left-lost-PRF-REAL 

Yairing had lost her cycle. 

389. medar  ai-nu-jəi  min-ri  temui uŋ 

medar  his-wife-GEN  name-TOP temui call 

Medar’s wife’s name is Temui. 

 

390. tomui  a-jəi  c atʰou-həi kəi kərna-mək 

tomui  she-GEN habbit-DET I.1SG agree-NEG 

I don’t like/agree tomui’s habbit. 

 

391. a-jəi  mitluŋ  kim-həi məroəu-tʰuk 

he-GEN eye ball colour-DET brown-out 

His eyes are brown in colour. 

 

392. ka-ri  impal-ra k ləi 

we-TOP imphal-LOC stay 

We live in Imphal. 

 

393. hiŋ dəu-ra  həi həi-ləi 

tree on-LOC fruit fruit-PROG 

There are fruits (bearing) on the tree. 
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394. nəi-jəi  mitləŋ-həi c aksaŋ-ra ləi-ləi 

you-GEN glass-DET kitchen-LOC have-PROG 

Your glass is in the kitchen. 

 

395. tʰəluŋ-ra tʰur da-ləi 

hill-LOC snow fall-PROG 

It is snowing on the hill. 

 

396. ka-pa-ni  rəm-ui-həi  məla-ni kap-hat-kur 

1PL-father-ERG forest-dog-DET arrow-INST shoot-die-PRF 

Our father killed the jackal with arrow. 

CASES: 

397. əŋdun   (ri)   ip-ləi 

angdun  TOP  sleep-PROG 

Angdun is sleeping. 

 

398. a-ri  ip-bi-ləi 

2SG-TOP sleep-CP-PROG 

He is sleeping. 

 

399. a-ni kəi-ja  məluŋse(si) 

2SG-ERG I.1SG-ACC love 

She loves me. 

 

400. tomui-ni a-ja  məluŋse(si) 

tomui-ERG 2SG-ACC love 

Tomui loves her. 

 

401. ja-ni   ka-ja  məluŋsi 

they.3PL-ERG  us.1PL-ACC love 

They love us. 
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402. miro-ni a-nuŋ-ŋəi  par kʰəd pi-kʰəu 

miro-ERG he.2SG-DAT-GEN flower one give-PFV 

Miro gave a flower to him. 

 

403. ja-ni  inc o-ra   hok-kʰəjum-təm dun-kʰəu 

3PL-ERG  backyard-LOC pig three-CL have-keep 

They kept three pigs in their backyard. 

 

404. kəi     ənaowa həi-ri  skul-ra  k ləi 

1SG.GEN  brother DET-TOP school-LOC stay 

My sister is in the school. 

 

405. kəi-ni  a-jəi  ənaowa mu-kʰəu 

I.1SG-ERG he.2SG-GEN brother  see-PFV 

I saw her brother. 

406. cimkʰar həy-yəy həŋ(ri)  bəi-jur-ra 

window DET-GEN latch  broke-PRF-REAL 

The latch of the door is broken. 

ADVERBS: 

407. a kʰəjaŋ-ni c a 

he fast-be  go 

He walks fast. 

 

408. kəi kʰərəŋ-ni jul-ra  kələŋ-rəu-wa 

I.1SG fast-be  village-LOC return-IRR-ASRT 

I‘m going to (my) village soon. 

 

409. kʰərəŋ-ni joŋc um-lək 

fast-be  come.DL-IMP 

Come down soon. 
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410.  kʰərəŋ-ni joŋc um-ma 

   fast-be come.DL-ASRT 

 Come down soon 

 

411. tivi həi uŋraoc a-mək-ni mul niŋtʰi-lək 

T.V DET noise-NEG-be  silent hear watch-IMP 

Watch the movie quietly. 

 

412. mul om-ma 

silent sit-ASRT 

Sit Quietly. 

 

413. cim-ra  tʰiŋ-ni  kəleŋ-mək 

house-LOC late-be  return-NEG 

Don‘t come home lately. 

 

414. a-həi  l ha-mək-ni  tul məŋ jou-wur-ra 

he-DET far-NEG-ADV  liqour drink start-PRF-REAL 

Lately he has started drinking alcohol. 

415. a-həy  kərjom-ni kəi-ja  muril-rəu k wa 

he-DET often-ADV I.1SG-ACC meet-IRR come 

He often come to visit me. 

 

416. kəi  əsi-nuŋ  c urc -ra  ka-rəu-wa 

I.1SG  now-DAT church-LOC go-IRR-ASRT 

I‘m going to church now. 

 

417. kəi-jəi  l həu jerl heŋ-wa-ni  lui-wur-la 

I.1SGɢEN work final-ASRT-ASRT finish-PRF-REAL 

Finally my work is over. 
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418. a-həi  bəi~bəi-mək-ni mukʰəi-ləi 

he-DET some-NEG-ADV see.able-PROG 

He is extremely smart. 

 

419. a-həi  bəi~bəi-mək-ni təŋc a 

he-DET small-NEG-ADV rude 

He is extremely rude. 

 

420. a-həi  lu-ra  bəi~bəi-mək-ni k lu-ni   

he-DET head-LOC small-NEG-ADV difficult-ADV  

jem-kur-ra 

injure-PRF-REAL 

He got a severe injury on his head. 

 

421. a-ni  julləj-jəi t ʰləu karui-rəb məibəŋ-ra   

he-ERG village-GEN work lead-PL imfront-LOC  

 

k lu  t həu sulkril 

difficult word swear 

He swore solemnly infront of the village authority. 

 

422. kəi tʰəla-mək-kəi  skul-ləi principal-həi kərtʰəŋ-kur 

I far-NEG-GEN  school-GEN principal-DET meet-PRF 

I recently met the school principal. 

 

423. tomui-jəi kʰəruk  bəi-mək-ni  t ʰləŋai 

tomui-GEN voice  small-NEG-ADV nice 

Tomui has a nice voice. 
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424. təŋhəkpa-ni yun-la-nuŋ-ri   kəi-ri  kai  

honest-be tell-REAL-DAT-DEF  1SG-DEF our  

 

jul-ləi  kʰopu-həi  kərja-mək 

village-GEN owner DET  agree-NEG 

Frankly speaking  i don‘t like our village head man. 

 

425. kəi-ni  nəi-nuŋ cim-məi sun 

I.1SG-be your-DAT true-GEN tell 

Truly I said to you. 

 

426. mu-mək-ke  kəi  nuwi-həi əŋtu impal rəuwei 

 see-NEG-EXPS 1SG  mother-DET today imphal from 

  

henkəleŋ kya   mu-c əŋ-mək 

return  possible see-enter.DL-NEG 

Perhaps my mother might come back from Imphal today. 

 

427. modar  a-ni daroka  kəu kəntʰi   

modar  he-be police  with anger   

 

tʰuk-ni  ŋal-ləu-kʰəu 

out-be  fight-take-PFV 

Modar fought with the police bravely. 

ADJECTIVES: 

1. a l hou nuŋ-ŋəy kəy-nuŋ-ŋəy  kəlləŋŋa  

this work DAT-GEN 1SG-DAT-GEN young.man  

kʰəd rəbpʰə pi-lək 

one search give-IMP 

Find me a young man for this work 

 

2. a ŋəmra  tərra kʰəd-ni  sunməntu pi kya 
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this regard  old one-NOM advice  give can 

An old man can give advice in this regard. 

 

3. kəi-nuŋ nawahəi kʰəmin  kʰəd la-pi-lək 

1SG-DAT mango  ripe  one pluck-BEN-IMP 

Pluck me a ripe mango. 

 

4. məihəi-a həlləi  cur-wur-ra 

pumkin-this from before rot-PST-REAL 

This pumkin is already rotten. 

 

5. kəy-nuŋ-ŋəy  tʰiŋa  tik some bəzar-rəy hən-lək 

1SG-DAT-GEN fish  fresh some market-from bring-IMP 

Bring me some fresh fish from the market. 

 

6. kəi-nuŋ-ŋəi  kʰrismas-jəi  pʰirul kʰəd lo-pi-lək 

1SG-DAT-GEN christmas-GEN clothe one buy-BEN-IMP 

Buy me new clothe for Christmas. 

 

7. ui sun a much kʰəriŋ-na ləi 

dog young this so sweet- be PROG 

This little puppy is so cute. 

 

8. kəy kʰwa  t ləŋ-saŋ kʰəd need kʰoi 

1SG bamboo side-long one need be.AUX 

I need a long(strip) bamboo 

 

9. kəy-nuŋ kʰwa  jeŋ  matum  kʰəd jenlək 

1SG-DAT bamboo straight piece  one bring-IMP 

Bring me a straight pole. 

 

10. jeŋdin-ni  a-wa 

straight  go-ASRT 

Walk straight 

  

11. kəy-nuŋ-ŋəi  teŋkot  kʰəd pi-lək 

1SG-DAT-GEN utensil  one give-IMP 

Give me a flat utensil. 

 

12. həi-rəb-a la-nuŋ  kəi-ni  kəŋkoi-kʰəd     dərka   kʰoi 
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fruit-PL-this pluck-DAT 1SG-ERG curved stick-one need     be.AUX 

I need a curved stick for plucking these fruits. 

 

13. nəi  pensil bəimək  məsui  ləi 

2SG.GEN pensil much  pointed PROG 

Your pencil is too pointed. 

 

14. ləm a bəimak  kərsil  ləi 

road this much  narrow  PROG 

This road is too narrow. 

 

15. a-yəy  pa-ri  baimək  təŋ tʰimi me 

3SG-GEN father-TOP very  big man COP 

His father is a huge man. 

 

16.  a uk-t ʰləŋai tʰimi kʰəd me 

3.SG good  man one VOC 

He is a good man. 

 

17. hitlər a bəimək  routhi tʰimi kʰəd me 

hitker DEM very  cruel man one COP 

Hitler was a cruel man. 

 

18. cinima  a baimək  nuŋai-mək 

movie  this very  entertain-NEG 

This movie is so bad. 

 

19. kəi jui lum məŋ-ni 

1SG water warm drink-want 

I want to drink warm water. 

 

20. əŋtu ri baimək  krəi 

today TOP very  cold 

Today is so cold. 

 

21. a-yəi  sək-l həŋai  anupuija kʰəd k ləi 

3SG-POSS beautiful daughter one have 

She has a beautiful daughter. 
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22. həi-ja  a-yəi   anupawa-ri  sək-baimək tʰi 

there-ACC 3SG-POSS canupawa-TOP look- very ugly 

But her son is so ugly. 

 

23. moruŋ  a bəimək  kəl nəpawa-kʰəd-me 

morung this very  strong man-one-COP 

Morung is a very strong man 

 

24. həi-ja  a-jəi  ənao-ri  baimək  sul 

there-ACC 3SG-POSS brother-TOP much  weak 

But his brother is very weak 

 

25. koruŋ-a lamcəo  tʰimi kʰəd me 

korunŋ-NOM tall  man one COP 

korung is a tall man. 

 

26. a nim tʰimi kʰəd me 

3SG short man one COP 

He is a short man. 

 

27. a jəi kʰun bəimək  nim 

3SG GEN voice much  low 

His voice is so low. 

 

28. ja-jəi  hok cuŋ kləi 

3PL-GEN pig many have 

They have many pigs. 

 

29. modar dun tʰimi kʰəd me 

modar rich man  one COP 

Modar is a rich man. 

 

30. modar-ri dun 

modar-TOP rice 

Modar is rich. 

 

31. manipur a put-tʰuk bəimək  kləi 

manipur DET product much  have 

Manipur has rich natural resources. 
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32. a bəimək  kənriŋ bəmməi rəi huŋ (kətyou) 

3SG very  poor family  from come (start) 

She came from a very poor family. 

 

33. a ənka-ra bəimək  sul 

3PL maths-LOC very  weak 

He is very weak in maths. 

 

34. lailik a  bəimək  mən k lu 

book this.DET much  cost cost 

This book is very costly. 

35. tʰəluŋ nək-si  kəl 

stone nearly.be hard 

As hard as a stone. 

 

36. wamul  nəksi nənnən 

feather  nearly soft 

As soft as a feather 

 

37. sori a  krat-mək 

knife this.DET sharp-NEG 

This knife is blunt 

 

38. a-ri  laŋgol yul-ləy  tʰimi 

3SG-DEF langol village-GEN man 

He is a native of langol. 

 

 

39. əŋŋui-nuŋ  ka-yəy  yul-ra  kʰulram-rəi   

yesterday-DAT 1PL-GEN village-LOC foreign land-from 

  

tʰimi kʰəd huŋ həitoubi kʰulram l həu-ni  

man one come then  foreign  language-ERG 

 

jun kʰəu 

speak PFV 

A foreigner came to our village yesterday and was speaking in a foreign language. 
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40. toto  a əŋtʰək    ak məpuŋ-pʰani ca-mak nəi bəimək 

toto DEF thesedays food well  eat-NEG much 

 

sul-wur-ra 

weak-PRF-REAL 

Toto has become so thin because he didnt eat properly thesedays. 

 

41.  a a  bəimak  sim-ləi 

tea this.DEM very  sweet-PROG 

This tea is so sweet. 

   

42. həi a bəimək  kʰa 

fruit DEM much  bitter 

This fruit is so bitter. 

 

43. cəmpra  kʰyur-həi kʰəd me 

lemon  sour-fruit one COP 

Lemon is a sour fruit. 

 

44. ka kumser-rəi  kərtʰil  december taŋla  

3PL every year-GEN gathering december month 

ser-ra  kləi 

every-LOC have 

We have a yearly gathering every december. 

 

45. doctor-ni a-jəi  taŋla-ser-rəi  k na  

doctor-ERG 3SG-GEN month-every-GEN sick  

 

tʰir-na  pʰol pi-kʰəu 

look-NMLZ result give-PFV 

The doctor gave a monthly report of his treatment 

 

46. kʰulbuŋ-ŋəi həpta-ser-rəi  kərtʰil  ləŋməiciŋ  

union-GEN week-every-GEN gathering saturday  

 

ser-ra  k ləi 

every-LOC have 

The union has a weekly meeting every Saturday. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Sentence lists based on Dahl‘s “The TMA questionnaire” 

1.  im a təŋ ləi 

house DEM big be 

[Standing in front of a house]  The house BE BIG 

 

2.  im həi təŋ sa 

house DET  big be 

[Talking about the house in which the speaker lives (the house is out of sight)] The house 

BE BIG 

 

3.  im  həi təŋ-kʰəu me 

house DET big-PFV be 

[Talking about a house in which the speaker used to live but which has now been torn 

down] The house BE BIG 

 

4.  im həi təŋ-ləi  sa/so 

house DET big-PROG  EVD 

[Talking about a house which the speaker saw for the first time yesterday and doesn't see 

now:]  The house BE BIG 

  

5. nəi ənaowa-ri əsi-nuŋ  kəu tʰləu təu 

your brother-TOP now-DAT what work do 

What your brother DO right now? [Asked by someone who can see him] 

 

a məntʰun-nuŋ-rəb maje 

he letter-DAT-plural write  

He writes letters.  

  

6. A. əsi-nəŋ-hək kəi ənaowa kəu pʰon-ra  tʰləu  

just now 1SG brother  with phone-at word 

junril.    
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talk.together 

Just talked to my brother on the phone.        

B. əsinuŋ a kəu təu wo 

now he what do be.INTER  

What does he do right now?   

  

 a məntʰunnuŋ kʰəd məje ləi  

he letter  one write PROG 

He WRITE a letter 

 

7. əŋŋi-nəŋ  kəi (kai-jəi) ənaowa muril-rəu ca. 

yesterday-TLOC I our  brother  meet.IRR go 

I went to see my brother yesterday  

 

a kəu təubi ləu-kləi 

he what do.be  stay-have 

What was he doing? 

 

a məntʰunna məje tʰuŋ 

he letter  write PST.PROG 

He was writing a letter 

 

8. kəi ənaowa kəu əŋŋi-nəŋ  phon-ra tʰləu 

I brother  with yesterday-TLOC phone-LOC word 

jun-kril 

tell-together 

I talked to my brother on the phone yesterday 

 

a kəu təubi ləu-kləj a məntʰun-rəb ləu məje. 

he what do.be stay-have he letter-PL already write 

What activity was he engaged in? He was already writing letters. 

 

9. əŋŋi  nəi ənaowa-jəi cim-ra  po a-nəŋ  
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yesterday your brother-POSS house-LOC roam-TLOC  

 

a  ak   aluibi  kəu təu-tʰuŋ 

he food  eat.finish.be what do-PST.PROG 

When you visited your brother yesterday, what was he doing after dinner?  

 

10. nəŋ əŋtu nəi ənaowa-ja wamuril-mək nəŋri   nəi  

you today your brther-to meet-not then.TOP 2SG.OBL 

 

kʰəlna-rəu a kəu ləu-təu-rəu mal-ləi 

think.IRR he what pass.do.IRR like-PROG 

What your brother DO if you don't go to see him today, do you think? 

 

11. kasi wa-həi-nəŋ   nəi ənaowa kəu-ləu-təu-ləi ke 

we.DU go-DET-TLOC your brother  what-pass-do-PROG-think  

What do you think your brother must be doing when we go to (his) place? 

 

a məntʰunnuŋ məjebi  ləu-ləi-rəu 

he letter  write.be pass.stay.IRR 

He must be writing a letter. 

 

12. əsinəŋ a kəu  təu-rəu  toubi niŋcɑ  ləi-jo 

now he what  do-IRR do.be plan PROG-QP 

What is he planning to do right now? 

 

a məntʰun-rəb məje rəu təu məlləi 

he letter-plural write IRR do like.PROG 

He said he might be writing letter. 

 

13. niŋsun  ser nəi ənaowa-ni kərjomni jui sa  

morning every your brother -NOM usually  water  warm 

 

məŋ ibi  kəu  təu wo  
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drink.finish.be  what.ACC do be.INTER  

What your brother usually DO after drinking warm water(tea)?   

 

a məntʰunnuŋ-rəb məje me 

he letter-PL   write be.Aux 

He writes letters. 

 

14. dui-kur-rəi  kumka-təŋla-rəu nəi ənaowa-ni niŋsun  

over-PFV-GEN summer-month-LOC your brother-DAT morning 

 

ser  yui-sa  məŋ ibi  kəu təu kʰəu 

every warm-water drink.finish.be  what do PFV 

What does your brother usually DO after drinking tea last summer? 

 

15. əsi~-əsi-nəŋ nəŋ kəu təu-rəu  niŋca ləj 

now-TLOC you what do.IRR  plan PRS 

What are you planning to do right now?  

 

16. əsi-nəŋ  a kou toubi  kləi-rou məl- 

right now he what do.AUX stay.SBJV like.PRS 

What do you think he must be doing right now? [Neither A nor B can see B's brother.] 

 

a məntʰunnuŋ lou məjerou məlləi 

he letter  PST write.SBJV like.PRS 

He must be writing letters (I think so because he does that every day at this time). 

 

17. kəi ənaowa-ri ofic kʰəd-ra  l hou tou ləi me 

my brother-be office one-LOC work do PRS AUX 

My brother works at an office. 

 

a kou-kou l hou-ja tou wo 

he what-what work-ACC do QP 
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What kind of work he DO? 

 

a-ri  məntʰunnuŋ məye me. 

he-TOP letter  write  

He write letter. 

 

18. duikur-rəi  kum-rou kəi ənaowa ofic kʰəd-ra 

over.PFV-GEN year-SUBJ my brother  office one-at.LOC 

 

l hou loutou  kʰəu.  

work PST.do  PRF 

Last year, my brother worked at an office 

 

a kou-kou l hou-ja  ləutəu  wo 

he what-what work-ACC PST.do  be.INTER 

What kind of work he DO there? 

 

a məntʰunnuŋ-rəb məje kʰəu. 

he letter-PL  write PRF 

He WRITE letters. 

 

19. kəi ənaowa l hou kʰir kʰəd pʰəwurla. a niŋŋa 

my brother  work new one get.PFV.IMP he tomorrow 

 

(l hou) you-rou. 

work start-SBJV 

My brother has got a new job. He'll start tomorrow 

 

a kou-kou l hou-ja  təu-rəu  wo 

he what-what work-ACC do.SBJV be.INTER 

What kind of work he DO there?]   
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a məntʰunnuŋ-rəb məje rou. 

he letter-PL  write SBJV 

He WRITE letters. 

 

20. kəi ənaowa-ni (əŋŋi)  məntʰunnuŋ məye həi-nəŋ kəi 

my brother-DAT yesterday letter  write DEF-then I 

 

par-yekul-ra  louŋakpi  louk ləi 

flower-garden-LOC PST.wait.DAT PST.stay 

[Talking of what happened yesterday] While my brother WRITE the letter, I WAIT in the 

garden. 

 

21. nəi ənaowa-ni məntʰunnuŋ məje həi kʰəyaŋni k lui ko 

your brother-DAT letter  write DEF quickly  finish QP 

Did your brother finish the letter quickly? 

 

ah a-ri  mərnincani məje 

no he-be.PRS slowly  write 

(No,) he WRITE the letter slowly 

 

22. əŋtu-ri  jui a kjiŋ ləi ne 

today-be water DEM cold PRS AUX 

[Talking of the water in a lake which is visible to the speaker and the hearer:] (The water 

is usually warm, but today) it BE COLD 

 

23. jui həi (kərjomni) kjiŋ ne 

water DEF USUALLY cold AUX 

[Of a visible lake, what the water is usually like] It BE COLD 

 

24. ləu kjiŋ me 

PST cold EVD 
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[Of a visible lake, in which the speaker swam yesterday] (Today the water is warm, but 

yesterday) it BE COLD 

 

25. (kei-ni jujli həi-rou  rəmkrini jui-hai-nəŋ jui həi 

I-DAT lake DEF-SUBJ firstly  swim-then water DEF 

  

kjin kʰəu ne 

cold PRF AUX 

[Of a visible lake] (The first time I swam in this water many years ago) it BE COLD 

 

 

26. (kumturi) kjiŋ ləj 

this year cold PRS 

 

kjiŋ kur 

cold PFV 

[Of a visible lake, said in the summer] (Usually the water is warm, but this summer) it 

BE COLD. (Usually the water is warm, but last summer) it BE COLD 

 

27. jui lou kjiŋ rou 

[It's no use trying to swim in the lake tomorrow] The water BE COLD (then) 

 

28. nəŋ  kəi ənaowa-ja kmu ko 

you  my brother-ACC know QP 

Do you know my brother? 

 

oh/moi  kəi muril-lur-la  (həi-ne  kmu me) 

yes  I meet.PRF-REAL therefore know EVD 

(Yes,) I MEET him (so I know him) 

 

moi  kəi əsinuŋ-hək kəmu kʰəu 

yes  I just-now meet PFV 

(Yes,) I just (=a couple of minutes ago) MEET him 
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moi  ral-kur  kum-rəu kəi  (hənuirim-ri)muril-kur 

yes  past-PRF year-LOC 1SG    (once-TOP)meet.PRF 

(Yes,) I MEET him (once) several years ago. 

 

moi  kəi toini muril 

yes  I often meet 

I MEET him often (up to now) 

 

ah  kəi tek-kʰi  muril mak-hui 

no  I never-EMP meet NEG-still 

I not MEET him (in my life) 

29. kəi-jəi  ənaowa-ja nəŋ mu mənre  ko 

1.SG-GEN brother-ACC you know by-heart QP 

You MEET my brother (at any time in your life until now)? 

 

30. əŋkum-məj hikur  kəi pawa mu-mənre ko 

last year-GEN die.PFV my father know-well QP 

Did you know my father, who died last year? 

 

moi (hənuirim-ri)  muril-kʰəu 

yes once-TOP  meet-PRF 

I MEET him (at least once) 

 

moi kərjem-ni  muril 

yes regularly  meet 

(Yes,) I MEET him (several times, now and then) 

 

31. kəi ənaowa kəu muril-rəu kəwa muril-lur-la  ko 

my brother  with meet-IRR go meet.PFR-REAL QP 

[Assuming that B was going to meet A's brother] A asks: You MEET my brother? 

(yesterday, as was planned). 
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moi (əŋŋi)  muril-lur-la 

yes yesterday meet.PRF-REAL 

(Yes,) I MEET him (yesterday, as was planned). 

 

a muril-pʰa-mək-kur-ra 

neigh meet-get.NEG-PRF-REAL   

(No,) I not MEET him (yesterday, as was planned). 

 

32. əŋkum-məi  be arəu wa-həi-nuŋ kəi-jei  ənaowa  

last year-GEN  place here come-  1SG-POSS brother 

kəmu-ko 

know-Q 

When you came to this place a year ago, did you know my brother? 

əu/o wa-bəŋ-nuŋ  hənui-ri muril-wur-la 

yes come-before-DAT once-DEF meet-PRF-REAL 

(Yes,) I MEET him (at least once before I came here). 

 

əu/o wa-bəŋ-nuŋ  cək-rəu   muril-wur-la 

yes come-before-TLOC immediate-LOC meet-PRF-REAL 

(Yes,) I MEET him (just before I came here). 

 

33. əŋkum-məi  hikur  kəi pawa mu-mənre ko 

last year-GEN  die.PFV my father know-well QP 

Did you know my father, who died last year? 

 

tek-kʰi  muril-mək-kʰui-ne 

never  meet-NEG-still-AUX 

(No,) I not MEET him (at any time) 
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34. əŋkum-məi  be arou wa-həi-nuŋ kəi-jəi  ənaowa  

last year-GEN  place here come-  1SG-POSS brother 

 

kəmu-ko 

know-Q 

When you came to this place a year ago, did you know my brother? 

 

(wabəŋ-nuŋ-ri) tekkʰi  muril-mək-kʰui 

come-before-DEF never  meet-NEG-still 

(No,) I not MEET him (before I came here) 

 

(wabəŋ-nuŋ-ri  muril-mək) wa-hilrou muril-kur 

come-before-DEF meet-NEG come-later meet-PRF 

(No) I not MEET him (before I came here but I met him later). 

 

35. kəi-ni  nəi-jəi  ənaowa-nuŋ lailik kʰəd pi-ni-ləi 

1SG-NOM 2SG-GEN brother-DAT book one give-want-PROG 

   

heija   kou-ja  pi-rou-wo. ləilik arəb-rou a-ni  

but  what-ACC give-SUBJ-Q book these-from 3SG-NOM 

 

pa-kur  jaolako. əu a-wa-ri pawurla 

read-PRF  

I want to give your brother a book to read, but I don't know which. Is there any of these 

books that he READ already? (Yes,) he READ this book 

 

36. nəi ənaowa-ri ləilik pa-tek  lui-t ʰlak-mək  mal-ləi. 

2SG brother-DEF book read-never finish-put.DL-NEG like-PROG 

lt seems that your brother never finishes books 

 

(lui-t ʰlək-me)  awa-rəb-ri pa-lui-jur-la 

finish.put.DL-EVD this-PL-TOP read-finish-PRF-REAL 

  (That is not quite true.) He READ this book (=all of it) 
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37. əŋtu-ri nəi-jəi  ənaowa-ni oja-jəi  sun-sun ləu-təu- 

today- 2SG-GEN brother-ERG teacher-GEN tell-tell  take-do- 

 

wur-la- ko? 

PRF-REAL-QP 

Your brother DO what his teacher told him to do today? 

 

moi a lailik a-rəb  pa-wur  ci-la 

yes he book DEM-PL read-PRF finish-REAL 

(Yes) he READ (all of) this book (as he was told). 

 

38. kəruŋ həi riŋ-ləi-hui  ko? 

king DET live-PROG-still QP 

Is the king still alive? 

 

riŋ-mək-kur-ra   kʰi-jur-ra 

live-NEG-PRF-REAL  die-PRF-REAL 

(No) he DIE 

 

39. nəŋ  pao məjek-la-ko? 

you.2SG news hear-REAL-QP 

Have you heard the news? 

 

məjek-mək-me kəu təu-wur-la  ke? 

hear-NEG-EVD what do-PRF-REAL assumption 

No, what happened? 

 

kəruŋ-wa  həd-dur-la  təu-we 

king-NOM  kill-PRF-REAL do-be.INTER 

The king BE KILLED (alt: They KILL the king) 

 

40. nəi  kʰəl-na-ra kəruŋ-wa ib-ba-rəu  ko 

2SG.ACC think- -LOC king-NOM sleep-ASRT-IRR QP 
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Do you think the king will go to sleep? 

 

moi ib-bur-ra-rəu   a bəimək  la-wur-ra-me 

yes sleep-PRF- REAL-IRR 3SG much  tire-PRF-REAL-COP (Yes) he 

BE TIRED 

 

41. nuŋ k ro mal-ləj/  t ʰla-mək-kəi  nuŋ k ro mal-ləi 

rain pour like-PROG far-NEG-GEN  rain pour like-PROG 

[Looking out of the window, sceing that the ground is wet] A: It RAIN (not long ago) 

 

42. muc a-tʰimi həi  imkʰar arəu c əŋ (mal-ləi) 

thief  DET window here enter like-PROG 

[The police are investigating a burglary. Seeing an open window and footprints beneath 

it, the police inspector says:] The thief ENTER the house by this window 

 

43.  imkʰar həi nəi   ləu-lat-ko 

window DET you.2SG.ACC   pass-open-QP 

[lt is cold in the room. The window is closed.]You OPEN the window (and closed it 

again)? 

əu/moi kəi lat me 

yes I.1SG open COP 

Yes,) I OPEN the window 

 

kəi  kəlat-mək me 

I.1SG  open-NEG COP 

(No) I not OPEN the window 

 

44. nəŋ  ha tʰun-wur-la-ko 

you.2SG teeth brush-PRF-REAL-QP 

Mother to child:  You BRUSH your teeth?  

[A returns home after having been away for a while. 

 

naŋ  kəu-wa lou-təu 
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you.2SG what-REL-pass-do 

What you DO? 

 

kəi ənna-louna ləu-k lo 

I.1SG vegetables  pass-buy 

I BUY food 

 

45. nəŋ  əŋŋui  kʰukərtʰil-ra ju-həi-nəŋ  kəu məjek-

pha 

you.2SG yesterday town-LOC go-DET-TLOC what hear-get 

What did you find out when you came to town yesterday? 

 

karuŋ həi hi-jur-ra  me 

king DET die-PRF-REAL EVD 

The king DIE A: The king BE KILLED 

 

46. kəu-təu-nəi  bəmtʰo-həi kərəi-jo 

what-do-reason room-DET cold-QP 

Why is it so cold in the room? 

 

kəi-ni  cimkʰar həi lad-dur-kʰəu-nəi me 

I.1SG-NOM window DET open-PRF-PFV-reason be.AUX 

[The window is open but the person who asks does not know. The person who opened the 

window answers:] I OPEN the window 

 

47. həi cim həi-wa  həisi  mərao-bi kələi ko? 

that house DET-REL always  reb-ADV stay QP 

Has that house always been red? 

 

ah!  bəŋnəŋ-ri kʰəŋəo me 

nah old times-TOP white be.AUX 

(No, earlier) the house BE WHITE 

 

48. kəi-ri  mənrən  kəntʰou-ni ləj 
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I.1SG-TOP early  wake-want PROG 

[Talking about the speaker's habits: I like to be up early.] 

 

kəi-ri  niŋsun  kʰin tʰəruk-ra kəntʰe 

1SG-TOP morning time six-LOC wake 

I RISE at six in the morning 

 

49. kəi-ri  (te) cim-ra  ləi-rəu-me 

1SG-TOP later house-LOC stay-IRR-be 

[Talking about the speaker's plan for the evening.] I STAY at home. 

 

50. kəi (te) kʰukərtʰil-ra ju-rəu 

I.1SG later town-LOC go-IRR 

[Talking about the speaker's plans for the evening.] I GO to town. 

 

51. kəi jekul-ra t ʰləu cur-rəu 

I.1SG garden-LOC work touch-IRR 

[Talking about the speaker's plans for the evening.] I WORK in the garden. 

52. kəi məntʰun-na-nuŋ maje-rəu 

1SG send-NMLZ-DAT write-IRR 

[Talking about the speaker's plans for the evening] I WRITE a letter. 

 

53. kəi mənrən  ip-rəu-wa 

I.1SG early  sleep-IRR-ASRT 

[Talking about the speaker's plans for the evening.] I GO to bed early. 

 

54. kəi-ri cim-ra  ləi-ri-se 

I.1SG- house-LOC stay-TOP-INFO 

[Talking about the speaker's immediate plan.] I STAY at home. 
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55. kəi kʰukərtʰil-ra ju-ri-se 

I.1SG town-LOC go-IND-INFO 

[Talking about the speaker's immediate plan.] I GO to town. 

 

56. kəji jekul-ra t ʰlou  cur-ri-se 

I.1SG garden-LOC work  touch-IND-INFO 

[Talking about the speaker's immediate plan.]I WORK in the garden. 

 

57. kəi məntʰun-na-nuŋ məje-ri-se 

I.1SG send-NMLZ-DAT write-IND-INFO 

[Talking about the speaker's immediate plan.] I WRITE a letter. 

 

58. kəi ib-rəu-wa 

I.1SG sleep-IRR-NOM 

[Talking about the speaker's immediate plan.] I GO to bed early. 

 

59. kəi cim-ra  ləi-rəu 

I.1SG house-LOC stay-IRR 

[Talking about the speaker's plan for the tomorrow.] I STAY at home. 

 

60. kəi niŋŋa  kʰukərtʰil-ra ka-rəu 

I.1SG tomorrow town-LOC go-IRR 

[Talking about the speaker's plans for the tomorrow.] I GO to town. 

 

61. kəi (niŋŋa)  jekul-ra t ʰləu cur-rəu 

I.1SG tomorrow garden-LOC work touch-IRR 

[Talking about the speaker's plans for the tomorrow.] I WORK in the garden. 

 

62. kəi niŋŋa  məntʰun-na-nuŋ məje-ri-se 

I.1SG tomorrow send-NMLZ-DAT write-TOP-INFO 
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[Talking about the speaker's plans for the tomorrow.] I WRITE a letter. 

 

63. kəi (niŋŋa)  mənrən  ip-rəu 

I.1SG tomorrow early  sleep-IRR 

[Talking about the speaker's plans for the tomorrow.] I GO to bed early. 

 

64. a  cim-ra  ləi-rəu 

he.2SG  house-LOC stay-IRR 

[Talking about a third person’s plan for the evening.] He STAY at home. 

 

65. a  kʰukərtʰil-ra ka-rəu 

he.2SG  town-LOC go-IRR 

[Talking about a third person’s plans for the evening.] He GO to town. 

 

66. a  jekul-ra  t ʰləu  cur-rəu 

he.2SG  garden-LOC  work  touch-IRR 

[Talking about a third person’s plans for the evening.] He WORK in the garden. 

 

67. a  məntʰun-na-nuŋ  məje-rəu 

he.2SG  send-NMLZ-DAT  write-IRR 

[Talking about a third person’s plans for the evening.] He WRITE a letter. 

 

68. a  mənrən  ip-rəu 

he.2SG  early  sleep-IRR 

[Talking about a third person’s plans for the evening.] He GO to bed early. 

 

69. a  (əsinəŋ) cim-ra  ləi-rəu 

he.2SG  now  house-LOC stay-IRR 

[Talking about a third person’s immediate plan.] He STAY at home. 
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70. a  kʰukərtʰil-ra ka-rəu 

he.2SG  town-LOC go-IRR 

[Talking about a third person’s immediate plan.] He GO to town. 

 

71. a  jekul-ra  t ʰləu  cur-rəu 

he.2SG  garden-LOC  work  touch-IRR 

[Talking about a third person’s immediate plan.] He WORK in the garden. 

 

72. a  məntʰun-na-nuŋ  məje-rəu 

he.2SG  send-NMLZ-DAT  write-IRR 

[Talking about a third person’s immediate plan.] He WRITE a letter. 

 

73. a  mənrən  ip-rəu 

he.2SG  early  sleep-IRR 

[Talking about a third person’s immediate plan.] He GO to bed early. 

 

74. ruwai-nuŋ kəi cim-ra  kəleŋ həi-nuŋ kəi ənaowa 

evening-DAT I.1SG house-LOC return DET-DAT I.1SG brother  

 

houlum-rəu 

happy-IRR 

When I GET home in the evening, my other BE HAPPY. 

 

niŋŋa  nuŋ k rowa-nuŋ ka  cim-ra  ləi-rəu 

tomorrow rain pour-DAT we.1PL house-LOC stay-IRR 

If it RAIN tomorrow, we STAY at home. 

 

75. niŋŋa  kərei-ja-nuŋ  ka  cim-ra  ləi-rəu 

tomorrow cold-ACC-DAT we.1PL house-LOC stay-IRR 

If it BE COLD tomorrow, we stay at home.   

kəi-jəj  ənaowa-ri bəimək  la-wur-ra 

I.1SG-GEN brother-IND much  tire-PRF-REAL 

My brother is tired. 
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a-ri  niŋŋa  tʰiŋ-ni  kəntʰəu-rəu 

he.2SG-TOP tomorrow late-ADV wake up-IRR  

He WAKE UP late tomorrow. 

 

76. kəi-jəi  ənaowa-ri la-wur-ra 

I.1SG-GEN brother-IND tire-PRF-REAL 

My brother is tired 

  

a  niŋsun  mənrən  ip-bur-ra 

 he.2SG  morning early  sleep-PRF-REAL 

He FALL ASLEEP early in the morning. 

 

77. nuŋtʰou-ra rəməi  kʰəməŋ  um-ləi  

sky-LOC cloud  black  sit-PROG 

There are black clouds in the sky. 

 

teja ruwai-nuŋ-ri  nuŋ  k ro-rəu 

later evening-DAT-DET rain  pour-IRR 

It RAIN in the evening. 

 

78. nuŋtʰou-ra rəməi  kʰəməŋ  um-ləi  

sky-LOC cloud  black  sit-PROG 

There are black clouds in the sky. 

 

əsiəsi-hək-nəŋ  nuŋ ro-rəu 

now-immediate-DAT rain pour-IRR 

It RAIN (very soon). 

79. nuŋtʰou-ra rəməi  kʰəməŋ  um-ləi  

sky-LOC cloud  black  sit-PROG 

There are black clouds in the sky. 

kʰin bəi ləi-bi  nuŋ  ro-rəu 

time small stay-be.AUX  rain  pour-IRR 

It RAIN in a few minutes.   
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80. nuŋ-mərtʰi   a  mətleŋ-ləi   

rain-wind(weather)  DEM  change-PROG  

The weather is changing.  

 

niŋŋa  nuŋ  ro-rəu 

tomorrow rain  pour-IRR 

It RAIN tomorrow. 

 

81. nuŋ-mərtʰi  a  mətleŋ-ləi   

rain-wind(weather) DEM  change-PROG 

The weather is changing. 

 

niŋŋa  nuŋ k ro kja-ləi 

tomorrow rain pour possible-PROG 

May be it RAIN tomorrow. 

 

82. nuŋ-mərtʰi  a  mətleŋ-ləi   

rain-wind(weather) DEM  change-PROG 

The weather is changing. 

 

teja rowai-nuŋ-ri  kərəi-rəu 

later evening-DAT-DET cold-IRR 

It BE COLD in the evening. 

83. nuŋ-mərtʰi  a  mətleŋ-ləi   

rain-wind(weather) DEM  change-PROG 

The weather is changing. 

 

niŋŋa  kərəi-r-əu 

tomorrow cold-IRR 

It BE COLD tomorrow. 
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84. niŋŋa  nuŋ ro-wa-nəŋ  ka  cim-ra  ləi-rəu 

tomorrow rain pour-NOM-TLOC we.1PL house-LOC stay-IRR 

If it RAIN tomorrow, we STAY at home. 

 

85. niŋŋa  kərəi-ja-nuŋ  ka  cim-ra  ləi-rəu 

tomorrow cold-ACC-DAT we.1PL house-LOC stay-IRR 

If it BE COLD tomorrow, we STAY at home. 

 

86. kəi-jəi  ənaowa-ni  əŋŋi  bi arəu wa-rəu  

I.1SG-GEN brother-NOM  yesterday place here come-IRR 

 

təu-bi  sun-kʰəu 

do-be.AUX say-PFV 

My brother SAY yesterday that he COME here today. 

 

87. kəi-jəi  ənaowa-ni  əŋŋi  bi arəu wa-rəu  

I.1SG-GEN brother-NOM  yesterday place here come-IRR 

 

təu-bi  niŋc a 

do-be.AUX hope 

My brother HOPE yesterday that he COME here today. 

 

88. kəi-jəi  ənaowa-ni əŋŋi  bi arou tʰəŋ-ŋəj  

I.1SG-GEN brother-NOM yesterday place here next-GEN 

 

lun  həi-rəu  wa-rəu  təu-bi  sun-kʰəu 

week DET-LOC come-IRR do-be.AUX say-PFV 

My brother SAY yesterday that he COME here next week. 

 

89. kei  ənaowa-ni əŋŋi-nuŋ  nuŋ ro-rəu   
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I.1SG.GEN brother-NOM yesterday-DAT  rain pour-IRR 

 

təu-bi  sun-kʰəu 

do-be.AUX say-PFV 

My brother SAY yesterday that it RAIN today. 

 

90. kei  ənaowa-ni əŋŋi-nuŋ  əŋtu nuŋ ro-rəu 

I.1SG.GEN brother-NOM yesterday-DAT today rain pour-IRR  

 

təu-bi  sun-kʰəu  

do-be.AUX say-PFV 

My brother SAY yesterday that it BE COLD today. 

 

91. kei  ənaowa-ni əŋŋi-nuŋ  əŋtu kərəi-rəu 

I.1SG.GEN brother-NOM yesterday-DAT today cold-IRR 

 

təu-bi  niŋc a 

do-be.AUX hope 

My brother HOPE yesterday that it BE COLD today. 

 

92. kəi  ənaowa-ni (əsi-nuŋ) cim kʰəd lo-ni-ləi 

I.1SG.GEN brother-NOM now-DAT house one buy-want-PROG  

My brother WANT (now) to buy a house.  

 

93. kəi-ni  kəi-jəi  ənaowa-ja kəi-nuŋ-ŋəi  

I.1SG-NOM I.1SG-GEN brother-ACC I.1SG-DAT-GEN 

 

cur-pəŋ-nəi   mətʰəŋ-rəu 

touch-help-GEN thank-IRR 

I HAVE TO thank my brother for helping me. 

 

94. kəi   ənaowa-ni a-jəj  cim həi əsi 

nuŋI.1SG.GEN brother-NOM he-GEN house DET now 
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jor-rəu  da 

sell-IRR fall  

My brother MUST sell his house now. 

 

95. kəi  ənaowa-ni a-jəi  cim həj kʰəjəŋ-ni  

I.1SG.GEN brother-NOM he-GEN house DET soon-be.AUX 

 

jor-rəu-da 

sell-IRR-fall 

My brother MUST sell his house soon 

 

96. kəi  ənaowa-ri tʰəluŋ-həj kʰaŋ məni 

I.1SG.GEN brother-TOP stone-DEM lift able 

My brother CAN lift this stone. 

 

97. kəi  ənaowa-ri məje le pa kʰəi 

I.1SG.GEN brother-TOP write  and read can  

My brother CAN read and write. 

 

98. kəi  ip-ni  wur-ra 

I.1SG  sleep-want PRF-REAL 

I BE ABOUT TO fall asleep. 

 

99. əŋŋi-nəŋ  kəi-ja  kari-ni  tək-rəu  bəic a ne 

yesterday-DAT I.1SG-ACC vehicle-INST hit-IRR small be.AUX 

Yesterday, I BE ON THE VERGE OF being run over by a car. 

 

100. nəŋ ruwai-nəŋ cim-ra  kalleŋ-həi-nuŋ  kəu-təu-rəu 

2SG evening-DAT house-LOC return-DET-DAT what do-IRR 

What you DO when you COME home in the evening? 

 

kəi  məntʰun-na-nuŋ məje-bi c a tʰa məŋ-bi 

I.1SG  send-NMLZ-DAT write-CP tea some drinl-CP 
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həi-rəu  rəkʰum-ra  kəka-rəu 

there-LOC bed-LOC  climb-IRR 

I WRITE a letter, (then) I DRINK some tea and (then) I GO to bed. 

 

101. kəi-ni  nəi ənaowa-jəi  cim-ra  kəu-təu-bi 

I.1SG-NOM your brother-GEN  house-ra how-do-be.AUX 

 

wa-t ʰlunŋ-rəu 

go-reach-IRR 

How I GET to your brother’s house? 

 

nəŋ-ni  ləm kəruŋ-ŋəi tʰoi-ra  hol-bi  həirəu-wei 

2SG-ERG road dual-GEN left-LOC turn-be.AUX there-from 

 

ho-ni  mikap  cip-təm cəwa 

foot-INST minutes ten-times go.NOM 

 

həirəu-wei tʰoi-ra  wa-bi  hənui  hol-lək 

there-from left-LOC go-CP  again  turn-IMP 

You TURN left at the crossing, (then) WALK for ten minutes and (then) TURN left 

again. 

 

102. tren həi nuŋhəŋ-nuŋ-ŋəi c a-rəu 

train DET noon-DAT-GEN leave-IRR 

(According to the schedule) the train LEAVE at noon. 

 

103. kəi-jəi  ənaowa niŋŋa  bəzar  c a-rəu  

I.1SG.GEN brother  tomorrow bazaar  go-IRR 

 

təu-bi   sun-kʰəu 

do.be.AUX say-PFV 

My brother SAY (now) that he Go to town tomorrow. 

 

104. kəi  ənaowa-ni niŋŋa  nuŋ ro-rəu   
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I.1SG.GEN brother-NOM tomorrow rain pour-IRR 

 

təu-bi  sun 

do.be.AUX say 

My brother SAY (now) that it RAIN tomorrow. 

105. kəi ənaowa-ni əsi-nəŋ  nuŋ-ro-rəu təubi kʰəl 

1SG brother-ERG now-TLOC rain-rain-IRR do.be think 

My brother THINK (now) that it RAIN tomorrow. 

 

106. kəi-ənaowa-ni  əsi-nəŋ  niŋŋa-nuŋ-ro-rəu  təubi   niŋca 

1SG-brother-ERG now-TLOC tomorrow-rain-rain-IRR do.be hope  

My brother HOPE (now) that t it RAIN tomorrow.  

 

nəŋ əsi-nəŋ kəu təu-ləi 

you now what do-stay 

What you do right now? 

 

kəi-jəi  ənaowa-ja kəi a-ja  huŋ-mu-ril-rəu  

1SG-GEN brother-ACC 1SG 3SG-ACC come-meet-together-

IRR 

 

təu-həi  mu-kjer-na-nuŋ  məntʰun-na məje 

send-DAT know-CAUS-NMLZ-DAT letter-NMLZ write 

I WRITE a letter to my brother in order that he KNOW that I COME to see him.  

107. nəŋ-ni  kəi-nuŋ ca-mai-put-bəi lo-pi-rəi təubi wasak 

you-ERG 1SG-DAT eatable-some buy-BEN-IRR do.be promise 

You promised to make some food for me. 

  

nəŋ kəu-nəŋ lui-l hak-rəu 

you what-TLOC finish-put.DL-IRR 
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When you BE ready?  

 

kəi minut-pʰəŋa-nəŋ lui-rəu 

1SG munite-five-TLOC finish-IRR 

I BE READY in five minutes. 

108. kəi əŋŋi  ləu-ni  wari-kʰəd hek 

1SG yesterday laught-want story-one hear 

I heard a funny story the other day. 

 

nəŋ-kʰi  hek-nəŋ ləu-ni-rəu 

you-too hear-TLOC laugh-want-IRR 

When you HEAR it, you LAUGH.  

 

109. kəi lu-na-ləi 

1SG head-pain-PROG 

I have a headache.  

 

a hil hak-a sai-lək  bəi l həŋai-kjer-rəu 

this medicine-DET eat-IMP some good-CAUS-IRR 

Take this medicine. It MAKE you feel better. 

 

110. kəi-həi-tʰimi-həi tek-kʰi  pam-mək pam-kʰi-pam-mək-rəu 

1SG-DEM-man-DET never-too like-NEG like-too-like-NEG-IRR 

I do not like this person (now) and I not LIKE him (in the future). 

 

111. kəi a-kəura  ləi-təu  kmu 

1SG 3SG-where stay-do  know 

I not KNOW where he BE. 

112. tʰuŋ-lat-lək 

door-open-IMP 

OPEN the door!  

113. tʰuŋ lət-se 

door open-PROP 

(let us):OPEN the door!  
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114. tʰuŋ-a  lat-mak-lo 

door-DEM  open-NEG-POL 

(a prohibition):(do) not OPEN the door! 

 

115. tʰələi həi tət-mək  

mud DET step-NEG  

(a warning):(Look out, do) not STEP in the mud! 

 

116. kəi niŋsun  kʰin tʰəruk-ra  kəntʰou 

I.1SG morning time six-LOC  wake up 

[This week I have to go to work early.] I RISE at six in the morning 

 

117. tuŋ-ni  koutou-bi kʰuŋ 

cat-NOM how-be.AUX sound 

What kind of sound do cats make? 

 

ja-ni ŋei-ŋəi uŋkarao 

3PL meow call out 

They MEOW 

 

118. nəi-jəi   tuŋ-ni  məsul-ləi-nuŋ  koutou  tou-wo 

your.2SG-GEN cat-NOM hungry-PROG-DAT how  do-Q 

 

ja-ni   ŋei-ŋei kʰun 

they-NOM  meow  sound 

[Q: What do your cats do when they are hungry?] A: They MEOW 

 

119. nəŋ-ni   tuŋ-ja  dəi mərek-la-nuŋ  ŋej kʰun-

rou 

you.2SG-NOM cat-ACC tease play- -DAT  meow sound-IRR 

If you tease a cat, it MEOW 

 

120. tuŋ-ja (əu-əu)  cuk-mək ko 
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cat-ACC  bark-NEG Q 

 

ja-ri   cuk-mək 

they.3PL-DET  bark-NEG 

[Q: Do cats bark?] A: (No), they not BARK 

 

121. nəŋ-ni   kou-kou jun-bi-ni-kʰi   a-ni 

you.2SG-NOM whatever tell-be.AUX-NOM-  he.3SG-ERG 

 

lourul-mək-rəu 

answer-NEG-IRR 

Whatever you TELL him, he not ANSWER 

 

122. nəŋ-ni   kou-kou kəu-ril-ra  tʰələk-bi-ni-kʰi  

you.2SG-NOM whatever bag-inside-LOC put-CP-be-too 

kəu-a    cit-mək-rəu 

bag-this.DEM  tear-NEG-IRR 

Whatever you PUT into this bag, it not BREAK 

 

123. nəŋ-ni  kəu-ril-ra  tʰəluŋ  tʰələk-nuŋ cit-rəu 

you-ERG bag-inside-LOC stone  put-DAT tear-IRR 

If you PUT a stone into this bag, it BREAK 

 

124. nəŋ-ni  kou-rou-ke kao-ril-ra  tʰəluŋ tʰələk-bi-ni-kʰi  

you-NOM what-IRR-if bag-inside-LOC stone put-be.AUX-NOM-still 

 

cit-mək-rou 

tear-NEG-IRR 

Even if you PUT a stone into this bag, it not BREAK 

 

125. kəi-ni  pardou  a-ya  məi-la-nuŋ kəu-tʰu-rəu 

I.1SG-NOM mushroom this-ACC eat-REAL-DAT what-come-IRR 

nəŋ  hi-rou 

you.2SG die-IRR 
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[Q: What HAPPEN if I eat this mushroom?] You DIE 

 

126. ka  niŋŋa-ri  t ʰləu  cur-mək-rəu 

we.1PL tomorrow-TOP work  touch-NEG-IRR 

(According to the contract) we not WORK tomorrow 

 

127. kəi  məntʰun-na-nuŋ məye-ri-se  no  (uŋrao c a-mək) 

I.1SG  send-NOM-DAT write-TOP-INFO MIR   call go-

NEG 

[Father to child:] (Please do not disturb me), I WRITE a letter 

 

128. nəi  ənaowa məntʰun-na-nuŋ məje-ləi-hui  ko 

your.2SG brother  send-NOM-DAT write-PROG-CONT QP 

Your brother WRITE a letter right now? (=Is that the activity he is engaged in?) 

 

məje-mək-kur-ra  ne 

write-NEG-PRF-REAL be 

 

a  ib-bur-ra 

he.2SG  sleep-PRF-REAL 

 (No,) he not WRITE a letter (he's asleep) 

 

 

129. nəi  ənaowa əsi-nuŋ  kəu-təu-bi ləi-ləi 

your.2SG brother  now-DAT what-do-be stay-PROG 

 

a  l həjl hou-ra om-bi  ləilik kʰəd pa-ləi 

he.2SG  chair-LOC sit-be.AUX book one read-PROG 

[Q: What your brother DO right now? (=What activity is he engaged in?] A:  He SIT in a 

chair (and) READ a book. A: He EAT bread and DRINK water. 

 

130. nəi  ənaowa-ni əŋŋi  jui-pʰəlum/c a  məŋ-bi   

your  brother-NOM yesterday warm water/tea drink-be.AUX 

kou-tou 
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what-do 

 

a-ni  pʰəitʰələj-ra  c a-bi  həjtokhəj ka-lo 

he-NOM market-LOC  go-be.AUX apple  go-buy 

 

(pʰəilʰəj-ra həjtokhəj lo-rou  c a-kur)# 

market-LOC apple  buy-IRR do-PRF 

[Q: What your brother DO after breakfast (yesterday)?]A:  He GO to the market and/to 

BUY some apples 

 

131. douwa  həj-ni  skul henkəlleŋ həi-nuŋ a-jəi   

child  DET-NOM school return  DET-DAT he-GEN 

 

pawa-ni  kəu-ləu-təu 

father-NOM what-pass-do 

 

a-ni  a-ya  kʰənui-kʰənui um həirou    

he.NOM he-ACC again-again beat then  

 

kʰənui-kʰənui  mətʰui-kur 

again-again kick-PRF 

[Q: What the boy's father DO when the boy came home (yesterday)?] A:He BEAT him 

and KICK him (several times) 

 

132. kəi ənaowa cim-ra  kərtʰəŋ  ko 

my brother  house-LOC meet  QP 

 

kərtʰəŋ-mək a lou-ca-wur-ra 

meet-NEG he already-go-PRF-COMPL 

 

əsi-hək  lou-c a-wur-ra 

now-  already-go-PRF-REAL 

[Q: Did you find your brother at home?] A: (No, we did not.) He LEAVE (before we 

arrive)A:(No, we did not, we were very unlucky.) He LEAVE (just before we came) 
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133. nəi ənaowa-nuŋ hitʰlək  pi-həj-nuŋ  a kəutəu 

your brother-DAT medicine give-DET-DAT he how 

 

kəmut 

react 

 

a-ni  hənui-tom-ri  məkʰu-kur 

he-ERG twice-only-TOP cough-PRF 

 

a kʰənui-kʰənui  məkʰu 

he again-again  cough 

[Q: What your brother's reaction BE when you gave him the medicine (yesterday)?] A:He 

COUGH once  A:He COUGH twice A:He COUGH seven times A:He COUGH many 

times A:He COUGH for an hour A:He COUGH often 

 

134. nəi kʰəl-na-ra  nəi ənaowa-ni kou-ŋəm-məi   

your think-NMLZ-LOC your brother-NOM what-reason-GEN 

 

burcu-kur 

cold-PRF 

 

a-ni  ləŋl həj -ni məkʰu 

he-NOM often-NOM cough   

[Q: Why do you think your brother has caught a cold?] A:He COUGH often 

 

135. əŋŋi-nuŋ  nəŋ-ni  nəi ənaowa-ja kou-ŋəm-məj 

yesterday-DAT you-NOM your brother-ACC what-reason-GEN   

burcu-me  tou-bi  kəniŋ-ŋo 

cold-be.AUX  do-be.AUX think-Q 

 

a ləŋl həj -ni məkʰu-nəj-me 

he often-NOM cough-because-be.AUX 
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[Q: Why did you think yesterday that your brother had caught a cold?] A:He COUGH 

often 

 

136. nəi ənaowa-ni məntʰun-na-nuŋ həj məje həj-nuŋ  

your brtoher-be send-NMLZ-DAT DET write DET-DAT 

 

kou-nək  t ʰəla-wa-ni  cəŋ-ŋo 

how-much  far-NOM-be  enter-be.INTER 

 

kʰin kʰəd-t ʰluŋ-rou  maje-kur 

time one-reach-IRR  write-PRF 

[Q: How long did it take for your brother to finish the letter?] A:He WRITE the letter in 

an hour. 

 

137. tui-həi  hek  pʰa-həi-kal-nuŋ a-ni  nəŋaka  

money-DET immediate get-DET-then-DAT he-ERG girl 

 

həiɲuŋ  put  məlan-nuŋ  sui-mək-ni lo-pi-rəu  (wa-me) 

then  thing gift-DAT fail-NEG-be buy-give-IRR ASRT.be 

[The boy's father sent him a sum of money some days ago and it arrived yesterday] When 

the boy GET the money, he BUY a present for the girl 

 

138. tui-həi  hek  pʰa-bi  kəlʰəŋŋa-ni nəŋaka-həi-nuŋ 

monej-həj immediate get-be.AUX young man-be girl-DET-DAT 

 

put  məlan-nuŋ lo-pi-wur-kʰəu 

thing  gift-DAT buy-give-PRF-PFV  

[Last year, the boy's father sent him a sum of money] When the boy GET the money, he 

BUY a present for the girl 

 

139. tui-həi  lʰək-lʰək-ra pʰa-la-nuŋ  kəlʰəŋŋa-həi-ni 
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money-DET interval-LOC get-REAL-DAT young man-DET-ERG 

 

nəŋaka-həi-nuŋ put məlan-nuŋ sui-mək-ni lo-pi-rəu 

girl-DET-to.DAT thing gift-to.DAT fail-NEG-be buy-give-IRR 

[the boy used to receive a sum of money now and then] When the boy GET the money, 

he BUY a present for the girl 

 

140. tui-həi  pʰa-wa-nuŋ  kəlʰəŋŋa-həi-ni nəŋaka-həi-nuŋ 

money-DET get-NOM-DAT young man-DET-be lady-DET-DAT 

 

put  məlan-nuŋ sui-mək-ni lo-pi-rəu-me 

thing gift-DAT fail-NEG-be buy-give-IRR-be 

[The boy is expecting a sum of money] When the boy GET the money, he BUY a present 

for the girl 

 

141. tui-həi  kou-rou-kʰe pʰa-wa-nuŋ-ri  kəlʰəŋŋa-həi-ni 

money-DET what-IRR-if get-NOM-DAT- young man-DET-ERG 

 

nəŋaka-həi-nuŋ put  məlan-nuŋ sui-mək-ni lo-pi-rəu 

lady-DET-DAT thing gift-DAT fail-NEG-be buy-give-IRR 

[The boy thinks that he will perhaps get a sum of money] If the boy GET the money, he 

BUY a present for the girl 

 

142. kou-rou-kʰe  tui-həi  pʰa-la-nuŋ-ri  kəlʰəŋŋa-həi-ni 

what-IRR-if  money-DET get-COMPL-DAT- young-DET-be 

 

nəŋaka-həi-nuŋ  put  məlan-nuŋ sui-mək-ni lo-pi-wur-rəu-sa 

lady-DET-DAT  thing gift-DAT fail-NEG-be buy-give-PRF-IRR-

ASRT 

[the speaker knows the boy was expecting money, but he doesn't know if he got itl If the 

boy GET the money (yesterday), he BUY a present for the girl 

 

143. kou-rou-kʰe   tui-həi  pʰa-la-nuŋ-ri  kəlʰəŋŋa-həi-ni 
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what-IRR-if   money-DET get-REAL-DAT- young-DET-be 

 

nəŋaka-həi-nuŋ put  məlan-nuŋ sui-mək-ni lo-pi-rəu-həu 

lady-DET-DAT thing gift-DAT fail-NEG-be buy-give-IRR-must 

[The speaker knows the boy was expecting money and that he did not get it] 

 

144. kou-rou-kʰe  əŋŋi-nuŋ  tui-həi  pʰa-la-nəŋ-ri  

what-IRR-if  yesterday-DAT money-DET get-REAL-TLOC-TOP 

 

kəlʰəŋŋa-həi-ni nəŋaka-həi-nuŋ put  məlan-nuŋ sui-mək-ni  

young-DET-be lady-DET-DAT thing gift-DAT fail-NEG-be  

 

lo-pi-rəu-həu 

buy-give-IRR-must 

If the boy GET the money (yesterday), he BUY a present for the girl 

 

145. nəŋ-ni  hen-kəleŋ kal-nuŋ kəi-ri  məntʰunna həi 

you-ne  bring-return   I.1SG-  send-NMLZ DET 

 

məye  ci-rəu-wa   (so) 

write  finish-IRR-ASRT EVD  

[Talking to someone who is leaving in a while] When you RETURN, I WRITE this letter 

(=I FINISH it already at that time) 

 

146. kəi-ni  kəleŋ  həi-nuŋ na-ni  təu-nuŋ l həu  

I.1SG-be return  DET-DAT you.3PL-ERG do-DAT work 

 

lou-lui-t ʰəlak  lək 

take-finish-put  IMP 

[Said as an order by a teacher leaving the classroom] When I RETURN, you WRITE this 

assignment (~You FINISH it by then) 
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147. kəi  ənaowa-ni jui-həi  əsi-nuŋ  kjiŋ-rəu-me  

I.1SG  brother- water-DET now-DAT cold-IRR-be 

 

təu-so 

do-EVD 

[Assuming that the speaker's brother is trustworthy and speaking of the water in a lake 

which is not visible to the speaker and the hearer] My brother SAY (right now) that the 

water BE COLD 

 

148. kəi  ənaowa-ni jui-həi  kjiŋ-rou təu-həi  kəu-təu 

I.1SG  brother- water-DET cold-IRR do-DET how-do 

 

kjiŋ-rəu-wo 

cold-IRR-be.INTER 

[Of the water in a lake which is not visible to the speaker and the hearer] My brother 

SAY (right now) that the water BE COLD (but I don't believe him) 

 

149. kəi  ənaowa-ni jui-həi  kjiŋ-ŋur-ra-rəu  tou-so  

I.1SG  brother- water-DET cold-PRF-REAL-IRR do-EVD 

 

koura  kjin-rəu 

where  cold-IRR 

My brother SAY (right now) that the water BE COLD (yesterday, but I don't believe 

him) 

 

150. kəi ənaowa-ni jui-həi  kjiŋ-rəu təu-həi  kjiŋ-mək 

I.1SG brother-ERG water-DET cold-IRR do-DET cold-NEG 

 

məlləi-so 

like-PROG-EVD 
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My brother SAY (yesterday) that the water BE COLD (yesterday, but I think he was 

wrong) 

 

151. kəi  ənaowa-ni əŋŋui  əŋkʰənui-nuŋ  jui-həi 

I.1SG  brother- yesterday day before-DAT water-DET 

 

kʰjiŋ-rou təu-kʰəu-so kʰjin-mək-rəu  malləi  me 

cold-IRR do-PFV-EVD cold-NEG-IRR like.PROG be.AUX 

My brother SAY (yesterday) that the water BE COLD (the day before yesterday, but I 

think he was wrong) 

 

152. əŋŋi  kəi ənaowa-ni jui-həi  kʰjiŋ-rou tou-həi 

yesterday I.1SG brother-ERG water-DET cold-IRR do-DET 

 

əŋtu-ri  lou-kʰjiŋ-mək 

today-TOP take-cold-NEG 

My brother SAY (yesterday) that the water BE COLD (today, but he turned out to be 

wrong) 

 

153. kəi  ənaowa-ni  əsi-nuŋ  jui-həi  kʰjin-ləi 

I.1SG  brother-ERG  now-DAT water-DET cold-PROG 

 

tou-bi  ləu-kʰəl-so  kʰjiŋ-mək pa/pe 

do-CP  take-think-EVD cold-NEG be.AUX 

[My brother THINK (right now) that the water BE COLD (today, but he is wrong) 

 

154. kəi  ənaowa-ni əŋŋi-nuŋ  jui kʰjiŋ-rou tou-həi 

I.1SG  brother- yesterday-DAT water cold-IRR do-DET 

 

kʰjiŋ-mək 

cold-NEG  

My brother THINK (yesterday) that the water BE COLD (yesterday, but he was wrong) 
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155. kəi  ənaowa-ni əŋtu-ri  jui-həi  kʰjiŋ-me  

I.1SG.GEN  brother-ERG today-TOP water-DET cold-be.AUX 

 

tou-həi  kəmu 

do-DET know 

My brother KNOW (now) that the water BE COLD (today) 

 

156. kəi  ənaowa-ni əŋŋi  əŋtu jui-həi  kʰjiŋ-rou  

I.SG.GEN brother-ERG yesterday today water-DET cold-IRR 

 

tou-bi   k mu-kʰəu 

do-be  know-PFV 

My brother KNOW (yesterday) that the water BE COLD (today) 

 

157. əŋŋi  kəi  ənaowa-ni jui-həi  lʰaŋ-l həi-ni kʰjin-

rəu 

yesterday I.SG.GEN brother-ERG water-DET usual-ADV cold-

IRR 

 

təu-bi  mərbo-kʰəu 

do-be.AUX believe-PFV 

My brother BELIEVE (yesterday) that the water BE COLD (usually) 

 

158. a-ni əsi~əsi-nuŋ jui-həi kʰjiŋ-me tou-bi  cikjuŋ-ləi 

he- now-DAT water-DET  cold-be.AUX do-be.AUX feel-

PROG 

He FEEL (right now) that the water BE COLD 

 

159. əŋŋi  kəi  ənaowa-ni jui-həi  kʰjiŋ-me  

yesterday I.1SG.GEN brother-ERG water-DET cold-be.AUX 

 

tou-bi  cikjuŋ-kʰəu 

do.be.AUX feel-PFV 

(Yesterday when my brother went into the water) he FEEL that the water BE COLD 
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160. jui-həi  kʰjiŋ-me 

water-DET cold-be.AUX 

 [Of the water in an invisible lake - the speaker knows that the water is in fact cold] 

 

161. kəi  ənaowa-ni jui-həi  kʰjiŋ-rəu-me  təu-bi 

I.1SG.GEN brother- water-DET cold-IRR-be.AUX do-be 

 

niŋc a-mək 

think-NEG 

My brother not THINK (right now) that the water BE COLD (=he thinks it is warm) 

 

162. kəi  ənaowa-ni jui-həi  kʰjiŋ-rəu-me  təu-bi 

I.1SG.GEN brother  water-DET cold-IRR-be.AUX do-be 

 

uklum-mək/ uklum-ŋəm-mək 

assure-NEG/ assure-able-NEG 

 

a-ni jui-həi  lum-rəu təu-bi  mərbo 

he- water-DET warm-IRR do-be.AUX suspect 

My brother DOUBT (right now) that the water BE COLD (=he suspects it is warm) 

 

163. kəi  ənaowa-ni jui-həi  kʰjiŋ-rəu təu-bi  

I.1SG.GEN brother-ERG water-DET cold-IRR do-be 

 

niŋc a-ləi 

think-PROG 

My brother HOPE (right now) that the water BE COLD 

 

164. kəi niŋŋa  nəi-nuŋ-ŋəi  wa-rəu-so  səyta-so-na 

I.1SG tomorrow your-DAT-GEN come-IRR-EVD promise-EVD 

[Uttered as a promise ] PROMISE to COME to you tomorrow 
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165. kəi-ni  nao a-ja  moruŋson tou-bi  min  

I.1SG-NOM child this-ACC morungson do-CP  name 

pʰuk-kur-ra 

name-PRF-REAL 

[Uttered in a naming ceremony (for NAME, substitute any suitable verb (e.g. 

CHRISTEN), for X, substitute any suitable proper name (e.g. JOHN)] I NAME this child 

X 

 

166. kok a hu-ni  tou-bai 

cup this who-be  do-break 

[Looking at a broken cup, angrily:] A:Who BREAK this cup? 

167. cim a hu-ni  mənrəŋ-ŋo 

house this who-be  build-QP 

[Looking at a house] Who BUILD this house? 

 

168. cim-həi huwa-ni mənrəŋ  kʰəu-wo 

house-DET who-ERG bulid  PFV-QP 

[Looking at a picture of a house which has been torn down] Who BUILD this house? 

 

169. cim-həi hu-ni  kim mənəi-pi-jo 

house-DET who-ERG colour paint-give-QP 

[Looking at a house, recently painted] Who PAINT this house? 

 

170. əŋŋui-nuŋ  kəi ənaowa-ni jen-kəleŋ bəŋ-nuŋ 

yesterday-DAT I.1SG brother-ERG    come-return before-DAT 

 

lou-ib-kur 

take-sleep-PRF 

(Yesterday evening) I GO to bed before my brother COME home. 

 

171. kəruŋ-həi əsi-nuŋ-hək   mu-kʰəu 

king-DET now-DAT-immediate  see-PFV 

 

##. kəruŋ-həi-wa joŋ-tʰuk-kur 
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king-DET-NOM come-out-PRF 

[The speaker has just seen the king arrive (no one had expected this event)] 

 

172. kəruŋ-wa wa-me   tou məjek-la-ko 

king-NOM come-be.AUX  do hear-REAL-QP 

 

##. kəruŋ-həi-wa  wa-me   təu-we 

king-DET-NOM  come-be.AUX  do-be.INTER 

(Have you heard the news?) The king ARRIVE 

 

173. kəruŋ-wa  tʰuk-ka  tou-we 

king-NOM  out-NOM do-be.QP 

[A persen who has heard but not seen the event says:] The ling has arrive? 

 

174. kəruŋ-həi wa-tʰuk-kur-ra-me 

king-DET come-out-PRF-REAL-be.AUX 

[The king has been expected for weeks. The speaker has just seen him:] The king 

ARRIVE 

 

175. kəi-ni  əŋŋi-nuŋ  cim jen-kəleŋ-həi-nuŋ a-ni 

I.1SG-  yesterday-DAT house -return-DET-DAT he-ERG 

 

məntʰun-na kʰəni-təm məje kajou 

send-NMLZ two-CL write start 

When I COME home (yesterday), he WRITE two letters (=first I came and then he wrote 

the letters) 

 

176. kəi-ni  əŋŋi-nuŋ  cim  jenkəleŋ-həi-nəŋ  

I.1SG  yesterday-DAT house  return-DET-TLOC 

 

a-ni  məntʰunna  kʰəni-təm rek  məje-cək-kəi  

he-ERG letter   two-CL time  write 

 

lui-t ʰlək-kur 
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finish-put-PRF 

When I COME home (yesterday), he WRITE two letters (=he finished writing them just 

before I came) 

 

177. kəi-ni  əŋŋi-nuŋ  cim jen-kəleŋ-həi-nuŋ 

I.1SG  yesterday-DAT house -return-DET-DAT 

 

a-ni  məntʰun-na  kʰəni-təm rek məje-kʰəu-me 

he-  send-NMLZ  two-CL time write-PFV-be.AUX 

When I COME home (yesterday), he WRITE two letters (=that is what he accomplished 

during my absence) 

 

178. kəi-ni  əŋŋi-nuŋ  cim jenkəleŋ-həi-nəŋ 

I.1SG  yesterday-DAT house return-DET-TLOC 

 

a-ni  məntʰun-na kʰəni-təm rek məje-ləi-hui-me 

he-ERG send-NMLZ two-CL time write-PROG-CONT-be.AUX 

When I COME home (yesterday), he WRITE two letters (=that is the activity he was 

engaged in) 

 

179. nəŋ  kəi  ənaowa-ya k mu ko 

you  I.1SG.GEN brother-ACC know QP 

 

moi  tui niŋsun-nuŋ kəi-ni  a-ja  put jor-na  

yes  earlier morning-DAT I.1SG.GEN he-ACC thing sell-

NMLZ 

bəm-ra  kərtʰəŋ-kʰəu 

place-LOC meet-PFV 

 

#. moi  əŋŋi-nuŋ  kəi-ni  a-ja  put jor-na  

yes  yesterday-DAT I.1SG.GEN he-ACC thing sell-NMLZ 

bəm-ra  kərtʰəŋ-kʰəu 
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place-LOC meet-PFV 

[Conversation takes place in the afternoon. The market referred to assumed to be situated 

at a considerable distance from the place where the conversation takes place. Q: Do you 

know my brother?] A:(Yes,) I MEET him at the market this morningA:(Yes,) I MEET 

him at the market yesterday 

 

180. nəŋ  kəi  ənao-wa-ja  k mu-kʰəu ko 

you  I.1SG.GEN brother-NOM-ACC know-kʰəu QP 

 

moi  tui niŋsun-nuŋ kəi-ni  a-ja  arou  

yes  earlier morning-DAT I.1SG.GEN he-ACC here 

 

mu-kʰəu 

see-PFV 

[Conversation takes place in the afternoon: Q: Do you know my brother?] A:(Yes,) I 

MEET him here this morning 

 

181. nəŋ  kəi  ənao-wa-ja  k mu-kʰəu ko 

you  I.1SG.GEN brother-NOM-ACC know-kʰəu QP 

 

kəi-ni  a-ja  əŋŋi  arou mu-kʰəu 

I.1SG-  he-ACC yesterday here see-PFV  

[C=143] Q: Do you know my brother?] A:(Yes,) I MEET him here yesterday 

 

182. nəŋ-ni ləm sun-pi-la  nuŋ-ri  kəi-ni  nəŋ-nuŋ 

you- road tell-give-COMPL DAT-TOP I.1SG- ERG you-DAT 

 

tui  pi-rəu 

money  give-IRR 

[Traveller to local:] If you SHOW me the way, I GIVE you money 

 

183. nəŋ-ni bol mərek-kə-na doŋ-mək-nuŋ  bol-həi 

you- ball play-NMLZ stop-NEG-DAT ball-DET 
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luŋ-ŋur-rəu-wa 

take-PRF-IRR-ASRT 

[Mother to child:] If you not STOP PLAY with that ball, I TAKE it away 

 

184. cim  a hu-wəi  mənraŋ 

house  this who-GEN bulid 

 

kəi  ənaowa-ni cim a mənrəŋ 

I.1SG  brother-ERG house this build 

[Standing in front of a house: Q: Who BUILD this house?] A:My brother BUILD this 

house 

 

185. nəi  ca nupawa həi kou-nək t ʰla-ni   

your  child man  DET what-type long-ADV 

 

məkʰu-wur-la-wo 

cough-PRF-REAL-be.INTER 

 

a-həi  kʰin kʰəd-rek məkʰu-wur-la 

he-DET time one-  cough-PRF-REAL 

[(Of a coughing child:) Q: For how long has your son been coughing?] A:He COUGH for 

an hour 

 

186. nəŋ  kəi ənaowa-ja muril-wur-ra  ko 

you  I.1SG brother-ACC meet-PRF-REAL QP 

 

moi  muril-wur-ra  

yes  meet-PRF-REAL 

 

muril-mək-hui 

meet-NEG-CONT 
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[A knows that B was going to meet A's brother but not] A: You MEET my brother (yet)? 

A:(Yes)I MEET him.B:(No,) I not MEET him 

 

187. kəi  niŋŋa  jen-tər  həi-nuŋ kəi cim təŋ  

I.1SG  tomorrow      -old  DET-DAT I.1SG house big 

 

kʰəd  ləu-rəu 

one  take-IRR 

[Said by a young man] When I GROW old, I BUY a big house 

 

188. kəruŋ həi joŋ-tʰuk-kur-ra-me 

king DET come-out-PRF-REAL-be.AUX 

[The speaker has just seen the king arrive (carlier than was expected):] The king 

ARRIVE already 

 

189. kəruŋ həi joŋ-tʰuk-mək-hui 

king DET com-out-NEG-still.CONT 

[The king is expected to arrivel]The king not ARRIVE yet 

 

190. nəi ənaowa-ja məntʰun-na məje lui-wur-la  ko 

your brother-ACC send-NMLZ write finish-PRF-REAL QP 

 

lui-mək-hui  a məje-ləi-hui 

finish-NEG-still he write-PROG-still.CONT 

[Q: Has your brother finished the letter?] A:(No,) he still WRITE it. 

 

191. nəi ənaowa-ni əŋŋi  nəŋ-ni  t ʰlou kʰaŋ-ko tou-bi 

your brother-ERG yesterday you-ERG work lift-QP  do-be 

kəŋəi-həi-nəŋ  kəu ləu-təu 

ask-DET-TLOC what take-do 

[What did your brother say yesterday when you asked him if was busy?] 

 

a məntʰun-na məje-rəu təu-bi jun-tʰuŋ 

he send-NMLZ write-IRR do-be say-out 
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He SAY that he WRITE letters 

 

192. əŋŋui-nuŋ  kəi-nuŋ kou-tʰuk-kur tou nəŋ mu-ləi  ko 

yesterday-DAT I.1SG-DAT what-out-PRF do you know-PROG QP 

 

kəi-ni  ləm-ra  wa-həi-nuŋ  mu-tʰuŋ-mək-ni  

1SG-ERG road-LOC come-DET-DAT see-PST.PROG-NEG- be  

pʰərul  kʰəd  tət-na-kur 

snake one  step-NMLZ-PRF 

 

pʰərul-həj-ni kəi ho-ra  cik-kur-me 

snake-DET- I.1SG leg-LOC bite-PRF-be.AUX 

kəi-ni tʰəluŋ  kʰəd lou-bi  pʰərul həi-ja  kʰiŋ-kur 

I.1SG- stone  one take-be.AUX snake DET-ACC throw-PRF 

 

həi-tou-bi  hi-kur 

DET-do-be.AUX die-PRF 

[Do you know what happened to me yesterday?]  I WALK in the forest.]. Suddenly I 

STEP on a snake. It BITE me in the leg. I TAKE a stone and THROW at the snake. It 

DIE. 

 

193. kəi-ni dou-wəi hənui-rek tʰuk-kur t ʰlou kʰəd-ca 

I.1SG young-GEN once-time happen-PRF work one-small  

 

həi nəi-nuŋ-nəj  sun-pi-ji-se 

DET you-DAT-GEN tell-give- -INFO 

 

nuŋ kʰəd-ni  kəi hiŋduŋ-ra kəwa-kəlnuŋ  mu-tʰuŋ 

day one-ERG I.1SG forest-LOC go-then  see-PST.PROG  

mək-ni  pʰərul  kʰəd tət-na-kur 

NEG-  snake  one step-NMLZ-PRF 

 

həi-ŋəm-məi  pʰərul  həi-ni  kəi-ja  cik-kur 

DET-reason-GEN snake  DET-ERG I.1SG-ACC bite-PRF 
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həi-tou-nəi  kəi-ni  tʰəluŋ  kʰəd lou-bi  kʰiŋ  

DET-do-GEN  I.1SG- ERG stone  one take-be.AUX throw 

 

hət-kur   həi-tou-bi  pʰərul  həi hi-kur 

kill-PRF  DET-do-be.AUX snake  DET die-PRF 

[1'1l tell you what happened to me once when I was a child.].  I WALK in the forest. 

Suddenly I STEP on a snake. It BITE me in the leg. I TAKE a stone and THROW at the 

snake. It DIE. [I saw it with my own eyes yesterday] 

 

 

194. nəŋ-ni kəi ənaowa-nuŋ kou-tʰuk-kur  mu-kʰəu ko 

you- my brother-DAT what-happen-PRF see-PFV QP 

 

kəi-sa-hək-ni  mu-kʰəu 

I.1SG-body-self- see-PFV 

 

kasi  hiŋdəŋ-ra c a-həj-nuŋ mutʰuŋ-mək-ni a-ni  

we.2PL(dual) forest-LOC go-DET-DAT aware-NEG-  he-ERG 

 

pʰərul  kʰəd tət-na-kur  pʰərul həj-ni  a-jəj  ho-ra  

snake one step-NMLZ-PRF snake det-ERG he-GEN leg-

LOC 

 

cik-kur  həi-tou-nəi a-ni   tʰəluŋ-kʰəd-lou-bi kʰiŋ-hət-kur 

bite-PRF DET-do-GEN he-ERG stone one-take-CP throw kill-

PRF 

 

(pʰərul-ja kʰiŋ-kur) 

snake-ACC throw-PRF 

[Do you know what happened to my brother yesterday? I saw it myself.] We WALK in 

the forest. Suddenly he STEP on a snake. It BITE him in the leg.He TAKE a stone and 

THROW at the snake. 
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195. əŋŋi-nuŋ  kəi ənaowa-ja kou-tʰuk-kur-ra-sa-wo 

yesterday-DAT my brother-ACC what-out-PRF-REAL-EVD-be.QP 

 

a-ni  hiŋdəŋ-ra ca-tʰuŋ-kur  mu-tʰuŋ-mək-kəi a-ni 

he-ERG forest-LOC go-PST.PRG-PRF see- -NEG-GEN he-

ERG 

 

pʰərul-ja  tətpʰəb-nəj pʰərul-ni a-ja  cik-kur 

snake-Acc step on-GEN snake-ERG he-ACC snake-PRF 

 

həi-tou-nəi a-ni  tʰəluŋ kʰəd ləu-bi  kʰiŋ hət-kur 

DET-do-GEN he-ERG stone one take-be  throw kill-PRF 

[Do you know what happened to my brother yesterday? He told it himself.]  He WALK 

in the forest. Suddenly he STEP on a snake. lt BITE him in the leg.  He TAKE a stone 

and THROW at the snake. It DIE. 

 

196. bəŋ-ŋəj-nuŋ  tʰimi kʰəd-ni  hiŋdəŋ-ra ca-na-rou pʰərul 

old-GEN-DAT man one-ERG forest-LOC go-NMLZ-IRr snake 

 

kʰəd tətpʰəb-nəj cik-kur 

one step on-GEN bite-kur 

 

a-ni  tʰəluŋ  kʰəd ləu-bi  kʰiŋ hət-kur 

he-ERG stone  one take-CP throw kill-PRF 

[Once upon a time there was a man. This is what happened to him one day.]  He WALK 

in the forest. Suddenly he STEP on a snake. lt BITE him in the leg. He TAKE a stone and 

THROW at the snake. It DIE. 

 

197. əsi~əsi-nuŋ kəi-ni hiŋdəŋ-ra cənc a həi-nuŋ mutʰuŋ-mək-kəi 

now-DAT I.1SG- forest-LOC run DET-DAT aware-NEG-GEN 

 

pʰərul kʰəd-ja  tətpʰəb-kur nəi-rou  kəi-ja  cik-kur  

snake one-ACC step on-PRF cause-IRR I.1SG-ACC bite-PRF 
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həirou  kəi-ni  tʰəluŋ kʰəd ləu-bi  kʰiŋ 

DET-LOC I.1SG-  stone one take-CP throw 

 

hət-kur-me 

kill-PRF-EVD 

[The speaker is right back from a walk in the forest: Do you know what just happened to 

me?] I WALK in the forest.Suddenly I STEP on a snake.It BITE me in the leg.I TAKE a 

stone and THROW at the snake.lt DIE. 

 

198. kəi-ni  hiŋdəŋ-ra cənc a həi-kal-nuŋ  pʰərul kʰəd-ja 

I.1SG-  forest-LOC run DET-then-DAT snake one-ACC 

 

k mu-kʰəu həi-ŋəm-məi  kəi-ni  tʰəluŋ kʰəd lou-bi 

see-PFV DET-reason-GEN I.1SG-ERG stone one take-CP 

 

kʰiŋ-kur 

throw-PRF 

[1'1I tell you what happens to me sometimes when I am walking in the forest.] I SEE a 

snake.I TAKE a stone and THROW at the snake. 

 

199. kəi  dou-wəy-nuŋ  kəi-ni  hiŋdəŋ-ra cənc a həi-nuŋ 

I.1SG  young-GEN-DAT I.1SG- ERG forest-LOC run DET-

DAT 

 

pʰərul kʰəd kərtʰəŋ  həi-tou-nəi kəi-ni tʰəluŋ kʰəd lou-bi 

snake one meet  DET-do-GEN I.1SG- stone one take-be.AUX 

 

kʰiŋ-l hək-kur-kʰəu 

throw-put-PRF-PFV 
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[I'll tell you what happened to me sometimes, when I was a child and was walking in the 

forest,] I SEE a snake.I TAKE a stone and THROW at the snake. 

 

200. napawa dou-wa -kʰəd le napuiya douwa  kʰəd  

man  young-one and woman  young  one  

 

ləm  ləi-ra  mərek-ləi (tʰuŋ) 

road middle-LOC play-PROG (P.CONT)  

 

napawa douwa-ni napuija douwa-nuŋ-ŋəi bol kʰəd  

man young-  woman  young-DAT-GEN ball one 

 

pi-ləi-me  napuiya douwa-ni hənui kəleŋ-bi 

give-PROG-be  woman  young-ERG again return-be.AUX 

 

kʰiŋ-pi-tʰut-ləi 

throw-give-out.DL-PROG 

[I'll tell you what I see in the window right now.]A boy and a girl PLAY in the street. 

(Right now) the boy TAKE a ball and THROW it to the girl. The girl THROW it back. 

 


